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ABSTRACT

At the moment Kenya is experieocing high unemployment rates, over-reliance on

unprocessed commodity exports, few foreign direct investment inflO\vs and low

technological capacities. The establishment of Export Processing Zones (EPZs) has been

seen as a way of helping the country overcome some of these challenges. However, the

incentives that have accompanied the EPZ scheme, particularly the ceding of labour

legislation by the Kenya government to EPZ investors, has created EPZ employer

employee labour relations hostilities (a labour relations gap).

The purpose of this study was to establish the state of employer-employee labour

relations in Kenyan garment EPZs. This was done by establishing the factors that

influeoce the perceptions of EPZ workers towards the state of their working conditions.

This study further explored the effect of labour law exemItions on EPZ investors, their

employees and the Export Processing Zones Authority (EPZA). It further explored the

effectiveness of existing communication and dispute settlement structures in the EPZ

workplace.

The survey method was largely used to collect both qualitative and quantitative data. The

respondents of the survey included EPZ employers, their employees and the EPZA. Three

sets ofquestionnaires were used to collect data One questionnaire was distributed to EPZ

employers; the second to EPZ employees and the third was distributcd to the EPZA. The

collected data was then anaIyzed using the Statistical Package for the Social Scieoces

(SPSS) program.

The study found that the factors that significantly affected Kenyan EPZ employers and

their employees' attitudes towards the state of their working conditions were: age,

gender, marital status, employment status, work section, leadership position in a

company, salary scale and the location of an EPZ company in a public or pivate ZOll:.
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The study also found that employment discrimination and the state of the worlcing

relationsI-ips in Kenyan gannent EPZs had big employer-employee labour relations'

gaps. Besides, the worlcing facilities in Kenyan EPZs were relatively of high quality. The

EPZ employer-employee training gap was fmmd not to be large, while the employer

employee remuneration and interpersonal relationship gaps were found to be slightly

above the occeptable le..els.

In addition, the study also fmmd that employee strikes and negative publicity were the

main problems EPZ investors encountered for being exempted from the minimum wage

act and the factories act. Unions, politicians and Non-governmental Organizations

(NGOs) were the major groups/organizations that censured EPZ operators for being

exempted from labour laws. The closer EPZ investors are located to each other, the more

they influenced each other's employer-employee labour relations.

The findings of the study also revealed that EPZ employees found unions, the EPZA and

codes of conduct as ineffective employer-employee regulatory instruments, although

some employers found these three regulatory instruments to be effective. Apart from the

existing EPZ employer-employee regulatory structures the three groups also consulted

the ministJy of labour, when they found it difficult to resolve employer-employee

worlcing conditions' related problems amongst themselves in the zones.

Furthermore, the findings established that the maJOflty of employee-employer

communication in the zones revolves around wages. The majority of the EPZ employees

channelled their working conditions' grievances to their employers via workers

committees and strikes/go slows, while the majority of employers use workers

committees and open meetings to address their workers. Regarding the effectiveness of

their communication channels, the majority of the sampled employees indicated that their

communication channels were effective. This is a view that their employers also

concurred with.
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Finally, the study found that the three groups (employers, their employees and the EPZA)

suggested that the use of general alternative EPZ employer-employee regulato!)'

instrumerts (the government, NGOs, unions and institutions of higher learning), trade

instrumerts (preferential trade agreements and codes of conduct) and other instruments

(existing laws, arbitration and unions) could ensure that EPZ working conditions

improved.

The majority of workers indicated that their employer-employee working relationships

could be improved with a better EPZ employment structure; improvement of employer

employee communication structures. Employees also felt that educating them on their

labour rights, on the roles unions play, along with more EPZA support and better

remuneration structures were required as basic working conditions that would be deemed

satisfacto!)' to them.

To minimize employer-employee hostilities (reduce the employer-employee labour

relations gap) the study has recommended that EPZ employers, their employees and the

EPZA adopt a compliance measuri~ instrument, to constantly evaluate their labour

relations gaps, adopt a step by step dispute resolution approacWsystem to solve their

working conditions' problems and a higher productivity code ofconduct.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

1.1 Introduction and Conceptual Framework

"The four newly industrializing countries - Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan and
Korea have been among the most spectacularperformers in the world economy. Over
the past 25 years they have been able to quadruple their shares ofworldproduction
and trade. This phenomenal economic growth has been achieved with a low wage
economy exporting labour intensive manufactures" (the Export Processing Zones
concept) (Nolan!, 1990:15). These countries attained their developed country status
by pursuing strategies based on EPZs adds the World Export Processing Zones
Association (WEPZAi (1996, para. 38).

The Heckscher-Ohlin (1924) (H-O) theory IS an inIportant general framework for

thinking about Export Processing Zones (EPZs) and a good point of departure for this

study as it raises some inIportant issues concerning investment in EPZ host countries. The

general framework ofthe theory gives insight into the investment attraction methods that

EPZ host countries employ when seeking Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and the effects

these methods have had specifically on EPZ employees. The H-O theory explains the

rationale behind the establishment ofEPZs in developing countries with the use offiscal,

infrastructwaI, and procedural as well as labour law concessions. The effects of these

concessions have been damaging especially to EPZ employees, as the reviewed authors

in the sections that folbw below show.

The EPZ model is derived from the H-O theory on the patterns and determinants of

internatioml trade. The theory states that: a country will be able to produce at lower cost

(and therefore have comparative advantage in) those prodocts whose production requires

relatively large amounts of the factors of production, (also known as factor endowments

e.g. land, labour, capital, natural resources) with which that country is relatively endowed

(Husted & Melvin, 2001:86). Labour abundant developing countries should therefore

specialize in labour-intensive products adds Sloman (2000:748).
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With the use of EPZs Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan and Korea also known as the

Newly Industrialized Countries (NICs) increased their total share of manufactured

exports (as a percentage of all exports from developing countries) from 13.5 per cent in

I%5 to 45 per cent in 1980rising to over 60 per cent in 1990. They also accounted for 61

per cent of manufactured exports from developing countries in 1990 says the

International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (lCFTU) (1996, Globalization section,

para 2).

Many developing countries have or are in the processes of adopting the EPZ concept by

setting up industrial complexes and designating specific areas as EPZ centres. These

countries aim to achieve an equally impressive export oriented economic growth rate

steered by manufuctured products as 1hat ofthe four NlCs nrntioned above.

In Kenya the EPZ program was established in 1990 with the enactment of the EPZ act

(CAP 517, Laws of Kenya) (EPZA, 2002:1). The scheme managed by the Export

Processing Zones Authority (EPZAi promotes export oriented industrial investment

within designated wnes similar to those found in the NlCs. By 2001 cumulative

investment since inception in the EPZ operational enterprises amounted to over US$560

million. There were 33 operational enterprises located in 23 zones (See map in appendix

B) with 239 new inquiries received, while 41 additional projects had been approved.

Over 13,500 immediate new jobs had been created. Cumulative exports from inception

amounted to over US$240 million (EPZA, 2002).

Most EPZ host governments have come up with investment packages aimed at attracting

investors into their zones. These packages mainly consist of fiscal and procedural

exemptions. However, due to the similarity of incentives offered in EPZs around the

world and the heavy worldwide competition in EPZ promotion the need for more

incentives has become necessary, as the fiscal andprocedural incentives on offer have not

been as competitive as they were before. This is because all EPZ establishing countries

I WEPZA _ the umbrella international EPZ body that individual country EPZs are affiliated to
2 EPZA - th"_authority that runs the EPZ program in Kenya
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have the ability to grant them. EPZ operators therefore drafted new investment attraction

polices to compliment the existing fiscal and procedural exemption ones. As EPZs thrive

on cheap labour the best policy measure that could help keep labour cheap and attractive

to investors is the ceding of labour laws to investors. Most EPZ host governments have

done this or are in the p-ocess ofdoing so.

Though the ceding of labour laws to investors is necessmy. for industrial and economic

growth as it gives investors opportunities to profitably blend their capital with labour,

there should be a framework defining how investors should handle and treat labour. The

absence of such a framework in the EPZ environment seems to have created hostilities

between EPZ employer and their employees (or a labour relations gap/problem).

Incidents such as sexual harassment, industrial injmy and sometimes death, physical and

verbal abuse and the denial of access to various essential services such as bathrooms and

permission to seek medical aid coupled with the exposure to poor working conditions, are

some of the incidents that fall within the EPZ employer-employee labour relations gap

that has been created by the ceding oflabour laws in EPZs to investors.

These incidents do not seem to have an economic value and do not seem to have any

value added effect on the EPZ production process. They also do not make production

cheaper but foster the building of resentment, bitterness, distrust and anger amongst EPZ

employees which when released through alternative redress seeking avenues, ends up

with expensive and damaging repercussions on EPZ employers (e.g. illegal strikes) and

host governments (e.g:the denial ofaccess to preferentialmaIkets).

Various studies on EPZ employer-employee labour relations around the world have

documented a variety of the above mentioned labour injustices.

• According to a report by a Honduran based Non Governmental Organization

(NGO) National Labour Committee (NLC) (1998, paral-3) in the free trade

zones and maquila3 factories in the Choloma region in Honduras, young women

were being injected with the contraceptive Dep-o Provera, which blocks

pregnancy for up to three months. The women workers were deliberately misled

3 Maquila (Maquiladorers) - refer to the EPZ concept in the Americas
~
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about what they were being injected with, as many believed they were receiving

tetanus shots. Employers did this to ensure consistent production in their factories

in order to meet their supply deadlines.

• In Bangladesh a fire swept through an EPZ based firm killing 47 employees. As

the metal gates at the entrance of each factory floor in the factory were usually

padlocked during office hours the security guard could not find the keys during

the fire (Grumiau, 2000, para. 1).

• In the Dominican Republic a female EPZ worker was attacked by her supervisor

who twisted her arms and neck. A complaint was made to management who

forced her to withdraw the complaint (lCFTIJ, 1996, physical abuse section,

para1).

• In a Lesotho EPZ garment factory a supervisor beat workers with lengths of

knotted fabric because he did not speak the local language and became frustrated

when workers could not understand his instructions (Khan, 2002, para. 21).

• In Swaziland a Chinese EPZ investor operating a textile factory beat up one ofhis

employees for demanding a salary increase. The employee suffered injuries that

required him to be admitted to hospital (Matsebula, 2002: 22).

The labour injustices mentioned above seem to take place more in EPZs than in other

industries in EPZ host countries. Ibis may be attributed to the methods EPZ promoting

agencies use when trying to attract investors into their zones. In Swaziland the Swaziland

Investment Promotion.Agency (SIPA) could be held responsible for labour unrest in one

ofthe EPZ factories due to the information they gave a Chinese investor. SIPA told the

investor not to pay his workers more than R300, which stirred a strike where workers

were demanding for an increase in their wages but the investor's defence was that he had

been told by SIPA not to pay more than R300 (Matsebula, 2002: 22). Other EPZ

employers consider themselves to be omnipotent and untouchable while governments

reinforce this feeling in investors by boasting in their publicity brochures of their union

free environments (lCFTIJ, 1996, Anti union repression section, para. 4-5). On the other

hand, EPZ host governments show great indifference in handling labour complaints as

labour inspectors are slow and investigate workers complaints with a lot of apathy
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(ICFIU, 1996, government indifferen:e section, para. 4) which has made investors feel

that they can always count on the EPZ host government's sympathy should anything go

wrong when dealing with theirworkers.

Since non-EPZ industries in the EPZ host countries are subject to national labour laws

and are under constant monitoring by relevant labour authorities, incidents of labour law

violations may be few as both employers and employees have a labour relations

framewOlk guiding their working relationship and both know the consequences of

violating it However the situation is different in EPZs. Prospective investors as the

reviewed authors above indicate take advantage of both their powerful position and

importance, as determinants of the success or failure of a host country's EPZ program to

negotiate for concessions that include labour laws. They at times deliberately violate the

rights of labour knowing that they can count on the sympathy of their host governments

or can invoke their power (mostly using the threat to relocate) if any action is taken on

them. This is further discussed in the next chapters.

The hostilities emanating from the concession oflabour laws to investors in EPZs and the

resultant employer-employee labour relation's gap (problem) has generated a lot of

debate around the world amongst consumers, human rights organizations, scholars,

internatioml organizations, EPZ operators and governments.

Alternative sources of regulation have been sought in an effort to narrow down EPZ

employer-employee labour relations' gap (problem). Self-regulation has been sought as

an alternative but the selective development and application ofvarious regulatory models

(e.g. international NGO codes ofconduct such as the ILO conventions among others) has

rendered them ineffective as a number of EPZ stakeholders always legitimately fmd

reasons (e.g. sovereignty, poverty and comparative advantage) as to why'they cannot

abide by such frameworks. This has led to the call for EPZ investors to apply business

social ethics in their operatiOJlS, to help narrow down the EPZ employer-employee labour

relations' gap (problem) in EPZs and those around the world.
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1.2 Contextual framework

In Kenya the ministries of industIy & trade, labour and health (assisted by the judiciary

when the need arises) are the three bodies responsible for the formulation,

implementation and enforcement ofgovernment policy in industry.

The ministry of industry presents the industrial focus for the nation The ministry of

health ensures that healthy working condition standards in industry are maintained while

the ministry of labour ensures that industrial working relationships between EPZ

employers, employees and the government remain healthy. The judiciary assists these

three ministries to enforce their various agendas when called upon to do so.

After the Kenyan government exempted EPZ investors from parts of existing labour

laws, a conflict resolution gap between the government (through the EPZA), EPZ

investors and their employees emerged which lacked proper regulatory instruments to

handle. In the long run an employer-employee labour relations gap (problem) emerged

due to the absence of a proper regulatory code. Incidents of conflict that would/might in

future occur in the course ofEPZ operations such as disruptive employer-employee

actions that would require conflict prevention and resolution structures for intervention

may present the victirn(s) (government, investors, employees) with a dilemma as to

where to seek legal or other redress from. This is because there might be no clear place to

turn to (for all parties) or a lot of duplication and conflicting courses of action might be

proposed by the ditre~ntparties that would be involved in resolving the conflict.

This study's principal focus shall be on the EPZA (that falls under the authority of the

ministry oftrade & industry), EPZ employers and their employees.

The EPZA is the organization that manages EPZ activity ID Kenya It has the

responsibility ofensuring that:

• Trade in manufactured exports increases;

• The generation and attraction of foreign exchange occurs;

• Improved teclmical and management skills takes place;

~
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• The transrer of technology occurs;

• The corntruction of linkage effects with the local economy takes place;

• International markets become accessible;·

The above have to be achieved at income exceeding:

• Net costs ofinfrastructure;

• Net costs ofrunning the EPZ (minus receipts frem rents);

• Costs in the form of government revenue foregone in incentives given to the firms

(Glendy & Ndii, 2000:10-13 & Currie, 1985:6).

The above listed operating conditions reveal the high pressure the EPZA operates under

and it is only by attracting large numbers of foreign investors into the Kenyan zones that

the above conditions can be fulfilled.

To achieve the above objectives the EPZA requested for the ceding of the factories act of

1951 (which sets forth detailed health and safety standards in industry). In 1994, the

Kenyan labour minister ceded this act as an investment attraction instrumert meant to

compliment the existing fiscal and procedural incentives on offer (National Trade Data

Bank(NTDB), 1999, para.2).

The concession of the factories act led to the further growth of the EPZ employer

employee labour relations' gap. In an effort to narrow down this gap the EPZA and EPZ

employers indicate that they have adopted an employer self-enforcement regulatOlY

framewOlk that addresses the issues of minimum wages (wages are said to be self

regulating) and factory inspection (health and safety inspectors are not allowed to inspect

EPZ firms since they have been exempted from the factories act. which provides for

inspection) among other issues (NlDB, 1999, para2). The EPZA also indicates that

counters that Kenyan EPZ workers are treated well as EPZA industrial relations officers

ecIucateand monitor employers for complian:e and that though wages remain self

regulating they are higher than those outside the zones. However, the NlDB (1999,

para.2) indicates that the above statements cannot be verified as unions have limited

access to the zones and employers are very hostile towards them.
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The above situation shows the complexities involved in EPZ labour law application,

supervision and enforcement. The adoption of a self-regulatory frameWOIX applied by the

EPZA and EPZ employers does not seem to have sufficiently narrowed down the EPZ

employer-employee labour relations gap given the criticism directed towards them from

various sources and the mystery surrounding the framework and the 2003 strikes that hit

the Kenyan EPZ sector.

An open and more comprehensive all-inclusive EPZ employer-employee labour

relations' model may be more accommodative and acceptable to all Kenyan EPZ

stakeholders and may help narrow down the existing EPZ employer-employee labour

relation's gap.

1.3 Statement of the problem

The exemption of Kenyan EPZ fIrms from the factoIY's act of 1951 (which sets forth

detailed health and safety standards in industry) and from paying the minimum wage

among other conditions and exemptions means that employees working in Kenyan EPZ

based fIrms may work under health and safety standards that are different from those

outside the zones. The possibility that zone investors may therefore compromise workers

health and safety standards and wages due to these exemptions may arise.

Despite the exemption ofEPZ investors from applying the factoIY's act and the minimum

wage act EPZ wOIXers and their supporters have turned to internationa laws, conventions

and codes of conduct'in an effort to reduce the negative effects that have and continue to

occur as a result of the above-mentioned exemptions. Some of the codes EPZ workers

and their supporters have tried using inclu&: the International Labour Organization (110)

conventions, the 110 tripartite declaration of principles concerning Multinational

Enterprises (MNEs) and social policy, the United Nations Centre for Transmtional

Corporations (UNCTC) code of conduct for Transnational Corporations (TNCs), the

United Nations (UN) declaration on human rights, United Nations Industrial

Development Organizations (UNIDOs) lima declaration, the ICFlU model code, World

Trade Organization (WTO) labour guidelines, Organization of Economic Cooperation

and Development (OECD) guidelines for MNEs, the North America Free Trade Area
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(NAFTA) labour side agreement and the WEPZA members code ofconduct among many

others.

Consumer rights groups such as the Ethical Trading Action Group (ETAG) in Canada

and human rights organizations like Amnesty International (AI); religious organizations

like the Christian Aid and humanitarian Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) such

as Oxfam have also come up with their individwl codes as instruments of employer

employee regulation in the absence of goverrnnent enforced regulatOlY structures. Other

EPZ workers' supporters like the united students against sweatshops' Worker Rights

Consortium (WRC) also have their individual codes while most MNEs have codes of

conduct like those ofNike, Levi Strauss and Reebok among others, which they prescribe

to their EPZ cortractors in order to ensure proper EPZ employee treatment.

The above codes of conduct and international agreements have had their own drawbacks.

As intemationa laws work through or are implemented via governments, the concession

of any domestic laws by EPZ host governments therefore amounts to the concession of

internatiowl laws, which in many cases are not binding. This shows the weakness of

intematiowl law as a regulatory medium for labour in EPZs. On the other hand, the

countries that benefit most from EPZs do not seem to take international specialist

organizations seriously. The United States (US) a major beneficiary of both investment

through its MNEs and imports from EPZs, has only ratified 10 of the 180 ILO

conventions (lCFTU, 1996, trade union organizing section, para. 4). While the UNCle

was closed down without ever formulating a code of conduct for ruCs due to pressure

and interference from ruCs (Madeley, 1992:92-94 & Addo, 1999:274). Numerous

violations of individual MNE codes of conduct have been documented in various forums

such as the Maquila network update (2001 & 2002), the ICFTU (1996) and the ILO

(1998) among many others.

Despite the existence of alternative regulatory instruments, injustices to EPZ workers'

operating in labour law conceded environments' still remain. Given the rapid growth and

expansion of EPZs there seems to be an emerging labour relations' gap between EPZ
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employers and their employees, which is also confIrmed by the incidences of labour

injustices like sexual harassment, violence, death as well as physical and verbal abuse

(mentioned above).

An analysis into the perceptiorn of employers and their employees in Kenyan garment

EPls towards the state of their working conditions is necessary. This would determine

the extent to which the exemption of EPl investors from applying the factory's act and

the minimum wage act in their operatiorn has affected employer-employee labour

relations.

1.4 Goal of the study

The goal of this study is to develop an EPl employer-employee regulatory model using

concepts from diverse areas such as business ethics, economics, law, international trade,

business organization, management and planning among many others that can be used to

reduce the existing EPl employer-employee labour relation's gap created by the

government conceded labour laws in Kenyan garment EPls.

1.5 Objectives ofthe study

The broad aim of the study was addressed by the following specifIc objectives: these

were to:

I. Investigate the factors that signifIcantly affect employer-employee labour

relations in Kenyan garment EPls.

2. Investigate the scope of the employer-employee labour relations' gap (problem) in

Kenyan garment EPls.

3. Assess the impact of the various labour law exemptions on Kenyan garment EPl

operations.

4. Assess the perceptions and attitudes of EPl employers and their employees

towards the effectiveness ofthe existing problem-solving (regulation) frameworks

at the Kenyan garment EPl workplace.

5. Investigate the perceptions of the EPZA, EPl employers and their workers

towards the effectiveness of their existing communication structures and the
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extent to which they may have contributed to the existing employer-employee

labour relations' gap (problem) in Kenyan garment EPZs.

6. Elicit data from EPZ investors, their employees and the EPZA suggesting how the

existing EPZ employer-employee labour relations' gap can be reduced.

1.6 Hypothesis

This study was based on the following hypotheses:

HI. The age ofEPZ employees does not affect their attitudes towards the state of their

working conditions.

H2. The sex of EPZ employees does not affect their attitudes towards the state of their

working conditions.

H3. The marriage status of EPZ employees do not affect their attitudes towards the

state of1heir working conditions.

&. The educational qualifications of EPZ employees do not affect their attitudes

towards the state offueir working conditions.

Hs. The technical qualifications of EPZ employees do not affect their attitudes

towards the state offueir working conditions.

Ht;. The work section of EPZ employees does not affect their attitudes towards the

state of1heir working conditions.

H7. There are no significant working conditions' differences between EPZ section

heads and non-section heads.

lIs. The length of service of EPZ employees does not affect their attitudes towards the

state of1heir working conditions.

H9. The employment status of EPZ employees does not affect their attitudes towards

the state oftheir working conditions.

H IO. The salary scales of EPZ employees does not affect their attitudes towards the

state of1heir working conditions.

H I1 . There are no significant working conditions' problems between employees

working in EPZ companies locatedin the pdllic or private zones.

H 12. There are no significant differences in the perceptions of unionized and non

unionized EPZ employees towards the stae of their working conditions.
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Ha There are no significant differences in the perceptions ofyoung (18-23) and older

(24-29) EPZ employees towards the state of their EPZ woIking conditions.

H 14. EPZ investors located in private zones view the wOlking conditions they expose

their employees to, as different from those of investors located in the public zone.

H I5 Unionized EPZ operators view the state of the working conditions that they

expose their wOlkers to, as different from those ofnon-unionized operators.

H16. The length of time a company has operated; as an EPZ does not influence its

perceptions tow!£ds the state of1he working conditions it exposes its workers to.

1.7 Research Questions

To realize the above objectives the fol1owi~research questions \\ere addressed:

1. What is the sco{l: ofthe employer-employee labour relations' gap in Kenyan

garment EPZs?

2. What is the impa::t of the various labour law exemptions onKenyan gannent EPZ

operations?

3. What are the perceptions and attitudes ofEPZ employers and their tmployees

towards the effectiveness of the existing problem-solving (regulation) frameworks

at the EPZ garment workplace?

4. How effi:ctive are the existing employer-employee communication structures and

to what extent ha'le they contributed to the existing employer-employee labour

relations' gap in Kenyan gannent EPZs?

5. How can the e,xisting EPZ employer-employee labour relations' gap (problem) be

reduced?

1.8 Scope and limitations

.The study covered gannent based export-oriented industries in the public and private

zones in Kenya. It concentrated on EPZs specializing in gannents, which had at least

three export-oriented enterprises operating and interacting in them. This was done as it

was assumed that enterprises operating in the zones face similar influences and

interactions which shape their operations; as was deduced from various works such as

those of the ILO (1998), the lCFIU (1996), Hall (1981), Miller (1980) and Townson
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(1977) among many others who showed that enterprises or city states4 that operated close

together shared the same experieoces and needs unlike those that did not. Demands by

employees in one company in most cases were influenced by those of others in the zone

while an investor's actions in one company in most cases were influenced by those of

others operating within the same zone. At the same time the study intended to develop an

interactive EPZ labour regulatory model, which could only be done by evaluating

variables that were in cla;e interactDn.

Single EPZ based enterprises were 1herefore not part ofthe study.

Participants were selected from the zones and included the EPZA and EPZ investors and

their employees.

The subject coverage was from a general business, economic and ethics perspective

though a legal perspective was adopted where and when it was deemed necessary to

support the study.

As this is an emerging and relatively new concept in Kenya, current documented

information resources were limited at the same time since the issue of labour relations is

a very sensitive one in Kenya; political, economic as well as social suspicions often

arose.

1.9 Motivation of th~ study

The globalization ofthe world economy and the move towards free trade has exerted a lot

ofpressure on the state and its trade regulating structures. The creation of EPZs to enable

developing countries participate in this phase of international trade further compounds

the state's problem as it finds itself in a dilemma as to whether to restructure its trade

regulating polices or to use them as tools to attract investment. EPZs in Kenya were

introduced in the fa:e ofthis dilemma

EPZ labour has found itself in the midst of the different forces of globalization and as a

weak power compared to the influeoce of investors and the state in international trade. It

4 City-State _Island or port cities that between the 15 & 18th centuries that had self govennnent
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finds itselfchallenged by the incentives EPZ investors have negotiated for from the state.

Occupying a weak position in the EPZ relationship exposes the EPZ worker to labour

injustices particular¥ from investors.

The researcher was of the opinion that by carrying out this study some of the negative

effects these concessions have had on labour may be reduced A position also supported

by the ICFTU which asks whether we should close our eyes to the situation, in the same

way as some in the 1980s asked human rights organizations to close their eyes to torture

in Chile or disappearances in Argentina "because countries could not be compared".

Accepting this reasoning that social rights are relative, the ICFfU says, amounts to

calling into question the most important international conventions on human rights,

which uphold the principle of equality between persons, and to agreeing to the views of

those who believe that exploitation is an inevitable step along the road to development in

developing countries (lCFIU, 1996, which in reality means section, para. 2).

1.10 Significance of the study

Cheap, unskilled or semi-skilled labour is one of the major factors that attract

manufacturing investors to EPZs. However poor employer-employee working relations

between EPZ workers and foreign investors can jeopardize EPZ operations.

The findings of this study seek to create a more conducive working relationship in

Kenyan EPZs by trying to ensure that all EPZ stakeholders get a fair deal from their input

even in a labour law conceded environment.

As EPZs involve a large number of stakeholders the findings of this study are intended to

benefit the followiIg interested groups:

1. Policy makers. EPZ host governments, consumer organizations, human rights

groups, women's groups and other EPZ policy makers shall fmd this study to be

of significance to them especially as they try to balance the economic

development needs of EPZ host countries and the rights and needs of their EPZ

workers:
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2. EPZ employers and workers. AJ> this study intends to come up with a

framewOIk that will act as a guide for EPZ operations in labour law conceded

environments, it would be deemed useful to EPZ employees and employers, as

they would have been exposed to an alternative labour relations' approach that

might be bmeficial to their operations.

3. Researchers. Since global trade is emergent in nature, new ideas need to be

generated regularly to keep up with these changing trends. The fmdings of this

study would therefore be useful 10 future researchers in this field.

4. International trade and preferential trading agreements. The growth of

intematioml trade through Preferential Trade Agreements (PTAJ» has played a

part in the growth of EPZs and the existing EPZ employer-employee labour

relations' gap. The findings of this study would therefore be important to all those

involved in internatiorui trade and trade agreements as the findings set out to

minirni'iE some of the employer-employee labour relations problems cansed by

the growth of international trade.

5. Sensitize research on other international trade related problems. The

internatioml trading system is broad and complex. Various studies show that

developed countries participate and benefit more from the current system of

internatioml trade than developing countries do, due to various factors. To

overcome this and other related challenges more research needs to be done in

these areas.

1.11 Research Methodology

1.11.1 Methodology

Methodology refers to a carefully considered way of approaching a problem so that one

could understand itbetter (Sayer, 1992:12).
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The study took both a quantitative and qualitative design and solicited information from

EPZ employees, employers and the EPZA using slightly different questionnaires.

The quantitative approach seemed to be the most reasonable and appropriate one in trying

to answer the study's research hypotheses and questions as Garhers (1996:283) says that

the quantitative approach lends itself to the description of opinions, attitudes and gauges

the efrect ofone event or variable against another.

Qualitative methods were also used as the problem that was being investigated concerned

issues of the human behaviour, attitudes, feelings, reactions, beliefs and perceptions of

EPZ stakeholders. Qualitative metlDds also allow people to express their opinions, their

experiences and their demands, rather than their knowledge, says Boelaert (2000:17),

which this study intended to bring out.

1.11.2 Research Design

This study was conducted as an ex post facto research. An ex post facto research design

according to Leedy (1997) provides the means by which a researcher can examine how

specific independent variables (in this study's case: age, sex, marital, educatioml,

employment and salary status among others) affect the dependent variable(s) (worlcing

conditions) of interest. The research:r looks at conditions that have already occurred (in

this case the prevailing state of the EPZ working conditions) and then collects data to

investigate the relationship of these varying conditions to subsequent behaviours,

concludes Leedy (19CJ7:226).

1.11.3 Target Population

The target population ofthis study consisted of all garment EPZ employees and investors

in EPZs that had a minimum ofthree operating enterprises in them. When this study was

carried out (in 2(02) there were 23 gazetted EPZs in Kenya, 15 of which were in

operation housing, 33 export processing firms 23 of which were dealing with garments

employing 18,995 employees, which accounted for 95% of all EPZ employment in

Kenya (EPZA, 2002:19-25). Six zones housed at least three enterprises. The largest zone

was the publicly owned and operated Athi River EPZ which housed 16 export enterprises

while Rafiki EPZ was the largest private EPZ and housed se~ export enterprises.
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Out of the 16 companies in the Athi RiVfr zone eight fInns dealt with gannents, these

eight fInns were all selected for the study. Kingorani (3), RafIki (4) and Sameer (1) were

the only private EPZs that housed both garment and non-garment export fInns in their

zones. These three zones were selected for the study as they are a mixed composition of

garment and non-garment manutaeturing fInns which provided a diverse industrial

interaction a1mosphere needed for the study. In total the three zones housed eight garment

manufacturing fInns.

The total garment fInns available for the study's selection were 16 {(8) in the public

sector and (8) in the private sector} spread across the four largest zones in tenns of fInns

operating inside thf1I1 employing 14,817 employees.

The target population thus consisted of 16 investors (employers) and 14,817 employees

from th: 16 EPZ companies.

1.11.4 The Sample Size and Selection

In planning this research study the Krejcie and Morgan's 1970 confIguration table that

determines sample sizes for research activities cited in Leedy (1997:211) was used to

determine the number of employees that were to be randomly and purposefully selected

from each ofthe 16 selected EPZ enterprises. According to the Krejcie and Morgan table

cited in Leedy (1997:211) a sample of375 cases should be selected from a population of

15,000 cases. Since the target population of this study comprised of 14,817 employees,

the researcher selecte~ 376 employees from the 16 companies as the ideal sample size for

the study. For each ofthe selected EPZ Company's the PersolIDellAdministrativeIHuman

resource manager was required to take part in the study. A pilot study was conducted in

one of the Athi River based EPZ fInns where 15 employees who were randomly and

purposefully selected and their humanresource manager participated

For the main study purposeful and simple random sampling was used to select a

representative number of participants for the study. Neuman (2000:198) says that

purposive sampling uses the judgment of an expert in selecting cases with a specifIc

purpose in mind Robscn (1997:142-143) adds that underpurposive sampling a sample is
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built up which enables a researcher to satisJY his specific needs in a project. Purposive

sampling was used to select section heads, employees with different education

backgrounds, employees' sexes and employment status. Once employees had been

identified in these categories they were then randomly selected for the study. Leedy

(1997:213) adds that when a population is homogeneous a sample can be derived by

means ofa simple rnndomization process.

1.11.5 Research Instruments

For this study, research instruments consisted of questionnaires, clarification interviews

and company observation visits: However questionnaires were the main data collection

instrumerts. "Three different questionnaires were used for the three different groups that

the study targeted.

The first group comprised ofEPZ employees. The questionnaire used to gather data from

this group comprised of six sections. Section (A) to (E) consisted of structured questions

while section (f) contained one open-ended question.

Questions in section (A) were aimed at identifYing the demographic status of the

respondents and included data on age, sex, marital status, education and technical

qualifications, the working section employees worked in, leadership status of employees,

the length of service as well as employment status of employees and their remuneratim

structures.

Section (B) of the instrument aimed at identifYing the working conditions EPZ workers

are exposed to. The section had 18 items where respondents were required to indicate

their response by means ofa tick ( ., ) against a variety of given choices.

Section (C) of the instrumert consisted of 16 structured questions aimed at finding out

the views of the EPZ workers on the existing alternative EPZ regulatory structures.

Respondents were required to respond to each question by ticking ( ., ) against a variety

ofchoices that had been given.
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Section (D) of the instmment consisted of four questions whose aim was to fmd out the

state of the working relationship between EPZ workers and their employers and each

respondent was required to tick ( .; ) against a variety ofchoices that had been given.

Section (E) of the instrument consisted of six questions, which aimed at identifYing the

effectiveness of the commonly used communi:ation channels between EPZ employers

and their workers. Respondents were required to respond to each question by ticking ( .; )

against a variety ofchoices that had been given.

Section (F) of the instmment had one-open ended question whose aim was to elicit

information from the respondents on how the EPZ employer-employee working

conditions andrelatioll'l could be improved.

The second group of respondents comprised of EPZ investors (employers). The

questionnaire used to gather data from this group comprised of six sections. Section (A)

to (D) consisted of structured questions while section (E) contained one open-ended

question.

Section (A) of this instrumeIt consisted of seven structured questions whose aim was to

gather general information such as the length the company had operated as an EPZ, its

total number of employees, its remuneration structures, the nationality of its owners, its

principle export maIkets, the effect of its location environment on its operations as well

as the effects of the various labour law exemptions it enjoys. Respondents were required

to respond to each question by ticking (';) against a variety of choices that had been

given.

Section (B) ofthis instmment consistedofnine structured questions all ofwhich aimed at

identifYing the working conditions EPZ investors (employers) expose their wOIkers to.

Respondents were required to indicate their response by means of a tick ('; ) against a

variety ofgiven choices.
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Section (C) of the instrument comprised 13 structured questions aimed at finding out the

views ofEPZ investors (employers) on the existing alternative EPZ regulatory structures.

Respondents were required respond to each question by ticking ('; ) against a variety of

choices that had been given.

Section (D) of the instrwn:nt consisted of five structured questions whose aim was to

establish the effectiveness of the commonly used communication channels between the

EPZ investors (employers) and workers. Respondents were required to respond to each

question by ticking ( .; ) against a variety ofchoices that hadbeen given.

Section (F) of the instrument had one open ended question whose aim was to elicit

information from the respondents on how the EPZ working conditions and relations could

be improved.

The third group the study targeted was the EPZA the authority that runs the EPZ program

in Kenya. The questionmire used to gather data from this group consisted of six sections

(A, B, C, D, E, and F).

Section (A) of this instrument comprised of six structured questions whose aim was to

establish the way in which the EPZA operates as a link between EPZ investors and their

employees. Each respondent was required respond to each question by ticking (';)

against a variety ofch<)ices that had been given.

Section (B) of the instrument contained 23 structured questions whose aim was to

identifY the number ofworking condition violations that the EPZA receivesJhad received

from EPZ investors and their workers. The respondent was required respond to each

question by ticking ( .; ) against a variety ofchoices that hadbeen given.

Section (C) of the instrument consisted of 12 structured questions whose aim was to

identifY what remedial measures the EPZA takes to solve EPZ investors (employers) and
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their workers problems raised in section (B). The respondent was required respond to

each question by ticking ( .; ) against a variety ofchoices that bad been given.

Section (D) of the instrumeIt contained eight structured questions whose aim was to

establish the effectiveness of alternative regulatOIY structures between the EPZ investors

(employers), their workers and the EPZA. Each respondent was required to respond to

each question by ticking ( .; ) against a variety ofchoices that bad been given.

Section (E) of the instrument contained two structured questions whose aim was to

establish the available employer-employee commuuication channels. Each respondent

was required respond to each question by ticking ( .; ) against a variety of choices that

had been given.

Section (F) of the instrument contained one open-ended question whose aim was to get

the respondent to supply infonnation on how the EPZ working conditions and relations

could be improved.

1.11.6 Instrument reliability

According to Wegner (2000:89) reliability refers to the consistency of the measuring

instrumeIt in producing similar results across groups of individuals or for the same

individuals at a different time. In order to obtain an indication of the reliability of the

questionnaire that wal!nsed to fmd out the EPZ employer-employee labour relations gap

(problem) a pilot study was conducted. Wegner (2000:95) says that a pilot study

identifies shortcOInings, which can be resolved before the full study. Mulusa (1988:79)

suggests that about ten cases, which represent the target population in all the major

aspects, should be used in a pilot study to detennine the reliability of an instroment. The

pilot study was administered to 30 employees (15 of whom responded to the

questionnaire) from one EPZ ccmpany and one employer in the Athi River EPZ.
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The reliability of the pilot study was obtained through the split half technique. Wegner

(2000:89) says that the split half technique requires that a sample be divided into

equivalent sub-samples and compared for similarity ofresponses on similar items.

A method proposed by Tull & Albaum (1973:96-97) involves obtaining one score for the

even numbered items and one score for the odd numbered items. The two scores for each

suqject are then correlated and the resulting value provides a measure of internal

consistency. The higher the correlation the more reliable the measure is because a high

correlation indicates that the items are associated in some way (Shao, 2002:244). The

split half-teclmique reliability coefficient represents the degree to which two halves ofthe

test are equivalent or coosistent in terms of Is items.

The initial step towards testing the reliability of the instrumeIt was to number the 55

staternens of the employee questionnaire from 01-54. In calculating the scores for each

respondent from the questionnaire, the items were weighed with integers, which raged

from 1-4 reflecting the positively and negatively stated terms. After scoring the odd and

even numbers separately the follow:iIg Pearson Product Moment formula was apIiied.

Formula

NXY-OOID
n

r=
[NX'-OO1 [NY'-(Y)']

n n
Where

x ~ Sum ofnumbered scores

Y =Sum ofodd numbered score

X*2 =Sum ofsquared even numbered scores

Y*2 =Sum ofsquared odd numbered scores

XY =Sum ofthe products ofpaired even and odd numbered scores

. N= Number ofpaired even and odd numbered scores

r~

732975 - (887 x 828)
15

701010-(828)' 792195-Q!1!1)'
15 15
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Where

X~887

Y=828

X*2=701010

Y*2 = 792195

XY=732975

N~15

The computation yielded a correlation ofr = 0.98

Boelaert (20m :36,268) has defined the Pearsrn Correlation Coefficient (r) as the measure

of degree of linear association between two variables each of which has been measured

on a scale with units. It takes valu:s only within the range of-1 to +l inclusive. A perfect

correlation arises whcre the Person correlation takes a value of± 1.

Since the Pearson Correlation Coefficient obtained (r = 0.98) represented half of the

reliability coefficient of the instrummt, the Speannan-Brown prophecy formula was used

to obtain the full reliability of the instnnnent. Thus the Spearman-Brown formula is

applied. According to Wegner (2000:624) the Spearrnan Brown Prophecy Formula:

Reliability ofthe eotire test = 2 x 0.98 = 0.99

1+0.98

This computation yielded a reliability coefficient of r = 0.99 for the entire test The

questionnaire was therefore found to be a reliable tool capable of establishing the existing

employer-employee labour relations' gap in Kenyan garment EPZs.

1.11.7 Instrument Validity

In trying to establish whether the questions in the questionnaire adequately

related/covered the research problem (content validity) validation of the instrument was

done befoce and during the pilot study with 15 EPZ wolkers and one EPZ employer in !he

Athi River EPZ. During the construction of the questionnaire expert advice was sought

from statisticians as well as from industrial psychology and business management

specialists.
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During the pilot study after each respondent completed filling in the questionnaire each

questionnaire item was discussed with him or her. This was to determine whether the

items were correctly worded and, therefore, not open to misinterpretation when

administered to the respondents in the main study. The pilot study revealed that the

'words' 'marital', 'gender' and 'maternity status' were not clear to the respondents. The

researcher substitutedthe word 'gender' with 'sex', 'marital status' with 'marriage status'

and 'maternity status' with 'pregnancy status' .

1.11.8 Data Collection Procedure

After permission to conduct the study in the Kenyan EPZs was granted by the Kenyan

Ministry ofEducation Science and Technology and the EPZA Headquarters and its Zone

offices, the researcher made arrangements with the selected EPZ companies on the most

suitable time to administer the questionnaires to their staff, as well as the

Personnel/Administrative' Human resource officers. Out of the 16 selected fIrms 6 for

various reasons refused to participate in the study. The researcher decided to work with

the remaining 10 companies. Once this was done the researcher then visited each of the

selected lO fmns and administered the quesionnaires to lhe respective respondents.

Before the questionnaires were administered to the respondents the

Personnel/AdministrationlHwnan resource officers introduced the researcher to the

employees and explained the nature of the study to them. The researcher then personally

distributed the questionnaires to the respondents but before the participants responded to

the questionnaire items, the researcher assured them that their responses would be kept

strictly confIdential. Each respondent then filled in the questionnaire individually. The

researcher then collected the questionnaires immediately.

Personnel/AdministrationlHurnan resource managers requested for and were given a

week to respond to the questionnaire though some had not responded by the end of the

agreed week. This required the researcher to make several trips to the company to collect

the questionnaires.
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1.11.9 Data Presentation and Analysis

For the purposes of analyzing the data each of the items on the two questionnaires

(employees and inVestOlS) were assigned scores using the Likert scale. It was Likert's

finding that for practical reasoos, scores should have arbitrary weights consisting of

consecutive integers, given that the levels of agreement to disagreement have been scored

in such a way as to consistently reflect positive and negative attitudes (Likert in

Schuessler 1971 :325).

Thus using the Likert scaling technique the frequencies for rating EPZ working

relationslips ofemployees and employers were assigned scales as follows:

Scale negatively

Always, Strongly agree, Very good

Often, Agree, Good

Sometimes, Disagree, Fair

Never, Strongly disagree, Poor

Scores for positively

stated items

4

3

2

1

Scores for negatively stated

items

1

2

3

4

The data was then analyzed using the computer Statistical Package for Social Sciences

(SPSS). Data analysis consisted of the calculations of frequency distrIbutions, means and

standard deviations. According to Wegner (2000:134) a frequency distribution is the most

commonly used method to summarize a large number of observations (raw data values)

on a random variable into tahle format to identiJY the profile of responses of the random

variable. Thus frequency tables were importart in helping the researcher condense the

EPZ employee demographic data and data collected from tl:e open ended questions.

The calculation of the mean was useful for measuring the central tendency. Boelaert

(200I :25) says that the mean locates the centre of gravity of a distribution as it takes into

account the value of each score of each individual case and can be calculated for any kind

of qualitative data. Boelaert also adds that although some precision is lost in the

manipulation of the mean, it remains the most reliable average when making inferences

from a sample to a population. Wegner (2000:201) adds that the arithmetic mean should
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be preferred rather than the median and the mode as it is the most reliable and widely

used central location measure (both in descriptive as well as inferential statistics) because

it includes all data values in its calculation ani is an unbiased statistical measure since the

sum ofthe deviations of each data value from the mean equals zero which means that the

mean neither O\erestimates nor underestimates the central valte.

The means of each questionnaire item were thus used for general analysis. It (the mean)

was also used for further arithmetic computations such as the t-test and analysis of

variance (ANOVA).

According to Wegner the standard deviation is a relatively stable measure of dispersion

across different samples of the same random variable. As the standard deviation is a

measure based on deviations about the mean which implies that whenever the mean is

used as the valid measure ofcentral location, lhe standard deviation must bequoted as the

appropriate measure of spread (Wegner, 2000:264). The standard deviations were

therefore calculated and were found to be useful in indicating alongside the means how

much the score per item spread from 1h: mean.

To test null hypothesis H2, H7, HIl , H12, Hn, HI4 and HIS the appropriate means were

calculated and the independent samples t-test was used to determine Whether there was a

statistical significance in the means ofeach of1h: independent groups.

Wegner (2000:516) states the formula for independent samplesas:

Xc Xl

t = \l!nJ(s,J.!\'>' +(n,)s& 1..+~

"Where

nJ = the number of subjects in group 1

n2 = the number ofsubjects in group 2

s.d.J=the Standard deviation ofgroup 1

s.d., = the Standard deviation ofgroup 2
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For this study the Hest was considered appropriate for rmding out whether the

respondents' means were significantly different. If the calculated t-value was greater than

the t-value in the statistical tables for a particular degree of freedom, the difference

between the respoooents' means was considered to be significant, and the null hypothesis

was rejected. However, if the calculated t-value was less than the corresponding t-value

in the statistical table, the differences in the respondents' means were considered to be

significant and the hypothesis was not rejected. The O.05Ieve1 of significance was used to

reject or not b reject a null hypothesis.

In testing the null hypothesis HI, H3, fiI. Hs, H,; lIs, Hg, HIO and H l6 the analysis of

variance (ANOVA) also called the f-test, was used. According to Johnson & Wichem

(1997:468) the analysis of variance (ANOVA) is a statistical computation that breaks up

the total variation in a data set into separate pieces that are attrIbutable to the sources of

the variation that are present. This is done to establish whether the variance of each

sample mean is really different or whether the difference is only within fue samples of the

same population. For this study the analysis of variance (ANOVA) was considered

appropriate for rmding out whether the respondents mean scores were significantly

different or whether the significance was due to chance alone. Johnson et al (1997:475)

sum up the analysis ofvariance as follows:

Treatment Mean Square or MS between (Variance between group)

F~

Error Mean Square or MS within (Variance within a group)

Where

Treatment Mean Square or MS within ~ estimate of the population variance based upon the

deviations ofscores about their respective group means.

Error Mean Square or MS between = estimate of the population variance based upon the

deviations ofgroup means about the grand mean.

If the calculated f-ratio was greater than the correspmding f-value in the table, the

differences in the respondents' means were considered significant and could not be

attrIbuted to the basis ofchance alone, consequently the null hypothesis was rejected.
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However, if the calculated f-ratio was less than the corresponling f-value in the table, the

difference in the responderts' means was considered non-significant and could be

attnbuted to the operation of chance alone. Consequently the null hypothesis was

rejected. The level ofsignificance was set at 0.05.

1.11.10 Layout and contents of Literature Review

Desk research was used to review existing literature. Reviewed literature covered, the

history of EPZ's, their success, the origins oflabour concessions and their sucoessful use

in world trade and development around the continents.

The researcher also referred to books, economic journals and periodicals, conference

proceedings, publications from international organiutions (lLO, ICFfU, WB, IMF, and

UNCTAD) and other electronic souroes.

1.11.12 Citation

The American Psychological Association (APA) style of citation was used through out

the study.

1.12 Organization ofthe Study

Chapter One presents the introduction and background to the study. It consists of the

conceptual framework, contextual setting, statement of the problem, the study's

hypotheses, goal of the study, motivation of the study, aim of the study, scope and

limitations, objectives of the study, research questions, significance of the study, research

methodology, organization ofthe study and the definition of terms.

Chapter Two consists of literature review of EPZs around the world. It reviews the

origins of EPZs, the growth of EPZs in the 1960s. It further explores the reasons why

countries are establishing EPZs, incentives on offer in EPZs, EPZs and industrial

linkages, foreign exchange and exports derived from EPZs, the demand and future of

EPZs andends with the researcher's conclusions.
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Chapter Three reviews literature on EPZs and employment. It consists of reviewed

literature on EPZs and employment around the world, the distribution ofemployment by

the major export sectors in EPZs, women employees in EPZs, technology transfer in

EPZs, social and labour issues in EPZs, industrial relations in EPZs and ends with a

Sllrnm:ny.

Chapter Four is a literature review on labour law concessions between 1400 and the

1950s. The traditional EPZ concept, the role played by gove=ents and investors in the

granting and use of labour law concessions, the working conditions, labour concessions

in the Far East, Africa and Latin America are all reviewed in this section. Existing

regulatory framewOlXs and the economic successes realized with the use of labour law

concessions are also reviewed in this chapter, which ends with a summary.

Chapter Five focuses on literature review specifically on labour law concessions during

the 1960s. It reviews labour law concessions in the South East Asian region, the

Americas and Africa and ends with the smnmaxy.

Chapter Six reVIews literature on conflicts between the state, existing regulatOly

framewOlXs and the demands of international trade. The chapter first explores MNEs and

the roles they play in international trade and in EPZs. It then reviews the Lima

Declamtion, looks at the EPZ employer-employee labour relations' gap and the following

codes of conduct: the IL9 conventions and agreements, the ICFlUIITS Basic Code of

Labour Practice, the OECD Guidelines for MNE's, ILO Tripartite Declaration of

Principles Concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy, ethics and corporate

codes of conduct/ethics, Preferential trade Agreements, and Non - Governmental

Organizations (NGOs). It then concludes with thesmnmary.

Chapter Seven is An Empirical Analysis of the Employer-Employee Labour Relations

Gap in Kenyan EPZs.
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Chapter Eight consists ofthe summary of the study, conclusions and recommendations. It

summarizes the study by reviewing the stated hypotheses, objectives and provides

recommendations for finther studies.

Chapter Nine presents the new or improved EPZ Employer-Employee Labour Relations

Model.

The bibli<waphy and appendices is provided at the end ofthe study.

1.13 Summary

This chapter presented an overview of the conceptual and contextual setting of the EPZ

employer-employee labour relations' gap. It also presented the problem statement,

hypotheses, objectives, research questions; motivation, the aim of, scope and the

methodology the researched followed.

Under the conceptual framewOIk this chapter has discussed the significance and success

of the EPZ concept as an economic developm:nt tool whose adoption has led to the

emergence of an employer-employee labour relations gap (problem) that existing labour

regulatory frameworks have failed to adequately address.

The Kenyan EPZ ernployer-employee labour relations' gap (problem) has been discussed

under the contextual framework where self-regulation and the Kenyan EPZ regulatOIy

system were discussed However, concepts on EPZ labour regulation and codes of

conduct are broadly discussed in chatters four, five and six.

The next chapter reviews literature onthe broad concept ofEPZs.
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CHAPTER TWO

AN OVERVIEW OF THE EXPORT PROCESSING ZONE (EPZ) CONCEPT

AROUND THE WORLD

"When you buy a pair of sports shoes, a toy, a television set or a calculator,
chances are that the item was made in an Export Processing Zone (EPZ). These
are just some ofthe many goods that are made by enterprises operating under a
special legal regime governing the establishment and running ofcertain export
oriented companies" (Romero, 1995, pam. 1).

2.1 Introduction

Thelnternational Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTIJ) says that EPZs cannot be

ignored, as they are a rapidly developing international phenomenon affecting an

increasing share of international trade flows and employ a growing number of workers.

They are based on the principle of international segmentation of the production process.

Production is segregated into different stages whereby each stage can be carried out by a

different enterprise in a different country to benefit from the comparative advantages that

each offers which reduces costs to a minimum. The comparative advantages investors

seek include low wages and the banning of trade unions in EFZs (lCFTIJ, 1996, part 2,

para. 3-5).

The ICFTU views above thus explain why most EPZs are located in developing countries

with investors coming from developed countries. Wages in developing countries are said

to be lower than those in the developed countries (Soto, 1999, Maladey, 1992) while the

banning ofunion activily can easily be done in developing countries.

The EPZ concept has generated a lot ofcontroversy over the years. On one hand there are

those who support the concept (e.g. the World Export Processing Zones Associations

(WEPZA) while on the other, there are those who feel that EPZs have not contributed

significantly to the developmen of the countries that have establishedthem (e.g. lCFTU).

This chapter reviews the growth of the EPZ concept in different countries around the

world and their EPZ experiences highlighting the contribution; that they have made in
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industrial relations and employment creation, technology transfer and linkages, incentives

offered, exports and foreign exchange earned.

2.2 Definition

Different organizations, scholars and institutions defme EPZs differently. However, the

aspect of having particular industries situated in specific areas and enjoying favourable

industrial conlitions always prevails.

The Internatioml Labour Organivrtion (ILO) (1998, section 9, para I) says that EPZs are

usually purposely built industrial parks with dedicated infrastructure designed to suit the

needs of foreign investors, where investors are attracted with a variety of tax and

procedural incentives as well as an ample suWly of relatively cheap labour.

Romero (1995, endnotel, paral) supports the lLO defInition as he defmes an EPZ as a

delimited geographical area or an export-oriented manufucturing or service enterprise

located in any part of the country, which benefits from special investment-promotion

incentives, including exemptions from customs duties and preferential treatment with

respect to various fiscal and financial regulations.

Warr (1989, paral) says that EPZs are special enclaves outside a nation's normal

customs barriers. The fIrms inside them are mostly foreign and enjoy favoured treatment

with respect to imports of intermediate goods, taxation and infrastructure. These

privileges are suQiect to the conditions that almost all imported intermediate goods are

used within th~ zenes or are re-exported.

Madani (1999, para 2) says an EPZ is a specialized industrial estate located physically

andIor administrativebr outside the customs barrier, oriented towards export production.

He further distinguishes between modern and traditional EPZs. Traditional EPZs he says

are fenced-in industrial estates speciali~ in manufacturing for export. Modem EPZs

are different from traditional ones as they follow flexible rules, because at times they
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have limited access to domestic markets. He concludes by saying that modem EPZs

provide a free trade and liberal regulatory environment for the finns involved

Soto (1999, section 2.1, paral) says that EPZs are special enclaves, outside a nation's

normal customs barriers, within which investing firms, mostly foreign, enjoy favoured

treatment with respect to imports of intennediate goods, company taxation, provision of

infrastructure and freedom from industrial regulations applying elsewhere in the country.

Defming EPZs from a developmental perspective WEPZA says that an EPZ is an

industrial sector or geographical area subject to an alternative set of develo!!1lent policies

designed to encourage export-oriented industries (WEPZA, 1996, para. 56).

Jauch's (2002) definition points out common characteristic of EPZs. He says that EPZs

are characterized by the provision of special incentives to attract (mostly foreign)

investment for export production. The incentives range from tax holidays, duty-free

export and import, free repatriation of profits to the provision of infrastructure and the

exemption from labour laws. He concludes by saying that there are differences in the way

countries set up and operate their EPZs. Some operate as fenced-in zones, others are

single factories that are awarded EPZ status (Export Processing Units - EPUs) and others

are part of industrial parks or special economic zones (Jauch, 2002, section 2 para. I).

The ICFfU defines an EPZ as a clearly demarcated industrial zone, which constitutes a

free trade enclave outside a country's nonnal customs and trading system where foreign

enterprises produce principally for export and benefit from certain tax and fmancial

incentives. The ICFfU continues to say that there are exceptions as in some cases, entire

countries, such as Singapore, Hong Kong and Mauritius, are virtually EPZs in

themsdves. In others, such as China's "special economic zones", they are on such a vast

scale that they do not seem to fit the definition. In fact, the term EPZ, in the sense of an

enclave with clear geographical borders, does not cover all aspects of the phenomenon:

individual firms ha\e been granted zone stltus (ICFfU, 1996, part I, para 44).
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The last two definitions are the most suitable for this study though all the others share the

same concept in their def"mitions, as they indicate that EPZ based companies enjoy a

variety of fiscal, legal and procedural exemptions. These exemptions particularly the

labour related ones have contributed in the emergence of an EPZ employer-employee

labour relations gap.

Each of the definitions above view EPZs from a different angle. Some of the authors

define EPZs by their location and the nature of activities that happen in them while others

by the policies that enterprises in them operate under. The definitions are also shaped by

the status of the authors. The ILO, ICFIU and Jauch's definitions are labour inclined

since these authors are mostly concerned with labour issues. The other authors are more

economic and trade inclined in their defmitions.

However, all the above definitions from the different authors point out two elements that

essentially make up EPZs,

• Industries located in specific enclaves with the exception ofIsland EPZ countries

• Favourable incentives offered to compani:s investing in these locations

2.3 Origin ofEPZs

It is not quite clear the exact origin of EPZs. Different authors cite different origins.

In a special, report on "EPZs in the 19805," Currie (1985:1) traces the origins of EPZs

back to the 181h century. An EPZ, she says, is an adaptation for the purposes of modem

export oriented industrialization programs of the 18th century concept of a commercial

free trade zone. Its original purpose was to speed re-exports and the victualling of ships

and a major later aim was to stimulate entrepct trades. Goods were permitted to enter and

leave a port without customs duties being levied

Jauch (2002) quoting the ILO says that EPZs are not a new phenomenon as the f"rrst zone

was set up in 192J in Spain (Jaoch, 2002, section 2, para. 2).

, Entreport trade - export trade where traders were allowed to buy as well as sell goods without having to
pay taxes
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According to WEPZA (1996, forward section, para. 2) between 1947-1951 on the Island

of Puerto Rico the govemment developed the fIrst modem EPZs as duty-free industrial

parks with standard buildings ready for occupancy for export industries. Puerto Rico

provided full promotion support including tax incentives and operated overseas sales

offices. The second zone was in Colomlia when in December 1958 the BarranJ.uilla EPZ

was established which allowed for manufacturiIll in the Free Zone. The third zone was

established in 1959 in a town calledShannon in Ireland.

The 1CFIU on its part traces the origins of EPZs from both a traditional and modern

perspective.

Traditionally, the 1CFIU says that under the Roman Empire free trade, zones were set up

along commercial routes. They were used for storing duty-free goods before re-exporting

them. The free towns of the Middle Ages and the duty-free ports of the British Empire

(Singapore, Gibraltar and Hong Kong) continued with the free trade zone tradition. In

China, the ICFIU says that at the end of the last century, free trade zones were used not

only for trade but also for production. These zones were emerging in the wake of the

industrial revolution, colonial expansion and the internationalization of liberal

economics. In the banana-growing regions of Central America and the Caribbean, the

"enclaves" of the United Fruit Company already had many of the characteristics found

today in an export-processing zone. In Asia, the fIrst zone was created in Kandla, near

Bombay in India (lCFTIJ, 1996, the history ofEPZ's section, para. 1-5).

On the other hand, the modem phenomemn of the EPZ was born in 1960 in Ireland,

around Shannon airport. With its future threatened by the advent of the transatlantic jet,

the airport was turned into a duty free production zone for goods with a high value added.

(The Shannon airport had been used as a stop over and refuelling point for transatlantic

flights linking Europe and Amaica).

By 1970, less than ten countries bad set up export processing zones (ICFTU, I996, part 1,

para. 34).
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The differences in the origin of EPZs may be due to the'constantly changing trading and

economic tenns and trends whereby EPZ's between the 14th
- 18th centuries may not

have been referred to as EPZs because the modem concept of EPZs had not yet been

born. In the early days especially along sea trading ports as Currie above points out the

modem EPZ concept was applied but without the aims and objectives current EPZs have

been set up to achieve.

However, most authors cite the Shannon EPZ as the fIrst to be establishtrl. It may be due

to the success it had in turning around the area from a stop over service sector to a

successful manufacturing centre that generated considerable employment opportunities

and export revenues.

2.3.1 Many names one concept

As countries around the world have different cultures, they also have different names for

their EPZs. Romero (1995, para5 box 1) lists the different names used around the world

to refer to the EPZ concept. These names include: Free zones, maquiladora, special

economic zones, industrial free zones, industrial free zones for goods and services, free

trade zones, export free zones, free trade and industrial zones, special export processing

zones, export processing free zones, tax free factories, bonded zone, free zones and

special, processing zones, free economic zones, industrial estates, "points francs" (special

industrial free zones).

2.3.2 The distribution of EPZs aronnd the world

EPZs can be found in many developing countries around the world. Romero (1995,

para5, box I) lists the countries where EPZs have been established. These include: Costa

Rica, Honduras, Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, Costa Rica, and Fiji all in the Caribbean

while in Europe EPZs can be found in Turkey, Ireland, Bulgaria and the Russian

Federation. In Asia the United Arab Emirates, Syria, Jordan, Iran, Philippines, China,

Indonesia and Thailand have all established EPZs while Uruguay, Peru, Venezuela, El

Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Panama, Colombia, Chile in Latin America

have them. In Africa EPZs can be found in Ghana, Madagascar, Cameroon, Togo, Kenya,

Zimbabwe, Namibia and Mauritius.
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According to WEPZA (2002, June) the total number of EPZs around the world is

unknown (most countries do not give data ori their EPZs) though they estimate that there

are about 1339 EPZs around the world. A study WEPZA conducted in 1987 on EPZs

listed about 839 but WEPZA estimated that there were between 300-500 other EPZs

omitted from the study. Khan (2000, para1) quoting the 110 says that there are over 850

EPZs employing over 30 million mainly women workers in Asia, Africa, Central and

South America.

Jauch et al (1996: introduction para 3) in their study "EPZs in Southern Africa:

economic, social and political implications" found that there were about 200 EPZs in 60

countries. 50% ofthem were in Asia, 40"10 in Latin America and the Caribbean, and 10%

in Africa. Their study also established that 3 Asian EPZs accounted for 71% of all EPZ

workers in the world, while less than I% were employed in Africa. In 1990, there were

22 EPZs on the African continent with Mauritius, Tunisia and Egypt accounting for

almost 97'10 ofEPZ employment in Africa.

A report by the lLO (1998, para 11-13) says that the most of the zones are found in

North America (320) followed by Asia (225). The report also said that the concentratbn

of EPZs in the deveJojing regions was also rising with the Caribbean having 51 zones

Central America (41) and the Midde East (39) with these figures likely to increllS':.

The Dominican Republic .(35), Honduras (IS), Costa Rica (9), China (48) and Kenya (14)

are some of the countries with large numbers of EPZ's while Mauritius, Singapore and

Sri Lanka have declared their entire territories EPZ's.

Table 2.32.1 below sums up the above information as it shows the number of EPZs

around the wlrld and their regional distributioIL
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Table 2.3.2.1 The distribution ofEPZs around the world by region 1997

Region No. of zones Key countries
320 Mexico, USA

Africa 47
Pacific 2
Total 847

Bulgaria, Slovenia
Turkey, Jordan,
China, Philippines, Indonesia, Singapore, S. Korea, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka,
Pakistan, India, Vietnam, Cambodia, Burma
Kenya, Egypt, Mauritius, Namibia, Zimbabwe, Lesotbo, Mozambique
Australia, Fiji

North
America
Central
America
Caribbean
South
America
Europe
Middle East

Asia

41

51
41

81
39
225

Honduras, Costa
Nicaragua
Dominican.rep.
Colombia, Brazil

Rica, Honduras, El Salvador, Guatemala, Ecuador,

Data source. WEPZA and ILO (!LO. 1998. Global growth U1 EPZ's sectIon, para 1-4)

From table 2.3.2.1 above, North America has the largest number of zones followed by

Asia. Africa, Central and South America have relatively the same number ofEPZs.

From the above authors it is impossible to clearly state the exact number of EPZs around

the world. But table 2.3.21 above indicates that EPZs tend to be concentrated close to the

world's largest markets North America and Asia. EPZ investors from the developed

countries in these regions may have invested next to the large markets in order to take

advantage of EPZ incentives on offer in the neighbouring develop~ countries and

export the goods back cheaply to their developed country markets.

2.4 The establishment and growth of EPZs in the 1960s

Since the 1960s, many less developed countries have implemented policies designed to

encourage exports of non-traditional. manufactured goods. One form of export promotion

taken was the establishment ofEPZs.

Initially EPZs were concentrated in a few countries but during the 1980s, there was a

proliferation ofEPZs due to the following factors put forward by Soto (1999, section 2.2,

para. 3 and Abeywardene (1994:3):

a) The location of industrial enterpises in the industrialized countries was becoming

less profitable, both because of high wage costs and because of environmental
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protection measures. Wages are considered 10-18 times higher in a developed

country when compired with wages in a developirg one.

b) The development of production techniques enabling complex production

processes to be broken down into components meant that they could be entrusted

to workers who were relatively unskilled or needed only a little training.

c) The development of transport techniques (air freight, containers),

telecommunications, information technology, etc., made industrial location and

production control less and less dependent on geographical distance.

d) Multinational Enterprises (MNEs) also wanted to relocate labour-intensive

production processes to developing countries with low CO& surplus labour.

e) These efforts coincided with the effort of some developing countries to adopt a

strategy of export led industrialization for accelerating industrial growth and

development.

2.4.1 The establishment and growth of EPZs in Kenya

Apart from Mauritius other African nations were slow in adopting the EPZ concept as at

this time (1960s) they were either fighting for their independence or adopting polices that

encouraged import substitution.

The Kenya EPZ program commenced in 1990 with the enactment of the EPZ act (CAP

517, Laws ofKenya). By March 2002 23 zones ha! been designated, with 15 in operation

(EPZA,2002:1,6-7).

2.5 Reasons behind the establishment ofEPZs

Countries have different expectations on the ben:fits they wish to derivefrom EPZs.

Currie (1985:6) points out some of these differences when she examines the different

aims ofa few countries,

• Mauritius and Singapore - the development ofan export oriented sector

• Colombia-regional development

• Jamaica - generating income for port development

• India- to reduce smuggling in specific regions
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A study by Jauch et al (19%, introduction section, para. 2) on "EPZs in Southern Africa:

Economic, Social and political implications" points out characteristics ofSouthern Africa

countries adopting EPZ programs which, in the researcher's opinion, are also applicable .

to East African countries, these clmacteristics include:

• High rates of unemployment in urban areas, as well as hidden underemployment

in the 'infonnal' sectors;

• High proportions of their populations engaged in agricultural work with heavy

national dependence on primary exports; .

• Import-substitution strategies focusing on domestic markets where

industrialization is attempted;

• Low levels of foreign investment mainly focused in mining and other modem

industrial enclaves;

• Declining incomes from unprocessed primary commodity exports, and dwindling

foreign exchange reserves;

• Low levelS{)f technological know-how and general economic stagnation.

Jauch's (2002) study concludes by saying that the introduction ofan EPZ is regarded as a

signal of a country's departure from import substitution strategies toward an export

oriented economy.. EPZs have been appropriately described as "one aspect of the

integrationofnational economies into the global economy."

2.5.1 Kenya's objectives

According to Glenday and Ndii (2000: I0-13) and EPZA (2002: I) in their study "Export

platforms inKenya" Kenya's major oljectives for establishing EPZs in 19~ includai:

• To increase manufactured exports;

• To create employment;

• To increase export oriented inve;tment.

2.5.2 The gains governments wish to derive from EPZs

According to Madani (1998, paral) low income developing countries view EPZs as a .

tool that can help them overcome their inability to generate an industrial export economy

and provide them with immediate employment as well as foreign exchange earnings by
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inducing Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). This view is supported by the International

Tailoring and Garment and Leather Workers Federation (ITGLWF), which says that for

developing countries the idea of establishirg EPZs is not bad as it may be a possible route

to development because they need to attract FDI and improve their growth rates which in

turn will increasejob opportunities (Klm1, 2000, para.7-8).

Kusago et al (1998, para. 1) say that EPZs are seen as instruments that can be used to

expand and modernize host economies through additional investment/capial formation,

technology transfer and employment generation. The ILO (1998, para. 3,4,6) supports

this view as it says that for developing countries, EPZs act as an entry point into the

global manufacturing economy. It continues to say that EPZs are important engines of

industrialization as they provide developing countries with foreign direct investmert,

employment and technological know-how.

Currie (1995:6) lists the benefits most host countries wish b gain. These include:

• Employment;

• The generation ofadditional foreign exchange;

• Attraction offoreign capital.

Indirect benefits include:

• Improved technical and management skills;

• Transfer of technology;

• Construction oflinkage effects with the local economy;

• Improved access to international markets.

Benefits from the above will need to exceed:

• The net costs of ilfrastructure

• The net costs of runring the EPZ (minus the receipts ofrents)

• The costs in the form of government revenue foregone in incentives given to the

[urns

Abeywardene et al (1994:12-19) lists slightly different expectations as those of Currie

(1995) above. These include:
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• Increasing foreign exchange by

;, Exporting new prodocts

;, Finding new markets

;, Improving quality ofexports

;, Establishinga shop window for acountries prowcts

• Providingjobs for the educatedunemployed

;, Raising the standards ofliving

• Upgrading the skil1s ofloca1 manpower in

;, Production management and

;, Work techniques

• Creating linkages with the hinterlandby stimulating

;, The flow oflocal materials

;, Subcontracting

;, Growth of sUPIDrt industries

;, Ancillary services

• Technical transfer by

;, Training local peqJle both in zore and abroad

• Developing underdeve1qx:d regions in the coontry

A5 iridicated above different countries have different needs and when establishing their

EPZs they do so with the intention of fulfil1ing these needs. Some of the most pressing

needs in many developing countries as the reviewed authors iridicate include the

attraction of FDI, the creation of employment, the generation of foreign exchange, and

technology transfer. EPZ models around the world are built upon these themes. The

success of an EPZ is measured against these four criteria An EPZ may be regarded as

having succeeded if it meets one of the four needs, although the most visible and

important one among them, is the employment generation need, as it is considered that

once employment takes place most of the other reeds are in the process ofbeing met
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2.5.3 The major investors in EPZ

The ICFlU says that Multi-National Enterprires (MNEs) have a strong presence in

EPZ's either because they have direct investment there, or often because they subcontract

to local firms in lhe zones (lCFI1J, 1996, coalitions sectioI\ para. 1).

Quoting the !LO, the ICFlU says that local entrepreneurs may be active in the EPZs, but

without the multinatiomls, there would not be any EPZs. In 1986, more than two thirds

of the 1.5 million jobs in the EPZs were provided by the multinationals. Both big and

medium sized enterprises are found in EPZs (ICFlU, 1996, multinationals section, para

1). WEPZAjustifies the existence of MNEs in the zones when it says that there would be

little need to import investors from abroad if local entrepreneurs were already exporting

to the global maIket. But in all developing countries, local commercial enterprises are

import-related and vastly ignorant of the wide world of exporting. EPZs are therefore

meant for foreigners until local firms develop an ability to export (WEPZA, 1996, para

59).

From the above statements, it is thus clear that MNEs are the principle investors in EPZs.

Though, some small and medium local enterprises can be found in the zones. The EPZ

concept clearly favours MNEs as they are in a better position to fulfil most of the EPZ

investment requirements.

2.5.4 The major factors attracting investors to EPZs

According to the IFClU for investors instead of having to explore unknown territory,

adapting to inadequate infrastrucnre and often very complex legislation, EPZs provide a

modern, predictable, environmert, with ready-to-use infrastructure (lCFI1J, 1996,

multinatiomi section, para. 2). WEPZA supports the ICFI1J when it adds that there are

also many culture-shock absorbing services provided by modern EPZs, which, in the long

run, are even more important than btildings and infrastructure (WEPZA, 1996, para. 60).

Rhee (1994, paral) in his article "Free-trade status for exporters" says that investors

need to have easy access to inputs at world market prices to be internationally
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competitive. The ideal policy goal is free trade with no tariffs, no indirect taxes, and no

import or foreign exchange restrictions according to Rhee (1994).

Most investors exploit the above-mentioned favouratle conditions in EPZs to establish

production bases in them, though there are certain specific things that attract investors to

the zones, Currie's (I995:II-44) study lists them in order of their importance to the

various investors her stuly interviewed. These include:

• Political stability;

• Preferential access to export markets for products from particular origins;

• . Cheap labour;

~ Differences in labour productivity transport costs;

• The financial consequences of bureaucratic delays;

• Protection ofproperty rights.

8oto (1999, section 3.1-3.6) argues that what makes EPZs more attractive to investors

includes,

• The low level of capital goods in the establishment of industries in the zones such

that enterprisescan break off their activities and repatriate their capital any time;

• Duty free importation ofraw materials;

• ComJllIlY income tax holidays;

• Streamlined administratiJn - streamlined customsdocumentation;

• Superior physical infrastructure and subsidized utilities;

• Cheap source of labour.

To reinforce Curries (1995) view, on the preferential access to foreign markets above, the

ICFfU says that a large number of EPZ's have been created in countries situated on the

fringes of the industrialized world Mexico, CentrnI America and the Caribbean around

the United States; Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia and Indonesia around Japan and

AustrnIia; and North Africa towards Europe (lCFlU, 1996, workers rights in EPZs,

section, para 8).
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Special trade agreements exist between the above-mentioned countries. For Mexico there

is the North America Free Trade Area agreement (NAFTA), which allows it access to

North American markets. For Africa, there are the African Caribbean Pacific (ACP) and

African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) trade agreements. These allow African

countries access to European Union (EU) and United States (US) markets respectively,

while North African countries also have the EU-Mediterranean trade agreement. Other

countries have various regional agreements such as Southern Cone Commm

MarlcetlMercado Comm del Sur (MECUSOR) in Latin America and Association of

South EastAsian States (ASEAN) in South East Asia. These markets only allow prodIcts

manufactured within areas covered by these agreements to be traded within these regions

at preferential tariff rates. Other Generalized System of Preference (GSP) agreements

from various European countries are also open to developing comtries.

Political stability (the absence of war), access to export marlcets and cheap" labour as

Currie (1985) puts them, seem to be the three key issues investocs consider when

choosing an investment location before considering other incentives on offer. Without

these three components, a location may not be attractive to investors. Political instability

does not provide security to investors, while a location that lacks access to preferential

export marlcets makes profitable exporting difficult. Cheap labour as previeWed before is

the reason why most investors are relocating from industrialized to developing nations.

Other inceItives as listed by Soto (1999), in the researcher's opinion, are secondary to the

above three.

2.6 Incentives on offer in Ens

Incentives offered in EPZs around the world are quite similar but a few differences

emerge where some countries eager to attract more investors into their zones have offered

more incentives than competing comtries.

The most canmon incentives include:

• Tax holidays;

~ Exem{tion from tax of expatriate salaries;

~ ExemJtion from import duties;
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~ Exemption from taxes on royalties dividenls, share transfers;

• Exemrrion from applying existing labour and environmental laws;

• Unrestrictedforeign ownership;

• "One stop shops" which handle all EPZ paperwork quickly helping reduce any

bureaucratic procedures;

• High quality infrastructure such as airports accesses roads, harbours,

telecommunications, warer and electrical services.

In almost all zones a range of tax and procedural incentives have been offered though

lately labour laws are being modified to suit EPZ needs. The need (as noted elsewhere in

this paper) for these incentives is in order to make investment and production for

internatioml investors as cheap, smooth and efficient as possible.

2.6.1 Incentives offered by the Kenyan government

Incentives offered by the Kenya EPZ Authority Act are classified into two broad

categories ie. fiscal and procedural.

2.6.1.1 Fiscal Incentives

The fiscal incentives ofrred are classified as follows:

• 100% Investment Deduction over 20 years on expenditure on buildings and

machinery;

• 10-year Corporate Tax Holiday and 25% tax rate thereafter;

• 10 yearWithholding Tax Holiday on Remittance ofDividerrls;

• Duty and Value Added Tax (VAT) Exemption on inputs (except vehicles, spare

parts and all fuels other than those used to make Bitumen prodicts):;

• Stamp Duty Exemption on legal instrumerts.

2.6.1.2 Procedural Incentives

These inclure:

• Rapid prqect approval tmder essertially one license;

• UnrestrictedInvestment by Local and Foreign Investors;
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• Access to Offshore Borrowing;

• Operation ofForeign Currency Accotnlts and no exchange controls;

• AutoromollS Control oflnvestrnentProceeds;

• Exempion from Industrial Registration Act, Factories Act, Statistics Act, Trade

Licensing Act, Import Export, Essential supplies Act;

• Work Permits for Senior Expatriate Staff;

• On site Customs Inspection;

• One Stop Shop Service by the Export Processing Zones Authority (EPZA) for

facilitation and aftercare (EPZA, 2002: 1).

As at February 2002, only two ofthe 23, EPZs were run (and developed) by the public

sector the other 21 are being run (and developed) by the private sector. By February

2002, 15 of the 23 zones were in operation. Eight ofthe other zones were either available

for development or under construction, among the eight one had completed constructing

the buildings but had not yet been occupied By February 2002, in the 17 zones, there

were about 50 operational enterprises in both the public and private zones (EPZA,2oo2:

1).

2.7 EPb and local industry linkages

Host countries consider it important for companies in EPZs to link up with local fIrms.

Through the local purchases of raw materials, compments, and semi-fInished goods a

foreign [Inn can directly or indirectly help to upgrade and develop the technical skills of

its local suppliers.

According to Abeywardene (1994:30-40), the possibility of finns in EPZs to forge

backward linkages with local industries is heavily influerred by the overall level of

industrial development in the host COtnltry. Romero (1995, section 1, paral2-l3) adds

that the pace at which linkages develop depends to a large extent, on the ability of local

fInns to become efficient as regards the cost, quality and delivery of raw materials,

intennediate goods and producer services. However, in most cases EPZ based fIrms tend

to importmost oftheir intermediate goods and services. Romero concludes by saying that
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there are exceptions as in Mauritius, local suppliers supply up to 30"/0 of inputs to EPZ

based gannent and textile finns, while in Korea, producers of electronic goods buy as

much as 50% oftheir components from the local marlcet. In Malaysia, EPZ fInns buy less

than 5% oftheir components fom local fmns.

The varying levels of linkages may occur due to the incentives available to EPZ

enterprises as they are allowed to import raw materials for processing without paying any

duty on them. At the same time, where countries have industries that are relatively well

developed, the need for foreign sourcing diminisres, thus enabling linkages with local

industries to be estaliished.

2.7.1 Linkages in Kenyan EPZs

According to Glenday and Ndii (2000:23), linkages between EPZs and local companies

have been rare. This they say could be due to the low level of industrial development in

Kenya and other factors such as the provision for duty free imports by EPZ fIrms. As a

result ofthis the pnyensity to use impmed components nmains high.

Comprred to the East Asian countries Kenyan industries are relatively young and EPZ

investors may fInd it risky to totally rely on them for supplies. In countries like Mauritius

where EPZs were established in the 1960s, local companies have had a long time to

adjust and produce for EPZ based enterprises.

2.8 Access to International markets by EPZ based firms

EPZs are considered to be important avenues that enable countries to access foreigo

marlcets, as they are established specifIcally to promote manufactured exports. According

to Cunie (1985: 11-44), most EPZ host countries have been able to access foreign markets

in this direction:

• Mauritian firms have been able to access a large part ofEU markets.

• Mexican fInns have been able to access the NorthAmerican markets.

• Indian firms ha\e been able to access Eastern European marlcets.
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2.8.1 Access to foreign markets by Kenyan EPZ based firms

According to EPZA (2002, inquired infonnation), Kenyan firms have been able to access

American and European union markets especially due to the GSP, ACP and AGOA

agreements. Firms located in the zones have also been successful in accessing other

foreign markets e.g. Common Matket for East and Central Africa (COMESA).

2.9 Foreign Exchange and Exports from EPZs

Due to the heavy exports from EPZs foreign exchange, increases have been observed.

According to Currie (1985:11-44), foreign exchange earned from:

• Mexico zones accounted for around US$ 1446 million in 1982, in foreign

exchange. Mexico has also become the number one apparel and textile supplier to

the USA while in Canada apparel imports from Mexico have risen 754% since

1993, and it ranks sixth in Canadian apparel sourcing behind China and Hong

Kong adds the (Maquila solidarity network, 200I, para 14)

• Mauritian zones accounted for around US$ 106 million in 1982, in foreign

exchange

• Indonesian zones accounted for around US$ 11 million in 1982, in foreign

exchange

• Philippine zones accounted for around US$ 76 million in 1978, in foreign

exchange

Currie's views above are opposed by a study carried out by the ICFfU, which says that

currency earnings are not particularly high. In six Asian countries (Bangladesh, China,

India, Malaysia, Philippines and Sri Lanka), the study established that in 1995 export

income was often exaggerated in official figures. The statistics often ignored the large

scale importation of the products that were used to assemble goods in the zones. (e.g.) Sri

Lanka: while in one year the countIy recorded a gross export income of 250 million

dollars from its EPZs. On closer examination, it appeared that at the same time its

imports amounted to the equivalent of 174 million dollars. The ICFfU study showed that

the net export income amounted to barely one third of their gross value; and from this,
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profits sent home by the companies had to be deducted (ICFTU, 1996, balance sheet

section, para7, 8).

Reganlless of the methods used to calculate foreign exchange and exports, frOIl] tlle

above statements it is evident that there have been substantial exports from EPZs.1he

ICFfU argument does not seem strong enough because countries can argue that the zones

generate exports that have not been and would not have been generated by other sectors

of their economy. In other words without these zones, these exports would not be there

however small that they may be.

2.9.1 Foreign Exchange and Exports from EPZs in Kenya

Exports from Kenyan zones initially did not grow as fast as earlier expected. According

to Glenday and Ndii (2000:10-13) exports from Kenyan zones accounted for abOlJlUS$

23 million in 1997. The EPZA attributed the slow take off in EPZ exports to the

establishment ofEPZs when the Kenyan economy was not doing well. However, exp<lrts

have been steadily growing as indicated in table 29.1.1 belaw.

EPZ 1993 2001Kf:T hI 2911Ea e . . . xpOrts rom enyan s -
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

Sales US$ (millions) 15 12.5 17.4 20.5 22.7 31.8 49 56.4 13-4

Export sales US$ (m) 7 6 9.2 14.1 162 23.2 40 46.7 76.5

Domestic sales US$ (m) 7.8 5.7 8 6.5 6.5 8.4 9.1 9.7 6.9

Source:OKPZJ\,2002)

2.10 The demand and future ofEPZs

According to studies such as those of Currie (1985:11-44) and Abeywardene (1994:30

40) electronic and garment manufucturiog is dominant in most EPZs. The dernancl and

future of EPZs seems unclear. On one hand, there are protection polices (e.g _ the

multifiber agreement) that may hinder the demand for EPZs while on the other; there is

the liberalization of the global economy and the fonnation of regional orgaIJilations

which may boost the demand for EPZs (e.g. NAFTA, COMESA, East African

Commmity (EAC) and ASEAN).
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Currie (1985:11-44) says that there has been faltering demand from the electronic sector

as heavy automation is forcing electronic frrms back to the developed world as

automation is reducing the need for labour, which is one of the major attractions that

EPZs in the developing cOlmtries have been offering.

However, in the clothing and garment sectors automation has been slow though it may

not be preferred. The demand for EPZ facilities in this sector will continue but at the

same time protectionist, policies (quota restrictions, although some of which are soon

ending e.g. the multifiber agreement) in developed countries tend to protect jobs

threatered by exports. This therefore, makes it difficult to determine the demand for EPZ

facilities in future.

The ICF11J is of the view that with the advent of globalization, the EPZ phenomenon is

being called into question by the aspects of trade liberalization and the deregulation of

economies. The transnationalisation of the economy, which includes the opening up of

economies, could push EPZs out of the picture. Since their competitiveness is based on

quotas, subsidies and exemptions, which in addition to lower costs, particularly in terms

of labour, have made such investments very profitable. However, with the approval of

free trade agreements, whole regions are turning into free trade zones, with no room for

special preferential systems. The global market will thus lead to global laws of supply

and demand, with equal World Trade Organization (WTO) regulations for all. In this new

context, the zones will have a low profile, retaining the only advantage of being able to

provide cheap labour, given that the free circulation of goods will be guaranteed by trade

agreements (ICF1U, 1996, decline predcted section, paral- 2).

WEPZA disagrees with the ICF1U's view on the future of EPls as it says that the EPl

concept is an investment attraction and management device based on comparative

advantage and not on illegal trade or investment subsidies. Quotas, (such as the multifiber

agreement which operated for many years are now being phased out), were available to

all manufacturers in a country not just in EPls. Because EPls provide low industrial

costs, quality infrastructure, services, security, and speed to companies, they are unlikely
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to be eliminated by the extension of Free Trade Areas (FTAs) or Preferential Tariff

Arrangements (PTAs). On the contrary, the increasing complexity of FTAs and PTAs

(e.g. 200 pages of complex rules of origin in NAFTA) will lead the manufacturer to

zones for guidance and support (WEPZA, 1996, para. 69).

From the views expressed above, the argument that the demand for EPZs will continue to

grow seems to be quite strong. As quota restrictions come to an end especially with the

strengthening of the WTO, the demand for EPZs is bOlmd to grow. The growth of

regional organizations on other hand, that give preferential trade treatment to member

countries means that MNEs seeking to enter into regional markets will have to locate in

EPZs in these regions. The demand for EPZs is thus bound to grow. At the same time

developing countries will continue creating EPZs and offering incentives that are more

attractive to investors. Wages being one part of the comparative advantages EPZs offer

are still lower than those in developed countries (Soto, 1999). The complexities involved

in setting up businesses especially in developing countries may also lead most investors

to EPZs. The demand for EPZs is thus unlikely to falter.

2.10.1 The demand and future of EPZs and a change in incentives offered

In an effort to attract investors into their zones, countries are offering new incentives.

Currie (1985:11-44) says that, these new incentives include:

• More concessions onlabour;

• More access to the, local mmet - initially most EPZ fIrms were supposed to

export almost all their produce. However later fmns were given permission to sell

a small portion of their produce in the local market;

• Growth in lhe demand for bonded warehouse facilities;

• Greater local equity contributions.

2.10.2 The concept of licensing EPZs to operate outside zones

According to Currie (1985:11-44) investors seeking lower labour costs were deeply in

favour of bonded warehouses and licensed manufacturing houses. lbis allowed them to

move into the interior where labour was cheaper and more available. Some governments
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also encourage investors to move into the interior to encourage interior develoIXllent

while at the same time it has also ba::ome expensive to put up EPZ enclave structures.

2.10.3 The demand and fnture ofEPZs and a change in incentives offered by Kenya

According to Glenday and Ndii (2000:23), the establislment of EPZ facilities and

infrastructure in Kenya has been higher than investment in EPZs. The rate, at which EPZ

facilities have grown, largely out-numbers the number of finns investing in these zones.

This has not been favourable, as a situation whereby more investment occurs than the

EPZ facilities can hold WJuld be more preferable.

The demand for EPZ facilities has been low but on the other hand, the demand for

bonded warehouses though fulling at the moment was crnsiderably high.

However, Kenya faces unique problems in that its regional markets are closed to exports

from EPZs, thus making production especially in EPZs unattractive to foreign investors

keen to take advantage of the regional market. Under COMESA rules of origin EPZ

goods from the region are treated as foreign goods and are thus subject to nonual import

duties. It also does not have strategic trading agreements (apart from GSP, ACP and

AGOA) with international bodies and markets such as the European Union like Mauritius

does.

2.11 Summary

During the last few years, the EPZ concept has been evolving. It started with enclave

manufacturing meant only for export but this has evolved into a stage whereby EPZs are

being established outside enclaves with permission to sell limited quantities in host

countIy local markets.

Almost all the reviewed authors above indicate that EPZs have done more good than

hann wherever they have been established. Most of the countries that have established

them seem to be in the process of achieving the objectives they set out to achieve though

at varying speeds. There has been a positive difference however small it may seem to he

in areas such as employment creation, technology transfer, foreign exchange generation

and the establislment of linkages with the local economy. However, social and labour
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issues specifically industrial relations, employment and work conditions have raised

some concern in almost all the previewed EPZs.

Over the past few years, various changes in international trade have been taking place.

Restrictive trade practices such as quotas and tariffs are slowly being abolished Free

trade areas such as NAFfA and ASEAN have been formed, while the WIO has been

expanding especially with the recent entry of China. With such a large diverse world

market, the demand for EPZs around the developing world is thus bound to grow. In the

meantime solutions addressing potential areas of conflict such as industrial, employment

and working conditions should be sought in order to make EPZs more attractive areas of

production and inves1:Irent.

The next chapter reviews employment trends and practices in EPZs around the world.
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CHAPTER THREE

EMPLOYMENT TRENDS AND PRACTICES IN EXPORT PROCESSING

ZONES (EPZs) AROUND THE WORLD

3.1 Introduction

Many developing countries around the world today are experiencing a multitude of

economic challenges. At the moment they are experiencing high unemployment rates,

over-reliance on unprocessed commodity exports, few Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)

inflows and low technological capacities. The establishmentof Export Processing Zones

(EPZs) has been seen as a way these countries can overcome these challenges since they

have succeeded in helping some countries in Asia and Latin America rise above these

challenges.

Studies conducted by the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU) on

employment in EPZs show positive employment growth trends. This has been observed

in Mauritius where the EPZ program started with 600 employees in 1970, and by 1990,

the sector had employed over 90,000 workers, which cut the unemployment rate from

20"10 to 3% during this 20, year period (ICFTU, 1996, Africa section, para 1-3). In China

over 20 million people are employed in subcontracting firms in the EPZs (ICFTU, 1996,

China section para 1). Other positive changes in employment have been observed in El

Salvador where 50,000, had been employed in 1994, while employment figures grew

from 6,500, in 1986, to 70,000, in Guatemala in 1994 (ICFTU, 1996, balance sheet

section, para 4). The study concluded with the observation that every one job created in

an EPZ leads to the creation of one job outside the zones (lCFTU, 19%, balance sheet

section, para 5).

The above figures show the effect of the EPZ concept on employment and also indicate

that EPZs have enabled their host nations to create considerable employment

opportunities within short periods of time. The success of some countries in reducing
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their employment rates to very low levels such as Mauritius seems to have inspired other

countries 10 establish EPZs with the h<pe ofachi:ving similar results.

This chapter reviews the use of EPZs as a source of employment. It then looks at the

trends and employment practices of EPZ employers, the nature ofjobs created by EPZs

and their distnbution by the major export sectors. Cumulative employment figures, the

position of women workers in EPZs, technology trausfer, social and labour issues as well

as industrial relations in EPZs are the other issues this chapter explores.

3.2 EPZs and Employment

One of the major objectives of creating EPZs is the immediate jobs they generate due to

the labour-intensive nature of enterprises investing in the zones. At a national level

employment figures may change less, but at regional levels the difference may be noted

almost inmediately.

Romero (1995, section I,para 2) confirms this when he says,

"...if there is one area in which EPZs have had indisputable positive effects on
some host economies it is in employment. However, while in absolute terms the
number ofjobs created m01 be quite impressive, the impact on joblessness at
national level has been much less so ...with the exception ofMauritius where the
EPZ program had incontestably contributed to the attainment of almost full
employment in the 1990s after an unemployment rate ofaround 20 per cent in
1970, EPZ's have hardly made a dent in the general level of joblessness
elsewhere...many host countries are still plagued by double-digit levels of
unemployment. Though,. it could be argued that without the zones which have had
noticeable, immediate employment effects, particularly at the regional level, the
situation in a number of countries might have been much worse. Consequently,
the successes ofcertain "star performers" in terms ofdirect employment in EPZs,
continues to stir hopes ofreplicating those experiences elsewhere. "

As the above statement indicates employment created by EPZs has, therefore, to be

viewed both from a national and regional perspective. At a national level, the jobs created

in the zones may be few when compared with the general levels of unemployment in a

country. However, the jobs created at regional levels may be quite significant while in

some cases full employment may be realized.
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Quoting!LO figures, the ICFTU (1996, part 1, para 7) says that employment in EPZs

. aro1llld the world grew by 9% between 1975 and 1986, and by 14% between 1986 and

1990. There were 1.2 million Latin American and Caribbean workers, 250,000 Africans

and three million Asians employed in them. There were also between 14 to 40 million

Chinese employed in the special economic zones.

In terms of employment, the Shannoo EPZ (the first EPZ to be established in the 1960s)

in Ireland was a success. In the first year, nearly 440 jobs were created. Ten years later,

the zone employed 4,750 people, giving a new lease of life to the airport, whose staff

grew from 1,250 in 1960, to 2,200 in 1975 (ICFTU, 1996, part 1,para. 34).

Romero's (1995, EPZs andjob creation section, para 2-9) study also reveals the absolute

employment figures in the comtries listed below:

• In Mexico in 1966, there were 24 in-bond enterprises with a workforce of 6,107. By

1974, 75,974 persons had jobs in the 455 operational enterprises, and in November

1994, there were over 2,000 plants with a total staff of608,101. Jobs in maquiladoras

grew at an average annual rate of 13 per cent between 1983 and 1993, and they

accounted for about 18 per cent of all jobs in manufacturing. By the end of 1995, it

was estimated that about 200 new enterprises generating an additional 50,000 jobs

would be established. The ICFTU adds that each direct job in Mexico's EPZs

generates between two and three indirect jobs in the services and housing indm,tries

(ICFTU, 1996, the effects section, para. 3).

Table 3.2.1 below compliments Romero's view on the current employment situation in

Mexico's EPZs.
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Table 3.2.1: Industry Statistics - The Marquilar' (EPZ) industry in Mexico 1994
1999.

Source: CoalItion forJustice ill the Marqw1adoras annual report 1999. (Maqwla network update, 20(2)

Maquilas Employees Maquilas Employees

Jan-94 Jan-94 Jan-99 Jan-99

822 111,728 1,090 217,366

182 43,670 252 85,646

305 116,134 379 274,988

185 47,830 268 99,604

239 100,027 351 152,276

1,787 469,389 2,340 829,890

370 77,044 803 230,327

2,157 546,433 3,143 1,060,217
..

• In the Dominican Republic between 1970, when two firms started operations in the

first EPZ, and 1980, when there were 76 enterprises located in three zones, the

wOlkf"orce soared from 126 to 16,440 within this ten-year period. By the end of 1994,

there were over 476 fums and the workforce had increased tenfold. More than three

quarters ofall wOlkers in mammcturing can be found in the free zones.

• In Mauritius 600 persous were employed in 1971 when production in the first nine

EPZ fluns came on stream. One decade later there were 107 enterprises with a

workforce of 23,600. Employment in EPZ [urns reached its peak in 1991, when the

workforce numbered 91,000. 1bis represents at least one-third of total employment

and 80 per cent ofall jobs in industry.

• In Madagascar (which is likely to attract more investors from Mauritius where labour

is scarce and wages are high), in 1990, one year after the law concerning industrial

free zones was passed, the newly established EPZ companies employed 5,861 people.

By the end of 1994, the number had reached 25,816.

• In the Philippines in 1986, employees numbered 23,651, while in 1994, there were

about 70,000 wOlkers employed in the country's zones.

6 Marquilar _ refers to the name given to EPZs in Mexico, the Caribbean and the America's region
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• In Malaysia, where seven zones were created between 1972 and 1990, jobs grew from

21,000 in 1973 to 123,000 in 1994.

• In Sri Lanka's three zones the workforce multiplied eight-fold over the period 1980

1994.

• In China in Guangdong alone, the fourth largest province in terms of population the

workforce was said to be about 10 million at the end of 1994.

Abeywardene (1994:23) says that employment in EPZs is quite substantial in regional

areas but at a national level, it remains very low though she says that in future the steady

growth ofEPZs is likely to make a noticeable difference in the creation ofemployment.

The lLO (1998, section 9, para13) also says that Malaysia and Mauritius are two EPZ

operating cOlmtries that have managed to achieve full employment.

The above figures, therefore, show that EPZs have made a significaut contribution in the

creation of employment in the above-mentioned countries. In some cases full

employment in the regions where EPZs are situated has been realized, while in countries

such as Mexico people have had to migrate into EPZ located regions to fulfil the shortage

of labour caused by the heavy EPZ investment. The above figures can be used to

conclude that EPZs over a given period of time can be used as employment creation

policy tools.

3.2.1 Employment in KenY,an zones

In Kenya despite the establishment of 17 zones with nine in operation, employment

figures have not been as encouraging as those in other countries. According to Glenday

and Ndii (2000: I0-13), EPZs contribution to employment remains far below initial

expectations. However, the EPZA counters this by saying that employment in EPZs is

picking up at a satisfactory rate as indicaed in table 3.2.1.1 hdow.
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Table 3.2.1.1: Employment in EPZs in Kenya 1993 - 2001

Year 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

No. ofEmployees 1,594 2,632 2,718 2,950 2,855 3,645 5,011 6,487 13,444

Source: (EPZA, 200I)

3.3 Cumulative employment figures in EPZs around the world

In absolute terms the number of employment opportunities created by EPZs has been

quite large.

As indicated in other sections ofthis paper, EPZs have he/pro to considerably reduce the

unemployment gap in some countries such as Mauritius. Though other regions may not

have fully achieved their employment creation objectives, the available employment

figures show that EPZs have contributed to the creation of significant proportions of

employment opportunities.

lbis secfun reviews anployment figures in EPZs on a regional basis around 1he world.

The Latin American region, being the host to the largest number of EPZs around the

world also has eq.rnlly impressive employment figures as shOWD in table 3.3.1 below.

Table 3.3.1: Cumulative employment figures in Latin American EPZs

Year Country ZoneINo. ofzones No. ofEmployees

Jan.l999 Mexico 1,060,211

Dec. 1993 Guatemala 118,457

Dec.I994 El Salvador N/A 50,000

Jan.l994 Honduras 17 49,477

Mar. 1995 Panama I 14,383

Dec. 1994 Chile I 9,975

Source: Romero, 1995 & (Mexico statistics - Maquila network update, 2002)

No. ofCompanies

3143

175

Mexico, which houses the largest number of EPZs, also has the highest number of

employees in the Latin American region. The other smaller countries in this region such

as Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador also have a large share of employees in their

EPZs.
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The Caribbean region, which hosts a sizable nmnber of EPZs also boosts of large

employment figures as indicated in table 3.3.2 below.

Table 3.3.2: Cumulative employment figures in EPZs in the Caribbean

Year Country ZoneINo. ofzones No. of Employees No. ofCompanies

Dec. 1994 Dominican Republic 31 176,311 476

Dec. 1992 Costa Rica 75,000 251

June 1995 Jamaica 3 16,846

Mar. 1994 Haiti 5,000 30

Mar. 1993 SI. Lucia 2,820 17

May 1995 Trinidad and Tobago 550 13

Source: Romero, 1995

The Dominican Republic and Costa Rica which host a large nmnber ofEPZs also benefit

from the large nmnber of employment opportunities which come with enterprises

investing in their zones.

EPZs in the Asian region also generate substantial employment opportunities. TIlls is

shown in table 3.3.3 below.

Table 3.3.3: Cumulative employment figures in Asian EPZs

Year Country ZoneINo. of zones No. ofEmployees No. ofCompanies

Dec. 1992 Cbina 5 3,340,000

Dec. 1994 Thailand 27 305,373 1278

Dec. 1994 Sri Lanka Whole country 134,572 451

Dec. 1993 Malaysia 123,204 164

Dec. 1994 Indonesia 95,000 145

Jan. 1994 Philippines 4 70,000

Dec. 1994 United Arab Emirates 1 24,000 735

Dec. 1991 Korea 2 21,910

Feb. 1994 Bangladesh 1 19,996

Sep. 1994 India 16,390 148

Dec. 1994 Pakistan 5,914 72

Source: Romero (1995)
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The Asian region which houses the second largest number of EPZs around the world has

also benefited from the large number of employment opportunities generated by these

EPZs. China and Thailand have the highest munber of workers employed in the zones

though all the other countries have a sizable share of employment generated from their

EPZs.

In Africa Tunisia and Mauritius are the countries with the highest number of jobs from

their EPZs. Other countries, which adopted the EPZ concept late such as Kenya, have

modest but growing figures of employment as indicatedin table 3.3.4 relow.

Table 3.3.4: Cumulative employment figures in Mrican EPZs

Year Country ZoneINo. ofzones No. ofEmployees No. ofCompanies

Dec. 1991 Tunisia 93,377

Dec. 1994 Mauritius Whole country 82,200 494

Dec. 1994 M~oascar 25,816 138

Dec. 2001 Kenya 23 13444 33

Dec. 1992 Lesotho 11,000

Dec.I994 Togo 4173 57

Dec.I994 Cameroon 2,419 17

Source: Romero, 1995 & (Kenya statistics - EPZA, 2001)

3.4 The distribution of EPZ employment by major exports sectors

Textiles, footwear, food processing, data entry/processing, sports goods, electronics,

electronic componenls and accessories, scientific measuring equiprm:nt and other light

manufactures are some ofthe common export items processed in EPZs around the world.

These EPZ export manufactures, comfortably fit into the EPZ concept, as their operations

are all labour intensive but not skill intensive. Most of these processes also involve

routine functions in their processing and production, which can be performed by a non

skilled or semi skilled labour force. The ICFTIJ also adds that EPZs mainly concentrate

on the production of textiles, clothing and electronics for the mass markets because these

products are relatively light and usually ensure a high value added content and are

produced with a relatively unskilled workforce (lCFTIJ, 19%, textiles section). WEPZA
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adds that most countries start with textiles before diversifYing into other sectors

(WEPZA, 1996, para. 58).

Ibis section reviews the distnbution of EPZ workers in the different export

sectors EPZ host cowtries have adopted.

The Latin American region which hosts the largest number ofEPZs as indicated

in the previous chapter also hosts a variety ofindustries ranging from textiles to

electronics as indicated in table 3.4.1 below which shows the percentage

workforce involved in producing export manufactures in different sectors in

selected countries in this region.

Table 3.4.1: The distribution of EPZ employment by major export sectors
in selected EPZ host countries in Latin America: 1994

Mexico Electronic components & accessories

Transport equipment

Textile and clothing

Country

El Salvador

Guatemala

Honduras

Sectors

Textile and clothing

Textile, clothing and footwear

Other light manufactures

Textile and clothing

0/0 age ofworkfoTce

78.0

68.0

18.0

97.0

35.0

25.0

11.0

Source: (Romero, 1995, Table 2 section)

Table 3.4.1, above indicates that the textile and clothing sectors in the Latin American

region employ the largest number ofpeople in three ofthe four listed countries, while the

electronic and transport sectors in Mexico account for the highest number of workers in

Mexico's EPZs. The textile sector in this region seems to accOlmt for a large number of

employees as the region benefits from various GSP trading agreements which allow

countries in this region preferential access to the EU, USA and Canadian markets while

electronic, electric and accessory manufactures take prominence in Mexico due to its

proximity to the north American maIket and the NAFfA trading agreement.
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It could therefore be concluded that employment in this region is generated by the

availability of trading agreements and the p-oximity to the Ncrth Am:rican markets.

A trend similar to that of Latin America where textiles dominate EPZ employment is also

evident in the Caribbean region as indicated in table 3.4.2 below.

Table 3.4.2: The distribution of EPZ employment
selected EPZ host countries in the Caribbean: 1994

Country

Jamaica

Saint Lucia

Dominican Republic

Sectors

Textile and clothing

Data entry/data processing

Textile and clothing

Data entry/data processing

Textile and clothing

Leather and footwear

Other light manufactures

by major export sectors in

o/oage ofworkforce

90.0

8.0

72.0

3.0

66.0

7.0

15.0

Source: (Romero, 1995, Table 2 section)

Table 3.4.2 above shows that in lhe Caribbean region textiles dominate EPZ employment.

Data entry and processing are also present in EPZ operations in this region unlike in

Latin American EPZs. This region is also a beneficiary of preferential market access via

the Caribbem Basin Initiative (CBI).

In the Asian region EPZ employment lies in both the textile and electronic sectors as

indicated in table 3.4.3 below. The textile sector also seems to generate more jobs than

the electrollc one as lhe data ofthe countries reviewed below indicates.
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Table 3.4.3: Tbe distribution of EPZ employment by major export sectors in
selected EPZ bost countries in Asia: 19l)J.

Country

Bangladesh

(Chittagong)

Sectors

Textile, clothing and leather

% age of workforce

66.5

Malaysia

Sri Lanka

Sports goods 20.0

Electrical and electronic goOds 5.0

Electronics 65.0

Textile and clothing 11.0

Scientific and measuring equipment 9.0

Textile, clothing and leather 66.0

Chemical, petroleum, coal, rubber and plastic 11.0

products

Other light manufactures 16.0

Source: (Romero, 1995, Table 2 section)

The data table 3.4.3 above indicates thaJ the textiles generate the bulk of employment

opportunities in Asian EPZs. The electronics sector also generates a sizable share ofjobs

in this region.

In Africa the textile and clothing sectors also offer the largest number of employment

opportunities in 1he regions EPZs as indicated in table 3.4.4 below.

Table 3.4.4: The distribution of EPZ employment by major export sectors in
selected EPZ host countries in Africa: 19l)J (Kenya - 2001).

Country Sectors % age ofworkforce

Mauritius Textile and clothing

Leather and footwear

Madagascar Textile and clothing

Food processing

Data entry/processing

Togo Chemical products

Textile and clothing

Food processing

Kenya Textile and clothing

Other light manufactures

Source: (Romero, 1995, Table 2 section)

65

88.0

1.7

82.0

5.0

0.87

26.0

24.0

21.0

89.3

10.7



In Kenya the textile and clothing sectors offer the bulk of EPZ jobs. Other industries are

involved in light manufacturing in a variety of areas such as veterinary, pharmaceutical

products, petroleun products and agricuItuIal processing.

From the selected countries reviewed above it is evident that the major source of

employment in EPZs is in the textile and clothing sectors. The sector that follows the

textile and clothing sector in terms of job creation varies depending on the regious

reviewed. The electronic sector is the second largest employer in Asia, data processing in

the Caribbean and food processing industries in Africa, while the Latin American region

seems to fully rely on the textile sector for job creation in their EPZs. This is apart from

Mexico whos:: EPZs bulk ofemployment opportunities fall in the electroni:: sector.

The clothing and textile sectors where manual skills are heavily utilized are, therefore,

the largest source ofemployment opportunities in EPZs around the world. The electronic

sector is the second largest employer in EPZs. However, this sector requires a relatively

skilled workforce although the activities involved do not require heavy skill, as they are

mostly assembly type jobs, which require some training. As for data entIy and processes

these jobs only require employees to feed data into computers, which can be done by an

unskilled or semi skilled workforce.

The works of the above authors, therefore, confmn that EPZs generate uuskiIIed, semi

skilled andlabour-intensive jobs.

3.5 Women Employees in EPZs

Various studies on EPZs and employment indicate that the majority of workers employed

in EPZs are women. Currie's (1995:11-44) study shows that most jobs created by EPZ

investing firms have been mainly Iow-level jobs for females. Romero (1995, section 1,

paral4-15) concurs with Currie's study above when she says that EPZ's have given

women a chance to eam a living while the ICFTIJ says that at least two out of three

workers in the maquilas, particularly in the textile, clothing and electronics sectors, are

women. In Panama, 90 to 95 per cent ofemployees in the maquiladoras are women. Their
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age varies in general between 18 and 25 years, the age at which they are considered the

most productive for the type of tasks performed in the maquilas says the (ICFTU, 1996,

women's labour section, para. I).

From the above studies it is evident that most of the workers in EPZs are women

although it is hard to tell why this is the case. However, Romero (1995) below sheds

some light on why a large number ofwomen wOIkers are employed by EPZs.

3.5.1 Why women workers?

Romero's study on "EPZs: Addressing the social and labour issues", indicates that gender

characteristics give women an advantage, as it is believed that manual dexterity, patience

and other "gender-specific attributes" make them more suitable than men for carrying out

tasks that lI"e repetitive and demand p!instaking attention to detail.

They are also preferred because they are considered less likely to press demands for

better pay and worldng conditions (Romero 1995, section 1, para.14-15).

Jauch (2002) supports these views as he says that EPZ enteqrises regard women as better

able to perform monotonous repetitive work. Since most EPZ women workers are young

they are considered to be docile and cheap possessing nimble fingers that are suitable for

the variety of EPZ functions EPZ based firms are involved in (Jauch, 2002, global

experiences section, para. 4).

Hillary (1999) in her study on women in Mexico's Maquiladoras concurs with both

Romero's (1995) and Jauch's (2002) views above as she fouOO that the Mexican

Maquiladoras had a tradition of employing young women and girls since they were

assumed to have:

• The dexterity and patience for repetitive and monotonous detailed mamal work;

• The ability to tolerate poor and abusive working conditions (Hillary, 1999, a

strategy to exploit women sectim, paral-2).

Abbott (1997) also made similar observations in his study on EPZs and the developing

world as he says that in Taiwan although women form the pillars ofEPZ operations, they
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are hired at wage levels that are belowtheir male counterparts (TaiWllIl wages for females

are set 10-20% below those of males). Managers of EPZ firms argued that female

workers were more docile and less unnly and possessed greater manual dexterity (nimble

fingers) than their male counter parts. Females were further preferred because they often

lived either in the parental home or in dormitories and were less likely to demand for

higher wages (Abbott, 1997, EPZs and the developing world, para. 5-7).

In their case study on gender and EPZs in the Mactan EPZ (MEPZ) in the Philippines,

Chant, Sylvia, McIlwaine, Cathy (1995) found that like in other South-east Asian

countries and other parts of the developing world, firms in the MEPZ showed a stron~

preference for female labour, as they constituted (80%) of workers in the companies

surveyed, the highest proportions (81%) being employed in the garments sector (Chant et

al, 1995, Sex and gender section).

Chant et al's (1995) study also revealed that that gender formed a primary basis of

recruitment as women were said to have a patient disposition and capacity for high levels

of concentration, which in turn, equipped them to carrying out monotonous, repetitive

tasks. Women were also deemed to possess passive and docile natures, which, in

combination with social norms of subordination andlor subjugation to men, meant that

they were likely to accept existing working practices and to eschew making demands or

instigating 'subversive' behaviour (Chant et al, 1995, the role of gender stereotypes in

occupational segmentation section, para. 1-2).

The AsianLabour Update says that the main attraction for investcrs in Sri Lanka was an

educated, intelligent and submissive work force consisting ofyoung women whose

labour could beexploited wilh overwork and low wages (Asian labour update, 2001, Sri

Lanka: problems women face in EPZs, para. 4), while the majority ofEPZ workers in

Jamaican EPZs are women (Leith, 1999: Introduction section, para.7-8).

From the above reviewed works there are a variety of reasons as to why most EPZ

employers prefer to hire women to men.
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3.6 Technology transfer, Training and Skill development in EPls

One of the motives of attracting foreign investment is the enhancement of the

teclmological capability of the EPZ host countries in the areas of production and

management. Improved capabilities would help to strengthen the position of domestic

firms wishing to foster linkages with enterprises in the zores.

However, Abeywardene's (1994:3040) study revealed that technology and skills transfer

rarely occurs as the short task specific training given, does not provide workers with

skills that would give them better career prospects either within or outside of the

particular enteqrise.

This view is also supported by ICFfUs research, which shows that the goal of

transferring technologies has not been met, as the zones are physical, ecOllOmiC and

social enclaves, and there is no real motive to associate with local producers or establish

links that would result in an increase in local technological capacity. The ICFlU (1996),

quoting the ILO, also adds that the zones' record in teons of workers' training and the

transfer of technologies tends to be negative. Working conditions illustrate this as the

zone enterprises, are very much cost-oriented, and are more interested in keeping labour

costs to a minimum than improving the productivity oflabour (ICFlU, 1996, balance

sheet section, para. 5,10).

However, WEPZA is of the view that teclmology transfer usually takes place as it gives

the examples of Malaysia and Taiwan. In Penang EPZ (Malaysia) WEPZA says the

transfer of technology from the pioneering sewing and electronics assembly industries

was considerable.

In Taiwan at the Kaohsiung EPZ, there are 50,000 workers, all quite highly skilled, in

three EPZs. They started sewing in the early 1960s (at wages ofUS$0.16 per hour) and

grew out of it in the mid-1980's (wages at $3.00 per hour). Since then, they have been

requiring high levels of education to qualify for the high-tech factories in the zones

(wages at $5.00 per hour). Each year the zones import US$2 billion worth ofcomponents

and export $4 billion worth ofproducts or value added, where exports per worker amount

to $40,OOOfyear. The nature of gannents is that value added and exported per year is

closer to $SOOOfyear per worker (WEPZA, 1996, para. 78).
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From the above statements, it is evident that in some cases teclmo10gy transfer takes

place in EPZs, while in others it does not. It seems that the transfer of teclmo10gy

depends on the type of products that are produced within a zone. In zones that produce

electronics, teclmology transfer tends to take place due to the fact that constant changes

keep on occurring in the electronic sector than in gannent sectors. Computers,

televisions, radios and other electronic products keep on changing and improving which

then forces workers to keep on improving their skills to adopt to the production of the

new products. As for the garments sectors not much technology transfer takes place, as

the tasks involved are more manual than technical. Thus garment manufacturers in EPZs

should not be blamed for not transferring technology in this sector, as there is no

teclmology to be transferred.

3.6.1 High Technology producing firms

High quality teclmo10gy is one of the benefits developing countries wish to gain by

attracting high teclmology producing firms into their zones. Some countries have

succeeded in attracting such frrms.

Electronic investments (the assembling of hi-tech computer, airline and other electric

components) havebeen high in some Asian zones.

In the Philippines 74% of zone, investment was in the electronic sector in 1997 up from

61% in 1996, while in 1997, 164 of the 743 plants were in the electrical and electronic

sectocs in Malaysia Ofthe S$8.5 billion invested in Singapore in 1997, 46% went to the

electronic sector (lLO, 1998, para2).

After reaping the benefits of EPZs during the 1960s and 70s, some Asian countries (the

NICs) redesigned their priorities to emphasize more on higher technology investments

ratherthanjobcreation (CUITie, 1985:11-44).

Taiwan was the first developing country to establish a science park. The intention was to

.attract high technology firms, with the added incentive of local market sales for firms

located in this park. In 1982, Singapore also established a science park similar to the one
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established by Taiwan with the aim ofbeing an applied research centre for the South East

Asian region. Singapore also added an academic component to its science park by linking

it up with the UniversiW of Singapore (Currie.1985: 11-44).

Given the arrangement being pursued by the Singapore government of linking high

teclmology oriented industries with institutions ofhigher learning, technology transfer is

more likely to occur in this kind of set up. The attraction of high tech firms has also

called for additional incentives. Host governments have ceded parts oftheir local markets

and have contributed more capital in order to establish these science complexes to attract

high technology firms.

3.6.2 Characteristics of Science parks

According to Currie (1985:11-44) science, parks were established to attract high

teclmology investmeJ1 firms by offering various incentives these include:

• Permission to sell in the local market;

• Tax con:essions;

• Government participationin capital investmeJ1 through:

~ Long-term low interestloans

~ Invest:ment risk share by government.

3.6.3 Technology Transfer in Kenyan EPb

From both the EPZA (2002) and Glenday and Ndii (2000: I 0-13), it is difficult to

establish whether any transfer of technology is taking place in Kenyan EPls while at the

same time no p-evious studies ha\e been done or are available on this aspect.

Ifonly three out of the 54 firms located in Kenyan EPls deal with electronic equipment,

it can be said that the amount of technology being transferred in Kenyan EPZs is

minimal, considering that the electronic sector has higher chances of transferring

technology than the garment sector.

As for the garments sector Abeywardene's et aI (1994) observation above may apply to

Kenyan EPls as she points out that the task specific aspects of training in EPls may not
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be useful to the EPZ worker outside the zone. Electronic and high tech equipment

manufacturing may be the solution to t:chnology transfer problem in Kenyan EPZs.

3.7 Social and labour issues in EPZs

According to Leith (1999) the social and labour issues EPZs face include:

• Low wages and limited cpportunities for promotion;

• Occupational safety and health hazards which include limited information to

workers on materials being handled, blocking of exits from flctories;

• Ergonomic p-oblems linked to the work positions for the garment orIT sectors;

• Envirormental problems that affect health and reproduction that are linked to

exposure to chemicals, heat, light, space within the workshop, and air pollution

caused by the traffic associated with having large concentrated WOlkf"Orces;

• Social problems caused by conflicting demands of women in fulfilling their roles

and responsibilities as women, as mothers and as industrial workers;

• Long working hours required to meet production deadlines and targets;

• Lack of access to trade unions, which denies workers their right to freedom of

association and the right to organize;

• Sexual harassment to which some women are exposed in order to secure and

maintain their pbs;

• Lack of job security and employment protection as employment depends on

fluctuation; in glotcl trade and cost competitiveness;

• Limited opportunities for training and advancement (Leith, 1999, challenges for

EPZs secfun, para. 2).

The MaquilaNetwork Update (20001,2002) concurs with Leith's (1999) views above as

it says that the ml!ior social and labour issues that constantly cause conflict between EPZ

employees, employers and the host government include:

.3.7.1 Remuneration - Wages, gratnity payments and benefits and promotions (Maquila

NetwOlk Update 2001, 2(02). The issue of remuneration has generated a lot of debate

especially from EPZ workers campaigners who complain that EPZ employffs do not pay
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their workers fair wages. The ICFlU says that in most EPZ host countries wages have

been lower than the minimum legal requirement (ICFlU, 1996, wages section). This

view is also supported by, among others, Hunter, R (2001) and the NLC (undated). They

all agree that wages have been quite low and do not meet the needs of EPZ workers. This

view is denied by WEPZA, which says that wages in EPZs are in most cases higher than

in similar industries across the EPZ host country (WEPZA, 1996 wages section). Chant

et al's (1995) case study on the Mactan EPZ in the Philippines revealed that women

seemed to be better protected and provided for, in terms of payment of above minimum

wages, social security affiliation and company fringe benefits but were exposed to a strict

nature ofdaily work routines and the setting of challenging production quotas to achieve

maximum productivity (Chant et al, 1995, Conditions of work at MEPZ section, para 1

2).

3.7.2 Tenus and conditions of employment

3.7.2.1 Safety and health issues - Romero (1995) observes that some firms block their

emergency exits either because of lack of stornge space or to prevent theft which turns

buildings into virtual frre traps thus the high number of casualties when industrial

accidents occur (Romero, 1995, safety and health: mixed record section, para 4). This

has also been observed in Grumiau (2000) who reports on a fire incident where 47 EPZ

workers were killed in Bangladesh. In China the ICFfU notes that employers in a factory

insisted that their workers go into a factory where there had been a fire. 93 of them died

when the remainder of the building collapsed on them (ICFlU, 1996, China section,

para 6).

HilIary (1999), in her study on women in Mexico's EPZs also found that women workers

in the EPZs worked under intolerable working conditions as they were exposed to unsafe

working equipment, a poor workstation design and unreasombly high production quotas

(Hillary, 1999, workers health is endangered at work and at home section).

According to the Asian Labour Update the health and safety measures at some Sri Lanka

. factories are not adequate and there have been several cases of industrial accidents, while

most companies provide no transport for women who fmish the night shift at 10 or II PM
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when public transplrt is scarce. Many women encounter trouble when returning along ill

lit roads to their crowded boarding places (Asian labour update, 2001, Sri Lanka:

problems women face in EPZs, para. 8).

3.7:1..2 Employment status - Employment status has been an issue of contention

amongst EPZ employees and employers. Marther (1988:148-149) in her study on EPZs in

Indonesia says that many workers were employed on a seasonal casual basis or on

probation for many years so that they could be laid off at a moment's notice. Hillary's

study also revealed that the Maquiladora workers were further exposed to high levels of

stress due to job insecurity, inconsistent pay, forced resignations and arbitraIy frrings

(Hilhuy 1999, stress section, para. 2).

3.7:1..3 Working conditions - Hunter's, R. (2001, Meeting with the Doall workers

section, para.5-7) and Abeywardene's (1994:3D-40) research shows that EPZ wmking

conditions around the world are poor. Romero (1995) adds that a large number of EPZ

frrms worldwide have been found to have poor lighting and ventilation and inadequate

first aid facilities. Complaints in other factories consist of excessive heat, noise and dust

especially in textile, garment and leather processing. The lack of adequate sanitary

facilities also poses a problem especially to the EPZ employees (Romero, 1995, safety

and health: mixed record section, para. 5). Hillary (1999) in her study on women in

Mexico's Maquiladocas also found that women were exposed to excessive heat and cold

as well as poor lighting and ventilation (Hillary, 1999, workers health is endangered at

work and at home section). Abbott (1997) also adds that squalid working conditions do

occur in most EPZs but worken; cannot complain because compl~ will lead to

automatic dismissals (Atbott, 1997, EPZs and thedeveloping world, para. 6).

3.7:1..4 Hours of work (working time) - both Hunter, R (2001, Meeting with the Doall

workers section, para 5-7) and Abeywardene (1994:3~0) point out from their studies

that employees work more than the agreed (legally required) hours and are at times

forced to work over time. According to the Asian Labour Update EPZ workers in Sri

Lanka workers are exposed to working long hours including compulsU)' overtime and
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almost impossible hourly targets so as to complete orders in time. They are scolded in

abusive language and sometimes hitby supervisors and managers (both local and foreign)

for the slightest mistake (Asian labour update, 2001, Sri Lanka: problems women face in

EPZs, para. 4-5).

3.7.2.5 Recruitment - There are various issues that accompany most EPZ recruitment

processes. Some of these issues include pregnancy testing, age, sexual harassment,

education ani marital considerations, arnongmany others.

3.7.2.5.1 Age - A study by Chant et al, (1995) revealed that there was a bias towards

young operatives. Most employers only consider employing workers under the age of 25

although there was an upper age limit set at 32 in one garment factory. The study says

that young workers are thought to be more productive, to have better health, and be more

malleable in terms of adhering to the company ethos, or are able to be moulded into the

company way (Chant et al, 1995, age section).

3.7.2.5.2 Sexual harassment - During recruitment in some countries, womenrecruits are

required to take pregnancy tests and are not hired or are fired if found to be pregnant

(Hunter, R., 2000, Meeting with the Doall workers section, para. 10). Mexican

Maquiladora owners also refused to hire pregnant women and tested new recruits to

ensure that they were not pregnant while those who fell pregnant were fired adds Hillary

(1999, a strategy to exploit women section, para. 2). According to Abbott (1997) in

Taiwan EPZs sexual harassment does occur in most EPZs, but workers cannot complain

becausecompl~will lead to automatic dismissals, while the management distn"butes

contraceptive pills and forces pregnant workers to have abortions (Abbott, 1997, EPZs

and the developing world, para. 6).

3.7.2.5.3 Education - Chant et al's (1995) study showed that most employers prefer their

workers to be educated, usually up to high school level. The main reason for this kind of

recruitment is that a certain degree of intelligence was required to understand machine

operations andIor to undergo training programs. Moreover, high school graduates were
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more likely to have an understanding of English, the usual lingua franca of training

schemes and main medium of communication between employees and foreign managers

(Chant et al, 1995, Education section).

The study further revealed that young school leavers with little or no experieoce were

also thought to accept lower pay to be more easily dissuaded from participating in union

activily, and to have fewer 'bad habits' such as tardiness or slacking while minimal

experience of other work practices was also likely to be conducive to the ready

acquisition of new skills. Compmies also tended to favour nurturing workers from an

early and 'uncorrnIted' age (Chant et al, 1995, Education section).

3.7.2.5.4 Marital status - On marital status Chant et al's (1995) study revealed that there

seemed to be a preference for younger people especially young female workers. Single

womm were seen to be more productive, to be less prone to absenteeism, and to be more

disposed to work overtime. The basic assumption was that they had fewer responsibilities

in the home but few employers expressed objections to existing female workers getting

married or having children, which somded quite contradictory as the belief is that women

workers in EPZs are virtually always single, and that upon marrying, they may be

dismissedor voluntarily leave the labour force (Chant et al, 1995, Education section).

3.7.3 Living conditions - These are considered poor given the low wages these

employees eam and the high rent charged by landlords close to the zones. Romero (1995,

safely and health: mixed record section, para. 4) observes that some employers use their

buildings for multiple purposes ranging from warehouses to production plants,

dormitories and kitchens all in one.

3.7.4 Career prospects and job satisfaction - Abeywardene's (1994:30-40) study

shows that up to 70"10 ofEPZ employees find their work either tiring or monotonous or

both.

3.7.5 Industrial relations - the ILO (1998) and lCFTU (1996) list the banning of trade

union activities and the freedom to bargain collectively as the most contentious issues in
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EPZs. Hillary's (1999) study also revealed that unions have not been sufficiently

autonomous from the government to be ofany help to the Mexican Maquiladora workers, .

while some workers said that the unions were not of help to them but were their worst

enemies (Hillary 1999, From agonizing to organizing section) while in Sri Lanka, since

trade union organizing is not allowed, those who try to organize are usually discouraged

through intimidation, demotion, and dismissal from the zones. This aggravates the EPZ

workers problems as they lack a structure to enable them fight for their labour rights. The

alternative government. introduced workers' councils are a weak alternative to trade

unions and in several factories they consist of worker representatives chosen by the

employers and not elected by workers independently. (Asian labour update, 2001, Sri

Lanka: problems women face in EPZs, para. 10-11).

Industrial relations and conditions ofemployment are the most highlighted labour issues

in EPZs among other EPZ issues. As trade unions derive most of their membership from

enterprises similar to those operating in EPZs, they have been the major organizations

highlighting the plight of EPZ workers. Human rights and labour groups have also been

vocal on the state ofthe existing EPZ working conditions. Most authors mentioned above

claim that the conditions of work in EPZs are poor and that workers are not exposed to

poor working conditions while the government does nothing or little to protect them.

These views a-e further expanded in !he section below.

3.8 Industrial Relations in EPZs

Industrial relations in most EPZs have always raised concern from various union, human

rights and political groups. Some countries have opted to suspend the application of

national labour laws on firms operating in EPZs. In other zones although labour laws

apply violations do occur but are ignored by the relevant government authorities.

According to Romero (1995: section 2, paraI) some countries have adopted laws that

helped to create industrial relations difficulties reported in EPZs. However, most of the

problems in EPZs stem from undesirnble practices on the part of certain employers and

the failure of a number of governments to sanction those practices before they became
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deeply rooted. When the practices in question and the friction that they spark, are

multiplied in factories in different zones around the world, then the situation inevitably

leads to a stigmatization ofEPZs as a whole.

In Zimbabwe and Namibia national labour laws were suspended for EPZ investors

(Jauch, 2002, section 2, para1). Other countries that have suspended the application of

national labour laws on EPZs include Pakistan, Bangladesh, and the Philippines, among

others (lLO, 1998, The law of the zone versus the law of the land section, para3-6).

Abeywardene (1994:30-40) says that the restriction on organized labour in Sri Lanka and

most other countries is due to the fact that organized labour can make demands for higher

wages and take industrial action, which would lead to a decline in the production levels

and competitiveness of enterprises wthin the zones.

There are also cases in some countries where though labour laws are supposed to cover

EPZ operations they are rarely applied or are totally disregarded by EPZ investors and are

not enforced by the government. The lCFTU reports one such case in the Philippines

where it says that although labour laws may apply in the zones, no action is taken against

fIrms violating them as fInes foreseen by law are not collected while complaints fIled by

the trade unions are ignored (lCFIU, 19%, govanment indifference section, para 1). On

the other hand, there are some countries that would like to enforce their labour laws but

due to their desire to attract and keep investors, a weak trade union movement as well as

pressure from external sources such as the World Bank, they [md themselves in weak

positions when it comes to enforcing their own labour laws (Jauch, 2002, section 4,)

WEPZA supports the above views but for different reasons as it says that lax social

regulations should not be classifIed as an EPZ incentive. The reason why some social

legislation has been different from the domestic economy is precisely because the

domestic economy has not been working and the government is attempting to [md

. policies that will work (WEPZA, 1996, para 19).
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The above views are all correct when viewed from various perspectives. From a trade

union and human rights perspective the suspension ofexisting labour laws in EPZs seems

to be wrong as worlcers may be vulnerable to many fonns of exploitation by their

employers. However, from an economic and government perspective the suspensioo. of

labour laws for EPZ investors should be seen as an economic and development policy

aimed at changing an economic situation that has not been worKing. Governments may

argue that existing industries in other parts of the country enjoying existing national laws

have not produ:ed enough exports and foreign exchange and have not created enough

employment opportunities thus the need for a new economic policy (the creation of

EPZs).

Where trade unions have been banned in EPZs other forms of labour organization have

been used to cater for worlcers needs in the zones. These include in-house unions,

company codes of conduct and social audits among others. Some ofthese tools have been

effective in ad<tessing labour-related issues while others have not.

3.8.1 Industrial Relations in the Kenyan Zones

Information available on industrial relations and EPZs in Kenya is sketchy. The EPZA

says that local labour laws apply but in practice, exemptions and conditions have been

granted within the :wnes (the latest being the factol)" s act of 1951 that details health

issues in industry), which have encountered some public criticism. In 1998 the InterPress

service (1998, para. 1) quoted ~e ICFTIJ Nairobi-based secretary general as saying that

there were incidents where Kenyan EPZs violated worlcers rights which contravered

intematiomllaw.

Issues related to industrial relations in Kenyan EPZs have not been fully documented

although complaints have been raised through various forums such as !LO and ICFTIJ

seminars, but it is possible to compare Kenya's situation with those Romero (1995,

section 2, para 24) assesses when he says that due to ignorance, fear, and poverty on the

part of EPZ worlcers, as well as corruFt labour officers and weak. unions, most EPZ
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employers take this opportunity to exploit their employees while there were also

employers who didnot respect existing labour laws aggravating the pro1:lem further.

3.9Summary

The works of the various reviewed authors on EPZ and employment creation in this

chapter reveal that a large number of EPZ host countries have managed to generate

considera1:le employment opportunities from their EPZs though at varying degrees and

speeds.

The nature of employment opportunities created has been manual and routine in nature

while the textile and electronic sectors generated most EPZ employment though data

entry and processing is taking place in EPZs in the Asian and Caribbean regions.

The majority ofjobs created in EPZs have attracted more female than male employees.

Reviewed studies have indicated that this was because ofthe docile nature of females and

the dexterity required in performing some ofthe jobs on offer.

Technology transfer seems not to be taking place at the required pace and levels by EPZ

host governments. Numerous complaints of social and industrial relations problems were

identified as themost pressing issues in almost allEPZs by most of1be reviewed authors.

The reviewed employment figures indicate that EPZs have been successful in generating

employment but the m~or concerns raised by most authors were the poor working

conditions and deteriorating industrial relations these jobs are performed under.

The next two chapters revie~ the issues of industrial relations and working conditions

first from the 14th to the 19th centuries thenfrom the 1960s.
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CHAPTER FOUR

A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF LABOR RELAnONS AND

LABOUR LAW CONCESSIONS BETWEEN 1400 AND THE 1959s

(BEFORE THE OFFICIAL ESTABLISMENT OF MORDANEPZs)

4.1 Introduction

lhis chapter lays the foundation for the review of the next chapter that deals with labour

law concessions in modem EPZs from the 1960s. The chapter traces the origin of labour

law concessions in export-oriented trade between the 14th and 19th centuries. It looks at

the origin of labour law concessions and procedures tailored to suit export trade in

Europe, the FarEast, Africa, Latin America and the Canbbean.

In this chapter, the roles played by government, labour, investors, consumers, NGOs, the

church/religious bodies and existing codes of conduct are reviewed to determine the

contrIbution each group made in encouraging or discouraging the use of labour law

concessions. A general comparison is also made, where the general economic successes

investors realized the variety of effects these labour law concessions had on the workers

who were involved in export oriented trade, at this parti:ular time are compared.

4.2 The birth of the entrepot (EPZ) concept in South East Asia

As the number of ships, traders and merchants calling on the trading towns and city

states7 in the Far East increased; competition, rivalry and tensions began to rise both

among the Far East city-states and also among the western traders. Individual city-states

wanted to attract more business than their neighbours while western traders wanted to

monopolize the most lucrative~ city-states.

The eastern city state leaders (kings, governors) and city state trade officials felt that

there was a need to keep many traders calling onto their ports.

To do this they reduced various taxes on the merchant ships calling into their ports and at

times allowed western ships to unload and trade their goods in their ports without paying
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taxes to the king. In other cases to speed up the unloading and reloading of a ship, city

state customs and trade officials boarded incoming ships for customs clearance before

they unloaded their cargo as the unloading of cargo alone in some big western ships

would take up to three months (Miller, 1980: 15-16). These concessions that traditional

traders enjoyed seem to be similar to the fiscal and procedural incentives in modem

EPZs. Miller (1980:22) also states that as a way of marketing their city-states the city

state leadership would lavishly fete the western traders to entice them to keep calling on

the city-state.

Initially as Currie (1985:1) points out the original purpose of entrepot (EPZ) trade was to

speed up re-exports and the victualling of ships and later the major aim was to stimula1e

entrepot trade where goods were permitted to enter and leave a port without paying

customs and other duties.

At this time it was also not uncommon for city-states to be bitter trade rivals. One city

state would collude andfight with a group of western traders against another city-state or

western trader in order to attract more tIade at the expense ofother ci~-statesltraders.

The prominent eastern towns involved in this trade include Macasser, Batavia, Malacca,

Java, Bantam and Ambonia among others (Tarling, 1992:501). (See map in appendix C)

This was thus the beginning of entrepot trade the traditional form of the modem more

organized EPZ trade. Economic concessions on export trade can thus be traced back to

the 14th century.

4.3 The need for labour concessions and the role played by governments and

investors

The Dutch seem to have been the first traders in this entrepot (EPZ) trade to use labour

law concessions ard incidentally, they received concessious from lheir own people.

According to Miller (1980:15) in 1594 nine Amsterdam merchants set up the Dutch East

India Company (DElC) to finance a voyage to the Far East for spices. Four ships set out

from Amsterdam in 1594 and three years later returned with almost three quarters of their

7 City-State _Island or port cities that between the IS & 18'" centuries that had selfgovernment
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sailors' dead. However, the cargo brought covered the costs of the expedition and left a

healthy profit.· On returning to Amsterdam the expedition was greeted with ringing

church bells andcelebration from lhe towns' people.

The reception by the church and the people seemed to act as a symbol of encouragement

to the gove=ent, merchants, voyage leaders and sailors of Amsterdam to continue in

their purstit oftrade in the East. This W<lS regardless of the Wngers involved as most men

in the ships had died of various causes the most common being diseases and poor

worlcing conditions among many others.

As the merchants, sailors and voyage leaders heeded the calls of the Holland people to

continue trading in the east the need for labour concessions was bowd to arise.

According to Miller (1980) most sailors fit for such voyagers felt that the risks involved

in the Far East trade were far too high for them to bear. (The onboard death rates were a

testimony to their fears). They thus choose to work on fishing or European trade routes

leaving lhe Far East merchants in great need of scarce sailing labour. To solve this critical

labour problem they turned to the under-privileged and helpless of Amsterdam. A large

number of drunks, derelicts, out of work slum dwellers and backward peasants were

among those recruited as sailors (Milb", 1980:16).

4.4 Working conditions

The sailing job for these novice. sailors proved to be tough.

"Any men who showed any reluctance were beaten with a rope's end Both living
and working conditions onboard were bad. The sailors were so cramped together
such that a candle could not light because ofa lack ofoxygen" wrote one writer
on board one of the ships who continued to say that "their living conditions were
miserably uncomfortable, smelly andverminous; their food was very low both in
terms ofquality and quantity. Most men sufferedfrom various diseases and died
at sea" (Miller, 1980:62-64).

The choice of the sailor recruits seems to have been organized to attract the

disadvantaged members of society. However, it can be argued that it gave the new
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recruits something to do and some income for those who returned alive while the wealth

they brought hack to Holland was imp<rtant for fue state.

The state also played an important role in encouraging the merchants and the voyage

organizers as permission to travel to new lands had always to be sought from the state.

For Far East trading merchants it was always granted and topped up with gifts for the

city-state leaders in dIe east (Miller, 1980:12,14).

The state's support for the traders was high as it also needed to involve itself in the Far

East trade for strategic reasons such as, to avoid exploitation and to stabili2e prices in its

domestic markets, control of the Far East trade and nationalistic reasons. These reasons

may have played a significant role in the state's support for the labour law concessions

involved in this trade.

It is also not clear as to whether there were any regulatory measures that had been put in

place to prevent labour's mistreatment. The labour recruits, on the other hand, due to

their disadvantaged backgrounds, seemed not to have been enlightened enough to

demand for better wOrkIDg conditions. The church as an avenue that could have been

used by labour to demand for better working conditions seemed to have been silent but

tends to lean more to the side ofthe m:rchants.

4.5 Labour law concessions in the Far East

Having benefited from labour law concessions from their own people the Dutch sought to

and succeeded in extending the. use of labour law concessions on the people of the Far

East.

On r~lizing that dIe spice market in Europe was limited the Dutch knew that competition

among western merchants would force prices up in the Far East and down in Europe

causing them heavy losses. They therefore had to devise a strategy to control production

of spices in the Far East. Forced labour and the cultivation of other crops were seen as

quick solutions to his problem (Hall, 1981:321 & Townscn, 1977:17).
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4.5.1 The Dutch and Forced labour

Forced labour was one among the many methods employed by the Dutch in the Far East

in theirquest to stabilize spice prices in furope and to increase their export earnings.

The DElC with the help of the Dutch government succeeded in violently conquering a

few of the city-state islands. It then subdivided the land for its employees to cultivate

export crops wib forced labour (Hall, 1981:333 & TownsoD, 1977:17).

Similarly, in 1864, in Bantam, the company encouraged the planting ofexport crops. The

Chinese who were under the Dutch leased about 1800 Javanese8 labourers who

perfonned the corvee9 they were held to owe the aristocracy. In Vietnam (which was also

involved in this trade) between 15-1800, the landowners prevailed upon the government

to control the guilds and artisans, which it did, putting many of their members out of

WOIX. In Manila capitalistic exploitation in the privately owned plantations with

compulsory cultivation for the government, continued with the widesp-ead exploitation

of the poor. In 1782, a tobacco factory was built in Manila where 5000 women cut and

rolled tobacco into cigars. This was the single largest export enterprise in the region. The

Dutch also used force to make people submit and concede their labour rights. In 1621, the

DEle depopulated Banda and repopulated the area rich in nutmeg with forced labour

(Tarling, 1992:499-502 & Townson, 1977:19).

From the reviewed works above export trade merchants seemed to have an advantage

over labour. Labour laws to protect workers were violently conceded to the export trade

Dutch merchants by the residents of the Far East city-states.

4.5.2 Existing regulatory codes

There were two regulation codes existing between 15-1800, the Dutch church (in the Far

East) niade its own observations while the Dutch constitution was also used as an

employer-employee regulation tool. The mediaalso tried to highlight the plight oflabour.

• Javanese - refers to the residents ofJava (one ofthe Islands in the far east) (modem Indonesia)
9 Corvee - refers to a debt that poor citizens owed their Kingslleaderslgovemorslchiefs
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The clergy spoke against the poor treatmert meted out on the local labour. In Townsoo

(1977:19,31) a Dutch preacher in one of the voyages speaks of the bad behaviour of the

Dutch traders and officials in the Far East and the negative attitude towanls them by the

city-state citizens.

At the same time the Dutch media through its voyage travelling journalists would report

in the media back in Holland how corrurt and suppressive the Dutch officials in the East

were against the local reople (Hall, 1981:613).

In 1848, the Dutch constitution was amended where a regulation that became effective in

1856, was passed In this regulation, the governor general of the colony was instructed to

see that the Far East cultures did not interfere with the production of an adequate means

of suhiistence and that the oppression crnnected with it was removed (lhI1, 1981:613).

The DEle as an early multinatiorui seemed to have total and full authority on the

territories and areas where it operated. The company (DElC) seemed to disregard the

Dutch constitution and the church's complaints during its operations, as it at times used

military force to induce concessions on labour in the Far East, which helped it succeed in

expanding its trade ani in stabilizing its Eurorean mmets.

The works of Hall and Townson, reveal that labour heavily suffered. The comtination of

starvation, exploitation and the mililllry might of the Dutch left labour with no choice or

alternative available to change their situation. The use of armed force to compel labour

into submission often left large numbers of labour dead as was the case in Bantam. The

living labour feared the armed force used to suppress them, which subsequently hindered

any attempts to call for improved worlcing conditions (Hall 1981 & Townson 1<J77).

The local leadership did not seem helpful to the workers. In some cases the local

leadership was responsible for their suffering as they concluded agreements with the

DElC, which led to labours' mistreatment. Some leaders signed protection agreements
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with the DEle for protection against their local enemies or rival city-states or other

western 1:I'ad:rs in return for large concessions in be form of land and labour.

Thus between 1500-1800, the Far East workers engaged in export trade seemed to be

helpless as no employer-employee regulatory forums were accessible to them.

4.5.3 The success hrought about by labour concessions

The Dutch government and its merchants managed wi1h the use of labour concessions to

obtain more revenue and huge profits respectively. The grow1h of industry was also

achieved as a result ofthese concessions on1abour.

The grow1h of the shipping industry in Amsterdam and Rotterdam can be attributed to

both the concessions given to merchants and shippers on 1he recruitment and treatment of

sailors and the production of export goods from the Far East. Labour law concessions in

the Far East enabled labour to produce more for export. The increased cornmodity and

mineral produce from the Far East thus increased the demand for shipping services.

4.5.3.1 Growth of Multi-National Enterprises (MNEs) through labour law

concessions

Labour law concessions also formed the basis for the foundation of some industries in

Europe and the Far East. According to Hall (1981) the (multinational) companies formed

in Holland inclu<hl:

• BilIitontin company - 1851

• NetherIanls steam navigation company - 1870

• RotterdamLloyds-1875

• Delitobacco company - 1883

• Singkep tin company - 1889

The servioes that were developed in 1he East included:

• The telegraph- 1856

• The railway line-1875

Exports (to Holland) also grew:
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• 1856 - 100 million guilders (mg)

• 1870-107.7 (rog)

• 1875 - 172.1 (rog)

• 1885 -1850 (rog).

Export trade more than doubled between 1870-1900, while import trade quadrupled.

Exports (to Holhnd) increascl from 107.57(mg) (in 1870) to 258.23 (rog) (in 1900).

Imports (from Holland) ncreased from 44.5(mg) (in 1870) to 176.07 (mg) (in 19(0).

Exports to Holland included commodity goods such as tin, coffee, sugar, spices, pepper,

cinnamon, and cloth while imports from Holland consisted of capital goods that included

fertilizer, iron, steel, machine!)' and tools (all statistics from) (Hall, 1981:616-624).

From the works of the reviewed authors above it can be concluded that labour law

concessions either voluntal)' or through force seemed to have contributed to the growth

of industries in the west and the establishment of services in the East. At the same time

capital and capital goods flowed from the capital abundant economy (Holland) to the

capital deficient Far East. It is thus evident that labour law concessions brought about

economic as well as the general development, both in the Far East and in Europe (as

modern EPZshave dooe incidentally in the same South East Asian region today).

4.5.4 Effects of the law concessions on labour

The concession of labour law seemed not to have any positive effects on labour. The

works of Miller (1980:62-64), Townson (1977:10) & Hall (1981:276) show that apart

from the few who may have benefited from the menial jobs of supervision, the majority

of workers were unlucky as workiog conditions were usually poor. Workers worked

against their will with no rights and under heavy deprivation. The results under these

conditions were diseases, miming injuries and death. Large numbers of Far East workers

and Dutch saihrs suffered these con;equences.

4.6 The Spanish and labour law concessions in the Far East

According to Hall (1981:276) in the Philippines labour was heavily exploited. The

Spanish used pool labour where all people with the exception of the local chief and his
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eldest son were supposed to serve. Hall continues to say that the working conditions were

poor, wages were rarely paid, starvation due to forced sale of food crops to the

government was common and diseases took a great toll on the peq>le.

4.6.1 Existing regulatory codes

Three regulatory codes were available to the Filipino labour through which they could

demand for their rights. These included the local leadership, the church and the Spanish

law. However, all these codes had their own d:ficiencies.

The Clergy according to Hall (1981:276) owned big farms. They together with the

Spanish local administration were us~ the local chiefs as theiragents to run these fanus.

Under the Spanish law (Hispano Roman law), the council ofIndies was the highest court

in Spain where Filipino labour could seek legal redress from, though no cases from

Manila ever reached there, while the Clergy also opposed and criticized the application of

Spanish legal laws on the Filipinos fearing that the spread of Roman ideas of law would

reduce the~ own influence (Hall, 1981 :278).

Labour in Spanish Philippines therefore had no accessible forum to voice their working

condition problems. Their local leadership was at the service of both the clergy and the

Spanish and thus assisted in their exploitation. The clergy was even opposed to any

forum available for the local wolkers to address their working condition problems.

Although the Spanish government had offered Filipino employees an avenue to voice

their grievances; the avenue was too far away from the poor and oppressed Filipino

wolker such that it was an ineffective tool to seek remedy from or with.

4.6.2 Success and effects of the use oflabour law concessions by the Spanish

On the success and effects of labour law concessions Hall (1981 :276,613) says that the

large plantations produced sugar and coffee for export to Spain though poor wolking
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conditions such as forced labour, denial of all rights and starvation were prevalent. These

labour injustices eventually led to the death ofmany workers.

4.7 The Portuguese and labour law concessions in Latin America

According to Lang (1979:26-27) the use of Indian forced labour in this region was

prevalent. In the Brazilian sugar plantations sugar production required plenty of labour.

The Portuguese plantation owners turned to the local Indian people to provide the

required labour. The Portuguese thus used Indian labour to make the early sugar industry

productive. They also used forced Indian labour for the dual role of cutting and loading

dry-wood and in the sugar plantations. In 1548, about 3000, forced Indian labourers were

woding in Portuguese owned sugar mills. (Appendix D shows Portuguese expansion in

the Atlantic in the 1850s).

4.7.1 Recruitment

Indian labour did not volunteer itself to the service of the Portuguese. Lang says that

almost all-Indian labour in the Portuguese owned sugar mills that were seized in either

defensive wars, licensed expeditions or illegal raids into the interior by the Portuguese

(Lang, 1979:29).

4.7.2 Regulatory code

In Portuguese-Brazil, a court system existed where local labour could air their views or

claim redress on negative labour related issues that affected them. The Portuguese

government as well as the local church played an important role in helping labour address

important work related issues.

Lang (1979) narrates the events that occurred in a case that involved the church, Indian

labour, the Portuguese plantation omrrs, the local government and the Portuguese

government who were all pitted against each other. The labour dispute was brought

before the high court in the 19508, sitting in Brazil. This dispute centred on how planters

acquired their labour. The Jesuit church, which was representing the Indians against the

planters in this case, was opposed to both forced labour and the brutal recruitment

methods used by the Portuguese plantation owners. The Indians won the case and in
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1609, the Portuguese crown prohibited forced labour under any circumstances. The Jesuit

church was the only group that was allowed to bring labour from the interior to the

plantations while planters were supposed to pay wages for it. Planters protested and the

town council threatened to throw the Jesuit church out ofthe town. On realizing that their

mission and church was threatered the Jesuit church gave in to the planters and thus

forced labour in the plantations continued. The local governor supported planters as he

argued that expeditions to bring Indians to the coast were essential and beneficial and

their prevention would lead to a shrinking labour force. The crown on its part due to

heavy opposition from the planters had to give in. Forced labour and recruitment were

allowed under certain conditions while the Jesuit church villages could continue to

produce a cheap source oflabour (Lang, 1979:43-44).

The Portuguese king initially encouraged forced labour in Brazil as he allowed large

scale sugar plantation owners to import up to 120 workers from Angola (to work as

forcoo labour) at one-third the normal customs duties while in 1522, he (the Portuguese

king) sent a large contingent of African labourers to Salvado to be sold on his behalf as

labour for the sugar plantations (Lang, 1979:29,31).

In Portuguese-Brazil, the situation seemed to differ from that in the Far East The church

here recognized its role and played an important part in trying to help the local labour

force address its working conditions problems. At the same time the Portuguese

government had set up a forum that was available and fair to the local labour force .

although without the help of the church the labour force, it may not have been in a

position ofchannelling their grievances through this forum.

The power of the investors is also evidenl which is indicatoo by the reversal of the court

case in their favour.

The Jesuit church case illustrates that labour, even with the technical assistance it

requirro to exploit the existing legal framework, still failed to achieve its goal. At the

same time capital used its strong influence to lobby both the host and home governments

for conditions that suited it. This seems also to happen in modem EPls. The church
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being a member and subject of the local government also finds that it does not have

enough influence to advance labours' cause. This case therefore highlights the

weaknesses ofthe church as a regulatory framework for workers.

The king, on the other hand, was also involved in the whole trade set up and was a major

recruiter and exploiter of labour in the plantations. He also played an important part in

granting his planters concessions on labour. As each party ranging from the church,

investors to host and home governments could have justified their actions, labour seems

to hold the weakest position in this relationship.

4.7.8 Success aud effects ofthe use of/abour law concessions in Latin America

Sugar production and plantations experienced phenomenon growth due to the availability

of labour law concessions. Around the 1500s, there were 60 sugar mills producing and

exporting about 180,000 arrobas of sugar to Portugal while between 1502 and 1515,

about 1500 tons of Brazil-wood were exported to Portugal (Lang, 1979:24,29,75).

The success in the exploitation of labour law concessions came in an enviromnent that

contained poor worlcing conditions, exploitation, violence, diseases and death of a large

number of the labour force (Johnson, 1969:43-49,104-105).

The increase in exports indicates the success of the investors and the governmmt export

trade policies. However, it also shows the weak position of labour in this relationship

even after heavily contributing to this success.

4.8 The Spanish and labour law concessions in Latin America

In Bolivia, the Spanish tin barons exploited the Indian Bolivian miners. The miners

worked under miserable, poor and unhealthy conditions that life expectancy fell to about

30 years while wages \\ere also low (Johnsoll, 1969:104-105).

4.8.1 Regulatory code
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There seemed to be a law that prohibited worker organization in the mines. The

government seems to have been supporting the tin investors (barons).

In 1942, miners at the Catari tin mine rioted. The government sent in troops to quell the

strike. The troops opened fire on the striking workers killing 19 (some say more) of the

striking mine workers (Johnson, 1969:104-105).

4.8.2 Success and effects of the use of labour law concessions in Spanish Latin

America

Terminal illnesses because of exposure to tin in the mines and death were among the

negative effects on labour. However, there was significant economic success as Johnson

(1969: I04-1 05) says that at one time Bolivia became the world's third largest producer of

tin.

Labour in Bolivia seems not to have a forum to seek redress from especially regarding

the life threatening working conditions that existed in the mines. Labour in Bolivia like in

other areas seems to occupy the weakest position in the government, capital and labour

relationship.

4.9 The British and labour law concessions in the Caribbean

Coerced, induced or freely migrating labour was used in the sugar export plantations in

this region.

In Jamaica forced labour was what kept the sugar industries running. To control the local

labour the British would constantly introduce African forced labour to work in the estates

to show the local workers that labour was plenty in other British territories and could be

imported to replace the local labour force if the need arose. The Africans were preferred,

as they were considered "not yet having acquired the bad habits" of Jamaican labour.

They thus performed the difficult fieldw<rk and after they learnt the "bad habits", the

recruitment process was repeated again. In Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic,

labour from Haiti was· imported to undermine the power of local labour (Cross &

Heuman, 1988:5-6).
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In Jamaica, plantations were set up as specialized export oriented agricultuta1

IIIlIIlUfacturing units of 200-600 workers, which were supervised by their owners. They

had been set up to cut sugar production costs and to generate a surplus necessary for the

colonial economy (Turner, 1988:14).

Employment discrimination/segregation was also common. Coloured workers claimed by

custom a right to differentiated functions such as skilled and domesticwork as opposed to

working in the fields, much was don: by the blacks (Hart, 1988:19).

4.9.1 Regulatory framework

Prior to 1918, trade unions were illegal in all British colonies in the Canobean area

Participation in union activity in the colonies was considered criminal.

Law 15 of 1839, in Jamaica's preamble states:

" ...all combinations for fixing the wages of labour and for regulating and
controlling the mode of carrying on manufacture, trade or business, or the
cultivation ofany plantation ... are injurious to trade and commerce, dangerous
to tranquillity ofthe country and especially prejudicial to the interest ofall who
are concerned in them... " (Hart, 1988:72-73).

This legal warning seems to be aimed at workers with the intention of preventing them

from organizing themselves into units that would be strong enough to seek and utilize

avenues that would help them to improve their working conditions and wages.

In Haiti, the political leadership gave the following stem warning to unions:

"The country... is undergoing an acute crisis. Capital is fleeing the country for
more hospitable shores. We ought to do everything to keep this capital. All
popular movements will be repressed with the utmost vigour. The repression will
be total, infleXible and exorable" (Lundahl, 1988:107).

The Haitian government seems to have been concemal about the plight of investors. It

blames labour for frightening investors away from the island.
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The success and effects of the labour law concessions in the Caribbean do not come out

clearly, though the large sugar plantations must have exported large amounts of sugar to

Britain. Apart from the powerlessness of labour both over government and capital,

incidences similar to those reported in other areas seem not to have occurred here,

although they may have, but on a smaller scale.

4.10 The British, French and Portuguese and labour law concessions in Africa 1880

1935

In Africa, labour law concessions were also used to support European export-oriented

sectors mainly in agriculture and mining. These were the areas where heavy manual

labour was required and later in the construction ofcommunication infrastructure as most

of the African wealth was found in the interior and thus needed proper infrastructure to

enable it to be exported. (Appendix E, shows European influence in Africa during the

1930s).

Freud (1988:37) says that colonial rule in Africa was marked by the prevalence of forced

labour as cultivators were forced to pay taxes and participate in an extremely low cash

wage economy. He continues to say that African labour was used to construct roads and

engage in other public works while private enterprises also used it. Freud concludes by

saying that employers liked African labour as it enabled workers to be hired at lower

wages and without the provision of services and infrastructure that an urban working

class wodd have demanded.

4.10.1 Working conditions

The wOlking conditions in Africa were comparable to those in Asia and the Americas.

Rodney (1985:338) observes that whipping and physical abuse was common while the

termination of a contract by an African was considered as desertion (with all the

militaristic implications). Wages were kept very low; while purchasing power was eroded

as wages were depressed or allowed to lag behind commodity prices. Europeans

combined to keep labour semi feudal through the issuing of work cards, which severely

limited the freedom to shift labour from one employer to another.1be right to withhold
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labour became a criminal offence while in mining a mine owner could not leave the mine

under the clmge ofan African regardless ofhis <palificatiJns.

On employee organizatioo, Rodney (1985:343-344) says that employers remained hostile

to workers organizations, which if successful would have had the effect of raising wage

rates. Workers received no benefits for sickness, disability, unemployment or old age.

The constant mobility ofthe largely migratory labour force, it's low-level of skill and the

pervasiveness of racism all added to the disadvantage of the African worker in

confronting the capitalist over wages and working conditions.

On the issue of labour organization it may have been considered both dangerous and

unprofitable to allow labour to get organized. By allowing the organization oflabour they

risked work boycotts as well as other demands, which they mayor may not have been

ready to meet.

African labour, on the other hand, may not have been in a position to organize due to lack

ofexperience, interest and fear of the European military force.

4.10.2 Regulatory framework

Vidrovitch (1985) says that the French and English both applied their home country laws

on their external territories, as between (1914-1935) forced labour had been banned

internatiomlly. Thus, home country laws and international law became available as tools

for seeking remedy for the African labour force.

The French federation officially sanction:d unpaid labour for projects that were of local

or colonial interest, for a period of seven days then twelve days then fifteen days. Later

there was a possibility for individuals to purchase similar exemptions at a determin:d

rate. However, forced and unpaid labour for railway construction was also sanction:d

(Vidrovitch, 1985:360).

Vidrovitch (1985:363-364) further observes that between 1928-29, the European

employers felt that there was a need for labour regulations. The first form of regulation

that they introduced was the use of contracts. The Belgians in Congo introduced a fixed
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duration contract of three years in the mines while the Portuguese and French introduced

a two-year contract. These contracts, however, were not compulsory.

In 1930 at the Geneva international conference a code on the banning ofindirect coercion

oflabour was passed. Portugal rejected it using the follo~ argument as justification

" ...they found it to oblige if necessary, force the Africans to work to improve
themselves through labour in order to improve their means of existence"
(Vidrovitch, 1985:363).

Forced labour took place occasionally in the islands of Sao Tome and Principle, which

they held evenwhen this had been banned.

From the works ofthe reviewed authors above the applicationofhome country law in the

African region. seemed always to have worked in favour of the Europeans. The

introdoction of an international code in Geneva was still not enough as countries had the

liberty of accepting or rejecting the codes or proposals put forward as Portugal did. This

shows the weaknesses of international law as an employer-employee regulating

framewOlk.

4.10.3 Success and effects oftbe use oflabour law concessions in Africa

Rodney(l985:339) observes that the Europeans appreciated whatever came from Africa

at this particular time. Since the world at this time was coming out of an economic

recession, any additional export item was of great value for the European countries. For

the British,

• In 1913, coffee and maize exports to Britain amounted to 6,4991 British Pounds

(BP) shoding up to 2,4:9,655 (BP) in 1930.

• In 1927 exports of un-manufactured tobacco to Britain amOlmted to 1,254,000

(BP).

The effects on labour were in most cases disastrous. With the poor woIkIDg conditions

prevalentd~ this time most of the workers usually lost their lives.

From the above statistics the high growth of commodity exports and revenues seemed to

justifY the use oflabour law concessions ly the Europeans in Africa.
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4.11 Summary

The use and abuse of labour law concessions has coexisted with world export trade for

many centuries. Trade during the early centuries was exploratory in nature and did not

have a well-deveIoped infrastructure. Both industrial mechanization and technology were

at their infant stages ofdeveIopnent at this time. Most industrial tasks therefore had to be

perfonned manually. Health technology had slightly been left behind world trade, which

compomded labours' problems as it was faced with the prospects of both poor working

conditions and limited medical relief (in some cases none) for injuries and diseases

sustained and contracted at the work place.

Labour law concessions were granted by host countries both willingly and unwillingly as

sometimes westem traders had to violently fight to gain them. Governments in Europe

played a significant role in obtaining and using labour law concessions. Some

governments in host countries collaborated with western export traders to exploit labour

while others unsuccessfully tried to resist Labour in the regions reviewed was not well

exposed to enable it demand for better working conditions, which gave investors the

opportunity to take advantage of its disorganization. Consumers seemed not to play a

significant role in this phase of export trade but expressed nationalistic feelings once they

saw their comtries merchants succeeding in the export trade. Churches and NGOs both

played a small but significant role in the early export trade in the regions reviewed Some

churches collabora1ed with capital and government to exploit labour while others fully

supported labour in its quest for better working conditions in the regions previewed

above. Though codes of conduct existed they were selectively applied to suit and meet

the needs of both government and capital and did not seem to address the plight of

.labour.

From an economic perspective the use of concessions on labour laws steered economic

growth in areas where they were applied and in the west where the export markets were

located Exports increased, industries grew and infrastructure developed in the regions

reviewed
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The effects of the labour law concessions on the workers involved were many. Although

economically it may have profited them largely or some, the working conditions were

poor; workers suffered discriminatiol\ physical and verbal abuse while the death rates

were also high.

Although at this time there were various forums through which labour could seek redress

from, when faced with workplace related issues these forums proved ineffective in

addressing these issues. This was due to factors such as government interference, lack of

exposure on the part of labour and poor government and organizational structures with

regard to environment locally and internationally. The next chapter reviews the position

of labour from the 1960s when better organizational structures to regulate both export

oriented trade and labour had been put in plaoo.
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CHAPTER FIVE

LABOUR LAW CONCESSIONS IN THE 1960s AFTER THE OFFICIAL

ESTABLISHMENT OF EPZs

5.1 Introduction

lbis chapter explores the position of labour in modem EPZs as from the 1960s. At

this particular time global trade regulating structures had been put in place at both

intematiomi and national levels. The chapter reviews the place and treatment of

.labour in the new look EPZs; it further reviews existing labour regulatory frameworks

in countries that host EPZs. The roles played by the government, consumers, labour,

NGOs and investors in implementing and or violating labour laws are also

highlighted. The chapter does not review the economic success or contribution made

by EPZs in the various host countries as the varying objectives adopted by countries

in establis~EP2s makes such kind ofa review beyond the scope of this study.

5.1.1 Background to EPZ formation and labour concessions in the 1960s

During the 1960s, there were a variety ofeconomic development polices available for

developing countries to follow. One group of cotmtries chose to follow an inward

oriented industrial development (import substitution) strategy while another group,

comprising a few countries chose an export oriented industrialization strategy.

The cotmtries that chose to follow the export-oriented industrialization strategy

(Singapore, Taiwan and Korea) adopted EPZs (Noland, 1999).

The EPZ propelled an export-oriented strategy has proved successful as most inward

oriented industrialization strategy that adopting COtmtries are now changing over to

the EPZ led export-oriented strategy.

Though the Epz·concept has proved to be a successful export promotion policy its

successful implementatim meant that host governments have had to sacrifice some of

their industrial procedural, fiscal and labour regulatory policies.
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These three factors have become importalt competing factors for comtries that are in

the process of establishiIg EPZs. They offer investors the flexibility they need to

invest in these countries at competitive rates. However, the ILO has criticized this

flexibility and has done so by categorizing EPZs into two groups. One group the ILO

says comprises enterprises which are generally characterized by inefficient practices

and low standards and which take advantage of lack ofregulation to:

• Avoid issuing regular contracts in order to evade minimum industrial

standards and to pennit arbitrary hiring and fIring;

• Avoid paying minimumwages;

• Impose overtime WOtK or double shifts;

• Ignore health and safety requirements.

The other group the ILO says, comprises enterprises that compete in a high value

added segment on the basis of speed and quality as well as price and seek to improve

through innovation in their working methods and their products (lL0, 1998, section

9, para 8-10).

From the revie\Wd literature below EPZs in the Americas seem to fall into the fIrst

group. Asian EPZs fall into the two groups while those in Africa seem too young to

be classifIed in eiller ofthe two groups but seem to fIt more into the [cst group.

Another ILO (undated) study mapped out three phases that EPZ based fIrms followed

in their development. The fIrst stage is quite relevant to this study. During this stage

as enterprises have an ample supply of cheap labour, they often treat it like a

renewable resource where workers are made to WOtK "harder and harder" until they

. burn out or leave. Shifts get longer with workers being forced to put in substariial

amounts of volmtary or forced overtime. The work place is oppressive, intimidating

and unfulfIlling. Workers are not consulted nor are their needs taken into

consideration. lIDs leads to a deteriorating quality of work and labour unrest (lLO,

undated, phase one section). This starting stage seems to be a stage where most labour

law viohtions take phce in EPZ operations.
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Other criticisms of the EPZ concept have come mainly from labour related

organizations. AnICF1U survey conducted on EPZs around the world showed that

" ...the human cost of the EPZ experiment was high as ... behind the
concentration camp style fences in many countries, unscrupulous employers
were abusing the basic rights ofa predominantly female woriforce while in
some countries basic legislation and core workers rights were set aside in the
zones... which allowed zone managers to use a system ofpass controls to
exclude union organizers and members" and concluded by saying that "many
of the zones allowed employers the freedom to exploit without restraint but
restricted the workers rights to freedom of association" (lCFlU, 1996,
Foreword section, para 6).

The fmdings from this survey contradict ICFTU principles and the ICFTU course. It

(the ICFlU) has been demanding for the respect, particularly in EPZs, of the

intematiomlly recognized worlcers' rights, which include: the freedom ofassociation,

the right to organize and to bargain collectively, the prohibitionof all forms of forced

labour, the establishment of a minimum working age and the respect of acceptable

wolking conditions in terms of a minimum wage, worlcing hours, and health and

safety (lCFlU 1996, workers rights in EPZ's section, para 7).

The EPZ concept and its style of implementation and operation, therefore, conflicts

with the demands ofthe ICF1U and other labour rights campaigners.

The ICF1Us sentiments have had no effect on EPZ host governments, as the

internatioml competition.for EPZ investors has been quite stiff. EPZ operators have

had to out compete with each other for the scarce foreign investors available. Fiscal,

procedural and labour law concessions have been used as investment attraction tools.

Where the zones are young such as in Africa, labour law concessions are proving to

be an attractive investment attraction tod.

This section reviews labour law concessions in the Asian, Latin American and

African regions, where most of the violations resulting from these concessions tend to

take place and are similar to the ones highlighted by the ILO above.
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5.2 Tbe Soutb East Asian Region

During the last two decades (1970-90), the South East Asian region has seen a rapid

increlB: in the growth of industrialization particularly in manufacturing. Taylor

(l988:69) attributes this rapid growth to cheap transport costs, low wages (wages are

one tenth of those in the industrialized countries) and manufacturing in stages, many

ofwhich are elementary and easily movable fom one location to another.

As transportation costs have become cheaper manufacturing investors have been

identifYing attractive areas where they can exploit their resources. Areas offering

cheap wages have been quite attractive. Marrufacturers from the west have been

transporting their product components to the cheap labour abundant South East Asian

countries for assembling into finished products. The finished products are then

transported back ready for sale in the western markets.

In South East Asia as Taylor (1988:71) puts it, the state has played a crucial role in

the process of developing an attractive manufacturing base.

5.2.1 Tbailand

According to Hewsm (1988:80) Thailand today, has become less dependent on the

export ofprimaIy commodities. The relaxing of laws that restricted the movement of

international capital has attracted many Multi-National Enterprises (MNEs) interested

in taking advantage ofthe various attractive investment schemes on offer in Thailand.

These include cheap labour, generous tax concessions, bans on organized labour, and

the growing domestic market.

Like Thailand, other developing countries during the 1960s and 70s relied heavily on

exporting primary products (minerals and agricultural produce). As the maIkets for

these primary products became unreliable due to factors external to the exporting

countries, marrufacturing was seen as an alternative as it provided the required

stability, as the production and exporting of manufactures gives exporters more

control over their production and sales.
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5.2.1.1 Working Conditions

In 1971, reports of gross exploitation of workers became common, as about 500,000

wolkers were being paid wages that were barely adequate for food, which forced

others to sleep over in their work places. Little or no compensation was made for

overtime, holidays, sickness, and accidents. There was no guarantee for employment

and the working conditions were unsafe and unhealthy while child labour was

common. Under these labour conditions investors continued to make huge profits

(HewsoD, 1988:80-81).

The reviewed works show that the Thai government's priority was to attract foreign

investors. However, the methods employed to attract these investors seem to have had

a negative effect on EPZ workers.

5.2.1.2 The regulatory framework in Thailand EPZs

According to Hewson (1988) the Thai government denied labour the right to form

and join unions. However Thai labour, at times, benefited as it was allowed to

organize in return for political support but ended up using this freedom in organizing

strikes demanding for better wages and conditions ofwork. In 1976, as a result ofthe .

industrial instability caused by union activity, unions were banned, their leaders

arrested and strikes were absolutely forbidden. Workers were furthennore threatered

with imprisonment ifthey demanded their rights (Hewsoo, 1988:80-81).

Where labour resisted or opposed the government's ban on unions, force was used.

The Thai government at this particular time seemed to support capital over labour. Its

priority seems to have been to provide an environment that was conducive for

investment by using available policy measures to control labour adds Hewson

(1988:82-83).
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5.2.2 Malaysia

In Malaysia Rigg (1991:114) states that the expansion ofthe tin industry in the 1950s,

led to a considerable demand for cheap labour that could not be satisfied

domestically. This forced Malaysia to turn to Chinese immigrants for cheap labour.

Though initially Chinese immigration was voluntaIy as the demand for labour

increased 'coolie brokers' lO would pay for the expenses of an immigrant but would

hold the labourer on arrival in Malaysia until the debt so incurred, was paid off by an

employer in exchange for the labour lieu of the immigrant's services for a specific

period.

Conditions in the coolie broker ships were so appalling that suicide and mutiny were

common and on arrival conditions of work could be extremely h=dous and death

rates were as high as 50% in the tin mnes (Rigg, 1991:114).

This shows that labour was poorly treated both in transit and in the workplace. The

results ofthis were high death rates in the tin mines. The high death rates in the mines

do not seem to have alarmed the investors; and this could be attributed to the fact that

labour was in plentiful supply as it could be fetched from nearby China.

5.2.2.1 HowEPZ manufacturers use labour in Malaysia

A study carried out by Yun in some rural based EPZ companies in Malaysia says that

attempts to contain labour are often already put in place before wolkers join the

production line. To ensure thllt only certain types of workers are taken in, larger

corporations have set a criterion for the age, sex, wolk experience and marital status

in their choice ofapplicants(Yun, 1988:97).

5.2.2.2 Recruitment

Yun's (1988) study showed that the large finns sent recruiting teams to the rural areas

to recruit more educated females in the poor wage areas11. Cheap accommodation and

transport, which were rear commodities in these poor rural areas, were offered as

10 Coolie brokers - refers to Malaysian and Chinese brokers who specialized in immigrant labour
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incentives to lure them. Rural workers were preferred because they had little social

contact and were more willing to tlke shift work for some additional allowances.

Small firms which could not afford such kind ofrecruitment were thus left with "less

desimble" workers i.e. married females who tended to be less stable due to their role

as mothers, wives and workers. To solve their problem the small firms relocated (as

they are footloosel 2
) to rural areas, where they were able to recruit the young. As the

young employees grow older and bolder the company retrenched them and employed

a new group ofworkers at the same time. For the women who got married they were

advised to leave or in the end 1Jaj their contracts terminated (YI.IIl, 1988:97).

From the worKs ofYun the measures set out by employers to control their employees

are gender and age based, as rural young men and women were recruited into

Malaysian zones. Employers then took advantage oftheir disadvantaged backgrounds

to regulate and contain them.

5.2.2.3 Working conditions

Yun's (1988) study further revealed that strict and countless rules and procedures

regulated work behaviour. Penalties for poor performance and rewards for proper

behaviour were spelt out. In some companies' departure and arrival clocking devices

were set and printed to the nearest minute, the time a worker crossed the factory

gates. A worker who turned up five minutes late could have his pay reduced by an

hour, in addition to getting a stern warning. To prevent loitering and unnecessary

socializing workers had to obtain a pass to cross sectional boundaries within the

manufacturing premises and since the toilets were situated at the far end ofa building

in some companies, it would be embarrassing to be frequently seen asking for a pass

to go to the toilet. Canteens were closed five minutes before the siren signalling the

start of the working day and security guards were posted around the compounds to

take down names ofloitering workers. Thus, the tendency was towards multiplication

11 Poor wage areas -areas (rural) in Malaysia that had low wages compared to those ofother (urban)
parts ofthe country
12 FootJoose - word used to describe companies which have the ability of investing and divesting in a
country in a very shon time (MNEs)
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of rules and increasingly strict rules, which resulted in limiting the physical mobility

and social interaction at the worlcing place (Yun, 1988:98).

Employers as Yun's (1988) wolks indicate use strict rules and regulations to regulate

the behaviour of their workers in EPZ workplaces. These rules and regulations seem

to be set wihout the input oflabour.

The worldng conditions as described by Yun's (1988), study continues to say, are

made even worse by supervisors who she says are rude, highhanded, arbitrary,

temperamental, unsympathetic, abusive and in some cases violent. Union activity is

not possible as leaders may be co-opted by the company (Yun, 1988:102-104).

Malaysian employers use their supervisOly staff to complement their rules and

regulations. From Yun's (1988) study the supervisors in Malaysian EPZs seem

unsympathetic to the local woIkers. At the same time the lack of unions or organized

woIkers bodies makes it difficult for workers to fmd avenues to air their views

concerning their woIkplace.

Yun's study (1988) also shows that as labour became unreliable and its costs

incre~ed, investors introduced machines lhat needed minimum labour to run.

The machines Yun observed dictated the pace at which a task was supposed to be

performed. Unlike the humansupervisa, machines could runnon-stop. Workers were

also helpless when it came to the pace of the machine. These machines in most cases

did not allow for any form of social interaction in the workplace (Yun 1988:102-104).

The integration of capital and labour at the production level made workers woIk

harder but also acted as regulators of the pace at which workers toiled and socialized

at the EPZ workplace.

In Malaysia labour laws have been set aside for the sake of industrial development

while labour and capital do not have a healthy working relatiorurnp. Capital seems to
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be mistreating labour while the government seems to be protective of capital. Labour,

on the other hand, has bad no avenue to seek redress from and the only option

available for it was to leave. Labour seems to have suffered from the concessions that

the Malaysian government has given to investors and have silently suffered as all

redress seeKing avenues seem to be blocked.

5.2.3 Indonesia

In Indonesia a study by Marther (1988:147) says that the availability of cheap

compliant labour was a major element of the Indonesian government's attempt to

attract foreign investors and to strengthen a weak domestic capital base for its

industrialization progarn.

The Indonesian government in its bid to attract foreign capital has made labour its

selling and advertising tool. Cheap compliant labour is a product of government

policy as poverty and policy tools are used to make it cheap and compliant.

5.2.3.1 Investors' strategy and working conditions

Marther's (1988) study revealed that investors in Indonesia bad a short-term strategy

where low-tech equipment with low productivity was used. The firms then

specialized in simple manufactured products, which they sold at low prices. To

achieve profits under this conditions they kept unit costs per worker as low as

possible, paying very low wages and not paying labour any additional extras such as

paid holidays or sick leave and because many of these firms were susceptible to

capital fluctuations, they insisted on the right to layoffworkers during a crisis which

they usually did. Many workers were employed on a seasonal casual basis or on

probation for many years so that they could be laid off at a moment's notice. Many

who accepted to work under these conditions were in the 13-20 year age-group and

were often mrducated (Marther, 1988:148-149).
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The Indonesian government policy seems to favour capital (employers) more than

employees. The prevalence of low wages, poor medical cover and child labour are
features of Indonesian export industries.

Marfuer's (1988) furthermore reveals that adults found the wages to be too low both

to surviw on and to wolk for. They opted to do other income generating activities and

opted to send their younger relatives (and children) to the work in the EPZ factories,

where they entered into a tacit agreement with factol)' managers to allow them to use

their sons and daughters. These young wolkers were also very timid, young and

fearful to engage in industrial action to improw their wages and other wolking

conditions where state repression on organized labour was also common (Marther,

1988:149).

The community's reaction to the employment conditions is confusing. When adults

discovered that wages were low they sent their children to wolk in the industries and

colluded with their employers to have them paid poor wages. Here EPZ employers

took advantage of an illiterate and poor rural society to mistreat labour with the

consent of society. Again by employing the young who were inexperienced capital

was able to get a consistent labour force that it could manipllate and exploit which it

actually did.

5.2.3.2 Recruilment

On recruitment the study revealed that by recruiting young girls from rural areas into

the factories industrialists were able to make use oftraditional forms of subordination

ofwomen to men and youth to age to create a labour force that was relatively cheap

and easy to dominate. Inside the factories the young employees felt so different from

their superiors, who were usually older men that confronting them, individually or in

groups was almost unthinkable. The young labourers said that they were shy,

embanassed and afraid to complain and would rather leave the factories than make

trouble. They showed unwillingness based on their experierees, to organize together
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and it was thus easy for the management to isolate them from one another and to

dismiss the Toublemakers (Ma.rtrer, 1988:155).

Capital in Indonesia as indicated above takes advantage of societal organizational

structures and community values to maintain a submissive and management receptive

workforce. This it does by utilizing the community hierarchical structure where

women are supposed to respect men and the young are supposed to respect the

elderly. This is both discriminatiIg to the youth and women.

To protect their interests, employers made use of rural community power structures.

They (investors) entered into alliances with local community leaders to help them

pre-select their labour as well as to protect their factories in the villages where they

were located by detecting and defusing any potential trouble from within the villages

aimed at the fa:tories (Marther, 1988:156).

Capital in Indonesia uses the local community leadership for both recruitment and

security. Because leadership at the local level is powerful external influences who

may want to educate labour or check on the working conditions in the factories may

not get access to the factories as a result of the pact between the local leadership and

the factory owners. Labour thus remains oppressed by both its local leadership and

capital.

5.2.3.3 Regulatory frameworks and workers action

The study further revealed that in some factories when workers became upset about

their work conditions or after an accident, protests took the form of weeping or mass

hysteria. Mass weeping or rumours that dangerous spirits infected the machinery or

site of factory when an accident occurred could hold up production. Islamic clergy

could be called in to calm them down while govermnent officials in the village areas

were sURJOsed 10 ally themselws with capital (Marther, 1988:156).
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To absohe itself from blame where industrial accidents occurred capital again

exploits traditional beliefs and values as well as religion. Since religion and beliefs

are powerful tools in society, making use of them to cover up for capitals' misdeeds

in industry is a strategy that Indonesian employers used.

In Indonesia capital has been able to successively negotiate for a generous share of

concessions from the government. Capital has also been selective in its recruitment,

preferring to employ young poorly educated rura1 people in order to avoid labour

organization in industIy. Capital in Indonesia makes use of government policy and

the traditional cultural and religious set up, to maintain a dominant position over

labour in the EPZ workplace. Labour on its part due to inexperience and lack of

exposure finds it best to leave employment rather than demaIrl for its rights. The

existing labour regulatory framewOIK seems to be weak.

5.2.4 Singapore

Apart from tax incentives to foreign MNEs the Singapore government offered MNEs

other concessions that were necessary to compliment the tax concessions for the

establishment of a successful export base. Labour laws thus accompanied the already

ceded tax laws.

5.2.4.1 Labour concessions and the Regulatory framework

In 1968, the Singapore government amended its labour legislation. The amendments

were meant to transfcrnllabour confrontation into cooperation in order to provide an

attractive climate for investment. The aim of amending the law was to curb labour

disputes and increase productivity. Earlier in 1965 while opening parliament, the

government had warned labour that, .. ... the excesses of irresponsible trade

unions...are luxuries which we can no longer qfford " (Turnbull, 1989:295)

The amended labour laws enacted in 1969,

• Lengthened the standard woIking week;

• Redoced the numlxr ofholidays;

• Placed various restrictions on the pa}ment of retirement benefits, paid leave,

overtime, promotions, transfers, firings and work assignments;
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• Restrictions were also placed on collective bargaining;

• Lengthened the minimum and maximum duration oflabour contracts.

(Rigg, 1992:23)

To further create an investor friendly environment the government also sought to

control wages arguing that MNEs would not be attracted to a country full of labour

unrest as was IJ"evalent in Singapore in the 1950s (Rigg, 1988:191).

As the Singapore government initiated policy measures amid at controlling labour it

managed transfer bargaining power from workers to employers (Rigg 1991:191).

Surprisingly, the relationship between labour and government has been one of

cooperation rather than confrontation. The Singapore labour situation differs slightly

from that of Malaysia and Indonesia in that the control of labour in order to attract

capital is an initiative from the government not from capital. Capital does not play a

significant role in negotiating for concessions as the state establishes labour controls

to attIact capital.

The policy instruments used by the Singapore government are on one side hannful to

labour but at the same time labours' input has been sought in the implerrentation of

some parts of government policy. However, most of the labour policy reforms favour

capital and the government, as it (the government) seems to be in control oflabour.

It can also be argued that labour seems to have forced the government to take such

strong measures on it. The disruption of production systems due to labour unrest

creates uncertainty in industry. It was therefore important for the Singapore

government to reduce this uncertainty by regulating labour for the sake of investmert.

Labour in this case had to lose some of its freedom for the sake of ecooomic

develoIJ"llent. Capital thus beIrfited from labour's loss.

However, the relationship between capital, labour and government in Singapore

seems to be less confrontational than in Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia. The

government has not left capital to mistreat labour. It has also acted as a link between

labour and capital though its policies have tended to favour capital.
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5.2.5 Korea

In 1985, Korea's trade policy was being refonned towards the establishmert of an

export-orientedregime (Nolanl, 1990: 52-53).

Like in the other South East Asian COtmtries Korean labour has had to suffer for the

sake offoreign investment.

According to Abbott (1997) when EPZs were being established between 1962 and

1979 draconian measures employed by the government forced people not to express

their working conditions' problems. Strikes and unions were outlawed while the

labour movement was repressed through intimidation, torture, imprisonment and even

assassination (Abbot!, 1997, EPZsand the developing world, para. 8).

Women have suffered discrimination in the zones as the ICFIU says that the

'Jeminization" of employment in South Korea has been accompanied by a

deterioration in pay levels, at the end of the 1980s. Here women earned on average

one halfofwhat their male colleagues in the same sector eamed and were confmed to

repetitive tasks in production, while men usually moved on fairly quickly to better

paid supervisory or maintenance jobs. The managers are exclusively male (lCFlU,

1996, women's labour section, para. 2-3).

5.2.5.1 Regulatory frameworks

In 1963, government revised labour laws in an effort to discOlnge the organization of

unions within a central framewotk 1bis was followed in 1971, by the introduced of

legislation banning strikes and making virtually any form of collective bargaining or

action illegal (Rigg, 1990: 52-53).

The banning of unions occurred, since their organizational power may have posed a

threat to the government, which also wanted to attract investors with the incentive of

a more organized labour force. Labour, therefore, had to suffer for both political and

economic reasons.
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After banning unions, the Korean government established its own unions. However,

union membership fell 20% in 1980 to 15% in 1985, as workers became increasingly

dissatisfied wih the officially approved unions (Rigg, 1990: 52-53).

Between 1986-87, labour laws were partially revised in the context of political

democratization. This gave rise to an explosion of dissent and an increase in labour

disputes. In 1986, there were 276 strikes increasing to 3479 in 1987, then fell to 1873

in 1988, and 1166 in 1989 (Rigg, 1990: 52-53).

In Korea, labour reforms in the late 19805, have given labour an avenue to express

itsel£ However, the new freedom labour seems to be enjoying has made capital and

the government uncomfortable. When labour action makes the government and

capital uncomfortable, the government turns to policy measures to regain control over

it. This seems to be what has happened in Korea. The revision of laws has opened up

avenues for labour to express its dissatisfaction with capital and in extension the

government. As a quick solution is always required in such kinds of situations the

government uses policy measures to contain labour and their demands, which in most

cases may or may not be justifiable. In the end labour is forced to submit to both the

government and capital.

5.2.6 China

In China, the country's labour code is supposed to cater for labour in the special

economic zones13 (EPZs). The labour code covers virtually all employment areas

such as working hours, wages, trade union activity, occupational health and safety

standards. Where exemptions on the labour code have to be made by employers, the

labour code is designed in a way that enables it to cater for these changes (Maquila

solidarity netwOlX (MSN), undated, Labour law in China, para. 1).

However, although the labour code covers labour practices in China, it has at times

been violated. A report by the MSN (2000, Huffy bikes I Baoan factory section, para.

tJ Special Economic Zones - refers 10 the Chinese version of EPZs
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I) says that in some MNE company factories in China violations such as forced

labour, forced overtime, poor and unsafe working conditions, strict harsh rules, poor

living conditions and illegal dismissals do occur.

The ICFIU (1996, China section, para.3-5) supports the above view citing a study by

the All China Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU) which confmns that wages in

most cases were below the legal minimum. A worker, who made a mistake in

clocking in, was punished by having two days wages deducted, while spending more

than IS minutes in the toilet meant a loss of one day's pay. Some companies chose to

pay their staff in kind usually in the form of unsold or rejected stock. Overtime was

common whileemployers heavily neglected health and safety conditions.

Quoting the statistical yearbook of China in 1993 the ICFW says there were 38,000

fires in the EPZ factories in China killing about 2,496 employees and injuring aroum

5,9fJ7 others. In November 1993, 87 workers were killed in an EPZ factory in the

Shemhen zone, where the owners of the compaoy had installed a faulty electric

system. They had blocked the emergency exists and had not separated the workshops

and warehooses. Another company in the zone insisted that workers should go into a

factory where there had been a fire. 93 employees died when the reminder of the

building collapsedon them concludes the ICFTUs report on China.

5.2.6.1 Regulatory framework

Though the China labour code applies in the country's EPZs, violations such as those

mentioned above still occur. The regulato!)' framework closest to the EPZ workers is

the government formed trade unions the All China Federation of Trade Unions

(ACFTU).

The ICFTU (1996, China section, para. 6) says that the official trade unions obey

government orders and impose government policy on the workers as the trade unions

representatives are said to be corrup. and are often bribed to conceal labour violations

in EPZ based enteqrises and sometimes co-opted into management positions.
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The EPZ laws are different in China unlike in other Asian zones as the national

labour law applies in its zones. However, from the incidents reported above the laws

seem to be violated by most investors. Workers' representatives do not seem to be

effective. Although there are legal channels for labour in China to seek legal redress

from, labour finds numerous obstacles placed in its way, which render the legal

system ineffective. Those given the responsibilily to monitor for labour rights

violations colIude with capital thus rendering the system more ineffective. Chinese

EPZ labour, therefore, continues to suffer not because it lacks a regulatory framework

but due to capital's ability to influence the frameworks enforcers.

5.2.7 Philippines

In the Philippines, the labour laws allow EPZ workers to form and join unions.

Howewr, investors with the support of the government seem to have the fmal say

when it comes to labour (union) activites in EPZs.

According to the Associated Labour Unions (TUCP) of the Philippines although

national labour legislation covers the whole territory, enforcement is poor. The

government in most cases chooses not to apply the law. No action is taken against the

enterprises, the fines foreseen by law are not collected, and complaints filed by the

trade unions are ignored. This forces workers to take "illegal" wildcat strikes and

sudden stoppages, as they are not allowed to form unions (lCFTU, 1996, Government

indifference Sd:tion, para I).

A report on the Cavite EPZ by the Maquila Network Update (MNU) (2001, para. 1-8)

says that though there is freedom to join andform unions inves:ors have not respected

this freedom. The report says that illegal firing of union members usually occurs,

while bribing ofunion leaders often takes place. The report goes on to say that illegal

lock outs of union members does occur while contract workers are at times used to

. displace regular unionized workers. Union members are also denied overtime while

physical and verbal abuse is also said to occur. To avoid and or delay negotiati:ms

with ~ons the report says that investors temporary close their factories. In some
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cases investors often set high production quotas, which they insisted had to be met

and workers who failed to meet them were dismissed. Forced overtime was also

common.

5.2.7.1 Regulatory framework

A variety of labour organizations are available to workers including a zone wide

movement created to defend workers rights. However, the workers complain that

most of their grievances are never fully dealt with by the Philippines Economic Zones

Authmty (PEZA) and the Philippine department of labour and employment (MNU,

2001, para. 1-8).

The local government tries to influence union leadership to end their activities. Some

union leaders are even abducted, tortured by armed men and even killed. Employers

also exert psychological pressure on unionized workers by assigning them the most

dangerous or lowest paid jobs, and openly favour the creation of house unions.

According to a report by Trade Union Congress of the Philippines (roCp) one zone

set up a Labour Centre (which actively promotes the formation of house unions) to

deal with "all industrial disputes and the welfare of workers in the zone" to prevent

union organizing in the zone. To comter this rocP also opened offices at the zone

exits to help workers win needed assistance.

The zone's guards prevent inspectors from the Philippine Labour MinistIy from

carrying out independent inquiries and holding private interviews with the workers

(ICFIU, 1996, Repression section, para. 3, House union section, para. I & At the

national level section, para. 2).

In the Philippines, though EPZ workers have the right to form and join unions'

investors feel uncomfor1able with union activities within their zones an! do all that

they can inclnding temporarily closing down their factories to avoid the possibility of

having their employees unionize. This shows the extent to which investors will go to

make labour work under teans determined by capital and also reveals the inflexible

stand capital takes when confronted with labour related issues. The house-union
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regulatory framework in the Philippines seems not to be a fair tool which workers can

utilize to address issues affecting them. Zone managements have also established

labour offices near the zones, which seem not to be fully addressing workers

problems. The NGO sector has also tried to assist labour where possible through

lobbying and offering consultancy.

The government and capital seem b be in one camp while labour is in a different one.

5.2.8 Bangladesh

In Bangladesh poor working conditions, low wages and child labour are said to be

common in tre EPZs. These poor working conditions in some EPZ factories have also

caused accidents. Ail accident where 47 people died when a fIre spread through a

garment factol)' was attributed to poor electrical installations. At the same time exit,

doors were locked and the security guard could not fmd the keys during the fIre

(Grumiau, 2000, para. 1-2). Situations like this could have been avoided had better

working conditions been put in place. Labour in this situation dies as a result of

neglect and improper company operations.

5.2.8.1 Regulatory framework

EPZs are excluded from the scope of the countries industrial ordinance act, which

provides for organizing and bargaining rights in other sectors though some EPZ

employment issues such as minimum wages, holiday, leave etc, are covered by labour

regulations (ILD cited in laud!, 2000, The law of the zone versus the law of the land

section, para. 5).

In Bangladesh labour seems to be partly covered by national legislation although this

has not been enough as the parts ofnational legislation left for them do not seem to be

enough to address labour issues concerning them.

5.2.9 Sri Lanka

In 1992, the government declared the whole count!)' a free trade zone (Fa).

However, EPZ workers have not been at ease with the working conditions in the
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zones. They expressed this depressing position on the 20th anniversary celebrations

since the establishment of the first zone and were quoted as saying that "the past 20

years had brought them employment but not prosperity" as poor wages, bad working

conditions, forced overtime, high work intensity, cramped housing, and sexual

harassment were some of the problems that they faced as EPZ workers (MSN, 1998,

Sri Lanka 20 years ofhell section, para. 1, 2, 3).

5.2.9.1 Regulatory framework

Although thegovernment in 1994, was elected on the platfonn ofallowing workers to

form and join trade unions, it backed down on this promise under heavy pressure

from foreign investors but allowed for the formation ofworkers councils in the zone

enterprises (MSN, 1998, Sri Lanka 20 years ofhell section. Para. 4-5).

In Sri Lanka, the workers have expressed their feelings of dissatisfaction with the

poor conditions they are exposed to. While the government was initially was pro

labour it seems to have moved its support to capital but gave labour the option of

some organization in the form of workers councils. Although these worker councils

have been available to workers the above-mentioned labour violations have still

occurred signifYing that the workers councils have not been strong enough to address

their EPZ working condition problems. Politicians in Sri Lanka have used labour to

get them to power and once they attained power they have discarded labour in favour

of capital.

5.2.10 Burma (Myanmar)

Burma is a country that has been under international economic sanctions for the last

twelve years. However, this has not prevented international companies from sourcing

and subccntracting from Burmese firms.

Quoting the ILO the MSN, Vo!. 5(3). (2000, Wal-Mart caught buying from Bunna

again section, para. 2, 8) says that Burma persistently used forced and prison labour

in its EPZs. The EPZ workers have no alternative as the country is ruled and
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governed by the militaIy who find it to be in order to use prison labour for export

production in its EPZs.

In Bunna MNEs have disregarded international economic sanctions against the

country and have continued doing business with it. Workers in Bunna are in an

oppressed environment IPlitically and economically, such that it becomes difficult for

them to a::cess avenues to address theirworldng condition prol:iems.

5.2.11 Pakistan

In Pakistan, the government in its quest for international investment has fully

supported capital against labour. The government suspended all labour laws in the

zones and banned zone workers from forming and or belonging to trade unions.

5.2.11.1 Regulatory framework

The EPZ ordinance adopted in 1980, totally suspends national labour legislation in

the Pakistani zones. The ordinan:e says, "no employee has the right to refuse work,

hold up work or go on strike. No employee may begin, continue, instigate, incite or

force others to take part in a strike or to support one" (ICFJU, 19%, anti union

repression section, para 8). In 1982, the government was quoted as saying that it was

willingto exchange union rights for foreign investmezt (ICFfU, 19%, anti union

repression section, para 9).

The Pakistani government has been clear to international bodies on the issue of trade

unions and the violation EPZ workers rights. At one point the Pakistani government

told the ILO that it was not in a position to correct major legal violations of trade

union rights in the country. This is a result of the repressive laws in question, which

represented a precondition set by foreign compmies for investment (ICFJU 1991

cited in Jauch2002, global experiences section, para. 8).

In Pakistan, the government has been open in its support for capital against labour.

The government's priority is to attract international capital using policy tools to make
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labour cheap and attIactive. Labour, on !he o!herhand, seems not to have any avenues

left where it can addressworking condition prcfJlems that affect it

5.2.12 Cambodia

Labour in Cambodian EPZs has had its rights violated by capital. A report by !he

MSN cites incidences where Cambodian EPZ workers have been dismissed for

fonning and joining trade unions. Immigrant workers are locked inside factories until

!hey finish paying !he immigration fees, facto!)' owners paid for !heir transportation.

The immigrates are initially recruited on !he promise ofhigh wages only to arrive and

be paid minimum wages in !hese factories (MSN, Vo!. 5(2). 2000, slave like

conditions in Cambodian factories section).

5.2.12.1 Regulatory framework

Human rights groups have been active in highlighting labours' plight in Cambodia,

while the government machine!)' has been used by labour to fight some injustices

(MSN, Vo!. 5(2). 2000, slave like conditions in Cambodian :factories ~ction).

Union membership seems to be a problem in Cambodian EPZs though !he

government and human rights groups unite when necessary to address labour

injustices when!hey occur within the zones.

5.3 The Americas

Unlike o!her regions, !he Americas appeared to have a lot to offer EPZ investors.

Investors can enjoy a cheap labour force watched over by a strong police force and

anny, relatively modem infrastructure and management systems. Governments are

also prepared to go to almost any lenglh to make any concessions to attract foreign

investors (lCFfU, 1996, Abdicating responsibility: the Central American case

section, para 7-8).

The region has !he largest number ofEPZs in the world (over 320) (ll.O, 1998, global

growlh in EPZs section, para.I-4). A large number ofEPZs tend to be located in this
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area because it is closer to the North American markets. Investors from North

America shift their labour-intensive production bases into this region to take

advantage of the non-unionized cheap labour and other EPZ incentives available.

The countries revie\\ed here are; Colombia, Costa Rica, the Dominican Republic, El

Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicamgua, and Panama

5.3.1 Colombia

According to the MNU the Colombian EPZs are amongst the leading suppliers of cut

flowers to the North American markets. They supply 47% of Canada's cut flower

imports amounting to over US$4Om while 92% of carnations imported into the US

and Canada come from Colombia However, the working conditions in the flower

plantations are said to be poor, as workers are exposed to hazardous toxic chemicals

amid insufficient protection, which has left many of them sick whilst wages in the

flower finns are low and union activities have been banned by employers in their

farms (MNU, 2002, flo\\ers are a health hazard for workers section, para 1-5).

5.3.1.1 Regulatory framework

Although workers are allowed to form trade unions, most employers do not allow

their wolkers to exercise this right.

The MNU says that a proposal for an international code of conduct for cut flower

production has been used by NGOs to put pressure on Colombia flower EPZs, which

has forced them to draw up their 0'Ml codes of conduct, but NGOs consider them

insufficient as they usually omit workers rights and third party monitoring. (MNU,

2002, flowers are a health hazard for workers section, para. 6-11).

In Colomna NGOs from North America and Europe have spearheaded the campaign

for better working conditions for EPZ flower farm workers. The government on its

part is silent but seems to support capital as it is in a difficult position because the

Colomlia flower industry has generated large employment and is a major foreign

exchange earner. Capital seems to have taken advantage of its dominant position in
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the labour, capital, and government relationship as it denies labour some ofthe rights

legally available to it such as unionorganizing.

5.3.2 The Dominican Republic

In the Dominican Republic EPZ workers have the right to form trade unions but

employers do not usually respect this right.

Among the violations that do often occur include workers being fired for joining

unions, long hours of forced overtime, employment with no contracts and the

restricted visits to health facilities (MNU, 2002, Student/worker alliance scores

another victory par. I & union drive section, para. 2).

The ICFTU adds that trade unions in the zones are victims of serious harassment and

at times are arbitrarily dissolved Investors use unemployment as a form ofblackmail,

since they have an almost inexhaustible reserve to choose from. Enterprises use

various means such as blackmail, attempted corruption, discrimination, isolation of

trade unionists, and dismissal of workers who are in favour of the unions and" the

threat of moving to union free enviromnents to prevent unions organizing in their

companies (ICFTIJ, 1996, House unions section, para 6 & We are closing section

para 2-3).

A study conducted by a human and trade union rights project, showed that workers in

the zones were exposed to .conditions that failed to meet the minimum industrial,

health and safety standards. The heat and noise exceeded tolerable levels while no

space had been provided for meals forcing workers to eat on pavements. Employers

also monitored the number oftimes workers used the bathrooms by requiring"them to

ask for tickets and delivered reluctant authorizations for medical visits during

working hours. The study also said that supervisors and employers often colluded to

force employees to work overtime and to deny them overtime pay. Physical abuse

where supervisors assaulted other workers also occurred in the Dominican Republic

zones. Large companies did not have first aid kits and required workers to provide

their own. Sexual harassment was also common but ifreported led to the dismissal of
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the complainant (lCFlU, 1996, working hours section, child and women's labour

sections & health and safety section, paIa. 2-3,10-11).

5.3.2.1 Regulatory framework

The state has both suppressed and helped labour in its pursuit for better working

conditions. On the one hand, the state has assisted capital bar trade union activity in

the zones as it has intimidated trade union activists with frequent unexplained arrests

and detentions (lCFlU, 1996, Repression section, para. 4), on the other hand,

government labour authorities seem to wrrk above the inflrence ofcapital. They have

followed the law when called upon to do so by labour, although capital uses its power

to influence labour in the form ofcorrupting sections ofit before it (labour) moves to

the labour authorities.

A report in the MNU confirms the independence of the Dominican labour authorities.

Quoting a case where workers in a fIrm were fIred as they waited for the certifIcation

of their union, the labour authorities intervened on labours behalf as the law stated

that workers could not be fIred while awaiting certifIcation of their union. However,

the management of the affected company bribed some ofthe union members to leave

the union before it was registered which forced the labour authorities to deny the

union certifIcation as it lacked the required minimum number of employees to be

registered.

The report goes on to say that international pressure from North American NGOs has

also been applied on EPZ based companies. EPZ companies fearing that the negative

publicity generated may make them lose supply and subcontracting contracts with

North American companies have implemented labour reforms (MNU, 2002, union

drive launched section, para. 2).

A multinational trade union campaign has supported the efforts ofEPZ workers when

called upon to do so. Trade unions from North America such as the American

Institute for Free Labour Devel<IJment (AlFLD), International Ladies Garment

Workers' Union (ILGWU), Latin America, InterAmerican textile workers' Union
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(FlTIVCCORl) and Europe, Intemational textile workers' federation (ITWF) have

been called Up<l1 to assistEPZ workers in their disputes with capital ~CFTU, 1996, at

the intematiomllevel section para. 3).

Workers have also used the US and EU Generalized System of Preferences (GSP)

preferential trade access agreements to lobby for the withdrawal of their country's

access to these GSP privileges because of its violations of their rights. The

government fearing the suspension of these rights has had to enforce its labour

legislation. Workers have also exerted pressure on EPZ client companies abroad to

suspend their buying contracts if violations continual (ICFfU, 1996, Solidarity

sectionpara. 1-4).

In the Dominican Republic, although workers have the right to organize capital in

most cases violated this right. The government authorities seem to have done theirjob

independently though their power to enforce their findings over capital seems to be

limited. The regulatory framework although in place has not been strong enough to

address EPZ workers problems. International pressure has been successful in forcing

EPZ employers to address workers problems although this avenue seems to be too far

from the ordinary EPZ worker. Labour has suffered in its attempts to unite as capital

has played a role in causing division among workers as signified in the above

mentioned case.

Labour, therefore, turns against itself and thus fails to exploit the regulatory

framework(s) made available by the governm:nt.

5.3.3 Guatemala

While union activities are pennitted in Guatemalan EPZs most employers are

opposed to them.

According to the MNU (2001, union members in Guatemala assaultai section, para.

1-6) employers incited their non-union employees against unionized employees to

force them to resign with the use violence and if they failed to achieve this they

threatered to close down their factories. Union members and officials also reported
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recelVIng anonymous death threats. When the workers succeeded in organizing

themselves, investors moved to other countries or union free zones (lCFTU, 1996,

We are closing section pual).

The MSN, Vo!. 5(2). (2000, break through with Del Monte in Guatemala section,

para. I) also adds that companies also dismissed workers who joined unions and in

some cases sent heavily armed gangs to attack union members while the ICFTU says

that cases of disappearance and murder ofunion activists are common (lCFfU, 1996,

Repression section, para. 5). Other maquilas distributed contraceptive pills to prevent

their women employees from getting pregnant (lCFfU, 19%, Health and safety

section, para. 6).

5.3.3.1 Regulatory Framework

The Guatemalan government seems to be silently supporting capital, which has left

labour with limited options in which to fight for better \Wrking conditions.

Labour has turned to NGDs and codes of conduct belonging to MNEs in the North

(which contract local firms for supplies) to fight for better working conditions in the

EPZs as the use ofunions has failed to help them achieve their goals.

One local NGO the Commission for the Verification of Codes of Conduct

(COVERCO) approached MNEs in the North seeking permission to audit the

activities and particularly the working conditions of their contractors and suppliers in

Guatemala using their (MNEs) codes of conduct Its reports are sent to the MNEs in

the North who either make the decision to continue or discontinue sourcing from

particular contractors. This to a certain extent has been effective as contractors and

suppliers have grudgingly implemented recommendations from their contracting

MNEs to avoid losing their business. Other NGDs have exerted pressure in the

buying and contracting MNEs home maIkets which has forced the Guatemalan

government to persuade EPZ firms to respect local labour laws to avoid losing its

GSP status from the USA (Fuentes & Smith, 2000, Indepenient monitoring in

Guatemala) & (MNU Vol. 5(2),2001, who's responsible? section, para. I)
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According to a survey conducted by COVERCO a large number of employers and

workers of the firms that were subcontracting for MNEs in the North did not know

anything about the MNEs' codes of conduct (Fuentes & Smith, 2000, how does this

work in practice section, paral).

International organizations have also played a role in helping labour settle disputes

with capital in Guatemalan EPZs. The International Union of Food and Agricultural

workers (IUF) has played an important role in mediating disputes between

agricultural based EPZ enterprises and their workers (MSN Vo!. 5(2),2000, break

through wi1h Del Monte in Guatemala SfCtiOn, para. I)

NGOs in Guatemala seem to have been the strongest avenue that EPZ labour has used

to highlight its plight in its quest for better working conditions. Some NGO initiatives

have succeeded amidst great difficulty but capital has turned to the use of other means

such as violence, which it is able to disassociate itself with, in a country that is

healing from the wounds ofwar.

5.3.4 Honduras

In Honduras sexual harassmert and discrimination especially against women are

some of the common violations of EPZ workers. rights. According to the National

Labour Committee (NLC) a Honduran NGO, women were forced to receive

contraceptive injections and those who refused were suspended, at the same time EPZ

firms had their factories secured with locked gates, barbed wire and armed guards all

used to shut out visitors thns enabling these violations to occur (National Labour

Committee,1999, Young women in free trade zones injected with Depro Vera: NLC

calls for investigation).

While soliciting for investors the Honduran government promises a union-free

environment and flexible enforcement ofthe labour code.
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These incentives make enterprises aware of their privileged status, which makes them

openly violate the law. They also deny labour inspectors entry into their factories.

Other enterprises use violence to get their way against labour while death threats

against trade union activists are not tnlusual. Employers also use security guards to

harass union organizers (ICFTU, 1996, Government indifference section, para. 4 &

House union section 6-7).

5.3.4.1 Regulatory Framework

Honduras ratified ILO Conventions 87 and 98 which both give workers the rights to

organize. It is also illegal for a group of tnlorganized workers to sign a collective

agreement in a firm where a legally fonned union already exists. Howe;er, since

employers know they can count on the government's sympathy they encourage the

fonnation of house unions after the expulsion of the members of legitimate trade

unions. The Honduran authorities are hostile towards any social protest and consider

enterprises in the zones as strategic industries (ICFTU, 1996, Anti-union repression

section par. 7).

The National Labour Committee (NLC) recommends that a group made up of

independent religious, human rights and women rights groups should be allowed to

investigate the violation of the rights of EPZ women workers (National Labour

Committee, 1999, YOtnlg women in free trade zones injected with Depro Vera: NLC

calls for investigation).

The Honduran government has been open in its support ofcapital against labour in its

EPZs. It has acted bd:h against its own laws as well as against the intermtional1aws it

has ratified.

EPZ women workers in Honduras have turned to NGOs in their pursuit for a fair

working environment. The government seems to be silent and its omission from the

group recommended by the NLC to investigate labour injustices in the EPZs could

signify that it is on the side of capital. Labour, therefore, uses NGOs as the only
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avenue available for it to fight for better working conditions, as both local and

internatiomllaws havebecome weak avenues for their use.

5.3.5 El Salvador

Like in other Latin American countries labour violations in EPZ firms also occur in

El Salvador.

According to the Maquila Network Update some EPZ companies have dismissed

workers for forming and joining unions. The workers also complain of forced over

time and pregnancy testing, verbal and physical abuse, unreasonable production

quotas and restrictions on access to bathroom facilities (MNU, Vol. 5(1), 2000, Doall

workers await reinstatement). The ICFfU adds that private enterprises draw up and

circulate the lists of dismissed union workers among zone firms, while the

Salvadorian labour ministry issues "certificates of good conduct" which signify that

the person in question does not have a record as a trade union organizer. This enables

EPZ firms to avoid employing dismissed union workers, which makes it impossible

for them to find employment in other firms in the zones (lCFfU, 19%, government

indifference section para 7).

5.3.5.1 Regulatory Framework

Article 47 of the El Salvador Constitution grants workers in the private sector the

right to associate :freely in order to defend their respective interests by forming trade

unions. This right is reinforced by article 248 of the labour code under the terms of

.the "fuero sindical" which bans the dismissal of trade union officials (unless on legal

grounds determined by a judge) at the time oftheir election, during their mandate and

for the year following their mandate (ICFfU, 1996, government indifference section

para 2). The ICFI1J continues to say that the government supports capital in its

disputes with labour as it highlights an incident whereby the government and

employers refused to ratify ILO Convention 156 on workers with family
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responsibili1ies or Convention 103 on maternity protection, as they believed that any

specific protection for women workers was bOlmd to result in lower productivity and

higher production costs (ICFTU, 1996, women's labour section, para.4-5).

The Labour Ministry has not been a source of help to the EPZ workers as they claim

that it is riddled with corruption, bureaucracy and inefficiency. Corrupt labour

inspectors are appointed as personnel directors in the enterprises they were supposed

to be inspecting wrote two Salvadorian researchers, Garcia and Ruiz cited in (lCFTU,

1996, Government indifference section para. 8).

Labour has also turned to NGOs for help. A body similar to COVERCD in

Guatemala also exists in El Salvador. This body the Salvadcran Independent

Monitoring Group (GMIES) monitors contractors ofNorthem MNEs in El Salvador.

However, its recommendations are not prom{tly adopted by contractors who only do

so at the height of public and MNE pressure. Workers have also formed unions but

employers remain anti-union (MNU, Vol. 5(2), 2000, Doall workers await

reinstatement).

The government in El Salvador seems to have left labour and capital to fight for

supremacy in the zones, as it seems to be distant from the two groups. The NGO

sector has taken labours' fight to the Northern MNEs who have responded by

insisting that their contractors should follow the local laws and their (MNE) codes of

conduct. EPZ investors have at times been forced to cede to labours demands, but

have at times chosen to use other means such as inciting one group of labour against

another, sometimes encouraging the use of violence to ensure that they reign over

labour. Labour's position in the zones thus remains weak. International conventions

seem not to be purposefully ratified especially those concerning women, who

compromise the largest part of the EPZ workforce. The government seems to have

selectively chosen what to ratify and what not to, after consultation with capital.

5.3.6 Nicaragua
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Labour law violations in Nicaragua are similar to those in other Latin American

countries.

The MNU, Vo!. 5(2), (2000, 200 union workers fired, section, para. 1) says that

although unions are allowed in the Nicaraguan zones most employers are absolutely

against them and they at times sponsor anti-union campaigns in the zones.

Harassment ofunion officials is common and labour protests are broken with brutal

force by the govermrent. EPZ investors also make use of court processes to

intimidate and threaten labour.

LaCroix quoting research by the Network of Central American Women adds that EPZ

wolkers are exposed to hot, unventilated wolkplaces, verbal abuse, sexual

harassment, unpaid overtime, and dismissal for pregnancy (LaCroix, 1998, Improving

workplace conditions in the Maquilas ofcentral America, para. 1).

5.3.6.1 Regulatory framework

The MNU, Vo!. 5(2), (2000, 200 union workers fIred, section, para. 1) says that

though unions are allowed in the zones wolkers may not be in a position to make use

ofthem, as they fear losing their jobs; This renders them ineffective as tools that they

can use to better their wolking environment. Capital uses the government and the

Nicaraguan judicial system as an intimidation tool to subdue labour by laying

criminal charges against wolkers in the courts during labour uprisings.

An NGO the Network of Central American Women developed a code of ethics that

the Nicaraguan minister of/abour signed into law. The code includes basicguarantees

such as a safe working environment, the right for pregnant womento retain their jobs,

and payment for overtime wolk. The network finther said that it chose this approach

as it saw that the confrontational approoch used by unions was not going to work as

women were afraid of losing their only source of income and because factory owners

were very anti-union. Follow up research into the effect and implementation of this

code showed that although most factory owners complied with it labour violations
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such as beatings, sexual harassment and firings due to pregnancy still occurred but

less frequently than before (LaCroix, 1998, major success section, para. 1-3).

The regulatory framewOlk in Nicaragua is mixed in nature, as unions, NGOs, and the

country's judicial system are all involved. Neither the judicial system, which has been

used against labour, nor the confrontational approach of uniops has been helpful to

labour. NGOs have been successful in lobbying both government and EPZ enterprises

to adopt a code of conduct that aims at improving the working conditions of EPZ

workers. While some violations continu:: to occur the NGO approach seems have

succeeded where other methods had failed before as its framework has gained

approval from both government and EPZ investors. This is in the face of the

weaknesses of the confrontational union approach which has been exposed. Labour

thus benefits from this new framework drawn with the help of the NGOs, which also

seems to hannonize the three parties involved in EPZ operations i.e. the government,

labour and capital.

5.3.7 Mexico

According to a study by the ILO (1998) Mexico houses the largest number ofEPZs in

the world.

Most of the investors in Mexican zones are the United States' (US) MNEs. This the

ICFIU says is because US investlIS in Mexico enjoy considerable comparative

advantages which include the proximity to the US and Canadian markets, assembly

costs at only 10 to 30 per cent of US prices, the reduced cost of managerial staff in

that the same person can manage a factory on either side of the border, the high

performance and productivity ofthe Mexican workers. In addition to this there is also

a relatively stable political and trade union environment, low wages, the availability

of industrial sites with all the necessary services, exemption from direct and indirect

taxes, as well as thenmoval ofcustoms duty (ICFIU, 1996, Mexico section, para. 9).

Labour law violations are also many and are similar to those in the other Latin

American states.
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According to the MSN, unsafe working conditions have been a major complaint by

maquila workers in Mexico, though company owners in most cases do not take these

complaints seriously. Union leaders and members togetrer with pregnant women are

often dismissed. Management often harassed wOIkers and restricted union members

from interacting with non-union members. During strikes, sections of workers were

prevented from joining their striking colleagues by being locked up in the factories.

Where EPZ managements allowed union formation they intimidated and rigged

electiOn> in favour oftheir preferred candidates. In other companies workers were not

allowed to participate in any union activity (MSN 2002, Custom Trim update) &

(MSN, 2001, Alcoa fires 186 workers in Ciudad Acuna, Mexico to eliminate workers

committee).·

Child labour is also commrn in some Maquila factories the MSN (2001, Tehuacan,

Puebla soction, para. I) adds.

5.3.7.1 Regulatory framework

There are many avenues available for labour to address their EPZ workplace

problems. There are a nwnberofNGOs that have been fighting forimproved working

conditions for the maquila workers, inter-governmental, religious, worker and labour

organizations.

According to the ICFfU Mexican maquilas and trade unions have never had a good

relationship. Until 1970, the maquiladoras were exempt frmn labour laws, and

nothing was done about the violation ofworkers' rights. By 1990, most workers were

not unionized and some zones had been declared union free mainly due to employer

hostility.

However, some maquila workers in various regions were almost all members of a

. trade union affiliated to the ruling party. As Singapore did, the Mexican government

through the ministry of labour, in an attempt to regulate wages, set up a body, the

Minimum Wage Commission in the maquilas. This body was assigned the task of

carrying out research to estimate the cost of living per region, but the levels it
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established were in reality not genuinely representative (ICFTU, 1996, Trade union

organizing section, para 1-3).

The NAFTA labour side agreement is a regulatory instrument formed to protect

workers from the negative consequences of free trade. It allows workers and

interested third parties in the USA, Canada and Mexico to file complaints when a

government fails to enforce its own labour legislation. However, the shortcomings of

this agreement is that it does not allow wcrkers to file complaints 19ainst corporations

for their labour rights violations nor does it address the problem of weak and

deteriorating labour standards in national legislation. Mexican workers complain that

even ifthe agreement has given them a forum to publicize issues affecting them, they

complain that it tends to be too torturous and slow and has no enforcement

mechanism while issues raised through the agreement seem not to be taken seriously

(MSN, 2001, No effective protectionssection, para1).

There is also a government-affiliated union that maquila workers are encouraged to

join. EPZ unions affiliated to this union in some cases have been rigged into

leadership by maquila company owners, adds the MSN (2001, No to the FTAA

section, para1).

Religious organizations are also involved in the fight for better working conditions in

the Maquilasthe MSN, Vol 5(3), (2000, custom trim workers threatened section,

para 1-3) also adds. Business .and maquila associations have used sections of the

Mexican media to accuse workers and NGOs of destabilizing the rnaquila industry

says the MSN (2001, Alcoa fires 186 workers in Ciudad Acuna Mexico to eliminate

workers committee, para 9).

The Mexican military forces have been used to violently disperse protesting workers

in the Maq1ilas (MSN, Vo!. 5(3),2000, Duro stIuggle continues section, paal).

Mexico EPZs seem to have many avenues available to express their working

conditions' concerns. However, most ofthese avenues do not seem to be yielding the

desired results. Intergovernmental agreements such as the North America Free Trade
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Area (NAFIA) labour side agreement have proved to be considerably slow and too

far away from the ordinary EPZ workers and seem not to address issues that directly

concern workers as it bars them from addressing company specific issues. The media

has not been helpful either as it has been nsed by capital to castigate the behaviour

and demands of labour, while the government has been fully behind capital by

providing it with some of its machinery such as the police force to curb workers

demands in EPZ firms. Unions have not been helpful either as employers have used

their influence to infiltrate them. Even though Mexican workers have many avenues

open to them the effect of these avenues has not yielded any tangible benefits for

labour.

5.3.8 Panama

Panama hosts the second largest zone in the world, the Colon zone at the Atlantic end

of the canal. At an international conference on EPZs, in October 1991, the

representative of Panama distributed brochures, which highlighted the limitations

imposed on t:rare union activities in the zones.

Governments bear much ofthe resprnsibility for this anti-union repressim as they not

only exonerate enterprises from paying taxes and customs duties, but also exempt

them from applying the host country's labour legislation., said the representative from

Panama (ICFTIJ, 1996, Anti-union rep-ession section., para. 6).

5.3.8.1 Regulatory framework

Panama has adopted a special labour code of conduct for its EPZs, which has

replaced the .national labour code. Though initial legislation sought to bar trade

unions from the zones, a compromise was reached and trade unions are now free to

participate in 1he zones but unionization levels have been Iow (Jauch, 2002, the law of

the zone versus the law of the land section., pa-a. 6).

The case in Panama is unique as the government has set aside its labour legislation

and in its place has set up a labour code specifically meant for the EPZs. This means

that although the government has taken away from labour its own laws, it has,
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nonetheless, given them another set of laws under which to operate. Labour in

Panama, therefore, seems to be catered for by the government.

5.3.9 Costa Rica

In some maquilas, in Costa Rica, wozkers must buy their own first aid kit while

pregnancy is a cause for dismissal (ICFfU, 1996, Health and safety section, para. 2

5).

5.3.9.1 Regulatory framework

National labour laws cover EPZs in Costa Rica although unionization levels are said

to be low (!LO cited in Jauch, 2002, the law of the zone versus the law of the land

section, para 3).

The Solidarismo, a movement sponsored by the employers and conservative circles

and supported by the official US development aid agency (USAID), is openly

favoured in the Costa Rican zones where wozkers who belong to these associations,

almost outnumber the trade union membership in the whole country. A document

from the US Labour department shows that 90 per cent of workers from US finns

operating in Costa Rica are members of solidarist associations (ICFfU, 1996, House

unions section, para. 2).

In Costa Rica although the zones are covered by national legislation unionization

levels are low, this can be attribnted to the infant trade union movement (ILO cited in

Jaueh, 2002, the law ofthe land versus the law ofthe jungle section, para. 4). This has

made the Solidarismo organization sponsored by employers a strong body but not an

independent forum, as the employer's agenda may always prevail over that of/abour.

5.3.10 Jamaica, Belize and Barbados

Trade union activity is discouraged in Jamaica and Belize, although in Barbados, a

Social Partnership between trade unions, government, and the private sector attempts
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to ensure workers' rights to freedom of association and the right to organize (Leith,

1999: Introducfun section, para.7-8).

5.4Africa

There is a lot of regional competition among nations to attract foreign investors. The

wage incentive has often been invoked among these competitors. For example the

Namibian government while trying to attract South African investors into its zones

has cited that ils wages have been a fuird those ofSouth Africa.

Most of the countries in Africa compete for the same investors by offering greater

concession;;, which produces poor working conditions in EPZs where the benefIts

accrued go to the investors and the costs incUJred to the hest countries.

In Zimbab~unions argue that poor working conditions result in lower productivity

while in South Africa unions have set minimum standards for work conditions, while

. other union section;; totally reject the formation ofEPZ's Qaucb, 2(02).

5.4.1 Namibia

In suspending the labour regulatory framework the government argued that local and

foreign investment in the past fIve years (1990-1995), had not generated substantial

economic activity such that EPZs were seen as the only solution that would spar the

Namibian economy. The government said that it was excluding labour laws so as to

assure investors that there would be no industrial unrest but promised to put some

regulatory framework in place. to ensure labours' safety and security. In the mean

time the non-application of Namibia's code was seen to be necessary to achieve the

larger goal ofjob creation (Jauch, 2002, Section 3, the case ofNamibia, para. 1).

However, even with the above government assurances labour in the Namibian zones

has still encountered problems. The EPZ workers have complained of low salaries,

poor working relationships. with EPZ company managements and poor working

conditions in the zones (Endresen & Jaud!, undated, EPZs labour relations today

section, para 1-6 & wages section, para. 1-3)
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5.4.1.1 Regulatory framework

In Namibia two ministries are responsible for the drafting of EPZ legislation. These

are the labour and the trade and industIy ministries (Endresen & Jauch, (undated),

Early conflicts: EPZs and labour, para I) After the suspensirn of the labour

regulatory framewod: by the government unions cbaIlenged the EPZ act in the courts

and a compromise was reached whereby the labour code would apply, but strikes and

lockouts would be outlawed for a period of five years (The Namibian cited in Jauch,

2002, Section 3, the case ofNamibia, pam. 2).

Jauch (2002) continues to say that unions feel that the suspension of local law

contravenes intematioml law, (which in extension can be taken to mean that the

suspension of local law amounts to the suspension of international law). They also

say that employers do not respect trade union rights and regard unions and their

members as inciters. Employers are said to often dismiss union members and exercise

control over unions in their companies by using threats to prohibit workers from

joining them. Jauch (2002) further contends that employers do not allow external

unions into their companies for monitoring purposes. Unions on their part have

expressed their helplessness in this situation as they say that the government protects

investors as they break the labour act. Investors, on the other hand, threaten to quit if

unions are fcnned as they say they need the "no strike clause" to enable them to meet

their export deadlines (Jauch, 2002, Section 3, the case of Namibia & Endresen &

Jauch, undated, Early conflicts: EPZ labour relations todaysection, para 1-6).

The Namibian government, the zone management company and the investors all take

different initiatives as they try to foster interaction between investcrs and their

wod:ers. According to Jauch (2002) the government on its part, is not willing to

renegotiate its stance on the concession it made regarding labour laws.

The Namibian EPZ management company plays a mediating role between EPZ

enterprises and labour in crisis situations. It also sets up fonuns whereby EPZ

companies and unions interact though unions feel that these fonuns are not taken

seriously by EPZ investors who merely send junior staff to the meetings. EPZ
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enterprises on their part try to interact with their workers by holding meetings,

allowing worker committees to be formed and at times having open discussions

directly with them (worlcers) (Endresen & Jauch, undated, strikes section, para 1-3).

The Offshore Development Company (ODC) that promotes Namibian EPZs

intematiomlly claims not to be aware of the ill-treatment of EPZ workers but

maintains that Namibian EPZ workers should fIrst build a worlc culture where wages

would then be regulated by the market (Endresen & Jauch, undated, wages section,

paraS).

Namibian unions, on the other hand, fInd themselves trapped in a tricky situation, as

they own part of the EPZ mining enterprises that have been kept open for their

members own benefit. Thus they cannot challenge the viability of EPZ concept

(Jauch, 2002, Section 3, the case ofNarmbia, para, 13, 14).

The Namibian situation is a unique one, as, on one hand, some union activities have

been suspended in EPZs while, on the other hand, the same unions have been co

opted into EPZ operations by the same government especially on projects that aim to

keep worlcers in employment. In the long run unions may fail to fmd a solid negative

or positive Position regarding the EPZ concept as on one side they are oppressed and

on the other they benefit from EPZs.

5.4.2 Malawi

Malawi enacted EPZ laws in the 19905.

In Malawi EPZs trade union rights are restricted as EPZs are regarded as essential

industries. This has resulted in anti-union discrimination in the zones pitting groups

that want to have unions in the zones and employer backed groups which do not want

to (ICF1U, 2002, ICFTU report condemns deplorable conditions for worlcers in

Malawi section, paJal).

The state has been supportive of capital, as it has used its machinery to suppress

labour and their organizing into unions as the police occasionally detain union leaders
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withmt charges in order to intimidate and threaten labour (ICFlU, 2002, ICFlU

report condemns deplorable conditions for workers in Malawi para.6).

5.4.2.1 Regulatory framework

Malawi has ratified the eight ILO conventions that deal with core labour standards

but continues to flout them (ICFlU, 2002, ICFlU report condemns deplorable

conditions for wOlkers in Malawi para.6).

5.4.3 Mozambique

Like Malawi, Mozambique enacted EPZ its laws in the 1990s.

In Mozambique labour laws do apply while minimum wages are supposed to be

observed

However, observers and researchers feel that it may be extremely difficult to enforce

these kinds of laws due to the poor state of the Mozambique economy and the

government's will to attract and keep foreign investment. Other factors such as a

young and weak trade union movement which may not be in a position to monitor

EPZ operations, extreme poverty, high unemployment and International Monetary

Fund (IMF) and World Bank (WB) conditions, are all likely to influence the

government not to impose strict investment conditions on foreign investors (Jauch

2002, section 4, generous incentives and low v.ages).

5.4.4 Madagascar

In Madagascar differences in the wages earned by expatriates of European origin and

Madagascans for the same type ofwork exist, which frustrates Madagascan nationals.

Employers defend this wage structure by saying that Madagascans do not have the

"same needs as those of the expatriates." Although such discrimination is looked

down upon in labour legislation, it is not explicitly prohibited (ICFlU, 2001,

Madagascan workers have been excluded from the economic boom in EPZs section,

para 4-7).
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Although the national labour legislation is applicable even in the zones it is often

disregarded by EPZ firms.

Forced oopaid overtime is common while other investors import workers from their

home cOlmtries and pay them on a piecework basis in an effort to "boost" production.

They place their countrymen at the beginning and at the end of their production line

to ensure maximum production by the local employees (ICFTU, 2001, 56-hour work

weeks section, para, 1-3).

5.4.4.1 Regulatory framework

Associations of businessmen threatened by those violating labour laws have called

- upon the government to close down enterprises found to be violating labour laws as

they feel that the continued labour law violations may jeopardize their preferential

markets, such as the GSP and AGOA markets which EPZ workers campaign groups

have been targeting (ICFTU, 2001, 56-hour work weeks section, para, 3).

5.4.5 Liberia

Liberia Free Zone Authority (LIFZA) workers have been denied their salaries as a

result ofpoor management within the zones. Infighting within the zone management

plus a poor management structure, coupled with the absence of a zone management

board, have all contributed to a poor working relationship between workers and

management (The News (Monrovia),2002, Zone Workers Want 100Month Pay).

5.4.6 Ghana

According to Hooter, M. (1996: EPZs in Ghana: A dismal success story, para 1-7) in

Ghana arbitrary frrings, a seven-day working week, no unions and a remuneration

structure below the minimum wage are some of the common features in the EPZs.

This Hooter (1996) argues is due to the high ooemployment rates in Ghana where

investors have taken the opportunity to exploit labour; Though tnlions tried to fight

for the inclusion of trade tnlion rights in EPZs the govemment refused, but said that

the basic ILO principles would be upheld. When the labour minister visited the zone,
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wOIkers complaired to him about the violation oftheir rights but he told them to keep

quiet, as there were no jobs in Ghana

5.4.7 Cameroon

In Camerooo. there are restrictions on the right to organize, regular interference by the

government in trade union activities, blatant discrimination based on gender and

ethnicity, and widesp-ead use of prison labour (ICFlU, 2001, Cameroon: New

internatioml report points to labour violations, para.1).

The lCFIU report also notes that the government interferes in trade union activities at

many levels, beginning with the restrictive conditions impo~d by the Labour Code .

on the right of workers to form a trade union, such as mandating separate procedures

for priva1e and public sector wOIkers. Neither does the lawprovide for any restitution,

in the form of reinstatement or compensation, for wrongfully dismissoo workers

(ICFIU, 2001, Cameroon: New international report points to labour violations, para.

4-5).

5.4.7.1 Regulatory framework

According to the ICFfU (2001, Cameroon: New international report points to labour

violations, para. 11) Cameroon does not respect ILO conventions and WTO

agreements, which cover freedom of association, the right to collective bargaining,

discrimination, the use cf child andprison labour.

5.4.8 Lesotho

In a Lesotho garment factory a supervisor at a plant beat workers with lengths of

knotted fabric. This is because he did not speak the local language and became

frustrated when workers could not llllderstand his instructions (Khan, 2002, para 21).

Police stations were also set up at the entrance of the zones to prevent the access of

trade union organizers into the zones (ICFIU, 1998, The Africa of EPZs and SAPs,

para. 1).

5.4.9 South Mrica
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South Africa has just established EPZs, but according to Jauch (2002) some polices

had been introda:ed by the apartheid government during the I 980s, that resembled

those ofmodem EPZs.

The incentives offered were similar to those found around the world. The aim was to

prevent immigration of people from poor areas to areas of high economic activity.

The EPZprogram was not implerrented due to the 1994, genernl elections.

Jauch (2002) concludes by stating that new forms of EPZs have sprung up as

Industrial Development Zone's (IDZs), which are being promoted, by the South

African Department of Trade and Industry. These are geographically defined areas

where incentives are offered to manufacturing firms to invest in. In addition to

national incentives local governments can grant special incentives such as subsidized

rates on, electricity and land among many others (Janch, 2002, section 5, South

Africa's EPZs: Through the back door).

5.4.10 Mauritius

In Mauritius, whose zones have long been cited as an example for the region, many

employers victi.mi2e and intimidate worlcers who wish to join trade unions. This was

noted by the ICFTUSurvey (ICFTIJ, 1998, The AfricaofEPZ's and SAPs, para. I).

5.4.11 Kenya

In Kenyan EPZs, although labour legislation does apply, many exemptions have been

granted and, many violations oftrade union rights have been reported (lCFfU, 1998,

The Africa of EPZs and SAPs, para. I). In 1994 the minister for labour exempted

EPZ enterprises from the factories act which sets forth detailed health and safety

standards (National trade data bank, 1999, Kenya foreign labour trends, para. 2). The

ICFTU Nairobi based secretary general also adds that EPZ workers are made to wOIk

long hours and are not allowed to fonn trade unions (lnterPress service, 1998, who is

to blame for negative impacts of globalization, para. 4-5). This has left EPZ workers

with limited channels to address their work place problems. Strikes are one way they

have chosen to do this. In January and February 2003, striking EPZ wOIkers in the

public owned Athi River EPZ paralyzed operations in all EPZ based fInns (Mu1aa &
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Gathaiga, 2003, Chaos rock EPZ furns). The workers at the largest private zone in

Nairobi about 50km away (from the governmentownedAthi River Zone) after failing

to agree with their management on re-employment were sacked for an unlawful

strike. The wolkers went on the rampage hurled stones at motorists and smashing

windscreens of several vehicles as they pressed for better wages and terms ofservioe

(Odula, 2003, Sacked EPZ wolkers cause chaos in city section, para. I). The workers

stated the followiIg as their grievances:

• Betterwages and better terms of service;

• Late payment (overtime and other arrears);

• Non-remittance ofsa/ary deductions to relevant provisional fimds;

• Casual employment for too long;

• End ofharassment;

• Sexual harassment;

• Sexual exploitation;

• Gender discrimination;

• Insufficient medical care;

• Lack oftrade union rights;

• Ineffective dialogue and communication channels;

• Corrujt labour officials;

• Poor/slow problem solving structures in ministry;

• Violation of nternationallaws;

• Lack oftransport and security after night shifts;

(Bosire 2003, Mulaa & Gathaiga, 2003, Nation 2003, Munene 2003 and Miring'uh,

2003).

5.4.11 Regulatory framework

EPZ enterprises are not required to pay wolkers the minimun wage, as wages in the

zones are self-regulatory between investors and their employees. Critics say that the

government does not inspect EPZ enterprises and relies on self-regulation by

employers. The EPZA also educates employers whose backgrounds vary on Kenyan
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laws and regulations and also monitors whether investors are complying with labour

laws (National trade data bank, 1999, Kenya foreign labour trends, para. 2).

The ICFIU Nairobi based secretary general also states that EPZs in Kenya have ever

since violated workers rights which contravenes international law which has

subsequently violated the universal declaration of Human rights and the lLO's 8th

convention both ratified in 1948 (InterPress service, 1998, who is to blame for

negative implCts ofglobalization, para. 4-5).

In trying to resolve the issues raised in the January and February strikes the Export

. Processing Zones Authority (EPZA)14 held discussions wiili workers and investors

while at the same time workers and their representatives held consultations with their

employers (Daily Nation, 2003, Give negotiations a chance) the government also met

with employers and workers representatives (Daily Nation, 2003, employers worried

by strikes).

After the discussiorn the government responded by making a few concessions, which

included;

• Allowing EPZ workers to join trade unions (Munene, 2003, Give Narc time,

COW tells unions).

• Directed EPZ firms to pay the gove=nt set minimum wages (Ouma, 2003,

Hike minimum wage government orders EPZ firms).

Even after making these concessiorn workers still continued to strike which made the

government suspicious of external forces to the tripartite labour agreements (Nation

2003). Uniorn, human rights groups (Munene, 2003, Give Narc time, COTU tells

unions) as well as NGOs (Ouma, 2003, Hike minimum wage governmentorders EPZ

firms) were said to ha\e had a hand in the strikes.

5.5Summary

In the 19605, labour, due to the influen:e of technology, education, exposure,

networking and organization, has fared much better than the preceding period in

14 EPZA _ the body that runs the EPZ program in Kenya
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tenns of advocating for its work place rights. Labour has both, through its own

initiative and that of governments, been able to put up different protective structures

for wmkplace protection.

Governments have been both supportive and repressive of labour. Labour's rights

have frequently been sacrificed to attract investors. This has caused some suffering to

labour, incidents such as sexual harassment and discrimination, physical and verbal

abuse, poor wages; job insecurity, forced overtime and death have been reported in

EPZs around the world. Abbott (1997) blames government inefficiency as he

contends that it has caused this labour relations problem by not providing enough law

enforcement mechanisms because of insufficient government funds (Abbott, 1997,

EPZs and the d:veloping world, para. 13).

However, workers have sought vanous alternatives to address this employer

employee labour relation's gap (problem). The alternative channels they have used

have led them both to success and failure. These avenues include intemationallaws,

lobbying, trade agreements, MNE codes of conduct, human rights groups, NGOs, the

press, home country laws, private agreements, consumer groups, unions and house

committees.

The changing international trading environment has affected labour both negatively

and positively. It has negatively affected labour in the sense that some of its rights

have had to be sacrificed for the sake of investment and development, in a positive

manner, in that workers, their supporters and campaigners have been able to put up

strong support structures to cushion themselves against injustices occurring at the

EPZ work place.

The effectiveness, strengths and weaknesses ofthese structures i.e. international laws,

lobbying, trade agreements, MNE codes of conduct, hwnan rights groups, NGOs, the

press, home country laws, private agreements, conswner groups, unions and house

committees are reviewed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONFLICTS BETWEEN THE STATE. EXISTING REGULATORY

FRAMEWORKS AND THE DEMANDS OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE:

LITERATURE REVIEW

"Every state has the primary responsibility to promote the economic. social and
cultural development of its people. To this end each state has the right and the
responsibility to choose its means andgoals ofdevelopmentfully mobilize and use
its resources to implement progressive economic and social reforms to ensure
that full participotion ofits people in the process and benefits ofdevelopment. All
states have the duty. individually and collectively to cooperate in eliminating
obstacles that hinder such mobilization and use" (United Nations (UN) charter of
economic rights and duties of states, article 7, resolution 3202 cited in Mangoldt:
m~ .

6.1 Background

The state has played an influential role in world business activities for a very long time.

Although i5 involvement in business has been diminishing, it has played and continues to

play varying vital roles in world trade. It has been a trader, a regulator and of late a

promoter ofinternational trade.

With the developmentof organization and regulation structures in international trade, the

state is finding itselfwith less trading, but more regulatory and promotion responsibilities

as it finds itselfco-opted into the regulatory structures of international regulatory bodies.

However, it is :fmding itselfin an uncomfoctable position as it tries to promd;e investment

and regulate investors at the same time. A large number ofstates in the developing world

have instead opted to convert trade regulatory tools into investmentpromotion incentives.

This has weakened international trade regulatory frameworks such as the UN system and

its specialist organimtions and their associates such as the International Labour

Organization (lLO) and the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (lCFTU)

among many others. The dynamic nature of international trade has also not helped

regulatory bodies as the rapid changes occurring in global business steered by

technological innovations have bem too fast for regulatory bodies to cope.
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Workers in the developed world are losing their jobs to workers in developing countries

due to cheap wages in develoring countries (Soto, 1999 & Madaley, 1992). Developing

countries continue to encourage this, as they seem to have shelved their protective

responsibilities to assume promotional fimctions instead. Where states would like to

apply their regulation on trade, the speed at which global business changes, makes it

difficult for them to cope legislatively. Regulation under the different trading agreements

has been found unsuitable, as developing coun1ries fear that it can be used as an export

impcrt protection tool by devel~d coun1ries. Codes of conduct involving individual

companies and various other players have, therefore, been proposed by various

international trade stakeholders as they are able to cope with this dynamic nature of

internatioml trade.

6.1.1 Introduction

This chapter reviews the conflicts between the state, existing regulatory framewOIks and

the demands of intermtional trade.

The chapter first takes a briefoverview of Multinational Enterprises (MNEs), as they are

the principle group ofactors in international trade and EPZ operations. Their importance

and methods ofdoing business especially in EPZs are also briefly reviewed. The chapter

then briefly reviews the application of MNE home country laws in host EPZ operations

and their shortcomings. Furthennore the chapter reviews the sections of international

regulatory bodies such as the, ILO, the Organization of Economic Cooperation and

Development (OECD), the UN, the United Nations Indus1ria1 Development Organization

(UNlDO) and the ICFfU that conflict with the needs of the state and international trade.

It then reviews briefly trade agreement regulatOIy framewOIks such as the North America

Free Trade Area (NAFTA), the World Trade Organization (WfO) and Generalized

Systern of Preferences (GSP), (Caribbem Basin Initiative (CBI), Africa Caribbean

Pacific (ACP) and African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA)). It then looks at the

contribution of Non Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and finally individual MNE

codes in relation to business ethics. In analyzing the conflict between the various codes

and needs of the state and international trade an apprnach that looks at their origin,
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purpose and area they are in conflict with the state and the demands ofinternational trade

is followed.

6.2 Multinational Enterprises (MNEs) and international trade

Whether by accident of economic policy making or by design, it is difficult to deny that

MNEs exercise considerable influence and perhaps some power over the direction of

economic and social policy (Addo, 1999:3-4). According to Root (1994:547) MNEs have

become a decisive force in shaping the patterns of trade investment and technology flows

among nations and it is impossible 10 understand the world ecoromy without appreciating

the many roles they play as producers, investors, traders and innovators on a global scale.

Bhagwati (1989:6) further reinforces this views with his contention that MNEs have

become responsible for a sizable share of world trade as they posses the market power

that makes them independent actors in the international economic system, where their

actiom force changes in national ecommies and compel gove=ents to respond to them.

MNEs, as the above writers reveal are strong and powerful players in the international

area of global trade. Their considerable influence on policy issues around the world has

been used to exert pressure especially on developing countries to change their economic

development polices to suit their needs. The EPZ concept seems to be one such

adjustment made in order to accommodate the needs ofMNEs and the demands of global

trade.

6.2.1 Def"mition

MNEs have many definitions. Some scholars define them in terms of their operations

while others in terms of their ownership, their staff, their registration and listing on the

various stock exchanges around the world. There is, therefore, no single agreed upon

definition ofwhat anMNE is.

Bhagwati (1989:7) defines an MNE in terms of its operations. He says that a firm

becomes an MNE when it expands its production and organization into foreign countries.

The MNE system, he says, will include the parent company and its affiliates and the

flows ofproducts, services, capital, technology, management and funds among them. The

aim of1his expansion Bhagwati concludes is to search for markets and lower costs.
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An_MNE denotes a headquarter or parent company that engages in foreign production

through its own affiliates located in different companies and strives to design and

implement business strategies in production, marketing, finance and other functions

across countries (Root, 1994:577).

Madeley (1992:86) defmes MNEs in tenus oftheir impact as he says that MNEs are large

companies with subsidianes in different countries, which haw considerable impact on the

economies of trade and the people of developing countries. By 1991, he says worldwide,

MNEs employed 65 million people. In their headquarters they had about 43 million

employees. In subsidiaries and other developed countries they emplojed 15 million

people while in developing cowtries they employed seven million wOlkers.

All the above definitiollS of an MNE seem suitable definitiollS in the context of this study

as they all mention a parent company, their subsidiaries around the world and the flow of

products and management among them and the search for lower production costs. The

EPZ concept can be fitted into the aoove definitions.

6.2.2 MNEs and developing countries

Bhagwati (1989:85) is again of the view that MNEs have the ability to move into

developing countries becanse ofthe decreasing transportation costs, which enable them to

both transport components for assembly in labour abundant developing countries and

export them back to the developed countries at affordable transprrt costs. Root

(1994:659) says that MNEs are able to move to developing countries as a result of

favourable production and incentive initiatives in both the developed and the developing

countries. He argues that American companies receive incentives such as insurance and

investment guarantees from their government as well as fiscal, procedural and labour law

exemptions fromlbveloping countries.

MadeIey (1992) adds that MNEs are considered to be important partners in developing

countries as they offer capital, investmert and job creation, all which are of necessary

help in the development process of these countries. He, however, points out the bad side

of MNFs in his description of the way they operate. He says that they operate with

trickery, treachery, undemocratically and with little or no government control, where they

have no effective responsibility to the developing countries and leave few, if any, benefits
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through their presence or activities (Madeley, 1992:87-88). Bhagwati (1989) is of the

view that MNEs move into the developing world due to the international immobility of

some factors ofproduction particularly labour. He says that iflabour, among other factors

of production, could freely move among nations in response to opportunities for

economic gain, they would move freely until the supply of each factor was everywhere

fully adopted to demand and the price for each factor was the same in every country and

in every use (Bhagwati, 1989:123).

The complexities of global trade and the different levels of development and factor

endowments in different countries seem to be the driving force behind the global location

and relocation ofMNEs and the growth ofEPZ activities around the world. The gains are

spread among the developed and developing countries. Where developed countries lose

in terms of disinvestments, developing countries gain by attracting this investmeIt while

developed country conSumers also gain, as they are able to purchase the inexpensive re

exported goods.

6.2.3 MNEs and their operations in developing country EPZs

Citing an ILO report the ICF1U (19%) says that EPZs are closely linked with the

multinatioruiization of the economy. It says that although local entreprenenrs may be

active in EPZs, without MNEs there would not be any EPZs. The report says that in

1986, more than two thirds of the 1.5 million jobs in EPZs were provided by MNEs.

EPZs, the report says, are preferred as they provide a modem, predictable, environment

with ready to use infrastructure (lCF1U, 1996, multinational section, para. 1-2). The

World Export Processing Zones Association (WEPZA) adds that the many culture-shock

absorbing services provided by modem EPZ management are even more importaIt in the

long run than the buildings and infrastructure that they offer (WEPZA, 19%, para, 59).

Madeley (1994:89) says that MNEs that produce consumer goods are attracted to

developing country EPZs by the low rates ofpay that prevail in most developing country

zones and the frequent absence of organized labour unions, where they are also offered

fiscal, procedural and labour law coocessions.

EPZs are a response to the globalization ofthe economy and the relocation into them by

MNEs seems to be a response to the demands of global trade while the concessions
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offered by developing countries seem to reflect the needs of developing countries and

their desire b effectively participate in interrutional trade.

On the issue of operations, MNEs WOlX differently in developing country EPZs' around

the world. Electronic firms such as Hewlett Packard, Sony and Texas Instruments, among

many others, tend to own factories in developing countries while firms dealing with

gannents such as Nike, Liz Claibome and Reebok, among many others, tend in most

cases to subcontract their operations to developing country producers (Fuentes and Smth,

2000) & (ICFfU, 1996, multinational section, para. 1-2).

Electronic firms tend in most cases to own operations in developing countries due to

quality concerns as well as to guard against the theft of technology among other

concerns. Gannent firms, on the other hand, tend to subcontract their operatiom to

producers in developing countries, as there is nothing that they can lose by doing so. The

ICFfU says that MNEs subcontract to local fIrms in the zones in most cases to hide their .

identifIcation as they do not want to "get their hands dirty" with the complexities of

local operations and prefer just to buy goods from them. Their role only emerges when a

dispute breaks out (ICFfU, 1996, multinational section, para 1-2).

The works·of the reviewed authors above reveal that MNEs play an important role in

international trade and development. Their dominant position in international trade and

their ability to quickly move into new enviromnents has given them a strong bargaining

position against governments and labour. In this position they have been able to negotiate

for better business terms and incentives from both home and host govermnents. They

have also been able to influence trade and other policies that are important to their

operations. In their EPZs operations in developing countries they have used their

dominant bargaining position to make labour to operate under their terms. These terms in

some cases have been unjust and in others disastrous to labour as the reviews in

preceding chapters have revealed.

International organizations, NGOs and workers advocacy groups have forced their way

into the MNE, EPZ and global trade environment and have had some success in
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advocating for improved working conditions and the recognition of the rights of the

wolkers involved in this trade though a lot more needs to be don:.

6.2.4 The EPZ employer-employee labour relations' gap and MNE home country

laws

The application of MNE home COtnltry laws in their EPZ operations in developing

countries has been proposed by various non-governmental workers rights groups and

their supporters. MNE home country laws in most cases are of higher standards than

those of host cotnltries. Issues that MNEs find illegal in their home cotnltries may not be

illegal in their host cotnltries and may be pan ofthe incentives that they demand for, and

are offered especially in developing COtnltries.

Some scholars hold the opinion that both home and host COtnltry laws have not been as

dynamic as internatiorui business.

As a process by which· corporations are to be regulated the law has been heavily

overwhehned by the demands of global trade, which has made it inadequate in regulating

MNE behaviour at a time ofexpanding MNE power and influeoce. The law has also been

slow and reactive in its deve1opnent, which sharply contrasts with the swift, and dynamic

developnent ofMNE corporate policy for which control by the law is already inadequate

says Addo (1999:9-10). Werner (1992:63) supports Addo's views on the inadequacy of

the law as he maintains that laws have been inadequate in keeping MNEs within socially

desirable botmds, as they are the result ofa slowreactive process as lawmakers only react

after problems have become public issues. This time lag has a negative effect as it leads

managers to believe that until the law tells them otherwise, they have no responsibilities

beyond the law am their impulses.

With the globalization of the economy and the reduction of trading and investment

barriers, MNEs operating internationally are likely to apply only the standards defined in

the laws of the host countries, MNEs may, therefore, apply low standards in their host

country operations, which may be illegal in their home country. However, the extra
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territorial application ofhome country laws in host country jurisdicfuns is often outlawed

in the MNEhost countries and is unlikely to be tolerated says Addo (1999:11).

As Addo (1999) has put it above, it is quite difficult to enforce MNE home country

legislation on MNE operations in developing country EPZs. First, with the dynan'lic

nature of international trade it is difficult to identify which country an MNE belongs to

due to the numerous countries an MNE can be identified with. It may have a different

home from its headquarters due to its listing in another country's stock exchange while it

may have another home as a fully-registered indepenlent subsidiary in another country

and a foreign joint venture relationship overseas and may also have the majority of its

share holders from yet another country. It may also have a partnership or franchise with a

host country company such that the identification ofits home proves an impossible task

to establish. This is further emphasized by Meeran (1999) who says that a parent

company of a wholly-owned subsidim:y is on the face of it, no more responsible legally

for the unlawful behaviour of the subsidim:y than would be for example a member of

public for the negligence of a company in which he owns a single share. He continues to

hold the view that MNEs use confusing corporate structures to distanoe and separate the

parent company from the local operating subsidiaries to protect the MNE from any legal

liability (Meeran, 1999:161-162).

Another method that MNEs use to avoid identification of both their headquarters and

theirhomes in EPZs is that ofsubcontracting, licensing and franchising where production

operations are carried out on its beha1fby a local company which enables it exploit EPZ

incentives by proxy using a local company. A host country subcontractor or franchise

holder cannot be fully linked to the MNE, as its relationship with the MNE could only be

that ofsupplying. The MNE has thus been able to stay away from the spot light by using

modem global business anti-disclosure mechanisms.

The major hindrance to the applicatim of MNE home country laws in their EPZ

operations in developing countries lies in the issue of sovereignty. The independence of

states to determine what cause they wish to take on a variety of issues has been a value
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that has been respected intematiomlly and has often been invoked by many countries

especially developing ones to defend their economic policies and choices among many

other actions that they choose to take. The right for a state to exercise its independence is

fully supported by the United Nations (UN) in its resolution 3281 in its charter of

economic rights and duties of states, ar1ic1e 1, which states that:

"Every state has the sovereign and alienable right to choose its economic system
as well as its political, social cultural systems in accordance with the will of its
people without outside interference, coercion, or threat in any form whatsoever"
cited in (1vbngoldt, 1997:269).

Most developing countries have thus turned to intematioml conventions and laws to

defend themselves especially against external bodies, which feel that some actions taken

by the state especially when they support MNEs in their EPZ operations have been unfair

and unjust to sectims ofits citizens.

Article 2, of1he same resolution arove reinfo=s article 1, as it states:

"Every state has and shall freely exercise full permanent sovereignty, including
possession, use and disposal, over all its wealth, natural resources and economic
activities" cited in (Mangoldt, 1997:269).

The state therefore seems to have total control over its choices and may, therefore, not be

in a position to accanmodate the awlication ofMNE home country law in its territory.

Consequently the application of MNE home country law in its host country EPZ

operations is an option that may not to be accepted by the host country which finds itself

in a position where it has been forced by both the power of MNEs and the changing

global bnsiness practices to manipulate its own laws in order to attract MNE investment

in their zones to steer it to economic growth. A large number of developing countries

have successively manipulated sections of their laws and turned them into investment

attraction tools such as the ASEAN four, the Asian tigers, Mauritius and Mexico, among

many others, which may not have been possible had MNE home country laws been

applicable in these regions EPZs.

The proposal to apply MNE home country laws to fill in the EPZ employer-employee

labour relations gap seems difficult as it is likely to encounter a lot of resistance from
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EPZ host countries more specifically with the claim that the state and its people have

chosen to follow an export oriented economic system that enables them to employ the

resources at their disposal to fight poverty and raise their citizens standards of living.

MNEs, on the other hand, may not support such a proposal as it neutralizes their

advantage seeking initiatives as the relaxed laws in developing countries provide them

with OpJDrtunities that they can profitably exploit.

The UN system seems to fully support the state's right to make the choices it desires to

follow in its economic developnent process. Another UN body, the United Nations

Industrial Development Organization (UNlDO), in its 1975 Declaration in Lima came out

strongly in support of the state as the supreme authoritative organ on issues related to

industry and developmeIt. Sections of the Lima Declamtion that are of relevance to this

study are reviewed below with the aim ofemphasizing the supreme authority of the state

on issues pertaining to investrnert and economic development in their territories.

6.3 The Lima Declaration and its support for the state as the principle determinant

of its own course in the process industrial development

In March 1975, the Second General Conference of the United Nations Industrial

Development Organization (UNlDO), meeting in Lima, issued a Declaration and World

Plan of Action which called for the redistribution of world industIy so that developing

countries would have 25% ofit by the year 2000. This declaration recommended radical

changes in traditional concepts. and practices. It also set forth the main principles for

industrialization and defined the means by which the international community as a whole

would take broad action to establish this neweconomic order. The Declaration also called

upon the developed countries to eliminate barriers to trade with developing COlD1tries and

encourage their manufactured exports. They were asked to restructure their industries in

order to deploy production capacity to developing countries and to expand technical

assistance programs to them (UN, 1975:22-23).

Although this declaration was adopted by both developing and developed countries, the

developnent ofindustIy in developing countries has been slow and by the year 2000. It is
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doubtful whether the declaration had achieved its objectives since in 1992. It had reached

only 14.9% of the envisaged 25% having been at 11.6% at the inception of the

declaration in 1975, adds Maddey (1992:55). Since the declaration also called for the

opening up of developed country IIllIIkets for manufactured products from developing

countries some action seemed to have been taken towards doing this, with the

establishmmt of certain preferential IIllIIket access structures for developing country

manufactured exports. These structures include the Generalized System of Preferences

(GSP) provided by the United States (US) and the European Union (EU). The US and the

EU administer their GSPs through the Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI) - US, the African

Caribbean Pacific (ACP) - EU and lately the African Growth and Opportunity Act

(AGOA) - US. However, it should be noted that other occurrences in the global trading

environment have also had their influeoce in the establishment of these preferential

IIllIIket access structures.

EPZs in some developing countries had been established before this declaration {e.g.

Ireland 1959, Puerto RicoI947-1951, Colombia 1958, (WEPZA, 1996, forward section,

para. 2)} while a large number ofEPZs today do not trace their origins to this declaration

and neither does the transfer of the labour intensive parts of MNEs manufucturing

processes to developing countries emanate from this declaration but from the fiercely

competitive nature of international trade and the need for more efficient production at

cheaper rates. Other factors such as the improvement in transp<rt and communication

infrastructure are also san to have contributed to this.

The Lima Declaration strongly emphasizes the role ofthe state and western MNEs as the

key players in the establishmmt of industry in developing countries around the world.

This section, therefoce, reinfocces the state's responsibility and its role in the

industrialization process by highlighting a few articles from the Lima declaration It tries

to show that the state will do anything it considers necessary to support the establishment

ofindustry in its territory in line with this declaration.

Article 23, ofthe declaration states, that those adopting the Lima declaration declare:
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"Their firm conviction ofthe role ofindustry as a dynamic instrument ofgrowth
essential to the rapid economic and social development of the developing
countries, in particular ofthe least developed countries" (UNITAR, 1977,635).

This article points out the importance of industIy as a tool for economic development

especially for developing countries. Since most high-income countries have

industrialized, developing countries are thus being encouraged to industrialize, as this

seems to be the only way to achieve economic growth and development. Developing

countries are thus encouraged to cut their reliance on exporting primary products and

adopt polices that encourage industrial exports. Gillis (1992:30) reinforces this by saying

. that developing nations are in a position to learn from the experience ofalready advanced

nations in the fields of science and teclmology, the management of enterprises, national

economic policy making and the different kinds of economic systems that are in

existence today.

One of the ways developing countries have responded to this challenge is by establishing

EPZs. Though EPZs havehad their critics many developing countries often support their

choice to establish them by following section 32, ofthe same Declaration, which sttes:

"That every state has the inalienable right to exercise freely its sovereignty and
permanent control over its natural resources, .., and over all economic activity
for the exploitation of these resources in the manner appropriate to its
circumstances, ... in accordance with its laws as an expression ofthis right, and
that no state shall be subjected to any forms of economic, political or other
coercion which impedes the fUll and free exercise of that inalienable right"
(UNITAR, 1977, 640).

Although the Lima Declaration has not been quoted by many developing countries as an

EPZ workers rights violation defeIJ:e, the actions they take while establishing EPZs seem

to indirectly invoke this declaration. As most developing countries have an abundaIJ:e of

cheap human resources, they tend to exploit this resource as per their own laws, which

are amended where considered necessary to suit industrial requirements. Under the Lima

declaration they can thus claim to do all that is within their powers to facilitate the

establishment ofindustry in their territories. This is further supported by article 37, of the

same declaration that states:

" That special emphasis should be laid on the need of the least developed
countries for the establishment of production facilities involving a maximum
utilization oflocal human resources, the output ofwhich meets identifiedmaterial
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and social requirements, thus assuring a convergence between local resource use
and needs as well as offering adequate employment opportunities" (UNITAR,
1977,639).

The EPZ concept fits into this description as the various works reviewed in chapter two

of this work show that the production process in most zones revolves around the

utilization of intensive manual labour. They thus act as a converging point where the

demand for the available local resource (labour) is fulfilled through the provision of

employment opportunities. The zones thus act as a link between local and external

resources.

The Lima declaration thus supports the state as the body responsible for setting its own

investment and economic develoIXIlent agenda. It recognizes the state as the facilitator of

industrial growth a role that suits it most as it has all the necessary tools at its disposal to

mould an environment conducive for industrial economic development.

As the growth of industry supported by the UN and its various specialist bodies

continues, industrial workers particularly those worlcing in EPZs have had their rights

violated, first by their labour law conceding governments then by foreign MNE investors.

Various workers rights groups, human rights campaigners, the UN and its specialist

bodies have called for a resolution to employer-employee labour relation hostilities

particularly in EPZs.

'The !LO the UN specialist organization on the subject of labour issues has been granted

the responsibility of regulating labour issues in both UN member and non-member

countries. Below the role of the ILO as a labour regulator is reviewed where particular

reference is made to its role as a regulator of individual state and MNE behaviour in

developing country EPZs.

6.4 The EPZ employer-employee labour relations' gap and the ILO conventions and

agreements

The ILO was created in 1919, with the main purpose of adopting international standards

to cope with the problem of labour conditions involving injustice, hardship and privation.
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The 110 standards take the form of labour conventions and reconunendations. The

conventions are international treaties, subject to ratification by !LO member states while

its reconunendations are non-binding instrumerts. To date it has adopted 180 and 185

conventions and reconunendations, respectively. Occasionally the 110 and its related

bodies also adopt other less formal documents such as codes of conduct, resolutions and

declarations (lL0, undated, mandate-their arrangement sections).

The !LO constitutionrequires that international labour standards be set with due regard to

those countries in which climatic conditions, the imperfect development of industrial

organization or other special circumstances that make industrial conditions substantially

different. The setting of these standards is done through a unique legislative process

involving governments, employers and workers representatives from around the world,

which are then agreed upon under democratic principles, by these representatives.

Its system of supervision involves the ratification of a labour standard and an obligation

ofregular, periodic reporting on measures taken to give effect to provisions ofthe ratified

instrurneIl. The purpose of these standards has been to contribute to the possibility of

lasting peace, to mitigate potentially adverse effects of international market competition

and to help in the development process (lLO, undated, The characteristics - How are

intematiornllabour standards used sections).

The !LO as an international body set up to regulate the treatment oflabour in industry has

often had to fight for workers rights both in the developed and in the developing

countries. However, with the develorment of stronger regulatory structures in the

developed world, most of the 110s efforts have been concentrated on developing

countries.

In developing countries the !LO has encountered some difficulties in trying to push for

the adoption of the internationally recognized core labour standards. With the

proliferation of EPZs international labour standards are being sacrificed for the sake of

international investment and economic development. The freedom of association and the

right to collective bargaining, forced labour, employment discrimination and the use of
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child labour, are some of the ILO standards that seem to conflict with the expansion of

intematioml trade and developmert, especially in developing countries.

This section first reviews the ILO core labour standards, which include the two key ILO

conventions on freedom of association. These are Conventions 87 and 98. It tries to

expose some weaknesses in these two conventions in modem day international trade

before highlighting the areas that they conflict with the demands ofintemational trade.

From the reviews in the last two chapters labour in EPZs has in most cases been denied

the right to organize both by the EPZ host government and the EPZ based foreign

investors. Where the government has not denied them this right employers have adopted

measures that act as barriers to the organization of labour. Under the ILO convention 87,

which concerns the freedom of association and protection of the right to organize, it is

illegal to deny workers these rights.

Article 2, of this convention (87) states:

"Workers ... shall have the right to establish ... and join organizations oftheir
own chaosing withoutprevious authorization" cited in (Mangoldt, 1997:1086).

Many EPZ operating governments in all the reviewed regions in the preceding chapters

have violated this right. They have even amended their labour legislationto this effect. In

some EPZ operating countries like Mexico, workers have had to seek authorization from

their employers first before forming and joining labour organizations or have been

influen:ed by management on which organizations to join. In one ofMexico's Maquila's,

a foreign firm signed a secret agreement with the affiliate ofa different union in order to

prevent their workers from forming an independent union, with the knowledge that the

Mexican legislation only allowed for only one union to exist in any enterprise and went

as far as threatening its workers with the closure of the fInn should they vote for the

formation ofan independent union (ICF1U, 1996, House unions section, Pll'll, 5).

Article 3, of the same convention reinforces this when it says that:

"Workers ... organizations shall have the right to draw up their own constitutions
'" elect their representatives in full freedom ... the public authorities shall refrain
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from any interference which would restrict this right or to impede the lawfUl
exercise there of' cited in (Mangoldt, 1997:1086).

This article has also been violated in a large number of EPZs. Some EPZ operators have

used threats and sometimes force to have their own hand-picked representatives elected

into office to eusure that they are in a position to control the labour union by proxy. In

Guatemala in one EPZ based firm, the management encouraged anti-union workers to

identitY union members and pressurize them to resign. During a lunch break groups of

anti-union workers armed with rocks and bottles surrounded union members and

threatered to kill them if they did not resign. While some union members were forced to

flee the factory, seven were forced to sign resignation papers (MNU, Sept 2001, who's

responsible section). In yet another Guatemalan EPZ fIrm an armed attack on strike

leaders by armed thugs forced them at gunpoint to resign as the executive leadership of

the company's union (MNU, SeIi 2000, vo!. 5 (3), Guatemalan banana contlictdrags on).

Article 4, of1he same convention says that:

"Workers ... organizations shall not be liable to be dissolved or suspended by
administrative authorities" cited in (Mangoldt, 1997:1(07).

The suspension and dissolution of workers organizations has been the ruajor EPZ

incentive that has been offered by developing country EPZ programs. Countries such as

Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Namibia, Zimbabwe and Malawi among many others have

suspended the right for EPZ employees to organize (Jauch, 2002, sections, 2-3). This also

contravenes article 8, ofthe same convention, which s;ys that:

"In exercising the rights provided for in this convention workers '" and their
respective organizations ... shall respect the law of the land" it also adds that
"The law ofthe land shall not be such as to impair, nor shall it be so applied as
to impair guarantees provided for in this convention" cited in (Mangoldt,
1997:1087).

This also shows that the state has been the major violator of the same lLO conventions it

has ratified. It has done this by amending its legislation to bar the formation of workers

organizations in EPZs. EPZ workers have obeyed their part of this convention as they

have tried to operate within the existing legal framework as they fight for their rights. The

state has used its power over labour to deny them their organizing rights by amending
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their own labour legislation to this effect and in extension denying labour the same right

from international organizations.

The ILD Convention 98, which concerns the application of the principles of the right to

organize and to bargain collectively in article I, slates,

"Worlrers shall· enjoy adequate protection against the acts of anti-union
discrimination in respect of their employment" While article 2 continues to say
that "such protection shall apply more particularly in respect of the acts
calculated to (a) make the employment ofa worlrer subject to the condition that he
shall not join a union or relinquish a trade union membership and (b) cause the
dismissal ofor otherwise prejudice a worker by reason ofunion membership or
because ofparticipation in union activities ... "

This convention has been heavily violated in EPZs around the world. According to the

MNU (Feb 2002) & (Sep & Dct 2001) EPZ workers have been dismisred for joining

unions in the DominiClll Republic, Mexico and Guatemala among many other EPZ

operating COlllltries.

6.4.1 Areas these conventions conflict with the demands of international trade

The aspect of speed in international trade can detennine the success or failure of a firm in

the current global economy. Economic stability and consistency especially in export

oriented trade are considered to be important features for a company to increase its

production and sustain its global markets in modern intemationa trade. As EPZs in

developing countries are being used as production centres for the developed COlllltry

marlcets, EPZ operators pay a lot of attention to production inconsistencies and delays

taking into consideration that goods produced in the zones have to be transported back to

the developed COlllltry markets for sale andlor further production. They, therefore, seek to

avoid any uncertainties by ensuring that any potential barriers to quick and consistent

production are eliminated before they invest or start production in a specifIC zone or

country.

Uniom and any forms oforganizations are seen as potential risks in EPZ operations. EPZ

operators consider them potential production uncertainties that they should cushion

thernsdves against by ensuring that they are eliminated before the investment process
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begins. WEPZA defends investors when they demand for union free enviromnents by

saying that the high risks and difficulties ofdoing business in developing countries force

investors to seek incentive packages that can cushion them against these risks (WEPZA,

1996, para. 3).

These union uncertainty risk arguments, therefore, force govermnents to cede both

national and intemationa labour laws.

On the other hand, unions are often said"to act as monopolists always striving to improve

their wages and working conditions at the expense of capital holders, consumers and

unorganized labour. They have also been known to use their political power to oppose"

reforms and win high wages, which either reduce business profits or are passed over to

consumers (World Bank, 1995, negative effects section, para. 1-3). The union risk

uncertainty factor, therefore, conflicts with the demands of modern trade, which demand

for operations under the lowest risks possible.

Armed with these facts, EPZ investors approach developing country govermnents

desperate for foreign investment to have these impediments removed to enable them set

up flawless operations. This is where a state is forced to cede both its national labour

laws and the ILO conventions ofwhich it is the custodian of, on behalfof the larger ILO

and its citizens in general. An incident that brings this out is one where the Pakistani

govermnent told the ILO that it was not in a position to correct major legal violations of

trade union rights in its EPZs because the repressive laws in question represented a

precondition set by foreign companies for investment (ICFru cited in Jauch, 2002,

section 2, para. 7). In support of this view Indian EPZ investors have been quoted as

saying that among the many EPZ incentives on offer, they chose to invest in EPZs to take

advantage of the anti-union climate that enabled them to reduce production costs and

multiply their added value which helped them stay competitive in the international

rnaIket (ICFTIJ, 1996. anti union repression section, para. 2).

The violation of the above-mentioned ILO conventions shows that the ILO as an

internatiomllabour regulatory body has had a minimal impact on EPZ operations. Some

of the cases previewed above and in previons chapters indicate an outright violation of
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these conventions not only by EPZ companies but also by EPZ host governments many

ofwhich have ratified these conventions.

WEPZA sums up this section by saying that most of the countries of the world are

opposed to ceding to an international body their sovereign right to set and enforce labour

regulations (WEPZA, 1996, para.7). Thus the ILO conventions and resolutions seem not

to be strong enough to help reduce the EPZ employer-employee labour relations gap as

part of this labour relations gap seems to emanate from the ceding of ILO conventions

and resolutions by their custodians at national levels (EPZ host governments).

Other ILO related organizations have tried to tackle the growing EPZ employer

employee labour relations' gap from a different perspective. One such organization is the

ICFfU, which seeks to bind MNEs, and their associates into an agreement to apply some

minirmm work related standards in their EPZ operations around the world in an effort to

redoce the growing EPZ employer-employee labour relations' gap in the zones. Below

the ICFfU initiative is reviewed.

6.5 The EPZ employer-employee labour relations' gap and the International

Confederation of Free Trade Unions (lCFTU)IInternational Trade Secretaries (ITS)

Basic Code ofLabour Practice

"Universal respect of the seven key ILO conventions would prevent the most
extreme forms ofexploitation andfierce competition. It would not put an end to
the comparative advantages ofthe developing countries but it would establish a
process whereby working conditions can be steadily improved as trade develops,
in particular by concentrating on an improvement in productivity" (ICFfU, 1996,
social clause section, para5).

The 11 Ith meeting of the ICFlU Executive Board in December 1997 adopted a text for a

Basic Code of Conduct covering Labour Practices. The ICFTUIITS Working Party on

MNE's developed the text of the code. The aim of the code was to establish a minimlDll

list of standards that ought to be included in all codes of conduct covering labour

practices. The code together with others is meant to apply to the international operations

ofMNEs. It is aimed at limiting the worst forms ofabuse and exploitation caused by the
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internatioml competition to attract investment as governments are increasingly failing to

observe the basic internationally recognized standards with respect to working conditions

and the rights ofworkers (ICFIU, 1997, para. 1-2).

The purpose of the ICFfU code is to promote the primacy of international labour

standards and the inclusion of trade union rights in codes of conduct covering labour

practices as labour exploitation and abuse cannot be separated from the repression of

workers. It thus emphasizes that codes of conduct must incorporate freedom of

association and the right to collective bargaining (lCF1U, 1997, para. 3).

The scope and extent to which the code will apply to the labour practices of a company's

contractors, subcontractors and principal suppliers, will have to be determined in each

case (ICFIU, 1997, para. 5).

This section reviews the ICF1UIITS Code of Labour Practice taking into consideration

the bias of the ICFIU towards the preference of unions as part of the regulatOIy process

of MNE behaviour in EPZs. Specific attention is paid to two of the eight provisions in

article 5 and articles 6 & 7 in the closing section that are ofparticular relevance to labour

relations in EPZs, where some limitations in its application as a labour regulatory tool are

highlighted.

The ICFIU (1997, provisions section) summarizes the contents ofthe ICFIU code under

eight provisions, which in summary, oblige every adopting company and its associates to

ensure that:

.• Employment is freely chosen;

• There is no discrimination in employment;

• Child labour is not used;

• Freedom ofassociation and the right to colloctive bargaining are respected;

• Living wages are paid;

• Hours ofwork are not excessive;

• Working conditions are d:cent;
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• The .employment relationship is established.

6.5.1 Areas these code (lCFTUIITS) conflicts with the demands of international

trade

The provisions of the ICFTU code that are in conflict with intematioml business and or

are regularly violated by companies involved in EPZ activities include most provisions in

the empoyment section ofarticle 5. This section states:

"Employment isfreely chosen - There shall be no use offorced, including bonded
or involuntary prison, labour ... Nor shall workers be required to lodge "deposits"
or their identity papers with their employer" (ICFTU, 1997, article 5).

A report in the MNU (Oct 2001, Alcoa fires 186 workers in Ciudad Acuna, Mexico to

eliminate workers committee, para. 10) indicates that workers in Mexico dismissed for

union activi1y, find it difficult to get other jobs as the maquiladora owners and the city

government circulated blacklists with names of the dismissed workers involved in union

activities. This makes them easy to identify because when they are in the process of

seeking employment, their names are crosschecked with those in the blacklist to clear or

reject them for employment. This has also happened in El Salvador where the

government issues anti-union "certificates ofgood conduct" (ICFTU, 1996, government

indifference section, para. 7), which has also been mentioned the previous chapter.

While in Burma prison labour is used in EPZ operations adds theMNU (Sept 2001, Vo!.

5(3), Wal-Mart caught buying from Bunna section).

The other provision in article 5 that has often been regularly violated is the one that

provides for the freedom ofassociation and the right to collective bargaining in the work

place. The rrovision states:

"Freedom ofassociation and the right to collective bargaining are respected 
The right ofall workers to form andjoin trade unions and to bargain collectively
shall be recognized (/LO Conventions 87 and 98). Workers representatives shall
not be the subject of discrimination and shall have access to all workplaces
necessary to enable them to carry out their representationfunctions '" Employers
shall adopt a positive approach towards the activities oftrade unions and an open
attitude towards their organizational activities" (lCFTU, 1997, article 5).
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This provision has been heavily violated by both EPZ host governments and fInns

involved in EPZ operations. These violations have been reviewed in previous chapters

and in other sections of this chapter.

In its closing section articles 6 and 7 of the ICFfU code, the ICFTU tries to bind MNE

associates in the zooes to the provisiom mentioned in this code. Article 6, states:

"Contractors, subcontractors, principal suppliers and licensees (franchise
holders) shall undertake to support and co-operate in the implementation and
monitoring of this code by... informing, verbally and in writing, the workers
concernedofthe provisions ofthis Code; and, refrainingfrom disciplinary action,
dismissal or otherwise discriminating against any worker for providing
iriformation concerning observance ofthis code" (ICFfU, 1997, article 6).

The first problem this article may encmmter is that of disclosure as the disclosure of

MNE contracting parties in developing cmmtry EPZs has been an issue NGOs have been

campaigning to have MNFs accept However, MNEs have been resisting the pressure

thrust upon them by various workers rights campaigners to force them to disclose their

contracting partners in developing country EPZs. An incident where a group of students

at the university of Toronto campaigning for workers rights under the "No Sweat"

campaign, forced their university to sign a code which, among other demands, compelled

it to disclose MNE subcontracting factories where it sourced its apparel from is recorded

in the MNU (Sept 2001, Vo!. 5(3), MSN launches "No Sweat" Campaign section).

Campaigners are also lobbying the US federal government to sign a policy of disclosure

whereby any fIrm selling gannent items to it, must disclose the developing country EPZ

factolY where the item was 'made (MNU, Sept 2001, Vo!. 5(3), Starting your own "No

Sweat" Campaign section).

Campaigners are doing this as it has become hard due to the many disguises available in

modem business that enable MNEs to cover themselves and their activities in their

overseas operations. MNEs, on their part, worry that disclosure could jeopardize their

developing country operations and home country markets considering that labour

legislationin developing countries may be (purposefiily) inferior in their home countries.
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Most worker rights groups capitalize upon this fact, to discredit MNE operations and

engineer conswner boycotts of their products. Companies that have suffered such fates

include Wal-Mart Canada which in 1999, was awarded the "Sweatshop retailer of the

year" award by the Stop Sweatshops activists after a heavy press campaign discrediting

the company for the constant labour rights violations by its associate companies in

developing cOlmtry EPZs (MNU, June 2000, Vol 5(2), Wal-Mat nominated section). The

associates of Liz Claibome have also been accused of mistreating their workers in

Horouras, though the accusations happen in the US, Liz Claiborre's major market

(lCFI1J, 1996, working hours section). Disclosure, therefore, endangers the image ofthe

MNE and its home country markets.

Article 7, acts as an enforcement 1001 for the whole code. It states,

"Contractors, subcontractors, principal suppliers and licensees (franchise
holders) found to be in breach of one or more terms of the code shall lose the
right to produce or organize production ofgoods for (name ofcompany) or 10

provide servicesfor (name ofcompany)" (ICFTU, 1997, article 6).

This article tries to enforce the applicationof the above provisions among MNE associate

partners operating mostly in developing country EPZs. A shortcoming of this section is

that it mainly relies on the goodwill of MNEs for implementation. However as an

interested party and the principle violator of labour regulations MNEs seem to be weak

labour law enforcement structures entrusted with the responsibility of enforcing labour

regulations on their partners. If a company like Wal-Mart can buy goods from Burmese

EPZ 'producers considering that the country has been under international economic

sanctions for the last 12 years and that prison labour is used in the Burmese EPZs as

stated in the MNU (Sept 2001, Vo!. 5(3), Wal-Mart caught buying from Burma section)

then it can be concluded that MNEs are not in any position to regulate their contracting

partners.

Another shortcoming of this code is that it aims at promoting the freedom ofassociation

and the rights to collective bargaining MNEs subcontractor operations in EPZs. This has

been a controversial and contentious issue in EPZ operations. MNEs have used labour
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rights as bargaining tools whie EPZ host governments, on the otl:er hand, have supported

them in handling EPZ workers by repressing any form of organization labour demands.

Such incidents have been recorded in an ICFJU article, which sums up the EPZ workers

plight when it says that, in most EPZ labour conflicts, governments choose not to apply

thelaw. No action is taken against labour rights violating enterprises, the fmes imposed

by the law are not collected and complaints filed by the trade unions are often ignored.

The report continues to say that, the repression of trade union movements not only comes

from employers but also from public authorities too, as protest movements are regularly

repressed by the police while trade union activists are also at the mercy ofparamilitary

groups and security guards working in collusion with enterprise owners (ICFJU, 1996,

government indifference section, para 1 & repression section, para. 1-2).

Considering the importance attached to foreign investment as an economic developnent

tool by developing countries, MNEs seem to have thus set the labour rights agenda and

EPZ host countries have submitted to it.

Thus when the state and MNEs form a coalition against labour, the coalition is quite

formidable such that opposition from outside tends not to have any effect. This, therefore,

calls for" the exploration of an alternative approach if labour rights issues are to be

addressed by both MNEs and EPZ host governments, as the lCFJU basic code of labour

practice seems to have failed to penetrate this relationship. A new approach, therefore,

needs to be explored in an effort to reduce this growing employer-employee labour

relations' gap.

As a large number of MNEs investing in developing country EPZs are from developed

countries a mnltilateral organization in the developed countries drew up a frameworl< that

has often been invoked as a tool that can possibly help reduce the employer-employee

labour relations gap in developing country EPZs. Below the Organization for Economic

Corporation and Developmert (OECD) guidelines for MNEs are reviewed
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6.6 The EPZ employer-employee labour relations' gap and the Organization for

Economic Corporation and Development (OECD) Guidelines for MNEs

The OECD Guidelines for MNEs are recornmendaions to enterprises made by the

governments of OECD member countries. Their aim is to ensure the operations ofMNEs

are in harmony with the policies of their host governments. These guidelines are part of

the Declaration on international investment and MNEs adopted in 1976 by OECD

member countries although they are not binding (KaTI, 1999:89).

Their basic approach is built upon the premise that internationally agreed guidelines can

help prevent misunderstandings and build an atmosphere ofconfidence and predictability

between busines>, labour and governments. The OECD countries also support the

positive contribution; of MNEs and try to resolve the problems that arise as a result of

their activities, with the hope of improving the welfare and living standards of all the

people invdved (KaTl, 1999:90).

The OECD guidelines are divided into several chapters that cover the range of MNE

activities. The chapters deal with: general policy, information disclosure, competition,

financing, taxation, employment and industrial relations, environment and science and

technology (KaTl, 1999: 90-91).

This section reviews the OECD guidelines for MNEs bearing in mind that they were

initially drawn up to regulate MNE behaviour within the OECD region. With the call

from various forums for their application in MNE operation; worldwide this section

explores this possibility, paying particular emphasis to their application on MNE

operations in EPZs. As the OECD code covers a broad range of issues concerning MNE

activities this section dwells specifically on the chapter dealing with employment and

industrial conditions.

In the OECD chapter that addresses employment and industrial relations MNEs are

encouraged to:
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• Respect the right of their employees to be represented by trade unions ... and

engage in constructive negotiations with them onemployment issues;

• Provide assistance and information to empl~ee representatives;

• Provide infoonation for a true and fair view ofthe performance ofthe enterprise;

• Observe standards of employment and industrial relations not less favourable

than; those observed by comparable employers in the host courtry;

• Utilize, train and prepare for the upgrading oftheir labour force;

• Provide reasonable prior notice ofchanges in operations in particular on intended

closures and collective layoffs;

• Refrain fiom discriminatory practices in their employment polices;

• Not exercise unfair influence over bona fide negotiations with employee's

representatives;

• Enable authorized representatives of their employees to conduct negotiations on

collective bargaining or labour management relations with management

representatives authorized to take decisions on matters at hand (Karl, 1999:91

92).

6.6.1 Areas these code (OECD) conflicts with the demands of international trade

Considering that the OECD guidelines for MNEs were compiled with intra-OECD

investment and industry in consideration as mentioned above, their application in

developing countries and specifically in EPZs, as some human rights activists such as

Karl (1999) in his works on "The OECD guidelines for MNEs" have claimed, would

demand for a review of some of the guidelines. The differences in developing and

developed country economic systems and levels ofparticipation in international trade call

for a differentiated set of policy guidelines, rules and regulations for the two different

participating players. Developing countries have difficulties participating in international

trade as indicated by Madeley in his book "Trade and the poor" where he says that

developing countries earnings from merchandise trade especially during the 1980s fell

steeply in real terms, presenting a disastrous picture for the resource-poor African and

Latin American regions as they continue to have less for their developnental pUIJlOses.

These falls in earnings for Africa, he argues have been severe, as schemes to compensate
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for them such as the Lome Convention and development aid have proved to be

inadequate (Madeley, 1992:2).

Due to their weak economic systems and low levels ofparticipation in international trade

developing countries have been encouraged to increase their levels of participation in

.intematioml trade. They have responded by establishing EPZs and have granted them a

variety ofincentives, which include concession; on labour laws.

DECD and non-DECD, MNEs, on the other hand, have taken advantage of the desperate

position developing countries find themselves in as they try to attract foreign inves1ment.

This has led campaigns by various woIters and hrnnan rights groups for the application

of the DEeD guidelines on MNE operations around the world. However, ifthe guidelines

were to be applied on a worldwide basis then a conflict would arise between international

trade and the applicationof the DEeD, MNE guidelines.

Reviewed below are some sections of the employment and industrial relations chapter in

the DECD code that seem to conflict with the demands of international trade and

particularly with MNE activities in developing country EPZs.

The first article in the employment and industrial relations chapter states that: MNEs

should:

.. ...respect the right oftheir employees to be represmted by trade unions ... and
engage in constructive negotiations with them on employment issues" (Kar~

1999:91). .

This has been a right that has been heavily violated. This has been highlighted in both the

preceding chapters and other sections of this chapter.

Article 6, of the same chapter seems also to conflict with the demands of international

trade operations as it states that: MNEs should:

.. ...provide reasonable prior notice of changes in operations in particular on
intended closures and collective layoffs" (Kat!, 1999:92).
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This, although a very reasonable requirement especially on the side of employees, has its

limitations too. Intermtional trade is rather dynamic in nature. MaIkets can be created in

one moment and closed in another. Where a country may have its preferential maIkets

closed due to issues that are political in nature, exporters in such kind of a country may

have to immediately relocate to more favourable areas to maintain their markets and their

relationslips with their associates. For example, MNEs that were located in Burmabefore

its international economic isolation would defiantly have to relocate to more favourable

regions as soon as the isolation began, the speed at which they may require to move may

prevent them from providing priornotice to employees.

The other issue that may hinder the effectiveness Qf this provision is the volatility of

international capital. This unpredictability may force a finn to relocate its operations

almost overnight to a more capital stable enviromnent without enough time to abide with

this section of this code. The 1999, Asian financial crisis is an example of this kind of a

. situation. In Indonesia many small MNEs insist on the right to layoff workers during a

crisis, which they usually do because a large number of them are susceptible to capital

fluctuation; (Marther, 1988:148-149). Where production also becomes expensive due to

country specific factors MNEs have been forced to shift to cheaper locations such as the

case of Madagascar, which is attracting more investors from Mauritius where labour is

scarce and wages, are high (Romero, 1995, EPZs and job creation soction, para. 2-9).

Article 9, of the same section clashes with the dynamic nature of MNE interaction,

investment and ownership as it states that: MNEs should

" ...enable authorized representatives oftheir employees to conduct negotiations
on collective bargaining or labour management relations with management
representatives authorized to take dedsions on matters at hand" (Kar!, 1999:92).

MNEs or their associates producing in developing countries have violated this clause. In

Namibia, the Narnibian EPZ management company which manages the zones, sets up

forums whereby EPZ companies and unions interact although unions feel that these

forums are not taken seriously by EPZ investors who merely send junior staff to the

meetings (Endresen & Jauch, undated, strikes section, para 1-3).
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On the other hand, this provision first poses a problem due to the difficulty and inability

of the authorized workers representatives to identifY the decision making body of the

MNE and the ability of the MNE to hide behind its complex corporate structure as stated

by Meeran (1999) in his article "The unveiling TNCs" where he says:

" ...using complex and confusing corporate structures, MNEs have been able 10
distance and separate the parent companyfrom the local operating subsidiaries,
thereby protecting the MNEfrom legal liability" (Meeran, 1999:162).

lbis is also reinforced by the various existing international business relationships that

allow MNEs to form various associations and their subsidiarieswith others, which proves

quite difficult to determine their real ownership, and is further, compounded by the

raising developing country MNE partnerships with those in developed countries. The

aspect of first trying to establish the decision making branch of management of a

company proves to be the most challenging task for workers representatives considering

that the management of an MNE subsidiary in one country may not even know the

location of the real parent body of their company. Addo (1999:10) adds that it is often

difficult to identifY the controlling mind ofa MNE because responsibilities are dissipated

widely across the organization.

Most MNEs, on the other hand, are not also ready to disclose their ownership and

management structures for competition and stability reasons among many others while it

is not also alegal requirement in som: countries to do so.

An OEeD study on "Employment and labour standards" cited by Karl (1999:95)

concluded that the OEeD guidelines had a role to play as a voluntary instrument in

promoting responsible MNE behaviour, a role which could be enhanced by MNE home

and host countries making it known, that they expected them (MNFs) to follow the

guidelines worldwide. However, this role when applied intemationally may encounter

some limitations such as those of sovereignty and comparative advantage as well as the

constantly changing patterns in the glohil trading environment.
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Critics also say that the guidelines do not go far enough in ensuring that MNEs comply

with national law and practice, while others say they go beyond national standards in

some areas (Karl, 1999:94).

The articles reviewed in this section create the impression that the OECD guidelines go

beyond national standards and, therefore, may not fully redress the EPZ employer

employee labour relations gap. Consequently to minimize this employer-employee labour

relation's gap alternative regulatoJY frameworks need to be inve!tigated.

The ILO Tripartite Declaration of Principles concerning MNEs followed the OECD

guidelines on MNEs in 1977, with the aim of working with individual states and MNEs

to stabilize labour relations among;t the state, labour and MNEs.

Below, the!LO Tripartite Declarationof Principles concerning MNEs is reviewed

6.7 The EPZ employer-employee labour relations' gap and the ILO Tripartite

Declaration of Principles Concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy

The ILO declaration ofprinciples concerning MNEs is a reaction to the changing state of

internatioml trade and the rise of MNEs as powerful global players in this trade. The

emergent nature of international trade has exerted pressure on existing lLO regulatOly

instrumeIts, which in some cases have been abandoned in the quest for investmelt and

economic development. As MNEs and their host and home governments have taken the

central role in determining trends in international trade, weaker participants in this

process such as their EPZ workers, their organizations and campaigners have become

disenfranchised

The Tripartite Declaration has five broad sections, each covering a specific workplace

related issue.

In 1972, the !LO convened a Tripartite Meeting of Experts on the relationship between

MNEs and social policy, which recommended an ILO program ofresearch and study. In

1976, it convened a Tripartite Advisory Meeting on the relationship of MNEs and social

policy for the purpose of reviewing the ILO program of research and suggesting
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appropriate ILO action in the social and labour field. These two and subsequent tripartite

related meetings of experts finally came up with the Tripartite Declaration of Principles

covering all areas ofILO concern, relating to the social aspects ofMNE activities which

was adopted in 1977. However, the declaration is not binding (lLO, 1977, preamble

section).

The ILO then invited member cOlmtries, concerned employers' and workers'

organizations and the MNEs operating in their territories to observe the principles

embodied in the Declaration (lLO, 1977, preamble section).

This.section reviews the ILO Declaration of Principles covering MNEs considering that

the ILO's position is an extension to that of the workers. As most of the provisions are

almost similar to those of other already reviewed codes such as the OECD and the ILO

agreements argwnents similar to those earlier presented may inadvertently appear but

. shall be suwortive ofeach other.

The section first summarizes sections of the provisions before exploring the areas and

articles that appear to be in conflictwith international trade.

The Declarationhas five broad sections each covering a specific worlqllace related issue.

These sectiOIl5 include:

• Preamble

• General polices

• Employment

> Equality ofemployment

> Security ofemployment

> Training

• Conditions ofwork and life

> Wages, benefits and conditions of work

> Safety and heallb

• Industrial relations

> Freedom ofassociations and the right to Olganize collective bargaining



~ Examinaion of grievances

~ Settlement ofindustrial disputes

6.7.1 Preamble section

The preamble seetion recognizes the contribution MNEs make and have made in the

economic growth of developing countries in terms of human and social aspects. But it

warns thatMNE activities may lead to abuse or concentration ofpower and conflictswith

workers interests. It further calls for all governments' support, action and assistance in

upholding and enforcing their laws. The stakeholders as mentioned above, are

governments, employers and workers organizations as well as MNEs. The section

concludes by stating that its aim is to guide stakeholders by adopting ILO principles in

their operaions though the Declaration is voluntary.

6.7.2 General policies section

TIlls seetion starts by reaffirming the sovereignty of individual states emphasizing the

respect for national laws and international UN and !LO standards. It encourages

governments to implement !LO conventions while appealing to MNEs to act in harmony

with local law and consult with local labour where necessary.

6.7.3 Employment section

TIlls section starts by emphasizing the need for governments to promote employment

creation while highlighting the need for MNEs to consult with employers and workers

organizations before starting operations in host countries. It also stresses the need for

MNEs to adopt employment-generating technologies in their operations and calls on

themto give employees reasonable notice should they decide to close down or relocate. It

also calls iJr MNEs to develop employment related training polices.

6.7.4 Conditions ofwork section

The section calls upon MNEs to provide adequate healthy and safe working conditions

and try to observe the highest industrial standards possible in theiroperations.
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6.7.5 Industrial relations section

lIDs section underscoces the need for MNEs to observe standards not less favourable to

those existing in their host countries and allow workers the rights to collective bargaining

and the rights to fonn andjoin unions without any undue interference.

6.7.6 Areas this Declaration conflicts with the demands of international trade

As with all the other codes of conduct reviewed above, parts of the ILD Tripartite

DecImation ofPrinciples concerning MNEs conflict with the operations of MNEs and the

development objectives cf the state in this dynamic phase of international trade.

Articles 10 and 13 compliment each other and reinforce the state's role as the principle

determinant of what economic system to follow and what adjustments to make in their

efforts to achieve their economic objectives. By establishing EPZs the state sets out to

accomplish its export oriented economic development objectives, while making the

required favourable industrial establishment adjustments by offering MNE investors'

special incentives.

Article 10, ofthe U:claration states:

"JJNEs ... activities should be in harmony with the development priorities and
social aims and structure of the country in which they operate... " (lLD, 1977,
article 10).

On the otha hand article 13 states:

" ... govemments should declare and pursue, as a major goal, an active policy
designed to promote full, productive and freely chosen employment... " (lLD,
1977, article 13).

These articles seem also to be supported or support similar ones in the Lima Declaration

previewed elsewhere in this chapter.

The selected articles that are in conflict with the demands of international trade inclooe

articles 16, 26, 45 and 48.

Article 16, poses a dilemma 10 EPZ host govenments and MNEs. This article states:
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"MNEs, particularly when operating in developing countries, should endeavour
to increase employment opportunities and standards, taking into account the
employment policies and objectives of the governments ... " (lLO, 1977, article
16).

Considering that MNEs are attracted to developing countries due to the low wage rates

available they are thus in confonnity with the first part ofarticle 16. However, the second

part ofthe article usually stirs controversy since it emphasizes the respect ofhost country

employment policies. In the EPZ sector national employment policies particularly

regarding labour legislation often favour MNEs. EPZ host governments usually set lower

labour standards than those of home country MNEs or suspend them altogether. This has

caused an EPZ employer-employee labour relations gap, as the ceding of labour

legislation to investors orthe refusal by host country EPZ and labour structures to enforce

labour legislation contributes to 1he abuse oflabour rights in the zcnes.

An ICFIU survey on labour legislation in EPZs noted that although only a few countries

have enacted laws explicitly restricting trade union rights, violations oftrade union rights

still occur. This has been attributed to the difficulties of monitoring and enforcing

national legislation as obstacles such as physical demarcation, heavy security and entry

permit requirements limit trade unions in their efforts to reach and organi:ze EPZ workers

(Jauch, 2002, section 2, para 6).

On the other hand, the impact ofEPZs on job creation is also high as estimates show that

for every one job created in an EPZ, one job outside the zone is also created, adds the

ICFTIJ (1996, balance sheef section, para 5). This aspect makes it hard for the

government to ignore the demands made by MNEs against the plight of labour

considering their high levels of unemployment and underemployment. They, therefore,

prefer to disregard labours' predicament and instead choose to accommodate the benefits

generated by EPZ investors. They even use this as an investmert attracticn tool adds the

ICFTIJ (1996, anti union repression section, para 6).

MNEs, on the other hand, demand union free enviromnents without which they threaten

not to invest or even pull out ofa host country zone. One such incident is reported in the

ICFTIJ (1996, we're closing section, para 2) where an EPZ firm threatened to move
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from the Dominican Republic to a union free zone in Mexico when workers made an

attempt b fonn and join a union

TIlls shows the mture ofconflict that exits between the EPZ host governmmts labour and

MNEs, all in their quest to participate in export oriented international trade.

Article 26 ofthe ILO declaration seems to replicate article 6 (employment and industrial

relations section) of the OECD guidelines for MNEs, which also has the same provision.

The ILO veISion is contained in article 26 and states:

"In considering changes in operations (including those resulting from mergers,
takeovers or transfers of production), which would have major employment
effects, multinational enterprises should provide reasonable notice of such
changes to the appropriate government authorities and representatives of the
workers" (ILO, 1977, article 26).

TIlls provision conflicts with international business as technological and other

innovations, capital maJket fluctuations, sudden closure or erection of export/import

maIket barriers, mergers; acquisitions and global political events may very suddenly

render the production ofan export item either expensive or obsolete. TIlls may, therefore,

call for an equally rapid adjustment by the affected firms such that many may fail to

adhere to this provision The 1999 Asian financial crisis is such an example and the

(2001) bombing of the World Trade Centre in the USA that affected a large number of

airlines among other businesses around the world where many had to adjust by cutting

jobs to avoid closing down TIlls section, therefore, is in conflict with demands of

internatioml trade and in the long run rnay not be adhered to. (N.B. The same arguments

under the OrcD guidelines article 6 also apply here).

Article 41 ofthe ILO Declaration is also a replicate, though with slight variations of lLO

conventions 87 and 98, as well as the ICFIU code article 5, under the provisions section

bearing the heading freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining and the

OECD guidelines under the employment and industrial relations chapter article 1.

Articles 41, 45 and 48 ofthe ILO Declaration seem also to conflict with the demands of

internatioml trade. Article 41 states:
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"Workers employed by lJNEs ... should, without discrimination whatsoever, have
the right to establish and, ... to join organizations oftheir own choosing without
previous authorization. They should also e,yoy adequate protection against acts
ofanti-union discrimination in respect oftheir employment" (ILO, 1977, article
41). Article 45 urges governments "not to offer special investment-promotion
incentives that include limitations on the right ofworkers to join trade unions of
their choice and to organize and bargain collectively" (ILO, 1977, article 41).
While article 48 states: "Workers in lJNEs should have the right, in accordance
with national law and practice, to have representative organizations of their
choice, recognized for the purpose of collective bargaining (lLD, 1977, article
48).

These articles fall into the same category, as article 16, where the place oftrade unions in

EPZ based !inns has been a contentious one. Since MNEs, the principle players in EPZ

. activities in developing cOlmtries have rejected the fonnation ofunions in their fmns EPZ

host governments have turned the call for a union free EPZ operating environment, into

an investment attraction promotional tool. A large number of MNEs have moved or

threaten:d to move into union free zones should their employees decide to organize, as

indicated in the ICFfU (1996, we're closing section).

EPZ host countries have, therefore, legislated against unions, as they cannot afford to lose

investors and thus face the dilemma of becoming more sensitive to the needs of MNEs

than to those of its workers adds the ICFTIJ (1996, Globalization section, para. 4). (NB.

The arguments in related sections in the ILO conventious and the rCFfU code also apply

here).

Although the lLO Tripartite D"eclaration of Principles concerning MNEsis a response to

the international cry for a guiding code on labour practices, a more credible follow-up .

procedure to the Tripartite Declaration is long overdue adds Justice (undated, a role for

the ILO section, para.1). This statement sums up the inadequacy of the ILO Tripartite

Declaration as a regulatory tool that can be used to reduce the EPZ employer-employee

labour relation's gap.

The dynamic nature of international business, competition and promotion has given

impetus to the concept of self-regulation with the use of codes of conduct as part of the

MNE regulatory tools in the m3I!Y spheres of their operations including labour relations.
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Below some selected MNE codes of conduct/ethics are reviewed with particular

em{IDasis put on their application in EPZs as employer-employee labour regulatOly

framewOlks.

6.8 The EPZ employer-employee lahour relations' gap, ethics and corporate codes

of conduct/ethics

With the suspension of national legislation on EPZ operations and the swift and

unpredictaHe changes in international trade, coupled with a stagnant and static legislative

environment and an increase in labour abuses, a regulatory framewoIk that could keep up

with these changes in EPZ operations was therefore required. MNEs, therefore,

introdu:ed codes of conduct'ethics as regulatozy framewoIks so as to be seeo to be

operating within certain moral rules and regulations.

6.8.1 What are ethics?

Ethics are a netwoIk of personal concepts, which vary according to persons and their

experiences. It is the study of conduct and moral judgment where moral judgment is the

ability to disfingnish right from wrong (Carland, JA, Carland, J.W. & Aby: 1992:65).

6.8.2 Why Ethics?

Cadand, et al., (1992:65) say that the fast pace, constant competition, global interests and

releotless demands for excellence have taken their toll on the moral fabric of society

which is a single gradual process through which ethical standards can be eroded. The

greatest threat to ethical behaviour they say is indifference. They conclude that the belief

that individual actions or inactions and personal methods to succeed are unimportant and

do not matter is the first step to moral recay.

In response to these changes self-regulation with the nse of corporate codes of

conduct'ethics was adopted by some MNEs especially those involved in manufacturing,

subcontracting or purchasing from developing country EPZ based fmns.

A large number ofMNEs involved in EPZ operations drew up codes ofconductJethics to

guide their operations ani involvement in international trade.
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A survey conducted in 1984 by the centre for business ethics at Bently College on a poll

of the 1984 Fortune listed 500 industrial and 500 service companies revealed that most

MNEs favoured self-regulatory subsystems. lhe survey revealed that:

• 800/0 ofthe largest industrial and service companies bad taken steps to incorporate

ethical values in their Olganizations;

• 93% ofthe surveyed companies hadwritten codes ofethics;

.• 44% had social audits covering diverse areas including MNE overseas conduct

On the basis of the survey the centre for business ethics concluded "corporations are

much more concemed with ethics than in the past and have taken positive steps to

incorporate ethics into their activities" (Werner1992: 65).

This shows that codes of conductlethics have gained wide recognition, as they seem to

suit the dynamic nature of MNE activities and have been proposed as instruments that

can help regulate MNE activities internationally, especially where legal instruments have

been unable to keep up with the dynamic nature and demands of international trade.

Initially corporate codes of conduct/ethics were adopted as a result of a negative

experience a compmy had gone through. Justice (undated, something is new section,

para 6) supports this view but Zadeck & Forstarter (1999:69-70) disagree as their

research showed that although companies responded to civil campaigns these campaigns

did not affect their share prices and dividends.

6.8.3 Def"mition

Corporate codes of conductlethics are policies that set out principles for corporate

behaviour in a company's social and labour practices. Despite the fact that most

companies have internal codes that govern their operations, the most prominent ones are

those drawn up by companies operating on a regional or glo1:nl basis, which cover a wide

range of issues such as labour-related questions involving equality of opportunity and

treatm:nt, safety and health at the worlqJlace, training and labour relations says Romero

(1995, box 6, para 1-3).
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According to Otapski & lsaacs (1992: 232) codes of conduct/ethics are tools for moral

action, which MNFs have formulated. outlining their standards for moral conduct. They

conclude by saying that ifthese codes are properly fOrnlulated and implemented they can

become useful in reinforciIll the MNEs moral responsibilities, which they say should

spring from within the C(J]1pany.

The US apparel industry defmes corporate codes of conduct as voluntarily developed

policy statements that define ethical business operating standards for companies and are

mainly directed to consumers to inform them about the principles that they follow in their

business operations (Codes of conduct in the US apparel industry, undated, section B,

para. I).

The three definitions above compliment each other as they express the same views

although from different perspectives. They emphasize that codes are drawn up with the

intentionofguiding companies onhow to carry out their business op:rations.

6.8.4 Tbe growth in tbe use of corporate codes of conduct

The US apparel industry says that most US MNEs have adopted codes of conduct for a

variety of reasons. These reasons include; social responsibility, pressure from

competitors, labour unions, the media, consumer groups, shareholders, worker rights

advocates and the encouragement from the US government to adopt model business

principles for their overseas operations (Codes of conduct in the US apparel industry,

undated. Rationale for adopting codes ofconduct section, para. I).

The recent development of new codes and the improvement of old ones is attributed to

the changing trends in international trade although most companies adopting new codes

are responding to negative publicity generated by reports of dangerous worlcing

conditions, inhumane working hours, starvation wages, brutality and widespread use of

child labour involved in the production process of labour intensive manufactures. These

codes are intended to protect all workers associated with a company's production process

especially at the international level where workers are more vulnerable to exploitation by

MNE contractors adds Justice, (undated, Some~ is new !ection).
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There seems to be an agreement from the views expressed by the three authors above that

MNE corporate codes of conduct/ethics were a response to the negative publicity

generated especially from their overseas operations. The ceding of national labour laws

by developing COlllltries and the use of contractors in developing COlllltry EPZs,

contributed to the creation of an employer-employee labour relations gap, which unions

and other wOlker campaign groups were quick to expose.

In response to this employer-employee labour relations gap MNEs drafted codes of

conduct/ethics to guide their overseas operations and extended their application to their

contractors.

The demands of international trade seem to have influenced the application of MNE

codes ofcorouct/ethics lD an international basis.

6.8.5 The content of company codes ofconduct/ethics

Most corporate codes of conduct/ethics seem to contain the same provisions the only

difference is the way they state them. A review of some MNE corporate codes ofconduct

drafted by prominent MNEs associated with EPZ operations listed below reveals this.

These comparies inchxie:

Gap, Wal-Mart, Kmart, Sara Lee, Phillips-Van Heusen, Sears, Roebuck& Co., Hudsons

Bay, Jones Apparel Group Inc, Levi Strauss, Liz Claibome, Nike and Reebok among

many others.

The core provisions fOlllld in allthe cores include:

• The respect for national laws;

• No discrimination;

• No forced labour;

• No child labour;

• Reasooable wages and working hours (the legally required minimum wage or the

industrial standa-d wage);

• Legally required safe and healthy working conditions;

• Freedom of association and the rights to collective bargaining (except Sara Lee

Inc).
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These conditions, the codes state, should also be adopted by their international

contractors and or suppliers in their operations especially those based in developing

country EPZs.

To ensure that their contractors and other associates implement these codes MNEs use a

monitoring system where their own monitors or contracted monitors make surprise

compliance inspection visits.

Warnings are given where violations are observed and if they persist contracts are

tennimted.

6.8.6 Why codes of conduct/ethics are not effective EPZ employer-employee labour.

regulatory instruments

Many EPZ wmkers campaigners, regard corporate codes of conduct/ethics as public

relations instrumeIts as most EPZ workers never get to know oftheir existence.

Some workers campaign groups have referred to them as public relations stunts for

consumers in the west as EPZ workers in developing countries never hear of these codes

adds Slatlery (2002, para. 8). Justice (undated, giving codes effect section, para. I)

supports this view when he contends that most codes of conduct are public relations

exercises and companies adopting them appear to have little intention of doing anything

to implem::nt and monitor complian:e with them.

However, even with the application of corporate codes of conduct/ethics violations

abound. Various violations of the above listed MNE codes of conduct/ethics have been

observed

Gap lne. contractors in various regions were reported to be ordering mandatory

pregnancy testing, obligatory overtime, limited access to health care, poor working

conditions verbal harassment while freedom of association (the right to organize) was

totally prohibited The Gap code of conduct was totally unknown by almost all

contracting company employees intervie\\ed Where it existed it was posted away from

workers (in the managements' offices) and was written in a language they did not
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understand (NLC, undated, Newtex: Olocuilta, El Salvador), (LiD, 1999, in other words

money talks section) & (The news Gazette, 1999, protestors nnrch on Gap store).

Wal-Mart contractors were found to have violated the Wal-Mart code as forced overtime,

poor working conditions, verbal abuse, denial of permission to seek medical advice, no

freedom of association and the denial of the right to use essential facilities were all

observed, while the Wal-Mart code ofconduct had never been heard ofby the contractors

employees (NLC, undated, Wal-Mart Sweatshops in Honduras). Its (Wal-Mart's)

contractors and those of Kmart have also sacked employees for forming and or joining

unions adds the MNU Vo!. 5(2) (2000, 200 union members fired at Mi1 Colores section).

Phillip Van Heusen closed down one of its plants where its workers had won a six-year

battle to have a union registered which amounted to the violation of its own code of

conduct (Sweatshop watch, 1998, Phillips Van Heusen closes unionized Guatemalan

plaot). It then shifted its sewing operations to non-union contractors adds the MNU Vo!.

5(3) (2000, who wants to be amillionaire? section).

Liz Claibome's contractors in Guatemala denied their employees permission to seek

medical assistance and also dismissed those who formed and or joined unions. The

contractor's employees bad also never heard of the Liz Claibome code of conduct

(Fuentes & Smith, 2000, How does this work in practice section). Union members in Liz.

Claibome's El Salvador contractor factories have also been fIred adds MNU Vo!. 5(3)

(2000, Doall workers win reinstatement section, para 4). Pregnancy test was common in

Liz Claibome contractor factories where workers were also exposed to unhealthy

working conditions adds Hunter (2001, Meeting with Doall workers section, para. 10-12).

On the issue ofmonitoring, various bodies have criticized MNEs for their laxity.

Levi Stranss & Co. acknowledged that some of its inspectors did not carry out their

inspections as thoroughly as expected as they (the inspectors) did not wish to offend

factory managers while in Guatemala EPZ firm owners said that inspectors from J. C.
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Penney Co. and Leslie Fay did not ask them any labour related issues (Romero 1995,

monitoring poses problems section, paa. 2).

In other cases inspection visits are known in advance and workers were warned to be

more presentable during the visits, although, they were not allowed to speak to the

inspectors alone but only in the presence of contactors adds Hunter (200 I, meeting with

Doall workers section, para 15).

Other companies chose to contract commercial finns and NGOs to monitor whether their

contractors compliedwith their codes ofconduct/ethics.

A confidential audit on Nike's operations in Vietmm prepared by an accounting firm

(Emst &Young) revealed that workers in the Nike factory had been exposed to illegal

levels of toxic chemicals without protective clothing or safety tririning and were made to

work excessive hours in violation of the Vietnamese law. However, the auditing firm

inexplicably concluded that the site complied with the Nike code of conduct which

contractors were obliged to obey (Hammord, 1997, Leaked Audit: Nike factory violated

worker laws, para. 1-5).

The findings by the auditing finn in the above case raise questions on the competence

and independence ofthird par1y auditors hired l:y MNEs, who Justire dismisses by saying

that engaging a commercial finn or NGO as corporate code monitors, is tantamoont to

having the monitoriIg work done by company (MNE) personnel (Justice, undated,

monitoring, verification and impact assessment section, para 5).

These codes of conduct/ethics as many authors say fall more into the public relations

realm as most companies and their EPZ based associates constantly violate them. Were

these codes effective and under constant monitoriIg EPZ labour violations may have

been considerably reduced or eliminated altogether.

Corporate codes of conduct/ethics, therefore, are not sufficient EPZ employer-employee

labour regulatory tools though it is encouraging to note that MNEs have laid down

principles precisely defming their international business approach especially in

- developing country EPZs, which they can be held accountable to. Corporate codes of
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conduct/ethics, therefore, do not sufficiently fill in the existing EPZ employer-employee

labour relation's gap.

6.8.7 Ethical theories and their confficts with the demands of international trade

EPZ workers campaigners have often invoked the concept ofbusiness ethics as a concept

that MNEs can apply in their operations in labour law conceded environments. One such

theory, the utilitarian ethical theory, recommends as morally good whatever action

maximizes the net good or if all alternatives have harmful consequences minimizes the

net harm (O'B~le& Dawson 1992:924).

The utilitarian ethical theory also argues that moral absolutes are ethical principles that

should not be violated (e.g.) Thou shall not steal' is a moral absolute. When

circmnstances and or consequences are used to justify a departure from a moral absolute,

ethical decision-making becomes utilitarian (i.e.) it begins to follow the rule that the end

justifies the means. However, violating moral absolutes may be justified when they

conflict with a higher order ethical principle (e.g.) breaking the speed limit to protect

public safety (O'Boyle & Dawson 1992:924).

This, therefore, gives nations and MNEs the right to violate labour laws as they do so

with the intention of providing jobs to workers who would otherwise have been jobless

and increasing their industrial base and exports. This certainly super-cedes the laws the

EPZ host govermnents cede as the long-term returns are projected to be higher both for

the EPZ workers and for the EPZ host governments.

6.8.8 Codes of conduct and the ethics concept

• Under moral absolutism because human beings are capable of making judgments

that objectively speaking are morally wrong thus codes of conduct are, therefore,

meaningful.

• Under moral relativism because all values are relative to specific situations and

the worth of any value depends on the situation at hand, it is impossible to

determine objectively what is right and what is wrong, thus codes of conduct are,

therefcre, meaningless (O'Boyle & Dawson 1992:924)
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These two viewpoints both have some truth in them. Under moral absolutism, decisions

and judgments made in EPZ operations could turn out to be morally wrong which,

therefcre, calls for the need for a guide in the form of a code of conduct/ethics to guide

decision makers. However, under moral relativism where values are said to be relevant to

specific situations a code of conduct is, therefore, required to act as a general guide for

decision makers. Thus the call to disregard codes of conduct by relativists seems to be

weak, as codes of conduct are also flexible instruments that can be drawn with specific

situations in cOIBideration.

Ethics, as an EPZ employer-employee labour regulatory framework although useful, do

not seem to be a strong tool that can stand on their own as they seem to contain loopholes

that can be exploited by the powerful EPZ stakeholders to the detriment of the weaker

ones.

As EPZs and MNEs are beneficiaries of the numerous international preferential trade

agreements, EPZ workers, their supporters and sympathizers have been campaigning for

the introdu:tion ofenfoICeable labour regulating structures in trade agreements.

Below the place of labour regulation in international trade agreements is reviewed

6.9 The EPZ employer-employee labour relations' gap and Preferential trade

Agreements

Preferential trade agreements' are meant to promote the financial and economic

development of developing countries by encouraging them to adopt export oriented

economic growth.

6.9.1 Generalized systems of preferences (GSPs)

The European Union (HJ) introdu:ed its General System ofPreferences (GSP) scheme in

1971, while the United States (US) introduced its GSP scheme in 1976. In Africa the

EU's GSP scheme works through the African Caribbean Pacific (ACP) (also called the

Lome Convention and also the Cotonou agreement) while the USA in 1994, introduced

the African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) as part of its GSP scheme to Africa
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(EU, lDldated, Generalized System of Preferences) & (US treasury, lDldated, what is

GSP?).

Under the EUs, ACP agreement, ACP member colDltries may export certain goods to the

EU duty free and without quota restrictions (Trade agreements, Lome Convention,

lDldated).

The US also has a GSP agreement with the Caribbean region known as the Caribbean

Basin Initiative (CBI). This agreement was established lDlder the law for economic

recovery of the Caribbean Basin of 1983; it then became effective in 1984. Its aim was to

revitalize and expand the private sector in the Caribbean Basin Region with the help of

commercial and tariff measures. The program provides for 20 percent tariff reductions

and duty free entry of certain products as well as the possibili1y of negotiating quotas for

others (e.g. apparel, footwear and electronic goods) lDlder the Guaranteed Access Level

(GAL) Program into the USA (Caribbean Basin initiative, lDldated) & (Romero, 1995,

Addressing the social and labour issues section, prra. 4).

The US, GSP scheme has a clause that provides for trade penalties for businesses that fail

to guarantee workers rights (Fuentes and Smith, 2000, who do we work like this section,

para. 2). Fines and or sanctions are imposed against cOlDltries, which do not take steps to

ensure that certain minimum labour rights are respected. US trade unions may call on the

US trade representative in a specific COlDltry and ask for a country to be put to test on

labour rights issues. This was done in Guatemala in 1992 (ICFTU, 1996, solidari1y

section, para.2). The threat or actual suspension of preferences because of violations of

standards relating to trade union rights, forced labour, child labour and working

conditions has pushed some governments towards some reforms adds Romero (1995,

amending the applying legislation sectio~ para 5).

In 1994, the Dominican Republic was the su~ect of the GSP sub-comrnittee hearings

whose task was to determine whether its eligibili1y for preferential trade access to the US

should be withdrawn because of its workers rights violations. The Dominican
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government at this particular time was under heavy criticism for its failure to protect

workers rights and feared that the pressure could close down its preferential US GSP and

CBI markets. It thus responded by taking action against fIrms that had been implicated in

labour rights violations, in some cases it suspended many companies export licenses

reinstating them after they accepted to comply with the law (lCFTIJ, 1996, solidarily

section, para1).

In 1995, the EU also introdu:ed in its GSP scheme, conditious that aimed at temporary

withdrawiIg preferences from countries that used forced labour (ICFTIJ, 1996, solidarily

section, para 3). In its revised GSP scheme the EU starting from 1998, would grant

additional preferences to beneficiaries that applied ILO conventions 87, 98 and 138

Romero (1995, amending the applying legislation section, para 5).

The GSP scheme seems to be quite effective as an EPZ employer-employee labour

regulatory framework· especially against developing countries. The closing down of

preferential markets under the GSP scheme seems to elicit a positive response from the

EPZ host governments.

However, this arrangement seems only to work against developing countries with little

reciprocal trade with the developed country imposing the GSP sanctions. Where both the

developing countzy and the GSP sanctions imposing developed countzy have equally

reciprocal levels oftrade (e.g. the USA and China), it would be hard to introduce this tool

as it may jeopardize the trade relations between the two countries as both would heavily

lose.

This GSP sanctions are also hannful especially to developing countries, their industries

and their employees as they may be open to abuse as tools of protection by developed

countzy markets.

6.9.2 North America Free Trade Area (NAFTA)

Another trade agreement that has an explicit labour agreement is NAFTA. It has a trade

agreement containing a labour provision referred to as the NAFTA labour side

agreement. The agreement contains 11 labour principles that include; the right to
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organize, strike and bargain collectively, it prohibits discrimination, child and forced

labour and calls for the respect of minimun wages and working conditions (Compa,

1999, How the NAALC works section, paral).

The agreement has its critics. Research by the Human Rights Watch (2001) shows that

the lack of political support for this code has hindered its effectiveness, a position also

supported by Constatini (1997), who argues that it lacks an enforcement mechanism, a

view also supported by among others Yanz (2001) and the MNU (2002, Mexico: Custom

trim update) who term it a long, slow and torturous process that is far away from workers

who cannot sue the corporations they work for, but their own countries which fail to

enforce their own labour laws. The International research centre (IRC) says that the

failure of the agreement to establish minimum standards allows companies to favour

investing in countries with weak laws and regulations (e.g. Mexico) (IRC, undated, para

7).

Complaints filed under NAFTA include favouritism towards employer-controlled trade

unions, fIring workers who try to organizl:, denial of collective bargaining rights, forced

pregnancy testing, life threatening health and safety conditions among other violations,

though not a· single one has resulted in the sanctioning of any labour rights violators

(Human Rights Watch, 2001, para, 7).

Woxkers have also been threatened for filing complaints under this labour side

agreement.

The MNU Vo!' 5(3) (2000, custom trim workers threatened section, para 4) sums up

Mexican workers feelings about the NAFTA labour side agreement by saying that "even

lodging a complaint under the virtually unenforceable NAFTA labour side agreement has

become a dangerous and subversive actfor Mexican workers. "

The NAFTA labour side agreement seems to have been tailored to show concern for

labour rather than to protect it from the forces of globalization especially in an area that

has a strong influence in determining and shaJing the emerging trends in global trade.
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Its complicated tri-national procedures and its failure to provide a forum where

complaints regarding individual violators of workers rights can be filed, makes it an

avenue far away from the workers, which it is supposed to protect and, therefore, not a

protective tool in redu:ing the EPZ ernployer-employee labour relations gap.

6.9.3 World Trade Organization (WTO)

The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) established the wro in 1995. Its

main task was to enforce international trade rules. wro decisions are binding and can be

enforced by withdrawing trade benefits from a country that has violated the wro rules

(What is the wrO?, undated, para. 1).

Unlike in environment and public health where domestic laws have been used as trade

distorting protection tools, which have been challenged under the wro trade dispute

settlement system, the wro did not set guidelines on workers rights. The only provision

it makes is the ban on the use ofprison labour for international trade. Under WTO rules

countries may not withdraw trade preferences from each other even where one

egregiously violates its workers rights (What is the wrO?, undated, para 4-5).

lntemationallabour bodies such as the ILO and the ICITU, have been pushing for the

inclusicn of a social and labour clause in the wro with the aim of entrenching the

worldwide respect for basic ILO standards. They argue that the growth of world trade

holds the potential for increased employment and improved working conditions which

may not reach millions of workers if gross exploitation, repression and discrimination is

allowed to continue and spread (lCITU 1996, forward section, para8).

With the backing ofthe British government, the ILO and its associate organizations tried

to introdu:e a social and labour clause in the 1948 Havana charter, but the charter was

never ratified and the social and labour aspect has always been left out in all other

intematioml trade agreements despite the insistence of the ILO and its associates for such

a clause to be considered (lCFIU, 1996, social clause section, para. 2).
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The differences in trade, development, labour and legal standards between developing

and developed countries presents a dilemma as to what standards can be agreed upon

internatiomlIy as fair.

The strongest opposition to the introduction of a labour and social clause in international

trade agreements cOOles from develoj:ing countries who have had their export preferences

and markets blocked under the guise of unconvincing health and environmental concerns

which raises the possibility that developed countries can turn the issue of fair labour

standards into protectiontools.

This, therefore, hinders the effectiveness of trade agreements as EPZ, employer

employee labour regulatory frameworks.

6.10 The EPZ employer-employee labour relations' gap and Non-Governmental

Organizations (NGOs)

The EPZ employer-employee labour relation's gap has attracted a large number ofNGOs

both from developed and developing countries.

According to Madeley (1992:86) developing countries usually give MNEs a warm

welcome although developing country NGOs are fiercely critical of them as they usually

see them at wolk

NGOs have played an importaIt role specifically in highlighting the plight of EPZ

woners around the world. Organizations such as the Human Rights Watch, Amnesty

International, Oxfam, Workers Rights Consortium (WRC), National Labour Committre

(NLC), Stop Sweatshops and the Maquila Solidarity Network (MSN), among many

others, have voiced the concerns ofmany EPZ workers.

While some NGOs have played an important role as mouitors and highIighters of labour

violations in EPZs others, especially those based in the developed countries such as the

MSN, students against Sweatshop; (WRC) and Global exchange, among many others,

talce advantage of the lack of proper information and exposure and with the use of

emotional appeals persuade developed country consumers to boycott products produced

by companies violating labour rights in developing countries.
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In as much as they support or use EPZ wOlkers to support their course in some cases,

they have ended up driving EPZ workers out of their jobs after pressurizing MNE

companies to unionize, which they eventually do before closing down and relocating.

Such an incident happened in Guatemala where the MNE Phillips-Van Reusen closed its

plant there after workers with the help of an NGO succeeded in establishing a union

(US/Gwtemala education project, 1998, Phillip Van Reusen closes Guatemala plant,

para. 1-4). It then shifted its sewing to non-union contractors adds the MNU vo!.S (3)

(2000, who wants to be amillionaire sd:tion?).

Other NGOs have used western students to campaign against the violation ofEPZ labour

laws in developing countries, which has ended up costing their institutions millions of

dollars worth of sponsorship money from affected companies. A student-led movement,

the WOIker Rights Consortium (WRC), campaigning for universities to join in the fight

against EPZ labour violations led Nike, toterruinate various sponsorship agreements of

universities that joined it (WRC). Brown university lost the final year of sponsorship for

its hockey teams while Nike withdrew a US$ 30 million sponsorship package for the

renovation of the University of Oregon's Football stadium. Nike also cut offnegotiations

on a US$ 24million licensing agreement with the University of Michigan. The United

Students against Sweatshops alleges that Nike's heavy-handed tactics were intended to

intimidate cash starved-universities and cripple the WRC (MNU vo!.S (3) (2000, Nike

empire strikes back section)..

The issues of controversy between Nike and the WRC revolve around the WRCs

approach, which emphasizes public access to information and independent investigations

of wOIker and third party complaints. Nike on the hand, disagrees with the students on

the issues ofdefining minimum labour standards and the monitoring ofthese standards as

they feel that they should have a role in the WRC but the movement has refused to give it

any. Nike sums up the argument with the university student-led movement on a superior

note by warning the universities and the students thus "we're not going to give out a

blank cheque to dictate our business and our financial terms without us having a seat at

the table" (MNU vel.S (3) (2000, Revenge of the swoosh section).
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This shows the global nature ofbusiness operations and identifies the powerful players in

this trade. Western NGOs that use students to fight distant EPZ battles have ended up

disenfranchising the universities as well as the educational interests of the students

involved as the Nile case illustrates.

The interests of NGOs have often been questioned. The ICFfU (1996, government

indifference section, paraS) reports an incident where NGOs from the USA were alleged

to have given money to Honduran trade unions with a view of destabilizing the EPZ

sector in order to send back clothing jobs to the USA. WEPZA (1996, para. 50)

reinforces this view when it cites the example of a western-based NGO (the American

Federation of Labour and Congress of Industrial Organizations AFL-CIO) that led a

publicity campaign against the United States Agency for International Development

(USAlDs) help to poor countries creating EPZs, saying that the USAID was "stealing

American jobs with American tax payers money" which succeeded in closing down

USAIDs he1pto EPZs around the world.

This AFL-CIO campaign creates doubts as to whether western NGOs are really interested

in improving the EPZ labour conditions in developing countries. Other motives may be

behind the assistancegiven to developing country NGOs and EPZ workers.

Another problem NGOs face is that of acceptance, especially in developing countries.

The confrontational, emotional and alarmist choice of words and phrases when

co=enting on EPZ issues by NGOs, seems to have contributed to their lack of

acceptance at national levels in EPZ host developing countries. NGOs have adopted the

use of confrontational, alarmist and extremist language to create strong emotional

impressions on their various audiences and to attract the attention ofnew ones. Examples

of sum aIarmist statements include the following extracts from various sources:

• "This report shows the human cost of the EPZ experiment" (lCFfU 1996,

forward section, para6).

• "A confidential audit of a Nike factory in Vietnam reveals a toxic sweatshop"

(Hammond, 1997).
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• "Many factories are reminiscent of workshops from the last century where rows

of adolescents worked side by side twelve hours a day" (lCFfU 1996, workers

rights in H'Z's section, prra.3).

• "Going into these factories is like entering prison, where you leave your life

outside... the factory owners do not want to let their workers think for themselves

...they want them to be stupid" (NLC undated, Para I)

• "Behind the concentration camp style fences in many CO\.Ultries unscrupulous

employers are abusing the rights ... of female workers" (lCFfU 1996, forward

section, para6).

• "Wal-Mart squeezes Honduras for tax subsidy" (NLC, undated)

• "The metal covered buildings lie under a laden sky. Nothing in their appearance

suggests that there is a hwnan being inside. They look like giant warehouses.

Inside the only noise is that of machines" (lCFfU 1996, workers rights in EPZ's

section, para3).

• "In the small countries of the Caribbean basin, the proliferntion ofEPZs is simply

an extension of the bad economic development model inherited from the colonial

era" (ICFlU 1996, abdicating responsibility: the central American case section,

paral).

• "The EPZs are worse than a concentrationcamp" (ICFlU 1996, workers rights in

EPZs sectDn, para.2).

• "Sri Lanka Twenty years ofhell" (MNU, 19<Jl).

The use of statements such as the ones listed above portrays a negative image and one of

confrontation. Most developing cOlIDtries and some MNEs (e.g. Nike) have often turned

defensive or totally defiant when such statements are used to campaign against the

development and business policies lhey have chosen 10 follow respectively.

Other available NOG control tools such as the banning or restricting of some of their

activities are at times employed by developing countries.

The choice of alarmist and confrontational language also makes their works too hostile

and negative to warrant or stir discussions and negotiations with the governments and

EPZ-basedfirrns that they are directed to. This makes it difficult and in some cases
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unnecessary for governments and EPZ based firms to discuss the content of these NGO

statemens. WEPZA (1996) also condemns the extreme language NGO's use in the

course oflheir campaign operations.

Western NGOs have also turned to the use of EPZ wOIkers as witnesses of labour

violations committed in their countries in an effort to have their countIy GSP schemes

suspended. An lCFlU article reports a few cases where NGOs would ferry EPZ workers

to the west to testify against their own governments so as to have them suspended from

trading under their preferential trade agreements (lCFfU, 1996, working hours section,

para. 2), (women's labour section, para. 6) & Lin (1999). lbis approach seems wrong as

the same testifying workers may end up losing their jobs, while their government's will

lose revenue arising from disinvestments due to the suspension of these preferential trade

agreements.

NGOs and consumer groups can, therefore, not be trusted as EPZ regulators as they put

EPZ workers in a tricky situation considering some of the sinister intentiom these two

groups might posses.

Where their loyalty lies is quite hard to determine, which casts doubts over their

.genuineness. They, therefore, cannot be trusted as EPZ employer-employee labour

regulators and codes ofconduct may be needed to regulate them too.

6.11 Summary

The changing natnre of international business and the slow reaction of labour regulatory

structures to thesechanges have contributed to lhe growth in the EPZ employer-employee

labour relations gap. The complexities behind this employer-employee labour relations

gap are far apart and emergent in nature. Aspects such as globalization, competition,

. poverty alleviation, development, comparative advantage and technological innovations,

among many others, are all behind the growth ofthis employer-employee labour relations

gap. As these phenomena are emergent in natnre configuring a lasting solution

(regulatory framework) to this problem has been difficult, as these emerging events have

in most cases always overtaken proposed solutions (regulatay frameworks). However,
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this should not be cited as an excuse by EPZ host governments and investors as some

measures aimed at reducing this employer-employee labour relations gap need and can be

employed without doing much or any damage to the objectives of the parties'

involvemeli: in EPZ operations.

The next chapter is an empirical analysis ofthe employer-employee labour relations' gap

in Kenyan garment EPZs with data gathered from EPZ stakeholders.
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CHAYfER SEVEN

AN EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF THE EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE LABOR

RELATIONS GAP IN KENYAN EPZs

(presentation of data and analysis from the questionnaire)

7.1 The Prortles of employers and their employees in Kenyan EPZs

7.1.1 Introduction

This section contains five subsections. The first section presents data on the questionnaire

return late of the respoments. The secom section profiles Kenyan garment EPZ investors

using, the length oftime they have operated in the zones, their nationalily and their major

export marlcets. This is assumed that these three factors inflUetI:e EPZ investors' attitudes

and perceptions towards the type ofworking conditions that they expose their worlcers to.

The third section profiles EPZ employees using demographic and employment

characteristics of the sampled EPZ employees. It was assumed that these factors

influen:e EPZ employees' attitudes and perceptions towards the state of their working

conditions. The fourth section provides a profile of Kenyan garment EPZ investors and

their employees while the last section summarizes the findings from this section.

The findings from this section were meant to lay the foundation for the formulation of a

model capable of reducing the employer-employee labour relations' gap in Kenyan EPZs

by taking into consideration all the characteristics of the Kenyan EPZ investors and their

employees.

7.1.2 The questionnaire return rate

According to Welman & Kruger (2001) a low response rate restricts the usefulness of a

survey because it is not known to wbat extent a biased and consequently unrepresentative

sample has been obtained. Thus a response rate of less than 50% of a selected sample

presents an entirely incorrect picture ofthe population (Wehnan & Kruger, 2001:147). A

total of 376 questionnaires were issued to the EPZ employees in the selected 10 firms.

Responses were received from 302 respoments, which represented an 80 per cent return.
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Out of the 10 questionnaires handed out to the investors

(Personn:IIAdministrativelHumm resource officers) 10 responses were received from

them, which represented a 100 per cent return. The overall response rate stood at 80.8

per cent.1bis indicates that there was a relatively high rate of return of the

questionnaires. Uhl & Schoner (1969:150) say that a response rate of at least 75% should

be achieved although beyond this there is little gain in accuracy.

7.1.3 The characteristics of Kenyan garment EPZ investors

One of the aims of the study was to devise a strategy that would help minimize the

employer-employee labour relations' gap in Kenyan garment EPZs. Data on the length of

time EPZ investors had operated in the zones, their nationality and their major export

markets was meant to identiiY the characteristics of the study's research subjects. The

findings from this section were meant to lay the foundation for the formulation of a

model capable of reducing the employer-employee labour relations gap in Kenyan EPZs

by taking into consideration all the characteristics of the Kenyan EPZ investors.

1bis section presents data on the above mentioned three items, which are: the length of

time the sampled EPZ investors had operated in the Kenyan zones, their nationalities as

well as their major eXp;Jrt markets.

Table 7.1.3.1 below presents data on the length of time the sampled EPZ investors had

operated in Kenyan zones. .

Table 7.1.3.1: The length of time a company had operated as an EPZ

The length oftime a company had operated as an EPZ N %

>1 year 3 30.0

1- 2 years 5 50.0

:"7 years 2 20.0

:rotal 10 100.0
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Table 7.1.3.1 above indicates that 50% of the sampled companies had operated as EPZs

for between one and two years while 20% had operated as EPZs for a period of over

seven years. 30% ofthe samped companies \\ere relatively new in the zones.

Table 7.1.3.2 below, pe;ents data on the nationality ofEPZ operators in Kenya.

Table 7.1.3.2: Nationality ofEPZ investors of the surveyed companies

Nationality N %

Indians 6 60.0

Sri Lanka 2 20.0

American - British - Kenyan 2 20.0

Total \0 \00.0

Table 7.1.3.2 above indicates that 60"/0 of the gannent EPZ firms surveyed were operated

by Indians while 20% ofthe companies were operated by Sri Lankans and another 20%

ofthe surveyed firms were operated by an American - British - Kenyan partnership.

All the surveyed Kenyan gannent EPZ manufactures indicated that they exported their

garments into the United States (US) market using the African Growth and Opportunity

Act (AGOA) preferential trading agreement.

7.1.4 The demographic and employment characteristics of EPZ employees

One of the aims of the study was to identity the factors that significantly affected the

perceptions of EPZ employers and their employees towards the state of their working

conditions. In order to identify the factors that significantly affected EPZ employees'

attitudes towards the state of their working conditions it was considered important to

understand their demographic and employment characteristics. The sampled EPZ

employees were therefore classified into various demographic and employment

categories. These are: age, gender, marital status, academic qualifications, employees

working sections, leadership positions, length of service, employment status and salmy

scales.
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Since the study also sought to establishprecisely the determinants of the Kenyan gannent

EPZ employer-employee labour relations' gap, the demographic and employment data of

the sampled EPZ employees was classified into various categories. These are: employees

located in the public and private zones; and employees located in unionized and non

unionized zones. This enabled the study to identify the size of the EPZ employer

employee labour relations' gap in fuese diffurent zones.

Frequencies and percentages were used to describe the demographic and employment

characteristics ofthe stu~'s sampled EPZ employees.

In table 7.1.4.1 below data regarding the age groups the surveyed EPZ wOIxers belonged

to is presented.

Table 7.1.4.1: Age ofEPZ workers

Age Total Public EPZs Private EPZs Non-unionized Unionized

respondents EPZs EPZs

N % N % N % N % N %

18-23 68 22.5 45 26.9 23 17.0 32 32.3 36 17.7

24-29 168 55.6 97 58.1 71 52.6 53 53.5 1I5 56.7

30-35 47 15.6 21 12.6 26 19.3 1I IU 36 17.7

3641 13 4.3 4 2.4 9 6.7 3 3.0 10 4.9

>41 6 2.0 - - 6 4.4 - - 6 3.0

Total 302 lOO 167 lOO 135 100 99 100 203 lOO

The data in table 7.1.4.1 above indicates that the highest number ofEPZ workers in the

population sample 55.6% fall into the 24-29 age group category followed by the 18-23

age group category which accounts for 22.5% of the sampled EPZ workforce. This

indicates that the majority of Kenyan EPZ employees fall in the 24-29 age group

category.

Table 7.1.4.2 below pesents data regarding the gender ofthe sampled EPZ employees.
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Table 7.1.4.2: The Gender ofEPZ workers

Gender Total respondents PublicEPZs Private EPZs Non-unionized EPZs Unionized

EPZs

N % N % N % N % N %

Male 151 50.0 70 41.9 81 60.0 34 34.3 117 57.6

Female 151 50.0 97 58.1 54 40.0 65 65.7 86 42.4

Total 302 100 167 100 I35 100 99 100 203 100

The population sample ofEPZ workers in table 7.1.4.2 above indicates that the sample

consisted ofan equalnumber ofmale (50'/0) and female (50%) respondents.

Table 7.1.4.3 below pl:sents data on the marital status of1he sampled EPZ workers.

Table 7.1.4.3: EPZ workers marital status

Marital Total Public Private Non-unionized Unionized

statos respondents EPZs EPZs EPZs EPZs

N % N % N % N % N %

Married 152 503 70 41.9 82 60.7 36 36.4 116 57.1

Single 139 46.0 93 55.7 46 34.1 61 61.6 78 38.4

Separated 6 2.0 4 2.4 2 I.S 2 2.0 4 2.0

Divorced 2 .7 - - 2 I.S - - 2 1.0

Widowed 3 1.0 - - 3 2.2 - - 3 1.5

Total 302 100 167 100 I35 100 99 100 203 100

The marital status of the population sample in table 7.1.4.3 above revealed that the

majority of the sampled EPZ workers in Kenyan EPZs were married (50.3%). Single

workers made up the second largest group in the zones as they accounted for 46% ofthe

sampled population.

In table 7.1.4.4 below data on the academic qualifications of the sampled EPZ workers

are presented.
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Table 7.1.4.4: Tbe academic qualifications ofEPZ workers

Education Total Public EPZs Private EPZs Non-unionized Unionized

qualifications respondents EPZs EPZs

N % N % N % N % N %

University 2 .7 I .6 I .7 I 1.0 I .5

College 130 43.0 87 52.1 43 31.9 57 57.6 73 36.0

Secondary 148 49.0 70 41.9 78 57.8 39 39.4 109 53.7

Primary 22 7.3 9 5.4 13 9.6 2 2.0 20 9.9

Total 302 100 167 100 135 100 99 100 203 100

The data in table 7.1.4.4 above indicates that 49% of the sampled respondents bad

received secondary school education while a slightly lower number ofrespondents (43%)

bad received college education. Two (0.7%) of the respondents had received university

education.

Table 7.1.4.5 below presents data on the technical qualification of the sampled EPZ

worlrers.

Table 7.1.4.5: The technical qnalifications of EPZ workers

Tecbnical Total Public Private Non-unionized Unionized

qualification respondents EPZs EPZs EPZs EPZs

N % N % N % N % N %

Diploma 41 13.6 33 19.8 8 5.9 22 22.2 19 9.4

Certificate 204 67.5 107 64.1 97 71.9 65 65.7 139 68.5

Apprenticeship 20 6.6 7 42 13 9.6 4 4.0 16 7.9

No training 37 12.3 20 12.0 17 12.6 8 8.1 29 14.3

Total 302 100 167 100 135 100 99 100 203 100

From the data presented in table 7.1.4.5 above, the majority of the sampled EPZ workers

(67.5%) hold certificate level technical qualifications. 13.6% hold diploxms while 12.3%

have no tednical qualifications.

Table 7.1.4.6 below presents data on the working sections (departments) the sampled

EPZ employees worked in.
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Table 7.1.4.6: EPZ employees work sections

Work section Total respondents PublicEPZs Private EPZs Non-unionized Unionized

EPZs EPZs

N % N % N % N % N %

Production 178 58.9 82 49.1 96 71.1 62 62.6 1I6 57.1

Finishing 91 30.1 73 43.7 18 133 30 30.3 61 30.0

Washing 9 3.0 5 3.0 4 3.0 3 3.0 6 3.0

Merchandising 23 7.6 6 3.6 17 12.6 4 4.0 19 9.4

Other I .3 I .6 - - - - I .5

Total 302 100 167 100 135 100 99 100 203 100

From table 7.1.4.6 above 58.9% of respondents in the population sample worked in the

production department while 30.1% of the population sample worked in the fInishing

department.

In table 7.1.4.7 below data indicating whether the sampled respondents hell any positions

ofleadeIShip within their companies j; presented.

Table 7.1.4.7: Leadership status ofEPZ employees

Section head Total respondents PublicEPZs Private EPZs Non-unionized EPZs Unionized EPZs

N % N % N % N % N %

Yes 66 21.9 26 15.6 26 15.6 17 17.2 49 24.1

No 236 78.1 141 84.4 141 84.4 82 82.8 154 75.9

Total 302 100 167 100 167 IOO 99 100 203 100

The data in table 7.1.4.7 above indicates that 21.9"10 of the sampled respondents in the

population sample held a leadership position in the company while the majority (78.1%)

did not hold any leadership positions in ther companies.

The data in table 7.1.4.8 below indicates the length of service respondents in the

population sample had worked as EPZ workers.
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Table 7.1.4.8: The length ofservice of EPZ workers

Length of Total Public Private Non-unionized Unionized

service respondents EPZs EPZs EPZs EPZs

N % N % N % N % N %

> I year 38 12.6 29 1704 9 6.7 26 26.3 12 5.9

1-2 years 188 62.3 78 46.7 HO 81.5 58 58.6 130 64.0

3-4 years 47 15.6 33 19.8 14 lOA 9 9.1 38 18.7

5-6 years 20 6.6 19 11.4 I .7 3 3.0 17 8.4

6-7 years 9 3.0 8 4.8 I .7 3 3.0 6 3.0

Total 302 100 167 100 135 100 99 100 203 lOO

From table 7.1.4.8 above the majority of EPZ workers from the population sample

(62.3%) have worked in the EPZs for a period of beIween 1-2 years. The same table

shows tbaf 15.6% have worked in lhe zones for beIween 3-4 years.

Table 7.1.4.9 below presents daIa on the employment status of the population sample

respondents.

Table 7.1.4.9: EPZ respondents by their employment status

Employment Total Public Private Non-unionized Unionized

states respondents EPZs EPZs 'EPZs EPZs

N % N % N % N % N %

Contract 69 22.8 16 9.6 53 39.3 5 5.1 64 31.5

Pennanent 93 30.8 71 42.5 22 16.3 40 40.4 53 26.1

Casual 140 46.4 80 47.9 60 4404 54 54.5 86 42.4

Total 302 lOO 167 lOO 135 100 99 100 203 lOO

The data in table 7.1.4.9 above shows that the majority of the sampled EPZ workers

(46.4%) were casual employees while permanent employees accounted for (30.8%) ofthe

sampled respornenIs.

Table 7.1.4.10 below presents daIa on the remuneration structures of the population

sample respondents.
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Table 7.1.4.10: EPZ respondents by their salary scales

Salary scales Total PublicEPZs Private EPZs Non-unionized EPZs Unionized EPZs

(Ksh*.) respondents

N % N % N % N % N %

<999 2 .7 2 1.2 - - I 1.0 I .5

1000-1999 5 1.7 5 3.0 - - 2 2.0 3 1.5

2000-2999 24 7.9 11 6.6 13 9.6 3 3.0 21 10.3

3000-3999 118 39.1 99 59.3 19 14.4 60 60.6 58 28.6

>4000 153 50.7 50 29.9 103 76.3 33 33.3 120 59.1

Total 302 100 167 100 135 100 99 100 203 100

*Ksb. - Kenya shillings

The data in table 7.1.4.1 0 above indicates that 50.7% ofthe sampled respondents fell into

the Ksh. < 4000 (and above), remuneration category while 31.1% of the sampled

respondents fell in the Ksh. 3000-3999 remuneration category.

7.1.5 The proIDe of Kenyan garment EPZ investors and their employees

The !D.l!iority of Kenyan garment EPZs had operated for between one and two years.

Indians operated the majority of the EPZ garment finns, while the entire surveyed

Kenyan garment EPZ manufactures exported their garments into the United States (US)

market using the African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) preferential trading

agreement.

On the other hand, the majority ofEPZ employees were found to be between the ages of

25 to 29. The majority of them were married, had secondary school education and

certificate level technical qualifications. The majority of Kenyan garment EPZ workers

wOIked in the production sections and had worked in the zones for not more than two

years. The majority of Kenyan garment EPZ employees were found to be on casual

employment and earned more than Ksh. 400015
•

7.1.6 Summary

This section presented data whose aim was to identitY the characteristics of the study's

two principle subjects, the EPZ employers and their employees. The findings from this
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section revealed the characteristics of the study's principle subjects. TIlls was done in

order to expose these characteristics to further tests. This was to enable the study

formulate a model capable of reducing the employee-ernployer labour relations' gap in

Kenyan garment EPZs. In the next sections these data were exposed to various statistical

tests to establish their effect on the employer-employee labour relations gap.

IS Ksh. _ Kenya Shillings - (I (one) South African Rand =10 Ksh./ IUS$ = 78 Ksh.)
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7.2 Facton that significantly affect employer-employee labonr relations in Kenyan

EPZs

7.2.1 Introduction

The study's first objective was to investigate;

1. The factors that significantly affected Kenyan EPZ employer-employee labour

relations.

2. How these fu:tors affected employer-employee labour rela1ions in Kenyan EPZs.

To identifY the factors that significantly affected employer-employee labour relations in

the zones, sixteen-research hypotheses composed of the profile ofEPZ investors andtheir

employees (as identified in section 7.1) were formulated and then exposed to the

appropriate (t) or (f) test.

IdentifYing the factors (derived from the profiles of EPZ employers and their employees)

that significantly affected employer-employee labour relations in Kenyan EPZs exposed

the factors that contributed to employer-employee labour relation problems in Kenyan

garment EPZ. At the same time, identifYing the extent to which these factors significantly

affected employer-employee labour relations in the zones, precisely determined how a

specific factor contributed to the EPZ employer-employee labour relations gap Kenyan

garment EPZs.

The data from this section helped draw conclusions and make recommendations on the

factors that significantly affected employer-employee labour relations in Kenyan gannent

EPZs in the next chapter.

7.2.2 Testing the hypotheses

The data presented in this section are the results of anaIyzing the EPZ employers

(investors) and their employees' perception scores towards the state of their EPZ working

conditions. The attitudes and perceptions of both EPZ employers and their employees

towards the state of their working conditions were anaIyzed in relation to nine selected

variables from the profiles of EPZ employers and their employees, solicited by the
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research instrument These variables are; (I) age, (2) sex, (3) marital status, (4)

educational qualifications, (5) company working section, (6) length of service in a

company, (7) employment status and the (8) private/puNic (9) unionized/non-unionized

status ofa company. In analyzing the differences ofEPZ employers and their employees,

attitudes and perceptions towards the state of their working conditions, the Hest and

analysis of variance (ANOVA) were used to test for significant differences. To test null

hypothesis H2, H7, Hll , H12, H13, Hl4 and HIS the appropriate means were calculated and

the independent samples Hest was used. In testing the null hypothesis HI, H3, ~, Hs, iI(;

.lIs, H9, HlO and HI6 the analysis of variance (ANOVA) also called the f-test, was used.

The 0.05 level of confidence was used to reject or not to reject each of the hypotheses.

The researcher restates these hypotheses and presents evidence linked to their testing

separately in the sections that follow.

Age as a factor that determines EPZ employees' perceptions towards the state of

their working conditions.

The first task of analysis was concerned with determining whether there was a significant

difference in the age of EPZ employees that affected their attitudes towards the state of

their EPZ working conditions. The first hypothesis predicted that:

Ho! The age of EPZ employees does not affect their attitudes towards the

state oftheir working conditions.

The results oftesting hypothesis one are presented in table 7.2.2.1 below.

Table 7.2.2.1: Analysis of the Variance for Age and the EPZ Workers Perceptions
towards the state oftheir Working Conditions

Source of Variation

[Between Groups

~ithinGroups

Irota!
(Critical Value = 2.37)

Sum ofSquares

444.945

6687.929

7132.874
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DF

4

297

301

Mean Square

111.236

22.518

F. Ratio

4,940



The F-ratio as table 7.2.21 above indicates is 4.94, which is greater than the critical value

(2.37). This revealed that there was a significant relationship between EPZ workers

attitudes towards the state of their working conditions and their age. The null hypothesis

was therefore rejected

To detemrine how each age group among the EPZ workers rated the state of their

working conditions, their mean perception scores are presented in table 7.2.2.2 below,

which presents the mean scores and standard deviations of the EPZ workers attitudes

towards the state of1heir working conditions by their age group.

Table 7.2.2.2: The Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of EPZ Workers Ratings
of the state of their Working Conditions by Age Groups

\\ge (In years) N Mean SD

18-23 68 29.0882 4.6864

4-29 169 30.1716 4.6445

0-35 47 31.0426 5.2954

6-41 12 32.5000 4.87II

r<41 6 37.0000 4.8990

Although the perceptions of the EPZ workers did not significantly differ, it is evident in

table 7.2.2.2 above, that EPZ workers perceptions towards the state of their working

conditions varied. The data indicates that employees, who belonged to the 41 and above

age group category, rated their working conditions as favourable (mean 37.0). Employees

in the 18-23 age group category rated the state of their EPZ working conditions lowest

(mean 29.1). A trend seems to emerge from the data in table 7.2.2.2 above whereby, the

older the employees the better they perceive their working conditions.

A possible explanation for this finding was thought to be that older employees were more

exposed and experienced than the young ones, who probably had not been employed

before and expected perfect working conditions on their first employment. Chant et al

(1995) in their study, revealed that younger EPZ employees may experience more
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problems because their employers recruit them with the intention of moulding them into

the company way of doing things, while older and more experienced workers did not

need any more moulding thus less exposure to many or new rules and regulations.

Gender as a factor that determines EPZ employees' perceptions towards the state of

their EPZ working conditions.

After establishing a significant relationship between age and working conditions, the next

task was to detennine whether there was a significant relationship between EPZ workers

perceptions towards the state of their working conditions and their gender. Ibis

hypothesis states that:

HOz The gender of EPZ employees does not affect their attitudes towards the

state of their working conditions

The results oftesting hypothesis two are sunmarized in table 7.2.2.3 Wow.

Table 7.2.2.3: Analysis of significant differences of the mean attitudes between male
and femaleEPZ workers on the state of their working conditions

300 D.F (Cnt1cal Value t = 1.645)

Males Females

N Mean SD N M""" SD T-Value

Working conditions 151 JI.05 4.49 152 29.51 5.16 2.896
..

As table 7.2.2.3 above indicates the t-value obtained from the analysis was 2.896, which

was greater than the critical value (1.645). Ibis shows that there was a significant

difference in the perceptions of males and females towards the state of their working

conditions. Cb the basis ofthese results the null hypothesis was rejected. The means from

the same data in table 7.2.2.3 above indicate that males (31.05) rated the state of their

working conditions higher than females (29.51).
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A possible explanation to this finding may be based on various EPZ employment

characteristics. This could be related to s1Udies by Chant et al (1995), ICF1U (1996), YWl

(1988) and Marther (1988) which indicate that the m!!iority of EPZ workers are females,

while majority of the management and supervisory staff are male who tend to use their

supervisory and management positions to mistreat their female jWliors for their own

selfish interests.

Marital status as a factor that determines EPZ employees' perceptions towards the

state of their EPZ working conditions.

The third hypothesis tested whether there is a relationship between EPZ workers

perceptions to their working conditions and the state of their marital status. The

hypothesis states 1hat:

H03 The marriage status of EPZ employees does not affect their attitudes

towards the state of their working conditions.

Table 7.2.2.4 below sunmarizes the results of this analysis.

Table 7.2.2.4: Analysis of Variance for Marital Status and the EPZ workers
Perceptions towards the state oftheir Working Conditions

~ource ofVariance Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F. Ratio

~etween Groups 355.502 4 88.876 3.895

~ithin Groups 6m372 297 22.819

:rota! 7132.874 301

(Critical value f-2.37)

The F-ratio obtainerl in table 7.2.2.4 above of 3.895, is greater than the critical value

(2.37). This shows that there is a significant relationship between EPZ workers attitudes

towards the state of their working conditions and their marital status. The null hypothesis

is thus rejected.
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To detennine how each marital status group among the EPZ workers rated the state of

their working conditions, their mean perception scores are presented in table 7.2.2.5

below, which presents the mean scores and standard deviations on EPZ workers attitudes

towards the state oftheir working conditions by their marital status group.

Table 7.2.2.5: The Mean Scores and Standard Deviations on EPZ Workers Attitudes
towards the state oftheir Working Conditions by Their Marital Status Group

Marital Status N Mean SD

Married 151 31.0397 4.7158

Single 140 29.2429 4.9252

Separate 6 32.1667 5.3448

Divorced 2 33.0000 .0000

Widowed 3 34.6667 4.6188

Table 7.22.5 above indicates that single EPZ employees lowly rated the state of their

working conditions (mean 29.2), while widowed employees highly rated the state of their

working conditions (mean 34.6). A trend also emerges whereby after marriage the nature

of marital status one finds himlhersdf in, influences his/her perception towards his/her

working conditions. The less stable a wOlKer's maritallife/status is, the higher the worker

rates hislherworking conditions. A possible exJianation for 1his froding could be that as a

single parent the (separated, divorced and widowed) worker's focal point shifts from

focusing on working conditions (working conditions cease to matter) to stability in

employment, so as to be in a position to remain employed and provide for himlher-self

and family.

Educational qualifications as a factor that determines EPZ employees' perceptions

towards the state of their EPZ working conditions.

The following hypothesis tests the relationSIip between EPZ workers perceptions

towards the state of their working conditions and their educational qualifications. The

hypothesis states that:
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Ho. The educational qualifications of EPZ employees does not affect their

attitudes towards the state of their working conditions

Table 7.2.2.6 below sunmarizes the results after testing this hypothesis.

Table 7.2.2.6: Analysis of the Variance for Educational Qualifications and EPZ
workers attitudes towards the state of their working conditions

Source ofVariation D.F Sum ofSquares Mean Squares F-Ratio

Between groups 3 90.900 30.300 1.282

Within groups 298 7041.974 23.631

Totals 301 7132.874

(Critical Value f= 2.60)

The F-ratio in of 1282 in table 7.2.2.6, above reveals thal there is no significant

relationship beiween the EPZ workers attitudes towards the state of their working

conditions and their educational qualifications, as it is less than the critical value 2.60.

The null hypothesis is thus not rejected.

To determine how each educationqnalificaJion group among the EPZ wOlkers rated their

worldng COIlditions, their mean perception scores are presented in table 7.2.2.7 below,

which presents the mean scores and standard deviations on EPZ workers attitudes

towards the state oftheir worldng conditions by their educaJionaI quaIiflcaJions group.

Table 7.2.2.7: The Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of EPZ workers attitudes
towards the state of their working conditions by education qualifications

Educational Qualifications N Mean SD

University 2 34.0000 .0000

College 131 29.9313 4.3979

Secondary 148 30.6757 5.5159

Primary 22 29.4091 2.7370

TOTAL 302
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From table 7.2.2.7 above, the mean scores for workers with university education (34.0)

reveals that university educated workers highly rated the state of their EPZ working

conditions, while employees with only primary education lowly rated the state of their

working conditions (mean score 29.4). A possible explanation for this finding could be

that employees who bad high education qualifications worked in areas that were less

exposed to factory floor conditions such as administrative, management and supervisory

sections unlike their less educated co-workers. These results partially agree with those of

Chant et al (1995), who found that workers with higher education worked in areas that

were less strenuous such as administration and management and eJ:!ioyed better working

conditions ani pay.

Technical qualifications as a factor that determines EPZ employees' perceptions

towards the state of their EPZ working conditions.

Hypothesis five tests the relationsIip between EPZ workers perceptions towards the state

oftheir v.orking conditions and their technical qualifications. The hypothesis states 1bat:

Hos The technical qnalifications of EPZ employees does not affect their

attitudes towards the state of their worldng conditions

The results oftesting this hypothesis are summarized in table 7.2.2.8 bdow.

Table 7.2.2.8: Analysis ofthe Variance for Technical Qualifications and EPZ
workers attitudes towards the state of their working conditions

Soun:e ofVariance Sum ofSquares DF Mean Square F. Ratio

Between Groups 86.683 3 28.894 1.222

Within Groups 7046.191 298 23.645

Total 7132.874 301

(Critical Value f - 2.60)
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The F-ratio in table 7.2.2.8 above is 1.222, which is lower than the critical value (2.60),

which shows that there is no significant relationship between EPZ workers attitudes

towards the state of their working conditions and their technical qualifications. The null

hypothesis is thus not rejected.

To detennin: how each technical qualifications group among the EPZ workers rated the

state of their working conditions, their mean perception scores are presented in table

7.2.2.9 below, which ·presents the mean scores and standard deviations on EPZ workers

attitudes towards the state of their working conditions by their technical quaIificatilns

group.

Table 7.2.2.9: The Mean Scores and Standard Deviations on EPZ Workers attitudes
towards the state of their Working Conditions by their Technical Qualifications
Group

Rualifieation N Mean SD

pip10ma 41 30.1951 42616

Certificate 204 30.5245 4.7524

A.pprenticeship 20 30.1500 6.2262

No Training 37 28.8649 52660

The perceptions of the EPZ employees by their technical qualification as indicated in

table 7.2.2.9 above, did not differ significantly as three out ofthe four groups had a mean

score of about (30). HoweVer, those employees with no technical training had a lower

mean score than the other groups (28.6), which means that they lowly rated the state of

their working conditions. A possible explanation is that having no technical quaIificati:Jns

meant that these workers did not understand and enjoy the kind of work that they were

assigned to do and their working environment. This fmding partially supports those of

Yun (1988), which state that some employers preferred recruiting young inexperienced

workers who once employed found their working conditions to be poor.

Employees working section (department) as a factor that determines their

perceptions towards the state of their EPZ working conditions.
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The next hypothesis tests the relatioruhip between EPZ workers perceptions towards the

state of their working conditions and their work section (department). The hypothesis

states 1hat:

H06 The work section of EPZ employees does not affect their attitudes

towards the state of their working conditions

Table 7.22.10 below, summarizes the results obtained after testing hypothesis six above.

Table 7.2.2.10: Analysis of the Variance for Work Section (Department) and
EPZ workers attitudes towards the state of their working conditions

Source ofVariance Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F. Ratio

~eenGroups 428.610 4 107.152 4.747

~thinGroups 6704.264 297 22.573

rota! 7132.874 301

(Critical value f=2.37)

The F-ratio in table 7.2.210 above is 4.747, which is greater than the critical value 2.37,

which·shows that there is a significant relationship between EPZ workers attitudes

towards the state of their working conditions and their work sections (departments). The

null hypothcis is thus rejected.

To examine how employees in each work section rated the state of their working

conditions, the mean perception scores of the workers ofeach work section are presented

in table 7.2.2.11 bdow.
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Table 7.2.2.11: The Mean Scores and Standard Deviations on EPZ Workers
attitudes towards the state of their Working Conditions by their Work Section
(Department) Group

WoIl< section N Mean SD

rroduction 178 30.48 4.89

finishing 91 2923 4.48

~erchandising 9 27.56 5.08

~ashing 23 33.61 4.61

Pfuer 1 30.00

Other - security

The mean scores in table 7.2.2.11 above indicate that workers in the merchandising

sectiom rated the state oftheir working conditions lowest (mean 27.56) while those in the

production section highly rated (mean 30.48) the state of their working conditions. This

finding is different from those of HlBlter, R (2001), Abeywardene (1994), Romero

(1995), Hillary (1999) Khan (2002) and the Asian labour update (2001), who all state that

the workers affected most by poor working conditions are those working in the

production sections.

Employees' leadership position as a factor that determines their perceptions

towards the state oftheir EPZ working conditions.

Hypothesis seven investigates whether there is a relationship between EPZ wOlkers

perceptions towards the state of their working conditions and their leadership positions.

The hypothesis states that:

H07 There are no significant working conditions' differences between EPZ

section heads and non-section heads

In table 7.2.2.12 bdow the results obtained from testing this hypothesis are summarized.
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Table 7.2.2.12: Analysis of Significant Differences of the Mean Perception
Scores between Section Heads and Non-section beads on tbe state of tbeir working
conditions

300 D. F. (Cntical Value t -1.645)

Section Head Non-section

N Mean SD N Mean SD T-Value

Working conditions 66 31.7424 4.8399 236 29.8347 4.8036 2.847
..

As table 7.2.2.12 above indicates the t-value obtained from the analysis was 2.847, which

was greater than the critical value (1.645). This shows that there was a significant

difference in the perceptions qf EPZ section heads and non-section heads towards the

state of their working conditions. On the basis of these results the null hypothesis was

rejected. The means from the same data in table 7.2.2.12, above, indicate that section

heads (3 I.7424) rated the state oftheir working conditions higher than non-section heads

(29.8347). A possible explanation emanates from the fact that section heads hold some

privileged positions within the company and are not exposed to as much WOzK as their

non-section head colleagues. This meam that they have less exposure to the company's

factory floor working conditions. This finding supports those ofICFlU (2001, 19%, and

1998), Yun (1988) and Khan (2002) who all fouod that section heads in most cases

misused their privileged positions in their companies to the disadvantage of non-section

heads, which, in extension, affected non-section heads perceptions towanls the state of

their wolking conditions.

Employees' length of service as a factor that determines their perceptions towards

tbe state of their EPZ working conditions.

The next hypothesis examines whether there is a relationship between EPZ workers

perceptions towards the state of their working conditions and their EPZ length ofservice.

The hypothesis states that:

HOs The lengtb of service of EPZ employees does not affect tbeir attitudes

towards the staJe of tbeir working conditions
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Table 7.2.2.13 below gives a surrnnary of the results obtained from testing hypothesis

eight above.

Table 7.2.2.13: Analysis of the Variance for Length of Service and EPZ
workers attitudes towards the state of their working conditions

Source of Variance Sum ofSquares DF Mean Square F.Ratio

1Jetween Groups 177.037 4 44.259 1.890

Iwithin Groups 6955.837 297 23.420

[rotal 7132.874 301

(Critical Value f= 2.37)

The F-ratio in table 7.2.2.13 above is 1.890, which is less than the critical value (2.37).

This shows that there is no significant relationship between EPZ workers attitudes

towanis the state of their worlcing conditions and their length of service. The null

hypothesis is thus not rejected.

To detennine how each 'length of service' group among the EPZ workers rated the state

of their worlcing conditions, table 7.2.2.14 below, presents the mean scores and standard

deviations on EPZworkers attitudes towards the state oftheir working conditions by their

'length of service' group.

Table 7.2.2.14: The Mean Scores and Standard Deviations on EPZ workers
attitudes towards the state of their Working Conditions by their Length of Service
Group

Years N Mean SD

i>1 39 30.5385 4.1980

1-2 year 187 30.4706 5.0729

3-4 year 47 30.5957 4.6282

5-6 year 20 27.7500 4.7559

<7 9 28.3333 3.6056
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From table 7.2.2.14 above, there does not seem to be much of a difference between the

mean scores of EPZ workers based on their length of service in the EPZ companies.

Employees who had served for between three to four years highly rated (mean score

30.59) the state of their working conditions, while those who had served for five to six

years lowly rated (mean score 27.75) the state of their working conditions. A possible

explanation could be that older employees may face adjustment. difficulties to the

constantly changing ways ofdoing things in the EPZ firms such as styles ofmanagement,

quotas and wages. Other sections of this chapter have revealed that most EPZ workers

were employed for very long periods as casual or short contract workers. "Ibis increased

their uncatainty regarding their employment futures, which may have contributed to their

dissatisfaction with the state of their worlcing conditions. If employment status is

assumed to be the major cause of their dissatisfaction with the state of their worlcing

conditions, then this rIDding supports those of Marther (1988), Hewson (1988), Yun

(1988), Hunter M. (1996), ILO (1998), ICFfU (2001), MNU (2002) and HiIlary (1999).

Employees' employment status as a factor that determines their perceptions

towards the state of their EPZ working conditions.

Hypothesis nine investigates whether there is a relationship between EPZ workers

perceptions towards the state of their working conditions and their EPZ employment

status. The hypothesis states that:

-Ho, The employment statos of EPZ employees does not affect their

attitodes towards the state of their working conditions

In table 7.2.2.15 Wow the results after testing the above hypothesis are summarized.
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Table 7.2.2.15: Analysis of the Variance for employment status and EPZ
workers attitudes towards the state of their working conditions

Source ofVariation
.

Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F. Ratio

lBetween Groups 269.049 2 134.525 5.860

Iwithin Groups 6863.825 299 22.956

tr'otal 7132.874 301

(Criticalf- 3.00)

The F-ratio in table 7.2.2.15 above is 5.86, which is greater than the critical value 3.00.

This shows that there is a significant relationslip between EPZ workers attitudes towards

the state of their working conditions and their employment status. The null hypothesis is

thus rejected

To deterrnin: how each employment status group among EPZ workers rated the state of

their working conditions, their mean perception scores are presented in table 7.2.2.16

which present the mean scores and standard deviations on EPZ workers attitudes towards

the state oftheir working conditions by their 'employment status' group.

Table 7.2.2.16: The Mean Scores and Standard Deviations on EPZ Workers
Attitudes towards the state of their Working Conditions by their Employment
Status Group

I'mployment status N Mean SD

f-ontract 69 31.8551 5.26n

Permanent 93 302796 4.4803

Casual 140 29.4429 4.7457

From table 7.2.2.16 above contract workers highly rated the state of their working

conditions (mean score 31.8) while casual workers lowly rated the state of their working

conditions with a mean score of 29.4. A possible explanation could be that the

uncertainty of maintaining one's employment status influenced the way casual workers

perceived their working conditions, while at the same time employing a casual worker for

too long on a casual basis was in itself a poor working condition. This rmding supports
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those of Marther (1988), Hewson (1988), Yun (1988), Hunter M. (1996), !LO (1998),

ICFIU (2001), MNU (2002) and Hillary (1999) who all found that most employers

employed their wOIkers for a considerably long time on a casual basis so as to lay them

offat a moment's notia:.

Employees' salary scales as a factor that determines their perceptions towards the

state of their EPZ working conditions.

The following hypothesis investigates' whether there is a relationship between EPZ

workers perceptions towards the state of their working conditions and their EPZ salary

scales. The hypothesis states that:

Ho10 The salary scales of EPZ employees does not affect their attitudes

towards the state oftheir working conditions

In table 7.2.2.17 Mow the results after testing the above hypothesis are summarized.

Tahle 7.2.2.17: Analysis of the Variance for salary scales and EPZ workers
attitudes towards the state oftheir working conditions

Source ofVariance Sum ofSquares DF Mean Square F. Ratio

Between Groups I165357 4 291.339 14.500

Wrthin Groups 5967.518 297 20.093

Total 7132.874 301

Critical Value f= 2.37)

The F-ratio in table 7.2.2.17 above is 14.5, which is greater than the critical value 2.37.

This shows that there is a significant relationship between EPZ workers attitudes towards

the state of their working conditions and their salary scales. The null hypothesis is thus

rejected.
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To detennine how each salary scale group among EPZ workers rated the state of their

working conditions, their mean perception scores are presented in table 7.2.2.18, which

presents the mean scores and standard deviations on EPZ workers attitudes towards the

state oftheir working conditions by fueir salary scales group.

Table 7.2.2.18: The Mean ScorfS and Standard Deviations on EPZ Workers
Attitudes towards the state oftheir Working Conditions hy their Salary Scales
Group

Pay scales N Mean SD

>999 2 33.0000 .0000

I00()..1 999 6 32.3333 5.9554

200()..2999 24 28.0417 4.5729

OO()..3999 118 28.2034 4.3176

<4000 152 32.1250 4.6025

In table 7.2.2.18 above employees' earning below Ksh. 999 (mean score 33.0) and

between Ksh. 1000-1999 (mean score 32.3) highly rated the state of their working

conditions while those earning between Ksh. 2000-2999 lowly rated (mean score 28.04)

their working conditions. The possible reason for the high ratings by lowly paid workers

could be because these workers were undergoing training and thus had not yet been fully

exposed to the factol)' floor worldng conditions.

Those workers earning Ksh. 2000-2999 lowly rated their working conditions as fuey were

earning less than the legally required minimum average of about Ksh. 3582 and 3797

(depending on factory location), after they had attained their training although most

employers preferred to pay them using the general labourer minimum pay scales of

between Ksh. 2697 and 2822 (depending on factory location) (Economic survey

2001 :59). At fue same time employers failed to annually update their minimum wage pay

scales as per government requirements. This remains a tricky situation as employers seem

to take advantage of the fact that they did not issues their workers wifu any "after training

certification" as proofoftheir shift from one wage group to another in orrer to qualifY for

a higher wage. This fmding is different from those of the ICFlU (1996), Hunter, R.
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(2001), Hunter M (1996), Hewson (1988), Marther (1988), MSN (1998), Endresen &

Jauch (undated) and the NLC (tmdated) whose studies show that, EPZ wages are lower

than the minimum legal requirement but the finding supports those by (Chant et al, 1995)

and WEPZA (1996) whose studies revealed that EPZ wages were within and above the

legal minimumwages.

The location in private or public owned EPZs as a factor that determines EPZ

employees' perceptions towards the state of their EPZ working conditions.

Hypothesis 11 examines whether there is a relatioll5hip between EPZ workers

perceptions towards the state of their working conditions and the location of their

companies in the pulic or private owned zones. The hypothesis states lhat:

Hon There are no significant working conditions' problems between

employees working in EPZ companies located in the public or private

zones

In table 7.2.2.19 below the results obtained after testing the above hypothesis are

summarized.

Table 7.2.2.19: Analysis of Significant Differences of the Mean Perception
Scores between EPZ'workers employed in the private and public zones on the state
of their working conditions

300 D.F. (Cntical Value t = 1.645)

Public Private

N Mean SD N Mean SD T-Value

Working conditions 167 28.41 4.18 135 32.53 4.70 8225
..

As table 7.2.2.19 above indicates the t-value obtained from the analysis was 8.225, which

was greater than the critical value (1.645). This shows that there was a significant

difference in the perceptions ofEPZ wOIxers employed in firms located in the public and

private zones towards the state of their working conditions. On the basis of these results
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the null hypothesis was rejected. The means from the same data in table 7.2.2.19 above

indicate that employees from companies located in the private zones rated (mean score

32.53) the state of their working conditions higher than those employed in the public

zone (mean scores 28.41).

A possible explanation for this may be that EPZ firms located in private zones, since

these companies had operated outside EPZ laws before, where they had to abide with all

employment laws, seem to have carried their high employee management skills into the

zones once they joined the EPZ program in 1992. This is unlike the firms located in the

public zone, which have recently come into the country and into the zones, and may not

have sufficiently adjusted to theirnew opernting environment.

The presence or absence of a union in EPZs as a factor that detennines EPZ

employees' perceptions towards the state oftheir EPZ working conditions.

The next hypothesis tests whether there is a relationship between EPZ workers

perceptions towards the state of their working conditions and the presence or absence of

unions in fueir companies. The hypothesis states that:

BOl2 There are no significant working conditions' differences in the

perceptions of unionized and non-unionized EPZ employees

In table 7.2.2.20 Wow is a summary of the results after testing the above hypothesis.

Table 7.2.2.20: Analysis of Significant Differences of the Mean Perception
Scores between EPZ workers employed in Unionized and Non-unionized EPZs on
the state of their working conditions

300 D. F. (CntIcal t value = 1.645)

Unionized Non-unionized

N Mean SD N Mean SO T-Value

Working conditions 203 3123 4.71 99 28.25 4.59 5.195
..
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The data presented in table 7.2.2.20 above shows that the t-value (5.195) obtained from

unionized and non-unionized employees, is greater that the critical value (1.645). This

indicates that there is a significant difference in the perceptions of EPZ workers

employed in unionized and non-unionized EPZs. On the basis of these results the null

hypothesis was rejected. The mean perception scores as shown in the above data indicate

that, unionized workers rated the state of their working conditions higher (mean score

31.23) than their non-unionized colleagues (mean score 28.25).

A possible explanation for this finding may be based on the fact that unions have played

their role as workers rights advocates in the unionized EPZ companies and have, to some

extent, succeeded in ensuring that their members work under favourable working

conditions. This froding reinforces those of the ILO (1988), the ICFIU (1991, 1996,

2001 & 2002), Jauch (2002), Abeywardene (1994), MNU (2000, 2002 & 2001),

Endresm & Jauch (undated), Hewson (1988), Yun (1988), Haggard (1992), Sook (1999)

who all suggest that the inclusion of trade union rights in EPZ operations could help

improve EPZ employees working conditions.

The presence of different age groups in EPZs as a factor that determines EPZ

employees' perceptions towards the state oftheir EPZ working conditions.

Hypothesis 13, tests whether there is no relationship between young (18-23) and older

(24-29) EPZ workers perceptions towards the state of their working conditions. The

hypothesis states that:

H013 There are no significant differences in the perceptions of young (18

23) and older (24-29) EPZ employees towards the state of their EPZ

working conditions.

In table 7.2.221 bdow is a summary of the results after testing the above hypothesis.
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Table 7.2.2.21: Analysis of Significant Differences of the Mean Perception
Scores between young (18-23) and older (24-29) EPZ workers on the state of their
working conditions

234 D. F. (Cnncal t value - 1.645)

Young employees (18-23) Older employees (24-29)

Working conditions N Mean SD N Mean SD T-Value

68 29.09 4.69 168 30.11 4.60 -1.543
..

In table 7.2.2.21 above the t-value (-1.543) obtained is lower than the critical value 1.645.

This indicates that there are no significant working conditions' differences between

young (18-23 year old) and older (24-29 year old) employees. The null hypothesis is thus

not rejected

The mean perception scores as shown in the above data indicate that the older (24-29)

workers rated the state of their working conditions higher (mean score 30.11) than their

young (18-23) colleagues (mean score 29.09).

As indicated in another section of this chapter a pattern seemed to emerge whereby the

older the employees the better they perceived their working conditions. The explanation

is that older employees were more exposed and experienced than younger ones who

probably had not been employed before and expected perfect working conditions on their

first employment. Chant et al (1995), showed that younger employees may experience

more problems, in that the management employed them with the intention of moulding

them into the company way of doing things, while older and more experienced workers

did not need any more moulding thus less exposure to many or new rules and regulations.

Operating from the public or privates zones as a factor that determines EPZ

investors' perceptions towards the state of their EPZ working conditions.

The next hyp<Xhesis tests whether there is a relationslip between the perceptions of EPZ

investors operating from the public and private zones towards the state of their

companies' working conditions. The hypothesis states that:
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HOl4 EPZ investors located in private zones view the working conditions

that they expose their employees to as different from those of

investors located in the public zone.

In 7.22.22below is a Sl.IIIIIIlary ofthe results after testing the above hypothesis.

Table 7.2.2.22: Analysis ofSignificant Differences of the Mean Perception
Scores between EPZ enterprises located Public and Private Zones on the state of
their working conditions

8 DF (Cntlca1 Valuet= 1.86)

Public Private

N Mean SD N Mean SD T-Value

Working conditions 5 40.4 4.93 5 39.6 4.93 0.257
..

Table 7.22.22 above indicates that the t-value (0.257) obtained is lower than the critical

value 1.86. This indicates that there are no significant working conditions' differences

between the working conditions investors located in the public and private zones expose

their workers to. The null hypothesis is thus not rejected. The mean perception scores as

shown in the above data indicate that investors located in public zones highly (mean

score 40.4) rated the working conditions they exposed their workers to, while investors in

private zones accumulated a slightly lower mean score of 39.6. This fmding implies that

working conditions in public zones are slightly of higher quality than those in private

zones.

A possible explanation for this fmding could be attributed to the new structures the EPZ

companies located in the public zone occupy, where most of the structures and equipment

in the public zone are less than three years old. At the time the researcher carried out the

study some companies had occupied the new factory buildings for between two to six

months.
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Unionization of EPZ enterprises as a factor that determines EPZ investors'

perceptions towards the state of the working conditions that they expose their

workers to.

Hypothesis 15 tests whether there is a relationship between EPZ investors' perceptions

towards their companies working conditions while operating in a unionized or non

unionized EPZ environment. The hypothesis states that:

Ho1s Unionized EPZ operators view the state ofthe working conditions that

they expose their workers to as different from those of non-unionized

operators.

In table 7.2.2.23 Wow the results after testing the above hypothesis are sunnnarized.

Table 7.2.2.23: Analysis of Significant Differences of the Mean Perception
Scores between unionized and non-unionized EPZ investors on the state of the
working conditions that they expose their workers to

8 DF (CntIcal Value t = 1.86)

Unionized Non-unionized

N Mean SD N Mean SD T-Value

Working conditions 7 3829 4.61 3 44.0 .00 -2.075
..

From table 7.2.2.23 above the t-value (-0.257) obtained is lower than the critical value

1.86. This indicates that there are no significant differences in the wocking conditions that

unionized and non-unionized investors expose their wOlkers to. The null hypothesis is

thus not rejected. The mean perception scores as shown in the above data indicate that

non-unionized investors highly (mean score 44.0) rated the state of the working

conditions that they exposed their workers to, while unionized investors accumulated a

lower mean score of 38.29. This fmding implies that non-unionized EPZ investors

exposed their wolkers to better working conditions than unionized investors.
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A possible explanation for this finding may be that the direct method of communication

whereby workers directly addressed their employers on their working condition problems

was more effective than when unions were used as intermediaries to address members

(workers) complaintsto their employers.

lbis finding partially supports those of LaCroix (1998) whose research showed that the

confrontationa approach used by unions did not work, as most workers were afraid of

losing their jobs.

The length of time a company has operated, as an EPZ as a factor that determines

EPZ investors' perceptions towards the state of their EPZ working conditions.

The last hypothesis examines whethfr there is a relationship between the state of the

working conditions EPZ investors' expose their workers to and the length of time they

had operated as EPZs. The hypothesis states 1hat:

Ho., The length of time a company has operated; as an EPZ does not affect

its perceptions towards the state of the working conditions that it exposes its

workers to.

Table 7.2.2.24 Wow presents a surrmary of the results from the above stated hypothesis.

Table 7.2.2.24: Analysis of Significant Differences of the· Mean Perception
Scores between the length of time a company has operated as an EPZ and investors
attitudes towards the state of the working conditions that they expose their workers
to

~urceofVariance Sum ofSquares DF Mean Square F

!Between Groups 98.800 2 49.400 3.558

Iwithin Groups 97.200 7 13.886

~otal 196.000 9

9 D.F. (Critical Value 426)
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The F-ratio in table 7.2.2.24 above is 3.558, which is lower than the critical value 4.26.

This shows that there is no significant relationship between the length oftime a company

has operated as an EPZ and the state ofthe working conditions that it exposes its workers

to. On the basis ofthese results the null hypothesis was not rej:cted.

To detennine how each group of companies rated its perceptions towards the state of the

working conditions that it exposed its workers to, their mean perception scores are

presented in table 7.2.2.25 below, which presents the mean scores and standard

deviations on the length of time a company had operated as an EPZ and its perceptions

towards the state ofbe working conditions that it exposed its workers to.

Table 7.2.2.25: The Mean Scores and Standard Deviations on the Length of
Time a Company had Operated as aD EPZ and its Perceptions towards the state of
the Working Conditions that it Exposed its Workers to

iLength oftime (in years) N Mean SD

I> 1 year 3 44.00 .00

1-2 years 5 39.60 4.93

I< 1 years 2 35.00 .00

From table 7.2.2.25 above companies that had operated for less than one year as EPZs

highly rated the state of the working conditions that they exposed their workers to, as

they scored a mean score of 44.0, while companies that had stayed the longest in the

zones (over seven years) lowly rated the slate of the working conditions that they exposed

their workers to (mean score 35.00). From the same table above a trend seems to emerge

where the longer a company had operated in the zones, the lower the nature of the

working conditions that it exposed its workers to.

This finding supports that of Yun (1988) who found that new companies came into the

zones with more capital, new technology and management systems, which made them

able to poach workers from older firms who in order to survive had to cut their labour

related co&s thus restiting in poor employee working conditions.
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7.2.3 Summary

The purpose of this section was to identitY the factors that significantly affected

employer-employee labour relations in Kenyan garment EPZs. After exposing the study's

sixteen hypotheses to either (t) or (f) tests, the factors that significantly affected Kenyan

EPZ employers and their employees' attitudes towards the state of their working

conditions were identified. These factors are: age, sex marital status, employment status,

wolk section, leadership position in complDlY, salary scale and the location of an EPZ

company in a public or private zone. The data also precisely revealed where the EPZ

labour relations' problem was in these factors. The findings from this section were used

to draw conclusions and make recommendaions on how to improw EPZ employer

employee labour relations in Kenyan EPZs in the next chaIter.
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7.3 The scope ofthe employer-employee labour relations' gap in Kenyan EPZs

7.3.1 Introduction

The second objective ofthe study was to investigate the scope of the employer-employee

labour relations' gap in Kenyan EPZs. lbis was done by investigating the perceptions of

the three groups (the EPZA, EPZ employers and their workers) towards the six broad

factors that EPZ labour regulatory bodies such as NGOs, MNEs and intemationallabour

bodies (lID & ICFTIJ) considered important in detennining the state of a company's

working conditions. These fact<rs are:

I. Education and~ facilities;

2. Remun:ration structures;

3. Employment structures (avoid empoyment discrimination);

4. Working facilities;

5. Interpersonal relationships;

6. Working relationships.

To show the perception and attitude of the EPZ employers and their employees towards

the state oftheir working conditions it was found appropriate to calculate the mean scores

for the responses in the range of the six items listed above. The mean scores obtained

would then give an overall perception of the employers/employees' attitude toward each

EPZ working condition item.

A company's eruployers and employees were then asked to respond to a set of questions

that were meant to test their perceptions on each of the six broad categories ofitems that

determire the state of an EPZ company's working conditions. These responses obtained

were thenrated ona four point likert scale where scoring was done as follows:

Positively stated items Negatively stated items

Always, Strongly agree, Very 4 Always, Strongly agree, Very I

Agree, Often, Good 3 Agree, Often, Good 2

Disagree, Sometimes, Fair 2 Disagree, Sometimes, Fair 3

Never, Strongly disagree, Poor I Never, Strongly disagree, Poor 4
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It was, therefore, presumed that an extremely high mean perception score would be 4.00,

which would indicate that there was no employer-employee labour relations' problem on

an item that had such a score. A high mean perception score would range between 3.00

3.99, while a strong average mean perception score would range between 2.50 and 3.00,

for the purpose of analysis. These scores indicated that although there was an employer

employee labour relation problem on items that had this range of scores, the problem was

not very severe. A weak average perception score would range between 2 and 2.50,

hence, low mean perception scores would range from 0.00 to 1.99. An EPZ employer

employee labour relations' gap was identified where an item in the data had a mean

perception score that was below 2.50. A mean perception score of 2.50 and above was

considered to be an acceptable labour relation's gap as it was above average. However, a

score that was below 2.50 was considered to be poor and a company needed to improve

on items wi1h such mean perception scores.

To precisely identify where an EPZ firm's employer-employee labour relations' gap was,

the mean scores and standard deviations of the sampled employees were analyzed using

the different employer-employee profiles identified in section 7.1 of this chapter. These

are: age - 18-23 & 24-29, gender, marital status, leadership positions held, firms located

in the public/private and unionized/non-unionized zones. Each ofthe six broad categories

that determined the state of an EPZ compmy's working conditions (education and

training facilities, remuneration structures, employment structures (absence of

employment discrimination), working facilities, interpersma! relationships and working

relationslips) was thus analyzed, a minimum of seven times using the profiles of both

EPZ employers and their employees.

7.3.2 Education and Training facilities

The items in this section set out to establish the education and training employer

employee labour relations' gap in Kenyan EPZs.

In order to establish this gap the follo~ items were tested:
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1. The importance of training and education qualifications during recruitment in the

zones;

2. Whether EPZ employers offered their employees on-job training;

3. The sufficien:y ofemployer offered on-job training;

4. The relevance of the acquired working experience to the future of employees outside

the zones.

This was done to establish wheth« EPZ employers:

1. Recruited tmployees on the basis of their education qualifications;

2. Offered theiremployees relevant on-job training;

3. On-job training was sufficient for employees work within the zones and whether the

work experien;;e EPZ workers acquired within the zones was relevant to their future

outside the rones.

To precisely identify where an EPZ firm's employer-employee education and training

labour relations' gap was, the mean scores and standard deviations of the above listed

items of the sampled respondents were analyzed using the different employer-employee

profiles identified in section 7.1 of this chapter. These are: age - 18-23 & 24-29, gender,

marital status, leadership positions held, firms located in the public/private and

unionized/non-unionizedzones.

The findings from this section were used to draw conclusions and make

recommendations on the nature of the Kenyan employer-employee education and training

labour relations' gap in the next chap;er.

Table 7.3.2.1 below p-esents the mean scores and standard deviations of the sampled EPZ

investors and their employees on their perceptions towards the importance of education in

the EPZ work place.
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Table 7.3.2.1: The Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of EPZ workers and
Investors perceptions towards the importance of education in the EPZ work place

Employees Employers

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Importance of training and education qualifications in 302 2.75 129 10 3.60 .52

employment

Do employers offer employees training 302 2.78 .84 - - -
Employer training is sufficient for your work 302 2.52 .94 - - -
Is the working experience relevant to the future ofemployees 302 2.76 .86 - - -
Relevance ofwork experience to establishing private business 302 2.52 .99 - - -

From table 7.3.2.1 above althoughoIily one item is compared between the sampledEPZ

investors and their employees, it is evident that the employees highly rated the

importance of education and training at the EPZ work place as indicated by their strong

average mean scores which ranged between 2.52 and 2.78. In contrast the same table

shows that employerS also rated the importance of education and training highly at the

EPZ work place as indicated by their high mean perception score of3.60. This means that

employers regarded training and education qualifications as important when recruiting.

This finding is consistent with that of Yun (1988) whose study showed that employers

looked for a minimmn standard ofeducation before recruiting.

As to whether EPZ employees are offered any on-the-job training, EPZ employees mean

scores were a strong average of 2.78, which confIrms that some form of on job employee

training takes place in the zones. On the relevance (mean score 2.76) and applicability of

the acquired work experience outside the zones (mean score 2.52) the strong average

scores on the two items indicate that the EPZ employees regarded the training and

working experience that they acquired from the zones as sufficient enough to prepare

them to be self reliant outside the zones. This finding seems to be different from the

findings of Abeywardene (1994) and the ICFfU (1996) which argue that the short, task

specific, training given does not equip EPZ workers with enough skills to improve their

career prospects outside the zones. However, the finding supports those of WEPZA
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(1996), which indicate that there has been considerable technology/skills transfer

particularly from pioneering EPZ sewing industries in many zones arounl the world.

Table 7.3.2.2 below compares the mean perception scores and standard deviations of 18

23 & 24-29 year olds towards the treatment of education and experience in the EPZ

workplace.

Table 7.3.2.2: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of 18-23 & 24
29 year olds towards the treatment of education and experience in the EPZ
workplace

18-23 year oIds 24-29 year olds

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Importance of trainin and education qualifications in 68 2.54 .92 168 2.77 1.47• g

employment

Do employers offer employees training 68 2.57 .82 168 2.43 .96

EmpIoyertraining is sufficient for your work 68 2.82 .75 168 2.80 .88

Is tlte working experience relevant to tlte future ofemployees 68 2.74 .86 168 2.71 .84

Relevance ofwork experience to establishing private business 68 2.47 .98 168 2.54 1.00

From the data in table 7.3.2.2 above it is evident, that both age groups scored strong

average" mean scores (above 2.50), on the importance of training and education

qualifications and the relevance ofemployer offered on-job training and work experience.

This shows that both age groups view education qualifications as important when seeking

employment in the zones. They also view the training offered by their employers and the

work experience gained from their jobs in the zones as sufficient for their jobs within the

zones.

The difference in perceptions between the age ranges 18-23 and 24-29 year olds, fell in

two areas. The sufficiency of the employer offered on-the-job training and the relevance

of the acquired working experience to their employment life outside the zones. The

younger employers (18-23 year olds) indicated that the on-the-job training that they

received from their employers was sufficient for their future outside the zones. The older

(24-29 year olds) employees indicated, that the on-the-job training their employer offered
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them was insufficient for them to survive with, outside the zones. This could be attributed

to the difference in outlook The young employees being new in the zones may not have

been in a position to quantify the quality of on-the-job training offered by their

employers. On the other hand the difference in the relevmre of work experience to the

future of EPZ workers outside the zones could also be attnbuted to the difference in

outlook. The older employees due to their length of service in EPZ firms may have

accumulated a lot of experience to enable them establish private business outside the

zones. The young (1 8-23) employees may have felt that they needed more time to acquire

more experience to independently survive outside the zones. This finding indicates that

the two different age groups pereeived employer training and the relevance of work

experience differently.

Table 7.3.2.3 below presents the mean pereeption scores and standard deviations of EPZ

males and females towards treatment of education and work experience in the EPZ

workplace.

Table 7.3.2.3: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of EPZ males
and Females towards the treatment of education and work experience in the EPZ
workplace

Males Females

N Mean SD N Mean SD

bnportance of training and <:<Iueation qualifications in 151 2.87 1.48 151 2.63 1.06

employment

Do employers offer employees training 151 2.89 .82 151 239 .94

Employer training is suflicient for your work 151 2.64 .91 151 2.68 .84

Is the working experience relevant to the future ofemployees 151 2.93 .82 151 2.58 .87

Relevance ofwork experience to establishing private business 151 2.70 1.02 151 2.35 .94

The results in table 7.3.2.3 above indicate that the male employees mean perception

scores are strong averages (all are above 2.50) in all the items on the relevance of

education and work experience. The female employees mean scores in three of the four

items are strong averages (above 2.50). However, the female employees scored weak
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average mean scores on the nature of training offered by their employers (mean score

2.39) and the relevance ofthe acquired work experience (mean score 2.35) in establishing

private business outside the zones. The reason for the low mean score on the nature of

training offered by their employers could be due to the fact that the majority of the

training officers in the sampled companies were males, whose training methods may have

suited the male more than the female employees. At same time female employees seemed

to have some experience on gannent handling thus, they may have considered the

training that they were being offered by their employers as not quite new and relevant to

them. On the relevance of the acquired experience outside the zones, female employees

have lower mean scores than males due to the entrepreneurship nature ofmales, as most

private business operatioos in Kenya are gender biased in favour of men. This finding

indicates that male and female EPZ employees in Kenyan garment zones view the

training offered by their employers and the relevance of their acquired work experience

differently.

Table 7.3.2.4 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

section heads and non-section heads towards the treatment of education and work

experience in the EPZ work place

.Table 7.3.2.4: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of Section
heads and Non-section heads towards the treatment of education and work
experience in the EPZ work place

Section heads Non-section heads

N Mean SO N Mean SO

Importance of training and education qualifications in 66 3.08 1.00 236 2.66 1.35

employment

Do employers offer employees training 66 2.76 .91 236 2.45 .93

Employer training is sufficient for your work 66 2.79 .92 236 2.78 .82

Is the working experience relevant to the future of 66 3.08 .77 236 2.67 .87

employees

Relevance of work experience to establishing private 66 2.62 .97 236 2.50 1.00

business
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The mean scores in table 7.3.2.4 above indicate both section heads and non-section heads

scored strong averages (above 2.50) and high (above 3.00) mean scores in four out of the

five items stated above. This indicates that both groups regard education qualifications as

important during recruitment in the zones. They also indicated that the employer offered

on-the-job training is sufficient for their work inside the zones, while their work

experience is both relevant to them both within and outside the zones. However, the two

groups scored different scores on the nature of the on-the-job training that their

employers offer. Section heads highly rate on-the-job training their employers offered

them with a strong average mean score of (2.76), while non-section heads lowly rate the

training offered by their employers with a weak average mean score of2.45.

This could mean that either section heads get extra training above what non-section heads

get or that due to their privileged status in the organization they tend to feel that the

training their employers provide should be/or is sufficient enough for all of the

company's employees. This finding indicates that section heads and non-section heads

defer on the adequacy and the nature of the on-the-job training that their employers

provide themwith.

Table 7.3.2.5 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviatiom of

workers from companies located in the public and private zones towards the importance

ofeducation ani work experience in the EPZ wOIxplace

Table 7.3.2.5: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of EPZ
workers from companies located in the Public and Private Zoues towards the
importance ofeducation and work experience in the EPZ workplace

Public . Private

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Importance oftraining and education qualifications in employment 167 2.57 1.02 135 2.97 1.54

Do employers offer employees training 167 2.25 .85 1352.85 .93

Employer training is sufficient for my work 167 2.67 .88 1352.92 .76

Is the working experience relevant to the future ofemployees 167 2.62 .91 1352.79 .87

!Relevance ofwork experience to establish private business 167 2.31 1.04 135 2.93 .77
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From table 7.3.2.5 above the mean perception scores of employees working for EPZ

companies located in both private and public zones in four out of the five items are all at

the strong average range (above 2.50). This shows that EPZ employees considered

training and education qualifications as important when applying for a job in the zones,

the employer offered on-the-job training which was sufficient and the work experience

they had acquired in the EPZ workplace was relevant to their future outside the zones.

The only difference that emerged was that of the nature of training EPZ employers

offered. Employees in the public zone lowly rated (mean score 2.25) the nature of on-the

job training their employers offered them, while those working in the public zones highly

rated on-the-job training (mean score of 2.85) offered by their employers. This finding

indicates that employers located in the private zones offer their employees' better on-the

job training than those located in the puHic zone.

Table 7.3.2.6 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

unionized and non-unionized EPZ workers towards the treatment of education and

experiencein the EPZ workplace.

Table 7.3.2.6: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of unionized
and non-unionized EPZ workers towards the treatment of education and experience
in the EPZ workpIace

Unionized Non-unionized

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Importance of training and education qualifications in 203 2.79 1.39 99 2.66 1.05

employment

Do employers offer employees training 203 2.79 .83 99 2.42 .82

Employer training is sufficient for your work 203 2.56 .98 99 2.77 .86

Is the working experience relevant to the future ofemployees 203 2.83 .82 99 2.61 .92

Relevance ofwork experience to establishing private business 203 2.64 .95 99 2.29 1.05

From table 7.3.2.6 above all unionizoo employees mean perception scores are strong

averages (above 2.50). This means that they highly rate the importance of education and

training as well as the acquired work experience both for their jobs in the zones and
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outside the zones. As for non-unionized employees their mean scores in three out of the

five tested items were strong averages (above 2.50). Non-unionized employees mean

scores on the nature of on-the-job training they get from their employers (2.40) and the

relevance of their work experience outside the zones (2.29) are weak averages (below

2.50), which indicates that they lowly rated these two items. A possible explanation for

the high mean scores in unionized EPZs could be that with the help of unions they have

been able to negotiate for better on-the-job training methods unlike non-unionized

employees. This finding indicates that unionized and non-unionized EPZ workers view

training ani education at the EPZ work place differently.

• In 2002, the EPZA received between one and three complaints from EPZ

employees on the nature of on-the-job training and development in the EPZ

workplace.

7.3.3 Employment discrimination

After examining the perceptions of EPZ investors and their employees towards the

importance ofeducation and training at the EPZ workplace, this section seeks to establish

the EPZ employment discrimination labour relations' gap in Kenyan EPZs.

The items in this section set out to establish the extent to which the following factors

influen:e an employee's abili1y to get employed in Kenyan EPZs.

1. Gender;

2. Pregnancy status;

3. Being a man;

4. Marital status;

5. Age.

To precisely identifY where an EPZ finn's employer-employee employment

discrimination labour relations' gap was, the mean scores and standard deviations of the

above listed five items of the sampled respondents were analyzed using the different

employer-employee profiles identified in section 7.1 of this chapter. These are: age - 18-
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23 and 24-29, gender, marital status, leadership positions held, finns located in the

public/private and UIionizedlnon-unionizedzones.

The findings from this section were used to draw conclusions and make

recommendations on the nature of the employer-employee employment discrimination

gap in Kenyan EPZs in the next chapter.

Table 7.3.3.1 belowpresents the mean scores and standard deviations ofthe investors and

their employees on their perceptions towards the various fonns of employment

discrimination in the IPZ work place.

Table 7.3.3.1: The Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of EPZ workers and
Investors perceptions towards the various forms of employment discrimination in
the EPZ work place

Employees Employers

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Importance ofgeoder in employmeot 302 2.41 .91 10 2.10 1.37

Importance ofpregnancy status in employment for females 151 2.83 .93 10 3.60 .52

Importance ofbeing a man in employment 151 2.46 .91 - - -
Importance ofmarital status in employment 302 2.61 .94 10 4.00 .00

Importance ofage in employment 302 2.19 .91 10 2.90 1.37

From table 7.3.3.1 above, extremely high (4.00) and high (3.60) mean perception scores

were observed among EPZ investors on the importance of pregnancy and marital status,

respectively, as determinants of recruitment in the zones. This indicates that most

employers did not consider the pregnancy and marital status of their workers as important

during recruitment. However, one employer said that the pregnancy status of women at

times was considered to be impoctant during and after recruitment as in some cases it

disrupted production. Citing a few cases, he had observed that the employer had said that

some pregnant women would halt production at that assembly line due to various

pregnancy conditions, while others would delay an "assembly" line's attainment of its

quota, as they were a rather slow due to theirpregnancy condition. Most pregnant women
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opted to leave on their own but were given priority or guaranteed employment on their

return after giving birth. The workers on theirpart seem to concur with fueir employers as

they scored strong average scores on these two issues (mean score 2.83) for the

importance ofpregnancy and (mean score 2.61) for the impcrtance oftheir marital status

as factors that determined an individual's employment in the zones. This fmding is

different from those of Hunter, R (2001), HillaI}' (1999), ICFrU (2001) NLC (1999),

MNU (2000), MSN (2001) Yun (1998), Lacroix (1998) and Abbott (1997) who found

pregnancy as a barrier towards employment in the zones. The finding is also different

from those of Chant et al, (1995) and Yun (1988) whose studies revealed that marital

status influem:ed the chalices ofan individml being employed in the zones.

On the importance of gender as an employment factor the mean perception scores were

relatively lower (2.41 for employees and 2.10 for employers) than those ofpregnancy and

marital status. Most investors stated that they employed more women than men as most

of their operations suited women more than men This finding is consistent with those of

Romero (1995), Jauch (2002), Hillary (1999), Abbott (1997) Marther (1988) and Chart et

al, (1995) whose studies showed that some gender specific characteristics such as manual

dexterity and patience for repetitive and monotonous detailed manual, work, were an

advantage for women when it came to seeking employment in the zones. A large number

of men also expressed feelings of discrimination as employers preferred women to men

during recruitment.

On the issue of age discrimination both investors and their employees had low mean

scores (2.19) for employees and (2.10) for employers. Employers stated that their

discrimination was positive, as they did not employ anyone below the legal (official)

employment age of 18 years. Employees on their part expressed the feelings of

discrimination in two ways. The younger (18-23 year olds) employees said that

employers preferred older and more mature employees (i.e. 24-28 year olds) while the

older employees (24-28 year olds) felt that employers preferred young and fresh

employees (i.e. 18-23 year olds). This fmding is different from thOse of Marther (1988),
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MSN (2001) and Hewson (1988) whose studies revealed that children were employed in

a large number ofEPZs.

Table 7.3.3.2 below compares the mean perception scores and standard deviations of 18

23 & 24-29 year olds towards discrimination in the EPZ wcrkplace.

Table 7.3.3.2: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of 18-23 & 24
29 year olds towards discrimination in the EPZ workplace

18-23 yearolds 24-29 year olds

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Importance ofgender in employment 68 2.51 1.09 168 2.30 .79

Importance ofpregnancy status in einployment for females 35 3.03 .89 101 2.81 .88

Importance ofbeing a man in employment 33 2.64 1.03 67 227 .79

Importance ofmarital status in employment 68 2.57 .92 168 2.57 .90

Importance ofage in employment 68 2.24 .92 168 2.02 .83

In table 7.3.3.2 above gender, pregnancy and marital status were not important factors

according to the 18-23 year olds when it came to recruitment in the zones, as their mean

scores on these two items ranged between a strong average of (2.51), to a high mean

score of (3.03). This finding is different from those ofthe ICFIU (1996), (Currie 1995)

and Romero (1995) who in their studies, found gender pregnancy and marital status to be

important during EPZ recruitment. As for the 24-29 year old group, pregnancy (mean

score 2.81) and marital status (mean score 2.57) did not count as advantages when it

came to recruitment in the zones. What they felt counted was gender (mean score 2.30)

where men specificalIystated that women were preferred to them when it came to

recruitment. The two age groups (18-23 and 24-29) presented different views when it

came to the impcrtance ofage in employment. The younger employees (mean score 2.24)

said that employers preferred recruiting older and mature workers while the older

employees (mean score 2.02) countered this by saying that employers preferred recruiting

younger employees. This fmdingindicates that the two age groups perceived

discrimination at the work place differently. This fmding partly supports those of Yun
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(1988) and Marther (1988) whose studies revealed that employers preferred young

employees to older ores.

Table 7.3.3.3 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations ofEPZ

males and females towards discrimination in the EPZ wOlkplace.

Table 7.3.3.3: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of EPZ males
and Females towards discrimination in the EPZ workplace

Males Females

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Importance ofgender in employment 151 2.46 .91 151 2.32 .93

Importance ofpregnancy status in employment 0 151 2.83 .93

Importance ofmarital status in employment 151 2.61 .97 151 2.62 .92

Importance ofage in employment 151 2.25 .90 151 2.13 .92

From table 7.3.3.3 above, both males and females have strong average mean perception

scores (above 2.50) on the importance of both marital and pregnancy status, which

indicates that both males and females do not rate these two items as important during

recruitment. However, the two groups had weak average scores (below 2.50) on the

importance of gender and age during recruitment. On the issue of gender most men

indicated that most employers preferred employing females than males, while some

females indicated that they had been employed on the basis of their gender. On the

importance of age, the older male and female employees indicated that employers

favoured employing the young (18-23 year olds) while the young indicated that

employers favoured employing older (24-29 year olds) and more mature employees. This

finding indicates that both male and female EPZ employees experience age and gender

employment discrimination in Kenyan garment EPZs.

Table 7.3.3.4 overleaf presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

sectionheads and non-section heads towards discrimination in the EPZ wCTk place.
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Table 7.3.3.4: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of Section
heads and Non-section heads towards discrimination in the EPZ work place

Section heads Non-section heads

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Importance ofgender in employment 66 2.29 .97 236 2.44 .89

Importance of' pregnancy status in employment for 28 2.21 .99 123 2.97 .86

females

Importance ofmarital status in employment 66 2.44 1.02 236 2.66 .91

Importance ofage in employment 66 2.12 .89 236 2.20 .92

In table 7.3.3.4 above, all four of the section heads mean scores fall in the weak average

category (below 2.50). Ibis indicates that section heads regard gender, pregnancy and

marital status as well as age as important factors during recruitment. These factors could

have contribnted in their promotion to their current leadership positions or in other words

they owed their current status to these factors. On the other hand, non-section head

employees, scored strong average scores (above 2.50) on the importance of pregnancy

and marital status. These strong average mean scores meant that they considered these

factors not to have had any influence in getting them employed in the zones. Non-section

heads scored weak averages (below 2.50) on the importance of gender in employment.

Ibis could be because most males felt females had an advantage over them when it came

to recruitm:nt. The weak average (below 2.50) mean score on age could be attnouted to

the argument among the old and the young whereby the young argued that employers

preferred older more mature'employees while the older employees argued that employers

preferred employing the young. This fmding indicates that section heads and non-section

heads viewedemployment discrimination in the EPZ work place differently.

Table 7.3.3.5 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

workers from companies located in the public and privates EPZ towards discrimination in

the EPZ workplace
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Table 7.3.3.5: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of EPZ
workers from companies located in the Public and Private Zones towards
discrimination in the EPZ workplace

Public Private

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Importance ofgender in employment 167 2.30 .93 135 2.54 .87

Importance ofpregnancy status in employment 167 2.54 .95 135 2.76 .89

Importance ofmarital status in employment 167 2.52 .90 135 2.73 .97

Importance ofage in employment 167 2.16 .86 135 2.21 .97

From table 7.3.3.5 above; the mean perception scores of EPZ workers located in both

public and private zones on the importance of pregnancy and marital status during

employment are strong average scores (above 2.50). Both sets of workers mean

perception scores on the importance of age are weak averages (below 2.50). This

indicates that there exists age employment discrimination in the zones. On gender,

employees in public·zones scored a weak average mean perception score (2.30) while

those working in companies situated in private zones had a strong average mean score.

This finding, therefore, indicates that age employment discrimination exists in EPZ

companies located in both the public and private zones, while gender employment

discrimination tKes place in companies located in the public zone.

Table 7.3.3.6 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviatiom of

investors from companies lOCated in the public and private zones towards discrimination

in the EPZ workplace
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Table 7.3.3.6: The Mean· Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of investors
from companies located in the Public and Private Zones towards employment
discrimination in the EPZ workplace

Public Private

N Mean SO N Mean SO

Importance ofgender on recruitment 5 1.40 .55 5 2.80 1.64

Importance ofmaternity status on recruitment 5 3.60 .55 5 3.60 .55

Importance ofmarital status on recruitment 5 4.00 .00 5 4.00 .00

Importance ofage on recruitment 5 3.60 .55 5 2.20 1.64

Importance ofeducational qualifications on recruitment 5 3.20 .45 5 4.00 .00

In table 7.3.3.6 above, the mean perception scores ofinvestors located in public EPZs are

all high (above 3.00) in four of the five listed items. However, investors in this group

cited gender (mean score 1.40) as an important factor during recruitment. On the other,

hand investors in companies located in private zones scored high (above 3.00) and strong

average (above 2.50) mean scores in four out of the five listed items, with age (mean

score 2.20) as the only item among the five that they considered important during

recruitment. 1bis finding indicates that EPZ inveStors located in the public and private

zones view the importance ofgender and age during recruitment differently.

Table 7.3.3.7 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

unionized and non-unionized EPZ workers towards discrimination in t;he EPZ wOIkplace.

Table 7.3.3.7: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of unionized
and non-unionized EPZ workers towards discrimination in the EPZ workplace

Unionized Non-unionized

N Mean SO N Mean SO

Importance ofgender in employment 203 2.45 .91 99 2.32 .90

Importance ofpregnancy status in employment for females 203 2.62 .98 65 2.66 .80

Importance ofmarital status in employment 203 2.61 1.00 99 2.62 .82

Importance ofage in employment 203 2.26 .95 99 2.03 .81
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In table 7.3.3.7 above, the mean perception scores and standard deviations of both the

unionized and non-unionized workers on the importance of both pregnancy and marital

status are strong averages (above 2.50). This means that they did not consider these two

factors as having any influence on their recruitment in the zones. Both unionized and

non-unionized workers mean perception scores on the importance of gender and age in

employment were weak averages (below 2.50). This means that both sets of employees

regarded gender and age as importazt factors when it came to recruitment in the zones.

This is explained by the fact that most males felt that employers preferred employing

females, while older employees felt that employers preferred employing young workers

with the young stating that employers preferred employing older and more mature

workers, hence the weak average scores (2.26) for unionized workers and (2.03) for non

unionized workers on the age factor. This finding indicates that unionized and non

unionized workers hold similar views regarding employment discrimination at the EPZ

work place.

Table 7.3.3.8: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of unionized
and non-unionized EPZ investors towards discrimination in the EPZ workplace

. Union Non-union

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Importance ofgender on recruitment 7 229 1.60 3 1.67 .58

Importance ofmaternity status on recruitment 7 3.71 .49 3 3.33 .58

Importance ofmarital status on recroitment 7 4.00 .00 3 4.00 .00

Importance ofage 00 recruitment 7 2.71 1.60 3 3.33 .58

From table 7.3.3.8 above, both unionized and non-unionized investors mean scores on the

impoct:ance of maternity and pregnancy status during recruitment are high (above 3.00).

Similarly, age has a strong average mean score of (2.71) for unionized investors and a

high mean score of (3.33) for non-unionized investors. This means that both sets of

investors did not consider these factors to be important during recruitment. The low

(below 2.(0) and weak average (below 2.50) mean scores in the same table show that

both unionized and non-unionized investors considered gender to be important during

recruitment. Most investors stated that they preferred employing females rather than
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males. This finding indicates that both unionized and non-unionized EPZ investcrs hold

similar views towrrds employment discriminationin the EPZworkplace.

• In 2002, the EPZA respondent indicated that they did not receive any complaints

on gender, marital or maternity discrimination in be EPZ workplace.

7.3.4 Remuneration structures

After examining the perceptions of EPZ investors and their employees towards

employment discrimination at the EPZ wOIxplace, this section seeks to establish the

scope ofthe employer-employee remuneration labour relations' gap in Kenyan EPZs.

In order to establish the scope of the employer-employee remuneration labour relations'

gap, the items in this section sought to establish he nature ofEPZ employees:

1. Employment status;

2. Salary scales;

3. Working week (days);

4. Overtime;

5. Medical facilities.

To precisely identifY where an EPZ firm's employer-employee remuneration labour

relations' gap was, the mean scores and standard deviations ofthe above listed five items

of the sampled respondents were analyzed using the different employer-employee

profiles identified in section 7.1 of this chapter. These are: age - 18-23 & 24-29, gender,

marital status, leadership positions held, fmns located in the public/private and

unionized/non-unionized zones.

The findings from this section were used to draw conclusions and make

recommendations regarding the employer-employee remuneration labour relations' gap

in Kenyan EPZs in the next chapter.
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Table 7.3.4.1 below presents the mean scores and standard deviations of EPZ workers

and investors pen:eptions towards theirremuneration structures in the EPZ work place.

Table 7.3.4.1: The Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of EPZ workers and
Investors perceptions towards the existing remuneration structures in the EPZ work
place

Employees Employers

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Employees status 302 224 .80 167 2.38 .66

Employees salary 302 3.37 .76 10 3.90 .95

Employees working days 302 3.15 .48 10 3.20 .42

Overtime 302 2.26 .46 10 6.50 .53

Nature ofmedical facilities 302 2.00 .79 10 2.80 1.03

From table 7.3.4.1 above, both EPZ investors (mean score 3.90) and their employees

(mean score 3.37) mean perception scores on wages are high. The study's intention was

to determine whether employees in the zones were paid using the standard

minimum/industrial wage scale. The high mean score of (3.37) from employees confinns

that they receive the standard minimUlThindustrial wage. As for employers the intention

was to determine what remuneration scale they used when paying their employees. All

their aDswers varied from the minimum wage scale to the industrial wage scale, while

others paid above both industrial and minimum wages, which was confrrmed by their

high mean score. This finding is different from those of the ICYfU (1996), Hunter, R

(2001), Hunter M (1996), Hewson (1988), Marther (1988), MSN (1998), Endresen &

Jauch (undated) and the NLC (undated), whose studies show that EPZ wages have been

lower than the miniml.lll1legal requirement but the finding supports those of(Chant et ai,

1995) and WEPZA (1996) whose studies revealed that in some EPZs, wages were above

the legal minimum wages.

On EPZ employees' employment status, both investors and their employees mean scores

were weak averages (2.24) and (2.38) respectively. Most employees complained of being

employed on a contract basis, a large number on three-month contracts. Those employed
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on casual basis complained of retaining this (casual) status for too long, while few

employees were employed on a permanent basis. This finding supports the findings of

Mar1her (1988), Hewson (1988), Yun (1988), Hunter M. (1996), ILO (1998), ICFIU

(2001), MNU (2002) and Hillary (1999), whose studies show that many EPZ workers

were employed on a seasonal casual basis, so that they could be laid off at a moment's

notice.

As for the number of days EPZ employees wOlked for in a week (working days), the

mean scores for both investors (3.20) and employees (3.15) are high. These responses

indicated that the EPZ employees' working week runs for either five or six days. This

finding differs from those of Hunter M. (1996), & Hunter, R. (2001) whose findings

revealed that some EPZ workers were forced to work for seven days in a week.

On overtime, the weak average mean scores of (2.00) for employees and (2.40) for

employers were registered. Employees complainai that at times they were forced to work

overtime more specifieally when a shipment was due. The majori1y of the employers

indicated that the number of hours that they made their employees work overtime, were

between 8-11 which is way above the legally accepted maximum overtime working

hours. This finding seems to support those of Abeywardene (1994), Hunter, R. (2001)

Asian labour update (2001), MSN (1998 & 2(00), ICFIU (1996, 2001), ILO (1998),

Hewson(1988), Leith (1999) and the MNU (2002), who all argue that a large number of

EPZ employees worked overtime beyond the maximun legally required hours.

The nature of medical facilities in the zones was rated a weak average (2.00) by

employees but slightly higher (2.80) by employers. Most employers said their medical

facilities were good, but employees complained that statutocy deductions to the National

Hospital Insurance Fund (NHIF) were never remitted. This finding is consistent with

those of Hewson (1988), (lLO 1998), Marther (1988) MNU (2002) and ICFIU (1996),

which all showedthat EPZ workers were denied access to propermedical facilities.
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Table 7.3.4.2 h::low presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of 18-23

& 24-29 year olds tow<rds their remuneration structures in the EPZ wOIkplace

Table 7.3.4.2: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of 18-23 & 24
29 year olds towards their remuneration structures in the EPZ workplace

18-23 year olds 24-29 year olds

N Mean SO N Mean SO

Employees employment status 68 2.26 .86 168 2.32 .81

Employees salary 68 3.29 .69 168 3.38 .72

Employees working days 68 3.16 Al 168 3.08 .44

Overtime 68 2.15 .36 168 2.30 049

Nature of medical facilities 68 1.87 .69 168 1.95 .75

The weak average (below 2.50) and the low (below 2.00) mean scores in table 7.3.4.2

above indicate that both 18-23 and 24-29 year olds lowly rated their employment status,

overtime and nature of medical facilities. The two age groups highly rated (mean scores

above 3.00) the number of days they worked for in a week (working week) and their

wage scales. This means that they worked for either five or six days a week and received

the minimum or industrial average wage. This finding indicates that remuneration

structures ha! an almost identical effect on both age groups.

Table 7.3.4.3 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations ofEPZ

males and females towards their reml.llleration structures in the IPZ workplace
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Table 7.3.4.3: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of EPZ males
and Females towards their remuneration structures in the EPZ workplace

Males Females

N Mean SD N Mean SD
...

Employees status 151 2.07 .83 151 2.40 .74

Employees salary 151 3.39 .88 151 3.36 .61

Employees working days 151 3.24 .47 151 3.06 .47

Overtime 151 2.29 .46 151 2.23 .45

Nature ofmedical facilities 151 2.09 .77 151 1.92 .80

From table 7.3.4.3 above, both female and male EPZ employees registered high (above

3.00) mean perception scores on their wages and the number of days they wOlked for, in

a week (working days). lbis indicates thaI they receive minimum or industrial standard

wages and work for between six or seven days a week. Both registered low (below 2.00)

and weak average (below 2.50) mean scores on their employment status, overtime and

the medical cover provided by their employers. The low mean score for females (1.92) on

the medical care item may be due to the health problems they undergo, due to their

tripartite role as an EPZ worker, a mother and wife. lbis fmding indicates that both males

and females hold the same views on remuneration structures a view that is different from

those ofAbbot (1999) and the ICFIU (1996), whose studies found that women were paid

lower rates than men in the FPZ workplace even for equal wOlk done.

Table 7.3.4.4 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

. section heads and non-section heads towards their remuneration structures in the EPZ

woIkplace
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Table 7.3.4.4: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of Section
heads and Non-section heads towards their remuneration structures in the EPZ
work place

Section beads Non-section heads

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Employees status 66 2.12 .67 236 227 .83

Employees salary 66 3.64 .83 236 3.30 .72

Employees working days 66 3.38 .55 236 3.08 .43

Overtime 66 329 .46 236 325 .46

Nature of medical facilities 66 2.33 .90 236 1.91 .73

From table 7.3.4.4 above, both section heads and non-section heads lowly rated the state

of their employment status and medical facilities as both sets of employees scored weak

average (below 2.50) and low (below 2.00) mean scores on these two items. This

indicates that both their employment status and medical facilities need improvement. As

for the other three items; wages, number of worlcing days in a week and overtime both

groups recorded high mean scores (above 3.00). This fmding indicates that both section

heads and non-section heads held similar views on their remuneration structures.

Table 7.3.4.5 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviatiom of

respondents from companies located in the public and private zones towards the state of

their remuneration structures in the EPZ workplace

Table 7.3.4.5: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of Employees
from companies located in the public and private EPZs towards the state of their
remuneration structures in the EPZ workplace

Public Private

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Employees status 167 2.38 .66 135 2.05 .92

Employees salary 167 3.14 .76 135 3.67 .65

Employees working days 167 3.11 .50 135 320 .44

Overtime 167 2.18 .42 135 2.36 .48

Nature ofmedical facilities 167 1.80 .66 135 2.26 .85
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Table 73.4.5 above, indicates that both sets of employees had high mean perception

scores on their wages and wolking days, which were above 3.00. However, both sets of

employees scored weak average mean scores (below 2.50) in three of the five listed

items. This indicates that both sets of employees lowly rated the state of their

emploYment status, overtime and nature of their medical facilities. This fmding indicates

that employees from companies located in the public and private zones, hold similar

views regarding the stale oftheir remuneration structures.

Table 7.3.4.6 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

investors from companies located in the public and private zones towards the state of

their nmuneration structures in the EPZ WOlkplace.

Table 7.3.4.6: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of Investors
from companies located in the Public and Private zones towards the state of their
remuneration structures in the EPZ workplace

Public Private

N Mean SD N Mean SD

. The wage scale that the company follows 5 3.80 .45 5 3.80 1.10

The number ofdays one is required to work for in a week 5 3.40 .55 5 3.00 .00

The number ofbours one is required to work overtime 5 1.40 .55 5 1.60 .55

Complaints on factory medical facilities 5 2.60 1.52 5 220 1.64

From table 73.4.6 above both investors from companies located in the public and privale

zones scored high mean perception scores (above 3.00) on the wage scale their

companies followed The wage scales the two sets ofemployers used to remunerate their

employee were the industrial average and the govennnent set minimum wage scale. Both

sets of investors also stated that they had a five to six working day week. Both sets of

investors had low mean perception scores on the number of overtime hours worked,

which in some cases was beyond the legally accepted maximum. Employers located in

the public zone, however, received less complaints on the state of the medical facilities

(2.60 mean score) that they offered their employees, but those located in the private zones
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recorded more complaints concerning the medical facilities (rneanscore 2.20) they

offered their employees.

This finding indicates that medical facilities in companies located in the public and

private zones are different.

Table 7.3.4.7 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviation; of

unionized and non-unionizal EPZ wolkers towards the state of their remuneration

structures at he EPZ wolkplace.

Table 7.3.4.7: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of unionized
and non-unionized EPZ workers towards the state of their remuneration structures
in the EPZ workplace

Unionized Non-unionized

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Employees status 203 2.11 .85 99 2.49 .60

Employees salary 203 3.44 .78 99 3.23 .70

Employees working days 203 321 .46 99 3.02 .49

Overtime 203 2.31 .47 99 2.17 .41

Nature ofmedical facilities 203 2.12 .80 99 1.76 .72

Table 7.3.4.7 above indicates that both unionizOO and non-unionizal workers mean

perception scores on wages ani working days are high (above 3.00). This means thatthey

rated their wages and the length oftheir working week highly. However, they lowly rated

the state of their employment status, overtime and the nature of their medical facilities as

all had weak mean scores (below 2.50). This finding, therefore, indicates that both

unionized and non-unionized wolkers held similar views regarding the state of their

remtmeration structures.

Table 7.3.4.8 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviatiollS of

unionized and non-unionized EPZ investors towards the state of their remuneration

structures in the H'Z workplace.
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Table 7.3.4.8: Tbe Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of unionized
and non-unionized EPZ investors towards their remuneration structures in the EPZ
workplace

Union Non-union

N Mean SD N Mean SD

The wage scale that the company follows 7 3.14 1.07 3 3.67 .58

The number of days one is required to wod<: for in a week 7 3.29 .49 3 3.00 .00

The number ofhours one is required to wod<: overtime 7 3.71 .49 3 3.00 .00

Complaints on factory medical facilities 7 1.86 1.46 3 3.67 .58

In table 7.3.4.8 above, the mean perception scores ofnon-unionizej investors are all high

(above 3.(0). This means that non-unionized investors used the minimum or industrial

average wage scale, had a five to six day working week, their overtime was within the

legally required maximum and they received few complaints from their workers

regarding the medical facilities that they offered them Unionized investors, on the other

hand, scored high mean scores (above 3.00) in three out of the four listed items in this

section. The score for unionizej workers on the state of their medical facilities was (low

1.86) indicating that unionized investors received many complaints concerning the

medical facilities that they offered their workers. This may be attributed to the nature of

union activily in these companies. This finding, therefore, indicates the medical facilities

provided by unionized and non-unionized investors are diffi:rent.

• The EPZA receiVed between four and seven complaints each, from EPZ

employees concerning their employment status, overtime, the length of their

working week and annual leave, but received between one and three complaints

concerning wages and the lack ofpay slips.in 2002.

7.3.5 Nature ofworking facilities

After examining employers and employees perceptiom towards their remuneration

structures, this section seeks to establish the extent of the employer-employee "working

facilities" labour relations gap.
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To establish this labour relations' gap the items in this section tested the nature of

working facilities that EPZ employers exposed their employees to. These facilities

include:

1. Fire safety measures;

2. Lighting conditions;

3. Factory temperatures;

4. Injury protective equipment;

5. Sanitary facilities.

To precisely identifY where an EPZ fnm's employer-employee working facilities labour

relations' gap was, the mean scores and standard deviations of the above listed items of

the sampled respondents were analyzed using the different employer-employee profiles

identified in section 7.1 of this chapter. These are; age - 18-23 & 24-29, gender, marital

statns, leadership positions held, firms located in the public/private and unionizedlnon

unionized zones.

The findings in this section were used to make conclusions and recommendatiom on the

nature of working facilities Kenyan EPZ investors expose their workers to in the next

chapter.

Table 7.3.5.1 below, presents the mean scores and standard deviations ofEPZ Investors

and their workers perceptions towards the state of the existing working facilities in the

EPZ work place.
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Table 7.3.5.1: The Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of EPZ workers and
Investors perceptions towards the state of the existing working facilities in the EPZ
work place

Employees Employers

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Nature offire safety measures 302 2.73 .91 10 3.10 120

Nature ofIighting conditions 302 3.72 .49 10 3.30 .82

Nature offactory lemperatures 302 3.06 .98 10 3.30 .48

Nature ofinjury protective equipment 302 2.41 1.00 10 2.90 1.20

Nature oftoilet facilities 302 2.71 .85 10 2.50 1.18

From table 7.3.5.1 above, both EPZ employers and their employees scored high mean

perception scores on factory temperatures (3.06 employees) and (3.30 employers). This

indicates that both workers and their employers seem to agree that their factory

temperntures in the EPZ wOIXplace are favourable. Over half of the interviewed workers

revealed that they did not have any complaintswith their factory temperatures. This could

be because mosJ of the EPZ facJories located in public zones and their structures were

new, as mosJ employees were not more than three years old. This finding is different

from those of Romero (1995) Leith (1999), Hillary, (1999) and LaCroix (1998) as their

sJudies revealed that EPZ workers felt uncomfortable with their factory temperatures

which in mosJ cases were hot while vemlation was po<r.

On the factory lighting conditions high mean perception scores were observed both from

workers (3.72) and employers (3.30). Most of the employees indicated that they did not

have any complaints on the factory lighting conditions, while mosJ employers said they

had received few, if any complaints on factory lighting. This could also be attributed to

the new structures the EPZ companies occupy, as they are less than three years old. By

the time the researcher carried out the sJudy some companies had occupied the new

factory buildings for betweentwo and six mon,ths.
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The fire safety measures mean perception scores were slightly different, with workers

scoring a strong average (2.73) and employers having a high mean score of3.10. As the

factories and their equipment are relatively new employees did not feel inadeqUately

protected by the fire safety equipment available. Observations by the researcher also

confirmed this, as most companies had fire-extinguishing equipment at strategic places

around the production floors. However, though the major employee entrances/exits

remained open (not blocked) one company had used part of the alternative entrance (not

used by employees but by visitors and management staff) (which could also be used as an

emergency exit) as a storage facility for flammable (paper) incoming'outgoing goods).

Employers on the other hand said they had not· received any complaints from their

employees relating to their fIre safety. This fInding therefore different from the fIndings

ofGrumiau (2000), ICFfU (1996) and the MSN (2000) which revealed that EPZ workers

were not well protected from fIres, but the fInding partly agrees with those of the ICFlU

(1996) which revealed that some EPZ company owners had blocked emergency exits and

had not separnted production areas and warehouses.

On the injury protective equipment provided, most employers stated that they had

received few complaints on the i~ury preventive protective equipment they provided

their employees with, thus their strong average mean perception score of (2.90). However

their employees' felt that the protective equipment provided was not sufficient thus their

weak average mean score of (2.41). This fInding is consistent with those of HewsOll

(1998), Rigg (1991), MSN (2000), MNU (2002) and the ICFlU (1996) who say that EPZ

workers work with insufficient protective eqripment.

On the nature of the EPZ sanitary facilities, the mean scores for workers were a strong

average of (2.71) and (2.50) for investors. Most respondents did not express any

restrictions on the us:: ofsanitary facilities while most employers stated that they received

few sauitary related complaints from their workers. This fInding is not similar to those of

MNU (2000), Yun (1988) and the ICFfU (1996) who all state that EPZ sanitary facilities

are poor and that EPZ employers put some form ofrestriction on their employees' access

to sauitary facilities.
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Table 7.3.5.2 IrIow presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of 18-23

and 24-29 year oIds towa-ds the stateoftheir working facilities in the EPZworkplace.

Table 7.3.5.2: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of 18-23 year
olds towards the state of their working facilities in the EPZ workplace

18-23 yearolds 24-29 year olds

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Nature offire safety measures 68 2.84 .94 168 2.63 .89

Nature oflighting conditions 68 3.62 .55 168 3.77 .48

Nature of factory temperatures 68 2.96 .98 168 321 .97

Nature of injury protective equipment 68 2.26 1.10 168 2.35 .97

Nature oftoilet factlities 68 2.57 .72 168 2.69 .90

From the findings in table 7.3.5.2 above, both 18-23 and 24-29 year olds, highly rated the

nature of their fire safety, lighting, factory temperatures and sanitary facilities as indicted

by their strong average (above 2.50) and high (above 3.00) mean perception scores. The

injury preventive and protective equipment is lowly rated by both age groups as indicated

by their weak average (below 2.50) mean scores. This finding indicates that the two age

groups hold an almost identical view regarding the state oftheir EPZ working facilities.

Table 7.3.5.3 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of EPZ

males and females towards their remuneration structures at he EPZ workplace
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Table 7.3.5.3: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of EPZ males
and Females towards their working facilities in the EPZ workplace

Males Females

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Nature of fire safety measures 151 2.91 .84 151 2.55 .94

Nature oflighting conditions 151 3.73 .45 151 3.70 .54

Nature offilctory temperatures 151 3.00 .97 151 3.11 .99

Nature of injury protective equipment 151 2.55 .96 151 228 1.03

Nature oftoilet facilities 151 2.77 .80 151 2.65 .89

From table 7.3.5.3 above, the mean perceptions of males on all the items range from

strong averages (2.55) to high mean scores (3.00), which indicates thai they highly rated

the state of the working facilities, which their employer had provided them with. On the

other hand, female employees mean scores in four of the five items ranged between 2.55

and 3.11, scoring a weak average of 2.28 on the nature of the protective equipment that

their employer had provided them with. This low mean score may be interpreted as a

requirement for extra protective equipment by females which could be due to the nature

oftheir body structures as the researcher observed thai more of their body was exposed to

the machinery they were using, while external factors such as the poor medical schemes

provided by their employers (as indicated in other sectioffi of this chapter) and their

tripartite role as worker, parent and wifu made them sensitive to any type of injuries at

the EPZ workplace, thus their weak average mean score. "Ibis finding indicates that

females and males view the injury protective equipment provided by their employers

. differently.

Table 7.3.5.4 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

section heads and non-section heads towards their working facilities in the EPZ wotk

place.
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Table 7.3.5.4: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of Section
heads and Non-section heads towards their working facilities in the EPZ work place

Section heads Non-section heads

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Nature of fire safety measures 66 2.85 .95 236 2.70 .90

Nature oflighting conditions 66 3.67 .54 236 3.73 .48

Nature of factory temperatures 66 3.00 .93 236 3.07 .99

Nature of injury protective equipment 66 2.76 1.02 236 2.32 .98

Nature oftoilet facilities 66 2.95 .85 236 2.64 .84

In table 7.3.5.4 above, section heads score showed strong mean (above 2.50) and high

mean perception scores (above 3.00) in all the five items in this section. This indicates

they were satisfied with the working facilities provided by their employer. The single

weak mean score (below 2.50), recorded by non-section heads was under the injury

protective equipment provided by their employers. The weak mean score indicates that

non-section heads considered this equipment as insufficient for them while discharging

their duties at the EPZ workplace. The mean score for section heads on injury preventive

protective equipment was a strong average (2.76) possibly because they worked in less

injurious environments or their workload was lower than that of non-section heads to

require extra protective equipmert. This finding indicates that EPZ section heads and

non-section heads viewed the injury protective equipmert provided by their employer

differently.

Table 7.3.5.5 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviatioos of

respondents from companies located in the public and private EPZs towards the state of

their working facilities at the EPZ workplace.
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Table 7.3.5.5: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of employees
from companies located in the public and private zones towards the state of their
working facilities in the EPZ workplace

Public Private

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Nature of fire safety measures 167 2.57 .89 135 2.93 .89

Nature oflighting conditions 167 3.66 .55 135 3.79 .41

Nature offactory temperatures 167 3.10 1.03 135 3.01 .92

Nature of injury protective equipment 167 2.04 .88 135 2.88 .95

Nature oftoilet facilities 167 238 .73 135 3.11 .82

EPZ workers from companies located in the private zones had high (above 3.00) and

strong average (above 2.50) mean perception scores in the five listed items as table

7.3.5.5 above indicates. Ibis indicates that employees from companies located in the

private zones rated the stateoftheirworking facilities highly. WOIkers from firms located

in the public zone bad high (above 3.00) mean scores in three out of the five items, but

they lowly rated their injury protective equipment and nature of sanitaIy facilities with

mean scores of(2.04) and (2.38) respectively.

A possible explanation for this difference could be that most EPZ companies located in

the public owned zone were new and had been exempted from the factories act (factory

inspection by government labour-health officials) thus the low standards in these two

(protective equipment and sanitaIy facilities) areas. As for the firms located in the private

zones, a large number of them bad previously operated outside the EPZ laws (previously

were not EPZ companies and operated within the industrial laws of the country) and

turned into EPZ companies after the legislation creating EPZs was enacted in 1992. It

seems'that they carried with them, their high employee protection standards into the

zones. This finding indicates that employees from companies located in the public and

private zones view the state oftheirwcrking conditions differen~.
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Table 7.3.5.6 below presents the mean scores and standard deviations ofEPZ investors'

perceptions towards the ~te oflhe existing working fueilities at lhe EPZ work place.

Table 7.3.5.6: The Mean perception scores and Standard Deviations of Investors
located in Public and Private EPZs towards the state of their existing working
facilities in the EPZ work place

Public Private

. N Mean SD N Mean SD

Complaints on fire safety measures 5 220 !.l0 5 3.60 .55

Complaints on factory lighting 5 1.40 .55 5 3.60 .55

Complaints on factory temperatures 5 3.80 .45 5 3.60 .55

Complaints on factory injmy preventing protective equipment 5 2.00 1.00 5 3.60 .55

Complaints on factory sanitary facilities 5 1.80 .84 5 3.60 .55
.

From table 7.3.5.6 above, the high (above 3.00) mean perception scores ofEPZ investors

located in private zOnes indicate that they had received few complaints and in some cases

no complaints from their workers on the nature of their working facilities. Investors

located in the public zone scored both low (below 2.00) and weak average (below 2.50)

mean perception scores in four out of the five stated items. This indicates that this group

of investors had received a large number ofcomplaints from their workers regarding the

state of the four stated items, but had received few complaints on the nature of their

factory temperatures (mean score 3.80) which possibly could be due to the fact that the

zone is located in a warm area such that they may have concentrated more on regulating

factory temperatures than on the other items. This fmding indicates that the state of the

working facilities in firms located in lhe public and private zones is different.

Table 7.3.5.7 overleaf presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

unionized and non-unionized EPZ workers towards the state of their working facilities in

the EPZ workplace.
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Table 7.3.5.7: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of unionized
and non-unionized EPZ workers towards their working facilities in the EPZ
workplace

Unionized Non-unionized

N Mean SO N Mean SO

Nature offire safety measures 203 2.80 .90 99 2.59 .93

Nature oflighling conditions 203 3.72 .48 99 3.70 .52

Nature of factory temperatures 203 2.93 .97 99 3.31 .95

Nature of injury protective equipment 203 2.60 .98 99 2.04 .96

Nature oftoiIet facilities 203 2.81 .86 99 2.51 .79

The mean perception scores of unionized workers were all above (2.50) as indicated in

table 7.3.5.7 above. This means that unionized EPZ workers highly rated the nature of

their worldng facilities. The unionization factor may be the cause ofthis high mean score.

The same table shows that the mean perception scores of the non-unionized workers on

four of the five listed items, is above (2.50) meaning that they rated the state of their

factory fire safety, lighting, temperatures and sanitary facilities highly, but lowly rated

the state oftheir injury protective equipnent (2.04) probably due to the lack ofa union to

negotia1e for better protective equipment for them. This finding, therefore, indicates that

unionized and non-unionized workers view the state of their injury protective equipment

differently at the EPZ work place.

Table 7.3.5.8 on the following page presents the mean perception scores and standard

deviations of unionized and non-unionized EPZ investors towards the state of their

working facilities at the EPZ workplace.
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Table 7.3.5.8: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of unionized
and non-unionized EPZ investors towards their working facilities at tbe EPZ
workplace

Union Non-union

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Complaints on factory lighting 7 3.14 .90 3 4.00 .00

Complaints on factory temperatures 7 3.71 .49 3 3.67 .00

Complaints on fire safely measures 7 2.86 135 3 4.00 .00

Complaints on factory sanitary fucilities 7 2.86 1.35 3 2.33 .58

Complaints on factory medical facilities 7 2.67 .58 3 2.67 .58

Complaints on factory injury preventing protective equipment 7 2.67 .58 3 2.67 .58

The mean perception scores ofunionized EPZ investors in all the six listed items in table

7.3.5.8 above range from strong average (above 2.50) to high (above 3.00) mean scores.

This means that unionized investors received few complaints from their employees on the

state of these six items. Non-unionized investcrs also scored strong average (above 2.50)

and high (above 3.00) mean scores in five of the six listed items in this section This

indicates that they received few complaints from their employees on the state of these

five items. The low mean score (2.33) on factory sanitaJy facilities indicates that there

were a large number of complaints on sanitaJy facilities in the non-unionized companies.

This may be due to the absence of union activity in these companies. This finding

indicates that unionized and non-unionized investors sanitary facilities are different.

• The EPZA respondent indicated that they received between four and seven

complaints from EPZ employees in 2002, regarding factory lighting,

temperntures, and safety equipmert and between one and three complaints on

EPZ first aid facilities. However, the EPZA did not receive any complaints on the

nature ofthe sanitary facilities at the EPZ wOIkplace.
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7.3.6 Nature of interpersonal relationships

After examining the perceptions ofEPZ employers and their employees towards the state

of their working facilities, this section seeks to establish the employer-employee

interpersrnaI relations gap in Kenyan EPZs.

In order to establish this gap the following two items were tested:

L Permission to attend to non-work related private issues;

2. Nature ofth: employee-supervisor woIking relationship.

To precisely identiJY where an EPZ firm's employer-employee interpersonal labour

relations' gap was, the mean scores and standard deviations of the above listed items of

the sampled respondents were analyzed using the different employer-employee profiles

identified in section 7.1 Of this chapter. These are: age - 18-23 & 24-29, gender, marital

status, leadership positions held, firms located in the public/private and unionizedlnon

unionized zones.

The findings from this section were nsed to draw conclusions and make

recommendations on the interpersonal labour relations' gap in Kenyan EPZs in the next

chapter.

Table 7.3.6.1 on the following page presents the mean scores and standanl deviations of

EPZ investors and their workers perceptions towards the state of the existing

interpersrnaI relationships at the EPZ work place.

Table 7.3.6.1: The mean scores and Standard Deviations of EPZ Investors and their
workers perceptions towards the existing interpersonal relationships in the EPZ
work place

Employees Employers

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Permission to attend to private issues 302 2.96 .74 10 3.10 .74

Nature ofthe employee-supervisor worldng relationship 302 2.63 .81 10 2.10 .88
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Table 7.3.6.1 above indicates that both employers and their employees scored high mean

perception scores on pennission to attend to private issues that were not connected to

EPZ operations. Most investors said they gave their workers permission to attend to non

work related personal issues such as weddings, funerals and other domestic issues, which

affected them, thus a relatively high mean perception score of 3.10. On their part more

than halfof the employees concurred with their employers on the issue of the granting of

permission to attend to private issues, hence a strong average score of 2.96. This finding

is different from that of Hunter, R. (2001) whose study revealed that some EPZ

employers do not permit absences even for pregnant women to visit clinics.

On the nature of the employee-SUpervisor relationships in the zones employers had a

weak mean average score of 2.10. Although a few employers received many complaints

from their workers concerning their supervisors, majority of them reported receiving no

complaints about the behaviour of their supervisors from their employees. The majority

of the workers reported that they did not have any· major complaints about their

sUpervisors, hence a strong average score of 2.63. This finding is different from those of

Yun (1988), ICFIU (1996), Khan (2002), MNU (2002) and Lacroix (1998) who reported

hostile employee - supervisor relationships.

Table 7.3.6.2 overleafpresents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of 18

23 & 24-29 year olds towards the state of their interpersonal relationships in the EPZ

workplace.

Table 7.3.6.2: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of 18-23 & 24
29 year olds towards their interpersonal relationships in the EPZ workplace

18-23 yearolds 24-29 year oIds

N Mean SD N Mean SD

~ennission to attend to private issues 68 2.59 .85 168 3.01 .72

Nature ofthe employee-emp1oyer working relationship 68 2.57 .97 168 2.63 .71
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From table 7.3.6.2 above, both age groups highly rate the state of their EPZ interpersonal

relationslips given their strong average (above 2.50) and high (above 3.00) mean

perception scores. This finding indicates that both 18-23 and 24-29 year olds hold similar

views towards their ilterpersonal relationships at the EPZ WOIX place.

Table 7.3.6.3 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of EPZ

males and females towards the state of their interpersonal relationships at the EPZ

woIkplace

Table 7.3.6.3:Tbe Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of EPZ males
and Females towards tbe state of their interpersonal relationships in the EPZ
workplace

Males Females

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Permission to attend tD private issues 151 3.09 .65 151 2.83 .80

Nature ofthe employ=employer working relationship 151 2.69 .81 151 2.57 .81

The figures in table 7.3.6.3 above indicate that males had a high (3.09) and females a

strong average (2.83) mean perception score on the granting of permissicn to attend to

non-work related private issues by their employers. The high mean (3.09) for males

against a lower but strong average mean score for females (2.83) may be explained by

tripartite roles female workers have to play as workers, parents and wives such that it

may be assumed they required three times more time than their male colleagues to attend

to issues concerning her (and in extensicn her family) outside the EPZ work place. This

finding indicates that both males and females hold similar views regarding the state of

their interpersonal relationships at the EPZ workplace.

Table 7.3.6.4 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

section heads and non-section heads towards the state of their interpersonal relationships

at the EPZ work place
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Table 7.3.6.4: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of Section
heads and Non-section heads towards the state of their interpersonal relationships
in the EPZ work place

Section heads Non-section heads

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Permission to attend to private issues 66 3.20 .68 236 2.89 .74

Nature ofthe employe<H:mployer working relationship 66 2.82 .82 236 2.58 .80

From table 7.3.6.4 above both section heads and non-section heads mean perception

scores fell above the strong average (above 2.50) and high scores (above 3.00). This

indicates a healthy employer-employee interpersonal reIationslip in the EPZ workplace.

This finding indicates that both EPZ section heads and non-section heads hold similar

views regarding the stale oftheir interpersonal relationships.

Table 7.3.6.5 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

respondents from companies located in the private and public zones towards the state of

their interpersonal relationships in the EPZ wOlkpIace

Table 7.3.6.5: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of employees
from companies located in the Public and Private Zones towards the state of their
interpersonal relationships in the EPZ workplace.

. Public Private

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Pe~ssionto attend to private issues 167 2.40 .75 135 3.13 .70

Nature ofthe employe<H:ffiployer working relationship 167 2.83 .74 135 2.91 .80

From table 7.3.6.5 above, both employees from companies located in the public and

private zones highly rate their employee-employer interpersonal relationships as their

mean scores of (2.83) and (2.91) respectively indicate. However, employees from

companies located in the public zone scored a weak mean perception score of (2.40) on

whether permission to attend to private issues is granted, unlike their counterparts in

companies located in the private zones who scored a high mean score (3.13).
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A possible explanation for this may be that fIrms located in the private zones, having

previously operated outside EPZ laws, had carried their high employee management

skills into the zones once they joined them, unlike those furns located in the public zone

which had recently come into the country and into the zones, and may not have

sufficiently adjusted to their new operating environment. This fInding indicates that

employees from companies located in the public and private zones view their EPZ

interpersmal relationships differently.

Table 7.3.6.6 below, presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of EPZ

investors of companies located in the public and private zones towards the state of their

interpersmal relationships in the EPZ workplace.

Table 7.3.6.6: The Mean Perception Scores and. Standard Deviations of EPZ
investors of companies located in the Public and Private zones towards the state of
their interpersonal relationships in the EPZ workpIace

Public Private

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Pennission to attend non work related personal issues 5 2.40 .55 5 3.60 .55

Complaints on disagreements between workers and their supervisors 5 2.60 1.34 5 3.60 .55

From table 7.3.6.6 above investors located in private zones scored high mean perception

scores (above 3.00) in the two items tested in this section. Investors located in the public

zones scored a low mean percepion score (2.40) on the permission to attend to non-work

related private issues and a strong average score (2.60) on disagreements between

workers and their supervisors. This fmding indicates that investors located in private and

public zones view theircompany interpersonal relationships differently.

Table 7.3.6.7 below, presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

unionized and non-unionized EPZ workers towards the state of their interpersonal

relationsl:ips in the EPZ workplace.
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Table 7.3.6.7: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of unionized
and non-unionized EPZ workers towards the state of their interpersonal
relationships in the EPZ workplace

Unionized Non-unionized
.

N Mean SO N Mean SO

Permission to attend to private issues 203 3.10 .63 99 2.67 .85

Nature ofthe employee-employer working relationship 203 2.70 .80 99 2.47 .82

In table 7.3.6.7 above both unionized and non-unionized workers have strong average

(above 2.50) and high mean perception (above 3.00) scores on whether permission to

attend to non-work related persrnal issues is granted. However, non-unionized employees

lowly rated with a weak average mean score (2.47) their employer-employee

interperscnal relationships. This possibly means that the presence of unions in the EPZ

workplace fosters employer-employee interpersonal relatiorubips. This fmding, therefore,

indicates that unionized and non-unionized. EPZ employees view the state of their

employer-employee interpersonal relationships differently.

Table 7.3.6.8 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

unionized and non-unionized EPZ investors towards the state of their interpersonal

relationslips in the EPZ workplace.

Table 7.3.6.8: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of unionized
and non-unionized EPZ investors towards the state of their interpersonal
relationships in the EPZ workplace

Unionized Non-unionized

N Mean SO N Mean SO

Permission to attend non work related personal issues 7 3.14 .90 3 2.67 .58

Complaints on disagreements between workers and their supervisors 7 3.14 1.68 3 1.67 .58

The mean perception scores in table 7.3.6.8 above indicate that both unionized and non

unionized investors scored high (above 3.00) and strong average mean perception scores

(above 2.50) on permissionto attend to non-work related personal issues. This means that
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both sets of investors readily granted their employees permission to attend to private

issues. However, non-union employers recorded more complaints (mean score 1.67) and

disagreements between their supervisors and workers than unionized employers (mean

score 3.14). This could possibly be due to the absence ofunions in their companies. TIlls

finding indicates that interpersonal relationships between unionized and non-unionized

EPZ fmns are different.

• The EPZArespondent indicated that in 2002 the EPZA received between four and

seven complaints from the EPZ workers on the denial of permission to attend to

non-work related personal issues, harsh supervisors and the nature of employee

punishmeIt at the EPZ workplace and between one and three complain1s on the

denial ofpermission to seek medical aid.

7.3.7 Nature of anployer-employee working relationships

After examining the perceptions of EPZ employers and their employees towards the

nature of their interpersonal relationslips in the EPZ workplace, this section seeks to

establish the empoyer-employee working relationship gap in Kenyan EPZs.

In order to establish this giP the following items were tested:

1. The natureof the worlcingrelationship betweenEPZ employers and their employees;

2. The length of time employers took to solve their employees working condition

grievances;

3. What length of time employees felt their employers should take to solve their

worlcing conditions grievances;

4. Whether EPZ employers eventually solved their employees working condition

grievances.

To precisely identify where an EPZ firm's employer-employee working relationships

labour relations' gap was, the mean scores and standard deviations of the above listed

items of the sampled respondents were analyzed using the different employer-employee

profiles identified in section 7.1 of this chapter. These are; age - 18-23 & 24-29, gender,
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marital status, leadership positions held, firms located ID the public/private and

unionized/non-unionized zones.

The findings from this section were used to draw conclusions and make

recommendations regarding the employer-employee working relations gap in Kenyan

EPZs.

Table 7.3.7.1 below presents the mean scores and standard deviations of EPZ workers

and Investors perceptions towards the state of existing employer-employee working

relationships in the EPZ workplace.

Table 7.3.7.1: The Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of EPZ workers and
Investors perceptions towards the state of the existing employer-employee working
relationships in the EPZ work place

Employees Employers

N Mean SD N Mean SD

What is the nature ofthe working relationship between employers 302 2.12 .87 10 3.50 .53

and their employees?

How long do employers take to solve workers issues? 302 1.88 1.06 10 1.70 .48

How long would employees like their employers to take while 302 3.22 .72 - - -
solviJig their issues?

Do employers solve employees working condition grievances? 302 2.86 l.ll - - -

From table 7.3.7.1 above, employers have a high mean perception score of (3.50) on the

nature of their working relationship with their employers. In contrast the employees'

weak average mean score of (2.12) revealed that the working relationship from their

perspective was not as strong as their employers had stated. The finding is in line with

those of Endresen & Jauch (undated), The news (Monrovia) (2002) and the MSN (2000),

which indicated that most EPZ employer-employee working relationships were poor.

On the issue of the length of time EPZ employers took to solve their employees working

condition grievances, both employers and employees mean perception scores were low

(mean scores below 2.00). The employers mean score was (1.70) while that ofemployees
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was (1.88). Most employers said that they took as much time as they felt was required to

solve any problems their employees raised which made their employees feel that they

were not responsive to their problems, hence heir low mean score. This (low mean score)

employers said should not be interpreted as a lack ofconcern for their workers problems

but should be interpreted as responding to their employees problems without rushing into

probably ineffective solutions. This delay in response made employees feel that

employers were not responding to their problems. Most employees said they would like

their employer to solve their problems within the shortest time possible, preferably within

a day and at most a week (3.55 mean score).

On whetheremployers eventually solved the working conditions' problems their workers

raised, a large number of employees stated that the working condition problems that they

raised were eventually solved, thus the strong average mean score of (2.86). This finding

is different from that ofAbbott (1997), which stated that workers in EPZs are not allowed

to compain because, ifthey complain they end up being dismissed

Table 7.3.7.2 l::elow presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of!8-23

& 24-29 year olds, towards the state oftheir employer-employee working relationships in

the EPZworkplace.

Table 7.3.7.2: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of 18-23 & 24
29 year olds towards the state of their employer-employee working relationships in
the EPZ workplace

18-23 24-29

N Mean SD N Mean SD

What is the nature of the workiog relationship between 68 1.88 .68 168 2.12 .92

employers and their employees?

How long do employers take to solve workers issues? 68 1.68 1.00 168 1.92 1.07

How long would employees like their employers to take while 68 2.63 1.14 168 3.23 .71

solving their issues?

Do employers solve employees working condition grievances? 68 321 .80 168 2.90 1.06
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From table 7.3.7.2 above both age groups lowly rate the nature of their working

relationslips with their employers, as the mean scores on this item were low (below

2.00). They also lowly rate (mean score1.68 and 1.92 for 18-23 and 24-29 year olds) their

employers speed in responding to the working condition problems they raise. They also

indicated that their employers should solve their problems faster than they usually do, as

indicated by the high mean perception scores (above 3.00), on the length of time they

would like their employers to solve their problems. They also indicated with a high mean

score (above 3.(0) that their employers usually solved the problems they raised. This

finding indicates that both 18-23 and 24-29 year old employees hold almost similar views

on the state oftheirworlcing relationships with their employers.

Table 7.3.7.3 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations ofEPZ

males and females towards their employee-employer working relationships at the EPZ

wOIkplace.

Table 7.3.7.3: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of EPZ males
and Females towards their employee-employer working relationships at the EPZ
workplace

Male Female

N Mean SD N Mean SD

What is the nature of the working relationship between 151 2.19 .87 151 2.05 .86

employers and their employees?

How long do employers take to solve workers issues? 151 1.82 1.05 151 1.93 1.07

How long would employees like their employers to take while 151 3.15 .79 151 3.28 .64

solving their issues?

Do employers solve employees working condition grievances? 151 2.99 1.02 . 151 2.74 1.18

The mean perception scores in table 7.3.7.3 above indicate that both males and females

have weak average (below 2.50) and low (below 2.00) mean scores on the nature of their

employer-employee working relationships and on the length of time their employers took

to solve their working conditions' problems. The figures in the same table indicate that

both males (mean score 3.15) and females (mean score 3.28) would prefer a speedy
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resolution to their problems. They also score strong average mean scores (males 2.99 and

females 2.74) on their employers' ability to solve their problems, which indicates that

employers solve their workers problems. Ibis fmding indicates that both males and

females hold similar views on the state of their EPZ employer-employee working

relationsJjps.

Table 7.3.7.4 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviation; of

section heads and non-section heads towards the state of their employer-employee

working relationships in the EPZ work place.

Table 7.3.7.4: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of Section
heads and Non-section heads towards the state of their employer-employee working
relationships at the EPZ workplace

Section heads Non-section heads

N Mean SD N Mean SD

What is the nature of the working relationship between 66 2.44 .84 236 2.03 .86

employers and their employees?

How long do employers take to solve workers issues? 66 1.91 .96 236 1.87 1.09

How long would employees like their employers to take 66 3.09 .89 236 3.25 .66

while solving their issues?

Do employers solve employees working condition 66 3.06 1.12 236 2.81 1.10

grievances?

The mean perception scores of both section heads and non-section heads in the fIrst two

items in table 7.3.7.4 above fall in the weak average (below 2.50) and low categories

(below 2.00). Ibis indicates that the relationship between EPZ employers and their

workers needs improvement. Employers also took too much time to solve their workers

problems as the Iow mean scores of (1.91) for section heads and (1.87) for non-section

heads indicates.

Both section heads and non-section heads indicated that their employers can take less

time to solve their problems as indicated by the high mean scores of(3.09) and (3.25) for

section heads and non-section heads respectively. Both groups also indicated that their

employers solve their problems with a strong mean score (2.81) from non-section heads
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and a high mean score (3.06) from section heads. This fmding indicates that both section

and non-section heads hold similar views regarding the state of their EPZ working

conditions.

Table 7.3.7.5 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

respondents from EPZ firms located in public and private EPZ towards the state of their

working relationships in the EPZ workplace

Table 7.3.7.5: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of employees
from companies located in the Public and Private EPZs towards the state of their
working relationships in the EPZ workplace

Public Private

N Mean SD N Mean SD

What is the nature of the working relationship between 167 1.70 .69 135 2.64 .79

employers and their employees?

How long do employers takes to solve workers issues? 167 1.50 .77 135 2.34 I.I9

How long would employees like their employers to take 167 3.20 .62 135 3.23 .83

while solving their issues?

Do employers solve employees working condition 167 2.45 1.00 135 3.57 1.02

grievances? _

From table 7.3.7.5 above, employees from companies located in public zones lowly rated

three out of the four listed items. The low (below 2.00) and weak average mean

perception scores (below 2.50) indicate that both sets of employees indicate that the state

of their working relationship with their employers was poor (mean score 1.70), their

employers took a lot of time to solve their working conditions problems (mean score

1.50) and their problems were not eventually solved (mean score 2.45). In contrast

employees in companies situated in the private zone scored strong average (above 2.50)

and high mean perception scores (above 3.(0) in three out of the four listed items, but

lowly rated the length of time their employers took to respond to their working condition

problems (mean score 2.34). This finding indicates that employees from companies

located in the public and private zones viewed the state of their working relationships

differently.
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Table 7.3.7.6 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

investors from companies located in the public and private zones towards the state of

their wOlking relationships in the EPZ \\Orkplace.

Table 7.3.7.6: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of investors
from companies located in the Public and Private EPZ towards the state of their
working relationships in the EPZ workplace

Public Private

N Mean SD N Mean SD

What is the relationship between employees and their employers? 5 3.40 .55 5 3.60 .55

How long do employers take to respond to workers grievances? 5 3.60 .89 5 2.60 2.19

How long do employers take to settle workers grievances? 5 2.00 .00 5 1.40 .55

Employers located in public and private EPZs highly rated (mean scores above 3.00) the

kind of working relationships they had with their employees. They also had high (3.60

public EPZ employers) and strong average (2.60 private EPZ employers) mean scores on

the length of time they took to respond to their workers grievances as table 7.3.7.6 above

indicates. Both sets of employers, however, seem to take considerable time to settle their

workers grievances as indicated by the low mean score of 1040 for enterprises located in

private EPZs and a weak average (2.00) mean score for employers located in public

zones. This finding indicates that both investors/employers located in private and public

zones hold similar views towards the state of their employer-employee working

relationships at the EPZ workplace.

Table 7.3.7.7 on the following page presents the mean perception scores and standard

deviations of unionized and non-unionized EPZ workers towards the state of their

working relationships at the EPZ workplace.
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Table 7.3.7.7: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of unionized
and non-unionized EPZ workers towards their working relationships in the EPZ
workplace

UnionEPZs Non-union EPZs

N Mean SD N Mean SD

What is the nature of the working relationship between 203 2.27 .89 99 1.82 .75

employer.; and their employees?

How long do employers take to solve worker.; issues? 203 2.02 1.15 99 1.58 .78

How long would employees like their employers to take while 203 322 .77 99 3.20 .59

solving their issues?

Do employers solve employees working condition grievances? 203 3.06 1.05 99 2.45 1.11

From table 7.3.7.7 above, both unionized and non-unionized workers lowly rate both

their working relationships with their employers and the length of time their employers

take to solve their working condition problems with weak average (below 2.50) and low

(below 2.00) mean perception scores. Both sets of employees also indicate tha! they

would prefer to have their problems solved fasIer with high mean scores (above 3.00).

Unionized workers highly rate (mean score 3.06) their employers' response while solving

their working condition problems, but non-unionized wOlxers lowly rate with a weak

average mean score of 2.45 their employers ability to solve their problems. TIris fInding,

therefcre, indicates that unionized and non-unionized workers view their EPZ employer

employee worlcing conditions differently.

Table 7.3.7.8 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

unionized and non-unionized EPZ investors towards the state of their working

relationships in the EPZ workplace.
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Table 7.3.7.8: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of unionized
and non-unionized EPZ investors towards the state of their working relationships in
the EPZ workplace

Union Non-union

N Mean SD N Mean SD

What is the relationship between employers and their employees? 7 3.43 .53 3 3.67 .58

How long do employers take to respond to their workers 7 3.29 214 3 3.33 !.IS

grievances?

How long does the management take to settle workers grievances? 7 1.57 .53 3 2.00 .00

The mean perception scores on two of the three items listed in table 7.3.7.8 above

indicate that both unionized and nOIrunionized investors/emplc~'ers rated the state of

their employer-employee working relationships and the length of time it took them to

respond to employee grievances as high (mean scores above 3.00). However, both sets of

employers bad low mean scores (1.57 for unionized) and a weak average of (2.00) for

non-unionized investors/employers. This indicates that both sets of investors/empoyerS

were slow in responding to their workers grievances. However, most employers indicated

that they took as much time as they felt was necessary in order to avoid offering their

employees quick but poor solutions, the results of this were the low mean perception

scores. This finding indicates that both urionized and nOIrunionized EPZ employees hold

similar views towards the state oflheir EPZ wozking cooditions.

• On its part the EPZA indicated that the general EPZ employer-employee working

relationslips in the zooes are good.

7.3.8 Snmmary

The purpose of this section was to establish the scope of the employer-employee labour

relations' gap in Kenyan EPZs. The section sought and presented data relating to the

perceptions of EPZ investors and their employees as well as the EPZA on the nature of

the EPZ, education and training facilities, remuneration structures, employment

structures, wolking facilities, interpersooal relationships andworking relationships.
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The bar graph in figure 7.3.8.1 below, indicates that employment discrimination and the

state of the working relationships in Kenyan garment EPZs had big employer-employee

labour relations' gaps. The graph also indicates that the working facilities in Kenyan

EPZs were relatively of high quality. However, the EPZ employer-employee training gap

was found not to be big. The employer-employee remuneration and interpersonal

relationship gaps were found to be slightly above the acceptable levels (0.6) although not

far away from unacceptable levels (below 0.6).

Figure 7.3.8.1 The Employer-employee labour relations gap in Kenyan garment

EPZs
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From figure 7.3.8.1 above, it can therefore be concluded that different levels of

employer-employee labour relations' gaps were found to exist in all the six factors that

were tes1ed in this section

The findings from this section were used to draw conclusions and make

recommendations on the scope of the employer-employee labour relations' gap ID

Kenyan EPZs in the next chapter.
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7.4 The impact oflabour law exemptious ou EPZ operations in Kenyan EPZs

7.4.1 Introduction

The third objective of the study assessed the impact of labour law exemptions on

employer-employee labour relations in Kenyan EPZs. The study specifically examined

the impact of the exemption of investors from applying the factories act16 and from

paying rninirnun wagesl1 in theirEPZ operations.

To assess the impact of these two exemptions on Kenyan garment EPZ operations, this

section was subdivided into four subsections. The first section used the mean scores and

standard deviations of the sampled respondents to determine their perceptions towards

EPZ operations in the absence of the application of the factories act and the minimun

wage act. The other three sections used frequency distributions to determine the

perceptions of the sampled respondents on the effect of being exempted from the

minimun wages and factories acts in their EPZ operations. These four sections are:

1. The effect of labour law exemptions on employer-employee labour relations ill

Kenyan garment EPZs.

The purpose of this section was to establish the extent to which the exemption from

Kenyan labour laws ha! been helpful to EPZ employers.

2. The problems encountered by EPZ investors for being exempted from applying the

factories act.

The purpose of this section was to establish the magnitude of the problems EPZ

investors experience for being exempted from applying the factories act and the

minimun wages act in their EPZ operations.

3. The organizations that censure EPZ firms for being exempted from both the factories

act and the minirmnn wages act. The purpose of this section was to identify the

organizations that censure EPZ furns so as to establish their views on EPZ employer

employee labour relations in a labour law cooceded environment.

16 The fuctories act is supposed to ensure that industrial workers are exposed 10 healthy and safe working
conditions. The ministry ofhealth industrial inspectors are supposed to enforce this act. EPZ investors have
been exempted from applying this act in their operations.
17 EPZ investors are nol required 10 adhere to the minimum wage scales set by the government. They are
free 10 remunerate their workers using any or their own wage scales.
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lbis was done by investigating the censorship experien:es of EPZ investors and the

EPZA from various organizations for enjoying labour law related exemptions in the

zones.

4. Whether EPZ operators in close proximity influence each other's employer-employee

labour relations in the zones.

The purpose of this section was to investigate whether EPZ firms in close contact

influen:ed the way employers related to their employees in the zones. This was done

by evaluating the experiences ofEPZ investors.

The findings from this section (7.4) were used to draw conclusions and make

recommendations on the perceptions of EPZ investors and the Export Processing Zones

Authcrity (EPZA) regarding the effects of being exempted from applying both the

factories act and the minimum wages act in Kenyan gannent EPZ operations.

7.4.2 The effect of labour law exemptions on employer-employee labour relations in

KenyanEPZs

The two items in this section sought to establish the effect the following two labour law

exemptions have had on Kenyan garment EPZ investors and the IPZA. These items are:

1. The extmption from paying the minimum wage

2. The extmption from applying the factories act

To precisely establish how the exemptiom from these two laws affected EPZ invest<rs,

the mean scores and standard deviations of the above listed two items of the sampled

respondents were analyzed using two different profiles. These are investors from

unionized and non-unionized zones and those located in lhe public and private zones.

Table 7.4.2.1 on the next page presents the mean perception scores and standard

deviations of invest<rs from unionized and non-unionized EPZs towards the effect of the

exemption fr(J]l appying the minimun wages and factories acts' in their EPZ operations.
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Table 7.4.2.1: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of investors
from unionized and non-unionized EPZs towards the effect of the exemption from
applying the minimum wages and factories acts' in their EPZ operations.

Union Non-union

N Mean SD N Mean SD

The effect ofthe exemption from paying the minimum wage 7 1.86 1.46 5 233 U5

The effect ofthe exemption from applying the factories act 7 1.29 .49 5 2.67 .s8

Table 7.4.2.1 above indicates that both unionized and non-unionized EPZ investors lowly

rated the exemption from paying the minimum wages since their mean scores fall within

the weak: average (below 2.50) and low (below 2.00) categories. Non-unionized

investors, however, felt that the exemption from applying the factories act had a positive

effect on their EPZ operations, as their mean score on this item was a strong average of

(2.67). In addition investors located in unionized zones lowly rated the effect of the

factories act exemption, hence the low score of (1.29) which means that it did not

significantIy affect its operations. This finding indicates that the exemption fromapplying

the factories act and the minimum wages act on EPZ operations has affected unionized

and non-unionized EPZ investors differently.

Table 7.4.2.2 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviatiom of

investors from companies located in the public ani private zones towards the effect ofthe

exemption fr(JIl applying the minimun wages and factories acts' in their FPZ operations.

Table 7.4.2.2: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of investors
from Companies located in the Public and Private Zones towards the effect of the
exemption from applying the minimum wages and factories acts' in their EPZ
operations.

Public Private

N Mean SD N Mean SO

l1Je effect of the exemption from the minimum wage act 5 3.00 1.22 5 1.00 .00

The effect ofthe exemption from applying the factories act 5 2.00 1.00 5 1.40 .s5

From table 7.4.2.2 above both investors from companies located in the public and private

zones scored low (l.40) and weak: average (2.00) mean scores on the effect of the
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exemption frnn applying the factores act in their operations. Both sets of nvestors stated

that the exemption from applying the factories act had not contributed significantly to

their operations. Some investors did not even know that they had been exemIted from

this act. On the exemption from paying their employees the minimtm wages, investors

located in the public zones indicated that this exemption had been helpful to them (high

mean score 3.00). However, those located in the private zones stated that this exemption

had not significantly affected their operations, hence the low mean score (1.00). This

finding indicates that the exemption from applying the minimum wage and the factories

act in their EPZ operations affected EPZ investors located in public and private zones

differently.

• On its part the EPZA states that the exemption of EPZ investors from the

minimun wage act and the factories act has not been helpful in assisting it

(EPZA) achieve its investment attraction objectives.

7.4.3 The problelBll encountered by EPZ investors for being exempted from

applying the minimum wages and factories acts'.

Ibis section set out to establish whether EPZ investors experienced the following

problelBll for being exempted from the two labour laws mentioned above. These

problems are:

1. Strikes by their workerS;

2. Negative publicity;

3. External conmmer boycott threats;

4. Reprimanis from the EPZA.

Table 7.4.3.1 that follows presents data on the problems encountered by EPZ investors

for being exempted from applying the factories act
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Table 7.4.3.1: The problems encountered by EPZ investors for being exempted from
applying the minimum wages and factories acts'

Problems encountered N Percent

~trikes by workers 3 75.0

~egative publicity I 25.0

!rota! 4 100.0

In table 7.4.3.1 above, 75% of EPZ investors indicated that employee strikes were the

major problem they encountered for being exempted from applying the factories act and

the minimum wage act, while 25%, of the interviewed investors indicated that they had

received negative publicity especially from NGOs for being exempted from not applying

the two labour related laws in their EPZ operations. Ibis fmding indicates that employee

strikes were the main problem EPZ investors encountered for not applying the mininlUm

wages and the factories act in their EPZ operations. All (100%) of the respondents

indicated that they had encountered strike action from their employees for being

exempted fran paying the minimum wages.

7.4.4 The Organizations that censure EPZ firms for being exempted from the

factories act

Ibis section set out to establish whether the following organizations censure EPZ fIrms

and the EPZA for being exempted from the factories act and from paying the mininllm

wages. These organizations include:

1. NGOs

2. Unions

3. Politicians

4. Consumer groups

5. The general public

6. The press.
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Table 7.4.4.1 below presents data on the organi2ations that censure EPZ flnns for being

exempted finn the factories act.

Table 7.4.4.1: Organizations that censure EPZ firms for being exempted from the
factories act

prgartizations N Percent

Unions 4 36.4

NGOs 3 27.3

Politicians 3 27.3

!The general public \ 9.\

Total \I 100.0

In table 7.4.4.1 above, 36% of the complaints on the exemption of EPZ [InnS from

paying the factories act were received from unions, 27% each, from politicians and

NGO's, while 9%, of the complaints were received from the general public. 1bis finding

indicates that unions, NGOs and politicians are the main groups that censure EPZ

operators foc enjoying labour law exemptions.

• The EPZA says that NGOs have been the major organizations that have

negatively reacted to the labour law exemptions offered by the EPZ program.

7.4.5 Do EPZ operators in close proximity influence each other's employer

employee labour relations in the zones?

1bis section sought to establish whether EPZ operators in close proximity influence each

when:

1. Setting wages;

2. Setting working condition tenns;

3. Recruiting;

4. Relating to fueir workers.

Table 7.4.5.1 that follows indicates that close proximity to each other influences various

investors in various ways
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Table 7.4.5.1: The influence of EPZ operators in close proximity

f1nVestDrs in close proximity influence N Percent

The setting ofwages 3 37.5

irhe setting ofworking condition terms 2 25.0

~ecruitmentmethods 2 25.0

[Relations In workers I 12.5

Total 8 100.0

In table 7.4.5.1 above, 37% ofEPZ investors indicated that other EPZ operators in close

proximity with them influenced the way in which they set their remuneration structures,

which mainly was to enable them minimize labour turnover. 25% of the investors,

indicated that other EPZ investors in close proximity with them influenced the way in

which they set their working conditions, while another 25%, indicated that those

investors in close proximity with them influenced the way in which they relate to their

workers. This finding confIrms those of the ILO (1998), the ICFfU (1996), Hall (1981),

Miller (1980) and Townson (1977), among many others, whose studies showed that

enterprises or city states that operated close together shared the same experiences and

needs unlike those that did not. This fInding indicates that the closer Kenyan garment

EPZ investors are located to each other the more they influence each other's employer

employee labour relations.

7.4.6 Summary

This findings from this section revealed that the exemption from applying the factories

act and the minimum wages act on EPZ operations affected unionized and non-unionized

EPZ investors differently. The findings also revealed that the exemption from paying the

minimtm wages had no signifIcant impact on both unionized and non-unionized EPZ

investors. However, the exemption from applying the factories act had a positive effect

on non-unionized EPZ investors but did Dot contribute signifIcantly to the operations of

unionized investors.

Both investors located in the public and private zones indicated that the exemption from

applying the factories act had not contributed signifICantly to their operations. Besides

investors located in the public zones stated that the exemption from paying minimum
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wages had contributed significantly to their operations. The findings also revealed that

the exemptionfrom paying fue minimtm wages did not significantly affect EPZ investors

located in the privlte zones.

Finally, the findings from this section also revealed that employee strikes and negative

publicity were the main problems EPZ investors encountered for being exempted from

the minimum wage act and the factories act Unions, politicians and NGO's were the

major groups/organizations that censured EPZ operators for being exempted from labour

laws. The closer EPZ investors are located to each other the more they influenced each

other's ernployer-employee labour relations.

The findings from this section were then used to draw conclusions and make

recommendations on the impact of labour law exemptions on the employer-employee

labour relations' gap in Kenyan EPZs in fue next c~ter.
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7.5 An analysis of the effectiveness of existing EPZ employer-employee labour

relation regulating structures in Kenya.

7.5.1 Introduction

The fourth objective of the study investigated the perceptions of employers and their

employees towards the effectiveress of their existing problem-solving (regulation)

framewOlks. These frameworks are:

I. Unions (worker/home committees);

2. The EPZA;

3. Codes ofconduct;

4. The government.

To establish the employer-employee problem solving labour relations' gap in the zones

the perceptions and attitudes ofEPZ employers, their employees and the EPZA towards

the existing employer-employee labour relations regulatol}' structures mentioned above

wereso~t.

To precisely identi1)r where the problem with the existing labour relations' regulatol}'

structures lay, the mean scores and standard deviations of the sampled employees were

analyzed nsing the different empJoyer-employee profiles identified in section 7.1 of this

chapter. These are: age - 18-23 & 24-29, gender, marital status, leadership positions

held, firms located in the pUblic/private andunionized/non-unionized zones.

The findings from this section were meant to help draw conclusions and make

recommendations on the effectiveness of the existing employer-employee problem

solving structures in the EPZ wOlkplace in the next chapter.

7.5:1. Unions

The purpose of this section was to identifY the number of unionized and non-unionized

respondents. Once this was established the researcher then sought to establish the

effectiveness of unions in assisting EPZ employees address their working conditions'
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grievanres. EPZ employers' and the EPZA's attitudes and perceptions towards unions in

the EPZwOIxplace were also sought.

Thus from th: sampled EPZ employees this section sought to establish:

1. The nunber EPZ companies with organized workers bodies (unions);

2. How helpful unions have been in assisting their members address their working

condition grievances.

From the sampled EPZ employers this section soug.t to establish whether or not

1. External unims have a role to play in the EPZ wortplace;

2. Unions can represent EPZ woIters grievances to fueir employers;

3. Unions can ensure that EPZ employees can work under health conditions;

4. Unions can ensure that EPZ workers receive fair wages;

5. Unions can be the link between employers and their woIters at the EPZ wortplace.

To precisely identifY where the problem with the effectiveness of unions in helping EPZ

stakdlolders address their worlcing conditions' grievances was: the mean scores and

standard deviations of the sampled EPZ employees were analyzed in different categories.

These are: age - 18-23 & 24-29, gender, marital status, leadership positions held, firms

located in the public/private and urionizedlnon-unionized zones.

Table 7.5.2.1 below presents data on the percentage of unionized and non-unionized

workers from the sampled poprlation.

Table 7.5.2.1: Percentage of unionized and non-unionized EPZ workers

Does the company have an organized wo,xeJS body

No (Non-unionized)

Yes (Unionized)

Total

300

N

99

203

302

Percent

32

68

100.0



Table 7.52.1 above indicates that 68% of the sampled EPZ employees were unionized

while the remaining 32% worked for companies that did not allow their workers to form

andIor join unions. Tills fmding indicates that over half of Kenyan garment EPZ

employees are unionized.

• In 2002 the EPZA received between one and three complaints from EPZ

employees regarding their being denied permission to form/join trade unions and

the interference in employee trade union affairs by EPZ employers.

Table 7.5.2.2 below presents the mean scores and standard deviations of EPZ workers

and investors perceptions towards theexisting role and effectiveness ofunions in the EPZ

work place.

Table 7.5.2.2: The Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of EPZ workers and
.Investors perceptions towards the existing role and effectiveness of unions in the
EPZ work place

Employees Employers

N Mean SO N Mean SO

Does the company have an organized workers body (union)? 302 3.56 .52 - - -
How helpful is the workers body? 302 1.88 .99 - - -
Do external unions have a role to play? - - - 10 1.90 .74

Can tmions represent workers grievances to management? - - - 10 2.90 1.10

Can unions ensure that workers work under health conditions? - - - 10 2.70 125

Can unions ensure that workers receive fair wages? - - - 10 3.00 125

Can unions be the link between management and workers in the - - - 10 2.50 1.27

workplace?

From table 7.52.2 above, the mean perception scores ofEPZ employees on whether their

company had an organized workers body (union) are high (3.56), which signifies that

there existed an organized workers body in their company. 70"10 of the interviewed

investors indicated that they had a workers body (union) while 54% of workers indicated

that they had a workers body (union) in their company (see table 7.5.2.1 above).

.However, most employees indicated that their workers body (union) was not as effective
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as they would have liked it to be, thus a low mean score of (1.88) on the effectiveness of

UnIons.

On the role of external unions table 7.5.2.2 above indicates that most employers felt that

unions had no role to play in the EPZ workplace, hence the low mean score (mean score

1.90) on this item However, a large number of unionized employers agreed that unions

assisted employees present their working conditions' grievances to (them) their

employers (mean score 2.90). The unionized employers also indicated that unions also

enabled EPZ employees to work under healthy conditions (mean score 2.70) and receive

fair wages (mean score 3.00). However, they (unionized investors) reluctantly accepted

that unions could be the link between employers and their employees in.the EPZ

wOIkplace (mean score 2.50). One non-unionized employer said that having a union or

not would make no difference to EPZ workers as they (the workers) required no

intennediary to air their views to their employers nor did their employers require an

intennediary to address their workers as this could be done without the use ofa union. A

number of unionized employers stated that Kenyan unions operated purely for the self

enrichment of their officials and not for the benefit of their members. The EPZA on its

part indicated that the union movement in Kenya was quite weak to make a difference to

workers, since most union officials were poor and thus susceptible to being corrupted by

employers. This finding is different from those of the ILO (1988), the ICFlU (1991,

1996,2001 & 2002), Jauch (2002), Abeywardene (1994), MNU (2000, 2002 & 2001),

Endresm & Jauch (undated), Hewson(1988), Yun (1988), Haggard (1992), Sook (1999),

whose studies showed that EPZ employees were not allowed to organize and in some

cases investors had closed down their operations, where employees had managed to fonn

or/and join trade unions.

Table 7.5.2.3 overleafpresents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of 18

23 and 24-29 year olds, towards the existing role and effectiveocss of unions in the EPZ

workplace.
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Table 7.5.2.3: Tbe Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of 18-23 & 24
29 year olds towards tbe existing role and effectiveness of unions in tbe EPZ work
place

18-23 year olds 24-29 year olds

N Mean SO N Mean SO

Does the company have an organized workers body (union)? 68 3.43 .50 168 3.59 .51

How helpful is the workers' body? 68 1.62 .85 168 1.92 1.00

The mean scores in table 7.5.2.3 above indicale that employees in the two age groups had

organized workers bodies (unions) in their companies (mean scores 3.43 and 3.59 for 18

23 and 24-29 year olds respectively). However, the two sets of employees lowly rated

(mean scores below 2.00) the effectiveness of these organizations in addressing their

worlcing conditions' problems. This finding indicates that both 18-23 and 24-29 year olds

found their unions in the EPZ workplace to be ineffective in assisting them address their

worlcing conditions' problems.

Table 7.5.2.4 h:low presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations ofmales

and females 1Dwards the existing role and effectiveness ofunions in the EPZ work place.

Table 7.5.2.4: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of EPZ males
and Females towards tbe existing role and effectiveness of unions at tbe EPZ work
place

Males Females

N Mean SO N Mean SO

Does the company have an organized workers body (union)? 151 3.61 .50 . 151 3.52 .51

How helpful is the workers body? 151 1.99 1.00 151 1.78 .97

From table 7.5.2.4 above, the mean perception scores of both females (3.52) and males

(3.61) on the existence of a workers body in their companies is high. However, the mean

score on the usefulness of existing workers bodies (unions) is low (1.99 for males and

1.78 for females). This finding indicates that both males and females fOlmd unions in the
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EPZ workplace to be ineffective in assisting them address their worlcing conditions'

problems.

Table 7.5.2.5 below, presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

section beads and non-section heads towards the existing role and effectiveness ofunions

in the EPZ worlqllace.

Table 7.5.2.5: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of Section
heads and Non-section heads towards the existing role and effectiveness of unions in
tbe EPZ work place

Section heads Non-section heads

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Does the company have an organized workezs body (union)? 66 3.62 .49 236 3.55 .53

How helpful is the workers body (union)? 66 2.11 1.07 236 1.82 .96

The mean scores in tables 75.25 above indicate that the majority of EPZ section heads

and non-section heads are from companies with workers organizations (unions), but both

sets of employees indicated that these bodies were not effective in addressing their

problems. The weak average mean score of section heads (2.11) and low mean score

(1.82) of the non-section heads indicate this. This fmding indicates that both section

heads and non-section heads found unions in the EPZ workplace to be ineffective in

addressing their waking conditions' proHems.

Table 7.5.2.6 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

respondents from companies located in the public and private zones towards the existing

role and effectiveness ofunions in the EPZ wOlkplace.
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Table 7.5.2.6: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of employees
from companies located in the Public and Private Zones towards the existing role
and effectiveness of unions in the EPZ work place

Public Private

N Mean SO N Mean SO

Does the company have an organized workers body (union)? 167 3.49 .50 135 3.66 .53

How helpful is the workers body (union)? 167 1.72 .94 135 2.08 1.02

The figures in table 7.5.2.6 above indicate that, the Iru!iority of the companies located in

the public (mean score 3.49) and private (mean score 3.66) zones had organized woiXers

bodies (unions) as they both had high mean scores. However, in terms of their

effectiveness in assisting EPZ workers address their worlcing condition grievances these

woiXers bodies (union<;) were lowly rated (mean score 1.72) by employees from

companies located in the public zone and by employees from companies located in the

private zones (mean score 2.08). This finding indicates that both employees from

companies located in the public and private zones found unions in the EPZ woiXplace to

be ineffective in helping them address their working conditions' problems.

Table 7.5.2.7 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

investors from companies located in the public and private zones towards the existing

role and effectiveness ofunions in the EPZ wOlkplace.

Table 7.5.2.7: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of investors
from companies located in the Public and Private Zones towards the existing role
and effectiveness of unions in the EPZ work place

Public Private

N Mean SO N Mean SO

Do unions have a role to play? 5 2.40 .55 5 1.40 .55

Can unions represent workers grievances to management? 5 2.20 1.10 5 3.60 .55

Can unions ensure that workers work under health conditions? 5 1.80 1.10 5 3.60 .55

Can unions ensure that workers receive fair wages? 5 2.00 1.00 5 4.00 .00

Can unions be the link between management and workers in the 5 1.80 UO 5 3.20 1.10

workplace?
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From table 7.5.2.7 above investors from companies located in the public zone lowly rate

the role of unions in the EPZ wOI:kplace. Their mean scores for all the items in this

section are all low (below 2.00) and weak averages (below 2.50), which indicate that they

do not view as important the roles unions play in the EPZ workplace. Investors located in

private zones lowly rated (mean scorel.40) the role unions can play in the zones but

highly rated with mean scores above 3.00, the role unions could play in ensuring that

employees in the zones received better working conditions. This finding indicates that

although investors from companies located in the private zone lowly rated the roles

unions played in the EPZ workplace they, nevertheless, indicated that unions have a few

roles to play in the EPZ workplace. However, investors from companies located in the

public zones felt that unions had no roles to play in the EPZ wcrkplace.

Table 7.5.2.8 below, presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

unionized and non-unionized EPZ workers towards the effectiveness ofunions at the EPZ

workplace.

Table 7.5.2.8: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of unionized
EPZ workers towards the existing role and effectiveness of unions in the EPZ work
place

Unionized EPZs

N Mean SD

How helpful is your worker.; body (union)? 203 2.14 .98

From table 7.5.2.8 above the mean perception score of the unionized workers towards the

effectiven:ss of their union is a weak one (2.14), which indicates that unionized EPZ

workers lowly rate the effectiveness of their unions.

Table 7.5.2.9 below, presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

unionized and non-unionized EPZ investors towards the existing role and effectiveness of

unions in the EPZ wOIk place.
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Table 7.5.2.9: The Mean Perception Scores and Standard Deviations of unionized
EPZ investors towards the existing role and effectiveness of unions in tbe EPZ work
place

Union Non-union

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Do unions have a role to play? 7 1.86 .90 3 2.00 .00

Can unions represent workers grievances to management? 7 3.43 .53 3 1.67 1.15

Can unions ensure 1hat workers work under healthy conditions? 7 3.43 .53 3 1.00 .00

Can unions ensure that workers receive fair wages? 7 3.71 .49 3 1.33 .58

Can unions be the link between management and workers in the 7 3.14 .90 3 1.00 .00

workplace?

The results from table 7.5.2.9 above indicate that unionizOO investors mean scores in four

out of the five tested items, were all high (above 3.00), apart from the low mean score

(1.86) on the role unions play in the EPZ worlcplace. This could mean that apart from

these four items with high mean perception scores, unions have no other roles to play in

the EPZ worlcplace. Non-unionized investors lowly rated the roles unions can play in the

EPZ workplace, as their mean perception scores ranged between (2.00) and (1.00). Some

investors indicated that they did not require intermediaries to address their workers

grievances as their workers could approach them directly, other than using an

intt:r"lrediary who may, in the process, distort what either group (employers or workers)

wanted addressed for their own benefit. This finding indicates that unionizOO EPZ

investors felt that there were a few roles unions could play in the EPZ workplace, while

non-unionized in\estors feel that uni<JlS haveno roles to play in the EPZ workplace.

• The EPZA respondent indicated that more external union involvement could

ensure that EPZ workers are exposed to a proper working environment but argues

that the weak state of the trade union movement in Kenya is a factor that makes

them ineffective.
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7.5.3 The EPZA

The pw:pose of this section was to identifY the effectiveness of the EPZA as an EPZ

employer-employee labour regulation body. To establish the effectiveness of the EPZA

the resean:her sought to establish from EPZ employers and their employees whether or

not:

1. EPZA inspectors visit EPZ companies;

2. EPZA inspectors consult EPZ wOlkers on their waking condition proolems;

3. EPZA inspectors deal with EPZ wOIkers labour relations problems;

4. There should be a code of conduct guiding employer-employee relations in the EPZ

wOlkplace;

To precisely identify the effectiveness ofthe EPZA in helping EPZ employees/employers

address their working condition grievances, the mean scores and standard deviations of

the sampled respondents were analyzed using the different employer-employee profiles

identified in section 7.1 of this chapter. These are; age - 18-23 & 24-29, gender, marital

status, leadership positions held, firms located in the public/private and unionizedJnon

unionized zones.

Table 7.5.3.1 below presents data on EPZ employees' perceptions towards the role and

effectiveness offue EPZA as an employer-employee regulator in the EPZ workplace.

Table 7.5.3.1: EPZ employees' perceptions towards the role and effectiveness of the
EPZA as an employer-employee regulator in the EPZ workplace.

Total respondents PublicEPZs Private EPZs

N Mean SO N Mean SO N Mean SO

Do EPZA inspectors visit EPZ 301 2.31 1.06 167 2.02 1.08 135 2.66 .93

companies?

Do EPZ inspectors consult workers? 302 1.97 1.18 167 1.66 1.03 135 2.36 1.24

Do EPZA inspectors deal with EPZ 302 1.83 1.12 167 1.53 .90 135 2.21 1.24

labour complaints?

There should be a code of conduct 302 3.52 .63 167 3.50 .70 135 3.56 .54
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Iguiding EPZ operations?

From table 7.5.3.1 above, employees from companies located in private zones indicated

that EPZA labour inspectors visited their companies (mean score 2.66), but they rarely

consulted worlrers (mean score 2.36) and rarely dealt with their complain1s (mean score

2.21). Employees from companies located in the public zone indicated that although the

EPZA had an office in the zone, EPZA labour inspectors rarely visited them (mean score

2.02), rarely consulted workers (mean score 1.66) and rarely dealt with their complaints

(mean score 1.53).

In total visits to the EPZ based companies by the EPZA were few (mean score 2.31), the

EPZA inspectors rarely consulted workers (mean score 1.97) and rarely dealt with their

problems (mean score 1.83). Most employees also indicated that an EPZ code of conduct

guiding EPZ operations (mean score 3.52) should be put in place. lbis finding indicates

that the EPZA has not been an effective employer-employee regulator in the Kenyan

gannentEPZ wOIkplace.

Table 7.5.3.2 below shows how the sampled EPZ employees rate the effectiveness of the

EPZA.

Table 7.5.3.2: Does tbe EPZA resolve employees working condition problems

N Percent

~ever no 36.4

F"metimes 92 30.5

t"ly 54 17.9

jOften 26 ·8.6

tways 20 6.6

, otal 302 100.0

From table 7.5.3.2 above 36%, of the respondents indicated that the EPZ was not helpful

in solving their working conditions' problems, while 7% indicated that it had been

helpful in solving their working conditions' problems. lbis fInding indicates that the
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EPZA does not fully resolve EPZ employees wOJ:king conditions' grievances.

Table 7.5.3.3 below presents data on EPZ investors' perceptions towards the role and

effectiveness of the EPZA as an Fmployer-employee regulator in the EPZ worlq>lace.

Table 7.5.3.3: EPZ investors' perceptions towards the role and effectiveness of the
EPZA as an Employer-Employee Regulator in the EPZ workplace.

Total Public Private

N Mean SO N Mean SO N Mean SO

How often do EPZA inspectors visit the 10 2.60 1.07 5 1.80 .84 5 3.40 .55

factory?

Do EPZA inspectors consult workers? 10 3.40 1.43 5 2.20 .84 5 3.60 .55

How helpful has the EPZA been? 10 330 .48 5 3.60 .55 5 3.00 .00

From the EPZ investors' perspective, table 7.5.3.3 above indicates that EPZA labour

inspectors visited investors/companies located in private zones (mean score 3.40). They

consulted EPZ workers (mean score 3.60) and were helpful to investrn; (mean score

3.00). In companies located in the public zone, investrn; indicate that EPZA inspectors

rarely visited (mean score 1.80), rarely consulted workers (mean score 2.20) but in

general were helpful (mean score 3.60) on matters not related to labour. In total EPZA

inspectors visited the zones (mean score 2.60) and consulted workers (mean score 3.40)

and in general they were helpful (mean score 3.30) to the investocs. This finding indicates

that from the investors' perspective, the EPZA had been helpful in helping them resolve

employer-employee conflicts in the zones.

Table 7.5.3.4 below, presents data on the EPZA's responses on various wolking

condition proliems that affect EPZ employees and employers.
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Table 7.5.3.4: Comments from the EPZA on various working condition issues that
affect EPZ employees and employers in the EPZ workplace

Issue EPZA's

response

Do EPZ investors abide by the labour relations guidelines you give them? Always

How do you handle those investors that violate the labour relation's guidelines you give Advice and

them and other labour related laws that apply in the zones? train

While solving labour relations issues between EPZ investors and employees how would Very effective

you rate your intervention outcomes?

Considering that EPZ investors have been offered various labour law related exemptions Adequate

how would you rate the available EPZ investor - worker dispute intervention measures

at your disposal?

There are situations where we have felt helpless while resolving labour issues between Strongly

investors and employees disagree

After the EPZA's interventions labour law violations in the zones, do labour law Sometimes

violations recur?

When reprimanding EPZ investors who violate labour rights do they invoke the threat to Never

move?

Our working relationship with EPZ investors is Very good

From the EPZAs responses in table 7.5.3.4 above a feeling and sense of confideoce

seems to stem from the EPZA. The responses portray a sense of being in control of all

that is happening in EPZ operations in Kenya Although some labour legislation has

been ceded to EPZ investors, the EPZA still feels confident enough to do its work with

the legislation that has not been ceded.

Table 7.5.3.5 on the next page presents data on male and female EPZ employees'

perceptions towards the role and effectiveness of the EPZA as an employer-employee

regulator in the EPZ workplace.
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Table 7.5.3.5: Male and Female EPZ employees' perceptions towards the role and
effectiveness of the EPZA as an employer-employee regulator at the EPZ workplace

Male Female

N Mean SO N Mean SO

Do EPZA inspectors visit EPZ companies 151 2.21 1.01 151 2.41 1.12

Do EPZ inspectors consult workers 151 1.98 1.28 151 1.97 1.07

Do EPZA inspectors deal with EPZ labour complaints 151 1.73 1.11 151 1.93 1.12

There should be a code ofconduct guiding EPZ operations 151 3.53 .63 151 3.52 .64

The data in table 7.5.3.5 above indicates, that both male and female EPZ employees mean

scores on three of the four items are either weak averages (below 2.50) or low (below

2.00). This indicates that both sets of employees lowly rated the effectiveness of EPZA

inspectors in helping them address their worlcing condition grievances. The findings

reveal that EPZA inspectors rarely visited, consulted and dealt with EPZ workers

problems. Both sets of employees however indicate that a code of conduct to guide

operations in the zones is essential.

Table 7.5.3.6 belowpresents data on 18-29 year old EPZ employees' perceptions towards

the role and effectiveness of the EPZA as an employer-employee regulator in the EPZ

workplace.

Table 7.5.3.6:18-29 year old EPZ employees' perceptions towards tbe existing role
and effectiveness of the EPZA as an employer-employee regulator in the EPZ
workplace

18·23 24-29

N Mean SO N Mean SD

Do EPZAinspectors visit EPZ companies? 68 2.47 1.15 168 2.25 .96

Do EPZ inspectors consult workers? 68 2.01 130 168 1.89 1.07

Do EPZA inspectors deal with EPZ labour complaints? 68 1.84 135 168 1.76 .91

There should be. code ofconduct guiding EPZ operations 68 3.63 .57 168 3.57 .60
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In table 7.5.3.6 above, the two sets of employees mean perception scores on three of the

four items above range from weak averages (below 2.50) to low scores (below 2.00).

This shows that both sets of employees lowly rate the effectiveness of the EPZA in

addressing their EPZ working conditions' problems. However, both sets of employees

indicate that a code ofconduct to guide EPZ operations can be useful (mean scores 18-23

year old category 3.63 and 3.57 for the 23-29 year old category). This finding indicates

that the EPZA has not been an effectiveemployer-employee regulator in the EPZA

workplace.

Table 7.5.3.7 below presents data on section head and non-section head EPZ employees'

perceptions towards the role and effectiveness of the EPZA as an employer-employee

regulator in the EPZ workplace.

Table 7.5.3.7: Section head and non-section head EPZ employees' perceptions
towards the role and effectiveness of the EPZA as an employer-employee regulator
in the EPZ workplace.

Section heads Non-heads

N Mean SO N Mean SO

Do EPZA inspectors visit EPZ companies? 66 2.74 1.10 236 2.19 1.02

Do EPZ inspectors consult workers? 66 2.30 1.46 236 1.88 1.07

Do EPZA inspectors deal with EPZ labour complaints? 66 2.26 1.42 236 1.71 .99

There should be a code ofconduct guiding EPZ operations 66 333 .69 236 3.58 .61

From table 7.5.3.7 above, section heads indicate with a strong average mean score of

(2.74) that EPZA inspectors visit their companies, but rarely consult EPZ workers (mean

score 2.30) and rarely deal with workers problems (mean score 2.26). Non-section heads

indicate that EPZA labour inspectors rarely visit (mean score 2.19), rarely consult (mean

score 1.88) or deal with their problems (mean score 1.71). Both sets of employees

indicate with their strong mean scores (3.33-section heads and 3.58-non-section heads)

that an EPZ code of conduct would assist them fight for better working conditions in the

zones. This finding indicates that the EPZA has not been an effective EPZ employer

employee regulator in the EPZworkplace.
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Table 7.5.3.8 below presents data on unionized and non-unionized EPZ employees'

perceptions towards the role and effectiveness of the EPZA as an employer-employee

regulator in the EPZ workplace.

Table 7.5.3.8: Unionized and Non-unionized EPZ employees' perceptions towards
the role and effeetiveness of tbe EPZA as an employer-employee regulator in the
EPZ workplace

Union EPZs Non-union EPZs

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Do EPZA inspectors visit EPZ companies? 203 2.43 1.01 99 2.07 I.l5

Do EPZ inspectors consult workers? 203 2.15 122 99 1.61 LOI

Do EPZA inspectors deal with EPZ labour complaints? 203 1.99 I.l7 99 I.51 .92

There should be a code ofcondoet guiding EPZ operations 203 3.48 .66 99 3.61 .59

Table 7.5.3.8 above indicates that both unionized and non-unionized EPZ employees

mean perception scores on the role and effectiveness of the EPZA range between weak

averages (mean score below 2.50) and low (mean score below 2.00). This indicates that

EPZA labour inspectors rarely: visit, consult and deal with EPZ wOIkers problems. Both

sets of employees indicate with high mean scores (above 3.00) that an EPZ code of

conduct is necessary to ensure EPZ workers are exposed to proper working conditions.

This finding indicates that the EPZA has not been an effective EPZ employer-employee

regulator in the EPZ workplace.

Table 7.5.3.9 below presents data on unionized and non-unionized EPZ investors'

perceptions towards the role and effectiveness of the EPZA as an employer-employee

regulator in the EPZ workplace.

Table 7.5.3.9: Unionized and Non-unionized EPZ investors' perceptions towards the
role and effectiveness of the EPZA as an employer-employee regulator in the EPZ
workplace

Union Non-union

N Mean SD N Mean SD

How often do EPZA inspectors visit the factory? 7 2.71 1.25 3 2.33 .58

Do EPZA inspectors consult workers? 7 3.14 .90 3 1.67 .58
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IHow helpful has the EPZA been? 7 329 .49 3 3.33 .58 I
From table 7.5.3.9 above, non-unionized EPZ investors lowly rate the perfonnance of the

EPZA inspectors, the number oftimes 1hey visited their companies (mean score 2.33) and

the consultations they had with the employees (mean score 1.67) although they indicated

that on other issues the EPZA was helpful (mean score 3.33). Unionized EPZ investors,

on the other hand highly rated the EPZA in terms ofvisiting their companies (mean score

2.71), consulting their workers and addressing their working conditions' problems (mean

score 3.14) and highly rated (mean score 3.29) the general help the EPZA offered them.

This finding indicates that the EPZA has been relatively helpful to unionized and non

unionizedEPZ operators in Kenya

7.5.3.1 TheEPZA's evaluation of its performance

The respondent from the EPZA said that the EPZA gets to know of EPZ investors'

grievanoes throudJ.:

I. Meetings with them and

2. Visiting factories.

It (the EPZA) gets to know ofEPZ employees' grievances through

1. Meetings with them,

2. Sit-ins, strikes, go slows and

3. Reporting ofernployer-employee disputes to the EPZA.

The EPZA respondent also indicated that the EPZA had no fIxed time limits when it

came to responding to EPZ workers and investors' grievances as its response varied from

one day depending on the grievance, to many days and concluded by saying that the

EPZA was always able to settle all grievances EPZ investors and workers brought before

it.

7.5.4 Codes of conduct
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Thepurpose ofthis section was to establish the extent to which codes of conduct are used

as employer-employee labour relation regulatoI)' instruments in Kenyan EPZs. This

section sought to establi&t whether or not:

1. EPZ companies have corporate codes ofcondlct;

2. MNEs require their contracting EPZ partners to a1:ide by their codes ofconduct;

3. MNEsmonitorwhether or not their EPZ contracting partners comply with their codes

ofconluct.

To precisely identify the effectiveness of existing codes of conduct in helping EPZ

stakeholders address their worldng condition issues, the mean scores and standard

deviations of the sampled employees and their employers were analyzed using the

different employer-employee profiles identified in section 7.1 of this chapter. These are:

age - 18-23 & 24-29, gender, marital status, leadership pooitions held, fums located in the

public/private and unionized/non-unionized zones.

Table 7.5.4.1 below presents data on EPZ employees' perceptions towards the

suggestions of alternative employer-employee regulation with the use of trade

instrumeIts.

Table 7.5.4.1: EPZ employees' perceptions towards the suggestions of alternative
employer-employee regulation with the use of trade instruments

Total respondents PublicEPZs Private EPZs
.

N Mean SO N Mean SO N Mean SO

Trade agreements should be involved 302 328 .93 167 3.19 1.05 135 3.39 .75

MNEs should become more involved 302 3.39 .76 167 3.27 .87 135 3.53 .58

Are employees aware of MNE codes of 302 2.08 1.06 167 1.92 1.02 135 3.56 .54

conduct?

From table 7.5.4.1 above, EPZs located in private premises indicate that they were in

favour of trade agreements (mean score 3.39), MNEs (mean score 3.53) and the use of
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codes of conduct (mean score 3.56) as trade instrumerts that could ensure that EPZ

workers were exposed to proper working conditions.

EPZs located in public zones supported the use of MNE codes of conduct in EPZ

operations (mean score 3.27) although most of their employees were not aware of this

codes of conduct (mean score 1.92), but they also indicated that trade agreements could

play a role in EPZs (mean score 3.19). In total, most employees indicated that MNEs had

a role to play in ensuring that they were exposed to proper working conditions (mean

score 3.39) although most of them were not aware of these codes as indicated by the

weak average mean score of 2.08. They also proposed the involvement of preferential

trade agreements (mean score 3.28) in regulating worlcing conditions in EPZs.

Table 7.5.4.2 below presents data on EPZ employees' perceptions towards the role and

effectivem:ss of codes of conduct as employer-employeeregulators in the EPZ

workplace.

Table 7.5.4.2: EPZ investors' perceptions towards the role and effectiveness of codes
of conduct as employer-employee regulators in the EPZ workplace

Total Public Private

N Mean SO N Mean SO N Mean SO

Does the company have a corporate code of 10 1.80 .42 5 2.00 .00 5 1.60 .55

conduct?

Do companies require you to abide by their 10 2.70 .48 5 2.80 .45 5 2.60 .55

codes ofconduct?

00 MNEs monitor for compliance? 10 3.70 2.36 5 2.00 2.24 5 3.40 .55

The data in table 7.5.4.2 above shows that both investoo; located in public and private

zones scored weak average (below 2.50) and low (below 2.00) mean scores, which

indicate that few EPZ investors had their own corporate codes ofconduct. However both

sets ofemployers stated that the MNEs that they contracted from, required them to abide

by their corporate codes of conduct. Investors located in private zom:s indicated that

MNEs usually monitored (mean core 3.40) whether they were implementing their codes

ofconduct, although the weak average mean score (2.00) for investors located in public

zones indicates that they lowly rated the monitoring capabilities of MNEs. Some
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investors stated that MNEs visited them only once a year or contracted a local auditing

firm to do the monitoring for them. In total few companies bad codes of conduct (mean

score 1.80), however MNEs reqnired them to abide by their (MNEs) codes of conduct

(mean score 2.70) and monitoriIg was done by MNEs (mean score 2.70). This finding

indicates that codes of conduct have not been effective EPZ employer-employee

regulatory instruments.

Table 7.5.4.3 below presents data on unionized and non-unionized EPZ employees'

perceptions towards the role and effectiveness ofcodes ofconduct as employer-employee

regulators in the EPZ workplace.

Table 7.5.4.3: Unionized and Non-unionized EPZ employees' perceptions towards
the role and effectiveness of codes of conduct as employer-employee regulators in
the EPZ workplace.

Union Non-union

N Mean SD N Mean SD

Does the company have a corporate code ofconduct? 7 1.7! .49 3 2.00 .00

Do companies require you to abide by their codes ofconduct? 7 2.71 .49 3 2.67 .58

Do MNEs monitor for compliance? 7 4.14 2.19 3 2.67 2.89

In table 7.5.4.3 above, both unionized and non-unionized EPZ investors recorded Iow and

weak average (union 1.71 and non-union 2.00) mean scores on whether their companies

bad codes ofconduct. These low mean scores indicate that most companies did not have

their own codes of conduct. However, both sets of investors scored high mean scores on

the other two items in the table. This shows that MNEs reqnired them to abide by their

codes of conduct and they also monitored for compliance. From the perspective of

Kenyan EPZ investcrs this fmding indicates that EPZ investors abide by MNE codes of

conduct.

• The EPZA respondent indicated that it had not formulated a code of conduct for

use in Kenyan EPZs, but stated that selfregulation with fIe use ofan EPZ code of

conduct and arbitration is necessary for Kenyan EPZ operations together with

provisions for external aiJitration.
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7.s.s The government as an EPZ employer-employee regolator

The purpose of this section was to establish other EPZ employer-employee labour

relations' regulatory structures open to Kenyan EPZ stakeholders. This section sought to

establish which regulatory structures EPZ employees and their employers consulted when

other employer-employee regulatory structures failed to resolve their wolking conditions'

grievances. The regulatory structures tested in this section are:

1. EPZA inspectors;

2. Fellow EPZ opeIators;

3. Ministry of industry officials;

4. Ministry oflabour officials

5. Union office.

Table 7.5.5.1 below presents data on the higher levels of dispute settlement structures

available to EPZ workers.

Table 7.5.5.1: Higher levels of dispute settlement structures available to EPZ
workers

N Percent

!Ministry oflabour officials 112 42.1

junion office 70 26.3

~er 54 20.3

[EPZA inspectors 30 11.3

Irotal 266 100.0

From table 7.5.5.1 above, when EPZ employees fail to agree on their working conditions'

issues with their employers, 42% of them consulted the ministry of labour officers 26%

consulted their union affiliates while 11% consulted the EPZA. This fInding indicates

that there are alternative high-level dispute resolution structures available to EPZ

employees in Kenya.
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Table 7.5.5.2 on the following page presents data on the higher levels of dispute

settlement stuetures available to EPZ investors.

Table 7.5.5.2: Higher levels of dispute settlement structures available to EPZ
investors

Frequency Percent

~inistry ofLabour 4 40.0

~eEPZA 3 30.0

~stryofTraile & Industry 2 20.0

fellow EPZ operators 1 10.0

!rota! 10 100.0

From table 7.5.52 above, EPZ investors after failing to agree on working condition

issues with their workers 40% consulted the ministry oflabour, 30% consulted the EPZA

while 20"10 consulted the ministzy of trade and industry. This fmding indicates that there

are alternative high-level dispute resolution structures available to EPZ employers in

Kenya.

• When the EPZA finds it difficult to resolve working conditions' issues between

EPZ employees and employers it consults the ministry oflabour.

7.5.6 Summary

The purpose of this section was to establish the extent to which the existing employer

employee problem solving structures in the EPZ workplace had contributed towards the

growth of the EPZ employer-employee labour relations' gap. The section sought and

presented data relating to the perceptions of EPZ employers, their employees and the

EPZA towards the role and effectiveness of unions, the EPZA, codes of conduct and the

government in the EPZ workplace. The section also presented data on the existing

employer-employee labour regulatory structures, identifYing their areas of strengths and

weaknesses.
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The findings from this section revealed that EPZ employees found unions, the EPZA and

codes of conduct as ineffective employer-employee regulatol}' instruments. Howeva-,

some employers found these three regulatol}' instrumerts to be effective. The findings

also revealed that apart from the existing EPZ employer-employee regulatol}' structures

the three groups also consulted the ministl}' of labour when they found it difficult to

resolve employer-employee related working conditions' problems amongst themselves in

the zooes.

The findings from this section were further used to draw conclusions and make

reconnnendations regarding the effectiveness ofthe existing problem solving (regulatol}')

fuunewolk in the Kenyan EPZ workplace in the rext chapter.
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7.6 An analysis ofemployer-employee communication structures in Kenyan EPZs

7.6.1 Introduction

The fifth o~ective of the study was to investigate the perceptions of the EPZA, EPZ

employers and their workers towards:

1. The effuctivenessoftheir communication structures;

2. The extent to which these structures may have contributed to the existing labour

relations' gap in Kenyan EPZs.

The purpose of this section was to establish whether or not communication or the lack of

it may have contributed to the existing labour relations' gap in Kenyan EPZs. Thus, to

achieve this objective this section was subdivided into three sections. These are:

I. The natureofemployee-employer communication.

The purpose of this section was to establish whether EPZ employers consulted their

employees before making m:ijor decisions that could negatively affect them.

2. Employer-employee communication channels.

The purpose of this section was to establish the channels EPZ employers and their

-employees used to communicate issues pertaining to their working conditions.

3. An evaluation of the effectiveness employer-employee communication channels.

The purpose of this section was to establish how the effectiveness of the existing

communication channels had contributed towards the EPZ employer-employee labour

relations' gap in Kenyan EPZs.

The findings from this section were used to draw conclusions and make

recommendations on the effectiveness of EPZ employer-employee communication

structures and the extent to which these structures may have contributed to the existing

employer-employee labour relations' gap in Kenyan EPZs.
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7.6.2 The nature of employer-employee communication

The purpose of this section was to establish whether EPZ employers consulted their

employees before making major decisions that could negatively affect them on the

following issues:

1. Quotas;

2 Wages;

3. layoffs;

4. Quality.

Table 7.6.2.1 below presents data on employee-employer consultation on working

condition issues that affct them.

Table 7.6.2.1: Employee-Employer consultation on working condition issues that
affect them

Employees Employers

N Percent N Percent

Wages 4 36.4 123 45.4

Layoffs 3 27.3 51 18.8
.

3 27.3 70 25.8'<~"

Quotas 1 9.1 27 10.0

otal 11 100.0 271 100.0

Table 7.6.2.1 above indicates that the majority (45%) and (36%) of employee and

emjtoyer communication respectively revolves around wages, while quality concerns

acOJUnt for 26% and 27% of employee and employer communication respectively. The

other issues employers and their employees occasional communicate about include

layoffs and quotas.

• On the issues of employer-employee comnnmication the EPZA respondent

indicated that the EPZA expects EPZ investors to consult their employees before

making major decisions that may affect them on issues like:

a). Layoffs;
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b). Wages;

c). Closure.

7.6.3 Employer-employee communication channels

The purpose ofthis section was to establish whether EPZ employers and their employees

used any of the following communication channels to address their working condition

problerus at the EPZ workplace.

1. House unions;

2. Workers committees;

3. Open meetings;

4. Suggestion boxes;

5. Others- Supervisors.

Table 7.6.3.1 below presents data on the channels that EPZ employees use to express

their worldng conditions' grievances to 1heiremployers.

Table 7.6.3.1: The channels that EPZ employees use to express their working
condition grievances to their employers

N Percent

[Workers committees 81 29.7

~upervisors 57 20.9

ppen meetings 47 172

~uggestionboxes 42 15.4

!House unions 30 11.0

Pther 16 5.9

Irotal 273 100.0

From table 7.6.3.1 above the majority of the EPZ employees (30%) channelled their

wolking condition grievances to their employers via workers committees, 21% through

their supervisors, while 17"10 aired their working conditions' grievances to their

employers through open meetings. Although only 6% indicated that they used strikes and

go-slows to air their views to their employers, the researcher witnessed three strikes/go

slows in the course of carrying out this study. Most employees indicated that this was the
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only effective way ofgetting the attention of their employers.

Table 7.6.3.2 below presents data on the communicatim channels EPZ investors use to

communicate with their workers.

Table 7.6.3.2: The communication channels EPZ investon use to communicate witb
tbeirworkers

Frequency Percent

tworkers committees 3 33.3

pPen meetings 3 33.3

!suggestion boxes 2 22.2

pu,er 1 11.1

Irota! 9 100.0

From table 7.6.3.2 above the majority of employers (33%) use workers committees to

address their workers, while another 33% use open meetings, (22%) use suggestion boxes

and 11% use notice bmrds to communicate with their workers.

• According to the EPZA the avenues that have been left open for EPZ employees

to address problems on areas that labour laws have been ceded such as the

factories act are:

a) Trade unions;

b) Compmy/House committees.

7.6.4 An evaluation of the effectiveness EPZ employer-employee communication

channels

The purpose of this section was to establish how the effectiveness of the existing

communication channels had contributed towards the EPZ employer-employee labour

relations' gap in Kenyan EPZs. The EPZ employees were requested to state their level of

agreement on whether or not their communication channels were effective.

Table 7.6.4.1 below presents data on how effective EPZ employees' commtmication

channels are.
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Table 7.6.4.1: How effective are EPZ employees' communication channels?

N Percent

Agree 126 41.7

Strongly agree 68 22.5

!Disagree 64 21.2

~trongly disagree 44 14.6

~otaI 302 100.0

From table 7.6.4.1 above. the majority (64%) of the interviewed respondents indicated

that their communication channels were effective, while 36% felt that their

communication channels were not effective.

Table 7.6.4.2 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

investors from companies located in the public and private wnes on the effectiveness of

their EPZ communication channels.

Table 7.6.4.2: The mean perception scores and standard deviations of investors from
companies located in the public and private zones on the effectiveness of their
communication channels in the EPZ workplace

Total Public Private

N Mean SD N Mean SD N Mean SD

How effective have the company's 10 3.30 .48 5 3.00 .00 5 3.60 .55

communication channels been?

In table 7.6.4.2 above, both sets of investors indicated with their high mean perception

scores (aIxwe 3.(0) that their EPZ employer-employee communication channels were

effective. In total, both sds ofinvestors indicatedthat their ccmmunication channels \\ere

effective (mean score 3.30). This finding indicates that from an employer's perspective

the channels they use to communicate with their employees have been effective.
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Table 7.6.4.3 below presents the mean perception scores and standard deviations of

unionized and non-unionized investors towards the effectiveness of their EPZ employer

employee communication channels.

Table 7.6.4.3: The mean perception scores and standard deviations of unionized and
non-unionized investors towards the effectiveness of their communication channels
at the EPZ workplace

Union Non-union

N Mean SD N Mean SD

How effective have the company's communication channels 7 3.43 .53 3 3.00 .00

been?

In table 7.6.4.3 above, both unionized and non-unionized investors indicated with high

mean scores (mean score above 3.00) that their communi:ation channels had been

effective. This finding indicates that from a unionized and a non-unionized perspective,

EPZ employer-employee communication channels have been effective.

7.6.5 Summary

This section set out to explore the studY's fourth objective which sought to establish the

perceptions of the EPZA, EPZ employers and their workers on the effectiveness of their

communication structures and the extent to which these structures may have contributed

to the existing (mployer-employee labour relations' gap in Kenyan EPZs.

The findings from this section revealed that the majority of employee and employer

communication in the zones revolves around wages. On communication the majority of

the EPZ employees channelled their worlcing conditions' grievances to their employers

via wOIxers committees and strikes/go-slows, while the majority of employers use

workers committees and open meetings to address their workers. On the effectiveness of

their communication channels, the majority of the sampled employees indicated that their

communication channels were effective a view that their employers also coocurred with.
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The findings from this section were used to draw conclusiollS and make

recommendations on the effectiveness of EPZ .employer-employee communication

structures and the extent to which these structures may have contributed to the existing

employer-employee labour relations' gap in Kenyan EPZs.
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7.7 Suggestions on how the current employer-employee labor relations gap in

Kenyan EPZs can be reduced.

7.7.1 Introduction

The last objective ofthe study was to elicit data from EPZ investors, their employees and

the EPZA suggesting how the current EPZ employer-employee labor relations problems

listed in the other sections of this chapter could be resolved (how the current employer

employee labor relations gap in the zones could be reduced).

This section was divided into two. The fIrst section sought the perceptions of both

investors and their employees on a set oflisted alternative sources of employer-employee

regulation, while the second part was open for both groups to suggest their own solutions.

Solutions towards reducing the employer-employee labor relations' gap with the use of

the following instruments were sought:

1. General a1temative regulatory instruments,

2. Trade instruments,

3. Other instruments.

Solutions towards improving EPZ employer-employee working relationships and

reducing the employer-employee communications gap were also sought.

The fIndings from this section were used to draw conclusions and make

recommendations on how the employer-employee labor relations' gap in Kenyan gannent

EPZs could be reduced in the next chapter.

7.7.2 General alternative EPZ employer-employee regulatory instrnments

The purpose of this section is to establish the perceptions and attitudes of EPZ investors,

their employees and the EPZA towards the use of a general set of alternative employer

employee regulatory instruments in Kenyan EPZs.

The general set ofEPZ employer-employee regulatory instruments tested are:
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1. More government involvement in EPZ employer-employee regulation;

2. More NODs involvement in EPZ employer-employee regulation; ,

3. Better of treatment ofEPZ employees by their employers;

4. More EPZ employee involvement in EPZ regulatory structures;

5. More institutions' of higher learning involvement in EPZ employer-employee

regulation;

6. A reduction in labor law concessions.

To precisely identifY the perceptions and attitudes of EPZ and employers their employees

towards the use of a general set of alternative employer-employee regulatory instruments

in Kenyan garment EPZs, the mean scores and standard deviations of the sampled

employees were analyzed using the different employer-employee profiles identified in

section 7.1 of this chapter. These are; age - 18-23 & 24-29, gender, marital status,

leadership positions held, firms located in the publidprivate and unionized/non-unionized

zones.

Table 7.7.2.1 presents the EPZ employees' perceptions towards the suggestions of using

a general set ofalternative EPZ employer-employee regulation instruments.
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Table 7.7.2.1: EPZ employees' perceptions towards the suggestions of using a
general set of alternative EPZ employer-employee regulation instruments

Total respondents Public EPZs
,

Private EPZs

respondents respondents

N Mean SD N Mean SD N Mean SD

The government should protect 302 3.67 .59 167 3.63 .64 135 3.70 .50

EPZworkers

NGOs should be more involved in 302 3.21 .97 167 3.Il 1.07 135 3.33 .81

EPZ activities

EPZ employers should protect their 302 3.66 .58 167 3.67 .64 135 3.64 .48

workers

EPZ workers should get more 302 3.63 .62 167 3.64 .66 135 3.61 .57

involved

Universities should play a part 302 3.02 .93 167 2.99 .98 135 3.05 .86 I·

EPZ employers should follow !abor 302 3.58 .57 167 3.60 .56 135 3.54 .58

laws

From table 7.7.2.1 above, the three highly rated (mean score above 3.00) instruments of

alternative employer-employee regulation proposed by employees were (in order of

importance) more government involvement, more employer protection and more

employee involvement in decision-making especially on working conditions' issues

concerning them in the EPZ work place.

Table 7.7.2.2 below presents EPZ investors' perceptions towards the suggestions of using

a general set of alternative EPZ employer-employee regulation instruments.
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Table 7.7.2.2: EPZ investors' perceptions towards the suggestions of using a general
set of alternative EPZ employer-employee regulation instruments

Total Public· Private

N Mean SD N Mean SD N Mean SD

Governments can help resolve workers issues 10 3.50 .85 5 3.00 1.00 5 4.00 .00

NGOs can help resolve workers issues 10 2.80 1.32 5 1.60 .55 5 4.00 .00

Investors can help resolve workers issues 10 4.00 .00 5 4.00 .00 5 4.00 .00

EPZ workers should be more involved in 10 3.20 .92 5 2.40 .55 5 4.00 .00

decision making

Universities should be more involved in EPZ 10 3.60 .52 5 3.20 .45 5 4.00 .00

workers issues

Labor law .concessions should be reduced 10 3.30 1.16 5 2.60 1.34 5 4.00 .00

Table 7.7.2.2 above indicates that EPZ investors from companies located in private zones

had extremely high mean perception scores (4.00) indicating that they agreed with all the

suggestions on the use of the general set of alternative employer-employee regulation

instruments listed above. Most investors in this group said that they welcomed inspectors

from any group to ascertain that they exposed their workers to proper worlcing conditions.

On the other hand, EPZ investors located the public owned zone stated that they as

investors (mean score 4.00) were the best regulators of the EPZ employer-employee

worlcing relationships but welcomed the input of universities (mean score 3.20) and the

government (mean score 3.00) as advisers on the nature of working conditions that they

were expected to expose their workers to. This group also rejected the input of NGOs

(mean score 1.60); one investor claimed that NGOs were inciters rather than advocates of

workers rights.

In total most respondents indicated that investors (mean score 4.00) followed by

universities (mean score 3.60) and the government (mean score 3.50) were the organs

best suited to ensure that workers in the zones were exposed to proper working

conditions.

• The EPZA indicated that EPZ investors should take more responsibility for the

investment freedom they enjoy by treating their workers well, higher education

institutions had a role to play by researching into better employer-employee
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management methods and also agreed that stronger government action was

required on investors found to have mistreated workers.

The EPZA, however, disagreed with suggestions that restricted labor from

striking EPZ workers involvement in decision-making and the application of

existing laws in EPZ operations, together with a reduction in current labor

concessions. It strongly disagreed with the suggestion of involving NGOs as

employer-employee regulators in the EPZ workplace, citing a case whereby a

human rights' NGO went and incited workers in one of the EPZ companies to

demand for the formation of a union in their company. The workers went on

strike only for the NGO later to realize that the company was unionized.

Although some labor laws have been conceded to EPZ investors as incentives, the policy

documents that the EPZA uses while resolving employer-employee conflicts are:

• The employment act 226;

• Regulation ofwages cap 229;

• National Social Security Fund (NSSF) act 258;

• Workman's compensation act 236;

• The trade disputes act 234;

• The industrial act;

• National Hospital Insurance Fund (NHIF) act cap 25.

Table 7.7.2.3 on the next page, presents data on unionized and non-unionized EPZ

employees' perceptions towards the suggestions ofusing a general set of alternative EPZ

employer-employee regulation instruments.
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Table 7.7.23: Unionized and Non-unionized EPZ employees' perceptions towards
the suggestions of using a general set of alternative EPZ employer-employee
regulation instruments

UnionEPZs Non-union EPZs

N Mean SD N Mean SD

The government should protect EPZ workers 203 3.64 .62 99 3.72 .52

NGOs should be more involved in EPZ activities 203 3.13 1.01 99 3.37 .85

EPZ employers should protect their workers 203 3.61 .59 99 3.76 .54

EPZ workers should get more involved 203 3.58 .63 99 3.72 .61

Universities should play a part 203 2.94 .95 99 3.18 .86

EPZ employers should follow labor laws 203 3.52 .59 99 3.70 .50

Table 7.7.2.3 above indicates that non-unionized employees felt that EPZ employers

(mean score 3.76) were in the best position to ensure that their (employees) rights were

protected, followed by both the government and themselves (EPZ workers) (mean score

3.72). They also proposed that investors should follow all labor laws (mean score 3.70).

Unionized employees indicated that the government (mean score 3.64) followed by

investors (mean score 3.61) and then workers (mean score 3.58) were the best organs that

could ensure that their working conditions' rights were respected.

Table 7.7.2.4 below, presents data on unionized and non-unionized EPZ investors'

perceptions towards the suggestions of using a general set of alternative EPZ employer

employee regulation instruments.

Table 7.7.2.4: Unionized and non-unionized EPZ investors' perceptions towards the
suggestions of using a general set of alternative EPZ employer-employee regulation
instruments

Union . Non-union

N Mean SO N Mean SO

Governments can help resolve workers issues 7 3.43 .98 3 3.67 .58

NGOs can help resolve workers issues 7 3.43 .98 3 1.33 .58

Investors can help resolve workers issues 7 4.00 .00 3 4.00 .00

EPZ workers should be more involved in decision making 7 3.71 .49 3 2.00 .00

Universities should be more involved in EPZ workers issues 7 3.71 .49 3 3.33 .58

Labor law concessions should he reduced 7 4.00 .00 3 1.67 .58
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Table 7.7.2.4 above indicates that non-unionized investors (mean score 4.00) felt that

they were in the best position to ensure that they exposed their workers to proper working

conditions, but could welcome the input of the government (mean score 3.67) and

universities (mean score 3.33) in ensuring that their workers were exposed to proper

working conditions.

Unionized investors, on the other hand, felt that they were best placed to ensure that their

employees worked under proper working conditions (mean score 4.00) with the help of a

reduction in labor law concessions (mean score 4.00), the input of both universities (3.71)

and their workers (3.71), while the contribution of both the host government and NGOs

was also valued (mean score for both 3.43).

Table 7.7.2.5 below presents data on male and female EPZ employees' perceptions

towards the suggestions of using a general set of altemative EPZ eroployer-employee

regulation instruments.

Table 7.7.2.5: Male and Female EPZ employees' perceptions towards the
suggestions of using a general set of alternative EPZ employer-employee regulation
instruments

Males Females

N Mean SD N Mean SD

The government should protect EPZ workers 151 3.69 .54 151 3.64 .63

NGOs should be more involved in EPZ activities 151 3.09 1.03 151 3.34 .89

EPZ employers should protect their workers 151 3.58 .62 151 3.74 .53

EPZ workers should get more involved 151 3.62 .65 151 3.64 .59

Univen;ities should play a part 151 2.87 .98 151 3.17 .85

EPZ employers should follow !abor laws 151 3.57 .57 151 3.58 .57

From table 7.7.2.5 above, female EPZ employees proposed that EPZ eroployers (mean

score 3.74) were best placed to ensure that they provided them with proper working

conditions, with the assistance of both EPZ workers and the government (mean score

3.64 for both) with a reduction on labor law concessions (mean score 3.58).
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Males, on the other hand, felt that the government (mean score 3.69) was in the best.,

position to ensure that workers were exposed to proper working conditions with the help

ofEPZ workers (mean score 3.62) and employers (mean score 3.58).

Table 7.7.2.6 below, presents data on 18-29 year old EPZ employees' perceptions

towards the suggestions of general alternative employer-employee regulation

instnnnents.

Table 7.7.2.6: 18-29 year old EPZ employees' perceptions towards the suggestions of
using a general set of alternative EPZ employer-employee regulation instruments

18-23 24-29

N Mean SD N Mean SD

The government should protect EPZ workers 68 3.81 .50 168 3.64 .63

NGOs should be more involved in EPZ activities 68 3.24 .95 168 3.25 .96

EPZ employers should protect their workers 68 3.59 .72 168 3.73 .50

EPZ workers should get more involved 68 3.71 .55 168 3.67 .57

Universities sbould play a part 68 2.87 1.05 168 3.15 .85

EPZ employers should follow labor laws 68 3.43 .68 168 3.65 .52

Table 7.7.2.6 above indicates that employees in the 18-23 years category stated that the

government (mean score 3.81) was best placed to ensure that they were exposed to proper

working conditions with the help of EPZ workers (mean score 3.71) and employers

(mean score 3.59). Those employees in the 24-29 age group bracket, indicated that

employers (mean score 3.73) were in the best position to ensure that workers were

exposed to proper working conditions with the help of a reduction in labor law

concessions (mean score 3.65) and the government (mean score 3.64):

Table 7.7.2.7 overleaf presents data on section head and non-section head EPZ

employees' perceptions towards the suggestions of using a general set of alternative EPZ

employer-employee regulation instruments.
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Table 7.7.2.7: Section head and Non-section head EPZ employees' perceptions
towards the suggestions of using a general set of alternative EPZ employer
employee regulation instruments

Section Heads Non-Heads

N Mean SO N Mean SO

The government should protect EPZ workers 66 3.70 .46 236 3.66 .62

NGOs should be more involved in EPZ activities 66 3.21 .90 236 3.2\ .98

EPZ employers should protect their workers 66 3.62 .58 236 3.67 .58

EPZ workers should get more involved 66 3.44 .90 236 3.68 .51

Universities should play a part 66 2.68 .96 236 3.11 .90

EPZ employers should follow !abor laws 66 3.58 .53 236 3.58 .58

Table 7.7.2.7 above indicates that non-section heads felt that workers (mean score 3.68)

were in the best position to ensure that their employers exposed them to proper working

conditions with the assistance of their employers (mean score 3.67) and the government

(mean score 3.66). Section heads, on the other hand, felt that the government (mean score

3.70) in cooperation with employers (mean score 3.62) and a reduction in labor law

concessions (mean score 3.58) could ensure that EPZ workers were exposed to proper

working conditions.

7.7.3 Trade instruments

The purpose of this section is to establish the perceptions and attitudes of EPZ investors,

their employees and the EPZA towards the use of trade instruments as employer

employee regulatory instruments in Kenyan EPZs. These trade instruments include:

I. Preferential Trade Agreements (PTAs);

2. InternationaIlMultinational Enterprises (MNEs);

3. InternationaIJ Multinational Enterprise (MNEs) codes ofconduct;

4. Consumer groups.

To precisely identifY the perceptions and attitudes of the EPZA, EPZ employees and their

employers towards the use of a general set of alternative employer-employee regulatory

instruments in Kenyan EPZs, the mean scores and standard deviations of the sampled
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employees were analyzed using the different employer-employee profiles identified in

section 1.1 of this chapter. These are: age - 18-23 & 24-29, gender, marital status,

leadership positions held, firms located in the public/private and unionized/non-unionized

zones.

Table 7.7.3.1 below presents data on EPZ employees' perceptions towards the

suggestions of alternative EPZ employer-employee regulation with the use of trade

instruments.

Table 7.7.3.1: EPZ employees' perceptions towards the suggestions of alternative
EPZ emp}oyer-emp}oyee regulation with the use of trade instruments

Total respondents Public EPZs Private EPZs

N Mean SD N Mean SD N Mean SD

PTAs should be involved 302 3.28 .93 167 3.19 1.05 135 3.39 .75

MNEs should become more involved 302 3.39 .76 167 3.27 .87 135 3.53 .58

Are employees aware of MNE codes of 302 2.08 1.06 167 1.92 1.02 135 3.56 .54

conduct?

From table 7.1.3.1 above EPZ employees from companies located in private zones

indicate that they were in favor of PTAs (mean score 3.39), MNE (mean score 3.53) and

the use ofcodes ofconduct (mean score 3.56) as trade instruments that could ensure that

they were exposed to proper EPZ working conditions.

EPZ companies located in the public zone supported the use ofMNE codes of conduct in

their EPZ operations (mean score 3.27) although most of their employees were not aware

of these codes of conduct (mean score 1.92). However, they also accepted that PTAs

could play an employer-employee regulatory role in the zones (mean score 3.19). In total,

most employees indicated that MNEs had a role to play in ensuring that they were

exposed to proper working conditions (mean score 3.39) although most of them were not

aware of these MNE codes of conduct as indicated by the weak average mean score of

(2.08). They also proposed the involvement of PTAs (mean score 3.28) as regulators of

working conditions in EPZs.
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Table 7.7.3.2 below presents data on EPZ investors' perceptions towards the suggestions

of alternative EPZ employer-employee regulation with the use of trade instruments.

Table 7.73.2: EPZ investors' perceptions towards the suggestions of alternative
EPZ employer-employee regulation with the use of trade instruments

Total Public Private

N Mean SO N Mean SO N Mean SO

Consumer groups can help resolve workers 10 2.90 1.20 5 2.60 1.34 5 3.20 l.lO

issues

PTAs can help resolve workers issues lO 3.40 .97 5 2.80 l.lO 5 4.00 .00

MNEs can help resolve workers issues 10 3.80 .42 5 3.60 .55 5 4.00 .00

Table 7.7.3.2 above indicates that EPZ investors located in private zones proposed that

MNEs and PTAs (mean scores 4.00) could play a part in ensuring EPZ workers were

exposed to proper working conditions but felt that consumer groups had a relatively small

role to play in the zones (mean score 3.20). Investors based in the public zone proposed

that MNEs (mean score 3.60) had a bigger role to play in the zones than other groups. In

total, both sets of investors felt that MNEs (mean score 3.80) and PTAs (mean score

3.40) could play a big role in ensuring proper employer-employee working conditions

existed in Kenyan garment EPZs.

• The EPZA strongly disagreed with the suggestion that consumer groups had a role

to play in EPZ operations as it (the EPZA) indicated that their (consumer groups)

operations are similar to those ofNGOs. It, however, agreed that trade agreements

and MNEs could play a role in employer-employee regulation in Kenyan garment

EPZs.

Table 7.7.3.3 on the following page presents data on male and female EPZ employees'

perceptions towards the suggestions of alternative EPZ employer-employee regulation

with the use of trade instruments.
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Table 7.7.3.3: Male and female EPZ employees' perceptions towards the suggestions
of alternative EPZ employer-employee regulation with the use of trade instruments

Male Female

N Mean SD N Mean SD

PTAs should he involved 151 3.21 1.03 151 3.35 .83

MNEs should become more involved 151 3.28 .87 151 3.49 .62

Are employees aware ofMNE codes of conduct? 151 2.15 1.14 151 2.02 .97

From table 7.7.3.3 above, both males and females indicated that MNEs (mean scores

3.28-males and 3.49-females) and PTAs (mean scores 3.21-males and 3.35-females) had

roles to play in ensuring that proper working conditions existed in the zones. They also

indicated with low mean scores (2.15-males and 2.02-females) that they were not aware

ofany codes of conduct of the MNEs their EPZ employers subcontracted from.

Table 7.7.3.4 below presents data on 18-29 year old EPZ employees' perceptions towards

the suggestions of alternative EPZ employer-employee regulation with the use of trade

instruments.

Table 7.7.3.4: 18-29 year old EPZ employees' perceptions towards the suggestions of
alternative EPZ employer-employee regulation with the use of trade instruments

18-23 24-29

N Mean SD N Mean SD

PTAs should he involved 68 3.31 .82 168 3.35 .88

MNEs should hecome more involved 68 3.15 .87 168 3.48 .69

Are employees aware ofMNE codes ofconduct? 68 1.93 .95 168 2.14 1.04

Table 7.7.3.4 above indicates that employees in the 18-23 age group category indicated

that they would prefer trade agreements (mean score 3.31) followed by MNE

involvement (mean score 3.15) in ensuring that their employers exposed them to better

working conditions, while very few ofthem were aware of the codes ofconduct of MNEs

(mean score 1.93) their EPZ employers subcontracted from. Employees in the 23-29 age

group category indicated that they would prefer MNE involvement (mean score 3.48)

followed by international trade agreements (mean score 3.35) although the weak average
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mean score of(mean score 2.14) indicates that most were not aware of the MNE codes of

conduct their EPZ employers subcontracted from.

Table 7.7.3.5 below presents data on section head and non-section head EPZ employees'

perceptions towards the suggestions of altemative EPZ employer-employee regulation

with the use of trade instruments.

Table 7.73.5: Section head and non-section head EPZ employees' perceptions
towards the suggestions of alternative EPZ employer-employee regulation with the
use of trade instruments.

Section Head Non-Heads

N Mean SD N Mean SD

PTAs should be involved 66 3.26 .93 236 328 .94

MNEs should become more involved 66 3.33 .85 236 3.40 .74

Are employees aware ofMNEs codes ofconduct? 66 2.09 1.16 236 2.08 1.03

Table 7.7.3.5 above indicates that both section heads and non-section heads preferred

MNE involvement (mean scores 3.33 and 3.40 respectively) followed by PTAs (mean

scores 3.26-section heads and 3.28-non-section heads) in ensuring their employers

exposed them to proper working conditions.

Both sets of workers were not aware of the codes of conduct of the MNE their EPZ

employers contracted from as indicated by the weak average mean scores of (2.09) for

section heads and (2.08) for non-section heads.

Table 7.7.3.6 on the next page presents data on unionized and non-unionized EPZ

employees' perceptions towards the suggestions of alternative EPZ employer-employee

regulation with the use oftrade agreements.
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Table 7.7.3.6: Unionized and Non-unionized EPZ employees' perceptions towards
the suggestions of alternative EPZ employer-employee regulation with the use of
trade instruments

UnionEPZs Non-union EPZs

N Mean SO N Mean SO

PTAs should be involved 203 3.21 .97 99 3.41 .83

MNEs should become more involved 203 3.38 .78 99 3.40 .73

Are employees aware ofMNEs codes ofconduct? 203 2.24 1.09 99 1.76 .92

As the data in table 7.7.3.6 above indicates, the high mean scores (above 3.00) of

unionized and non-unionized employees, indicate that employees from these two groups

felt that MNEs and PTAs could play a role in ensuring that they were exposed to proper

working conditions. However, the weak average (below 2.50) and Iow mean scores

(below 2.00) on the awareness of MNE codes of conduct indicate that not many

employees were aware of the codes of conduct of the MNEs, their EPZ employers

subcontract from.

Table 7.7.3.7 below presents data on unionized and non-unionized EPZ investors'

perceptions towards the suggestions of altemative EPZ employer-employee regulation

with the use of trade agreements.

Table 7.7.3.7: Unionized and Non-unionized EPZ investors' perceptions towards the
suggestions of alternative EPZ employer-employee regulation with the use of trade
agreements

Union Non-union

N Mean SO N Mean SO

Consumer groups can help resolve workers issues 7 3.43 .98 3 1.67 .58

PTAs can help resolve workers issues 7 4.00 .00 3 2.00 .00

MNEs can help resolve workers issues 7 4.00 .00 3 3.33 .58

From table 7.7.3.7 above, non-unionized investors Iow mean score (mean score 1.67) on

the use ofconsumer groups as EPZ regulators, indicates their discomfort with consumer

group as EPZ employer-employee regulators. Non-unionized investors also lowly rate the

role trade unions can play as EPZ employer-employee working conditions regulators
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(mean score 2.00) but highly rate the role MNEs can play as EPZ working conditions

regulators (mean score 3.33). Unionized investors highly rate the role consumer groups

(mean score 3.43); PTAs (mean score 4.00) and MNEs (mean score 4.00) can play as

EPZ working conditions regulators.

7.7.4 Other instruments

The purpose of this section was to establish the perceptions and attitudes of EPZ

investors; their employees and the EPZA towards the use of other instruments as

employer-employee regulatory instruments in Kenyan garment EPZs.

Table 7.7.4.1 below presents data on the way investors would like to approach EPZ labor

issues in the EPZ workplace.

Table 7.7.4.1: The way Investors would like to approach EPZ employer-employee
working condition issues at the EPZ workplace

N Percent

IExisting laws 2 33.3

rodes ofConduct 2 33.3

!Aroitration I 16.7

!unions I 16.7
f.-otal 6 100.0

From table 7.7.4.1 above, 33.3% 'of investors felt that the existing laws were suitable to

handle any working condition disagreements between them and their employees, while

another 33.3% indicated that their employer-employee working relationships could be

well handled with the use of an EPZ code of conduct. Other suggestions included

arbitration (16.7%) and unions (16.7%) as some employers had successfully utilized

unions to enhance their employer-employee working relationship.
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7.7.5 Improving working relationships

The purpose ofthis section was to elicit data from EPZ investors and their employees on

how the current employer-employee labor relations' gap in Kenyan EPZs could be

reduced.

Table 7.7.5.1 below presents employees suggestions on how the current EPZ employer

employee working relationships can be improved at the EPZ workplace.

Table 7.7.5.1: Employees suggestions on how the current EPZ employer-employee
working relationships can be improved

Suggestion N Percent

Better employment, treatment and working condition structure 279 19.5

Employer-employee communication improvement 213 14.9

Employees should be educated on labor rights issues 210 14.6

1M0re EPZA support 204 14.2

lBetter remuneration structUres 144 10.0

1M0re employee involvement in decision-making 123 8.6

Isetter response to employee grievances 60 4.2

~mployees should be more committed 54 3.8

Irransport should be provided after night shifts 51 3.6

~ployees should be rewarded for exemplary performance 51 3.6

Research into better EPZ operating conditions 15 1.0

Localization ofmanagement staff 15 1.0

VoluntaIy overtime 12 .8

Total 1431 99.8

From table 7.7.5.1 above, the majority of the workers (20%) felt that a better

employment, treatment and working condition structure that would help eliminate

discrimination in employment and ensure workers are exposed to proper working

conditions should be put in place. The improvement of employer-employee

communication structures (14.9%), educating employees on their labor rights and the

roles unions play (14.6%) together with more EPZA support (14.2%) and better

remuneration structutes (10%) were the four other strong suggestions EPZ employees felt
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would help improve their working conditions and relationships in the zones.

Table 7.7.5.2 below presents data on EPZ investors' suggestions on how the current EPZ

employer-employee working relationships can be improved.

Table 7.7.5.2: Investors suggestions on how the current EPZ employer-employee
working relationships can be improved

Frequency Percent

Educating workers on their laboT rights

Educating workers on the correct duties oftrade unions

Dint seminars between stakeholders

Standardization ofwage structures to minjmjze heavy labor turnover

Formulation ofan EPZ stakeholders code ofconduct

The enacting ofseparate laws for EPZ operators

rota!

I

2

2

I

8

12.5

12.5

12.5

25.0

25.0

12.5

100.0

From table 7.7.5.2 above, the standardization of EPZ wage structures (25%) and the

formulation of an EPZ stakeholders code of conduct (25%), were the two major

suggestions made by the investors. Other suggestions by investors are: educating workers

on their rights (12.5%) and the role of trade unions (12.5%) through joint seminars

between EPZ stakeholders, while 12.5% of investors proposed the enacting of separate

laws for EPZ operators.

7.7.6 Impro,ing employer-employee communication channels

The purpose of this section was to elicit data from EPZ employees on how the current

employer-employee communications gap in Kenyan garment EPZs could be reduced.

Table 7.7.6.1 on the page that follows presents data on how existing EPZ employer

employee communication channels can be improved.
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Table 7.7.6.1: How can the existing EPZ employer-employee communication
channels be improved?

N Percent

r-'!0re EPZA support 97 35.1

~ore government support 77 27.9

~ore investor support 55 19.9

More employee independence 47 17.0

CroW 276 100.0

From table 7.7.6.1 above, 35% of the respondents indicated that they required more

EPZA support in order to be able to address their working condition problems. 30% of

the respondents indicated that they required more government support to be able to

address their EPZ employer-employee communication problems. 20% indicated that they

required more investor support in order to be able to address their working conditions'

problems.

7.7.7 Summary

The purpose of this section was to elicit suggestions from the EPZA, EPZ employers and

their employees on how the existing employer-employee labor relations' gap in Kenyan

EPZs could be reduced. The three groups suggested that the use of general alternative

EPZ employer-employee regulatory instruments (the government, NGOs, unions and

institutions of higher learning), trade instruments (preferential trade agreements and

codes of conduct) and other instruments (existing laws, arbitration and unions) could

ensure that EPZ working conditions improved.

The section also highlighted the perceptions of the three groups towards their current

employer-employee working relationships in the zones. The majority of workers

indicated that their employer-employee working relationships could be improved with a

better EPZ employment structure; improvement of employer-employee communication

structures; educating employees on their labor rights; educating employees on the roles

unions play; more EPZA support and better remuneration structures.
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The next chapter uses the findings from this chapter to draw conclusions on the effect of

labor law concessions on stakeholders in Kenyan garment EPZs.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

8.1 Introduction

This chapter utilizes the data presented and analyzed in chapter seven to provide the

summaI)' and conclusions of the study. The chapter summarizes and makes conclusions

on the current state of the factors that affect employer-employee labour relations, the

scope of the employer-employee labour relations' gap (problem) and the impact caused

by labour law exemptions on EPZ operations. It then provides a summai)' and

. conclusiom on the current state ofthe existing problem-solving (regulation) frameworks,

the current state of existing EPZ communication structures and on the suggestions by the

EPZ stakeholders on how they would prefer their working conditions' problems to be

resolved.

8.2 Summary and Conclusions

The purpose of this study was six-fold. First, the study investigated the factors that

significantly affect employer-employee labour relations in Kenyan EPZs. It also

investigated how these factors affected employer-employee labour relations in

Kenyan garment EPZs.

Selected independent variables such as age, sex, marital, educational, employment and

salal)' status, company location, unionization and non-unionization of the company,

among other factors, were examined to find out whether they significantly affected

employer-employee labour relations in Kenyan garment EPZ operations or hot. The next

step involved correlating the above factors against the six factors that Non Governmental

Organimtions NGOs such as the International Labour Organimtion (!LO) and the

International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU) and Multinational Enterprises

(MNEs) considered important in determining the state of a company's working

conditions. These six fuctors are:

• The importmce and nature ofeducation, training and work experience;

• Employment discrimination - factors that influence recruitment;
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• Remureration structures;

• Working facilities;

• Interpersonal relationships at the EPZ workplace and

• The wolking relationships - between employers and employees.

The selected independent variables were then tested against these factors to determine

whether or not there existed any significant relationships.

Information regarding the above issues was solicited from the three key stakeholders in

Kenyan EPZ operations (the EPZA, EPZ employers and their workers).

Secondly, the study investigated the scope of the employer-employee labour

relations' gap (problem) in Kenyan garment EPZs. This was done by investigating

the perceptions of the three groups (the EPZA, EPZ employers and their workers) against

the six factors listed above that were considered important in determining the state of a

company's working conditions.

Third, the study assessed the impact of the various labour law exemptions on

Kenyan garment EPZ operations. These exemptions are:

1. The factories act,

2. The minimum wages act.

Fourth, the study assessed the perceptions and attitudes of employers and their

employees towards the effectiveness of the existing problem solving (regulation)

frameworks atthe EPZ workplace. These frameworks are:

• The employer self-regulating structure;

• Unions (worker/house committees);

• Codes ofconduct and

• The EPZA.

Fifth, the study investigated the perceptions of the EPZA, EPZ employers and their

workers· towards the effectiveness of their existing communication structures and
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the extent to which they may have contributed to the existing empJoyer-employee

labour relations' gap (problem) in Kenyan garment EPZs, as it was assumed that

communication or the lack ofit, may have contributed to the existing employer-employee

labour relations gap in Kenyan garment EPZs. The study sought to establish the

communication channels available to EPZ stakeholders, particularly employers and their

employees.

The last objective of the study was to elicit data from EPZ investors, their employees

and the EPZA suggesting how the above listed problems could be resolved (how the

current employer-employee labour relations gap in the zones could bereduced).

Thefin~ arising from this study are highlighted herein.

8.2.1 Factors that significantly affect employer-employee labour relations in Kenyan

EPZs

The study's first objective was to investigate the factors that significantly affected

Kenyan garment EPZ employer-employee labour relations and how these factors affected

employer-employee labour relations in Kenyan garment EPZs.

IdentifYing the factors (derived from the profJIes ofEPZ employers and their employees)

that significantly affected employer-employee labour relations in Kenyan EPZs exposed

the factors that contributed to employer-employee labour relation problems in Kenyan

garment EPZ. After exposing the study's sixteen-research hypotheses to the appropriate

(t) or (1) tests, the following factors were found to significantly affect employer-employee

labour relations in Kenyan garment EPZs:

• Age - older employees (24-29 year olds) perceived their wo:tking conditions better

than their younger (18-23 year olds) co-workers;

• Gender - male workers rated their working conditions higher than their female

co-workers;
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• Marriage status - a trend emerged whereby after marriage the more unstable a

worker's marital life/status was, the higher the worker rated hislher worlcing

conditions;

• Employment status - workers employed on contract basis highly rated their

working conditions;

• Work section (department) - EPZ employees who worked in the merchandising

sectiom (departments) lowly rated their working conditions;

• Leadership position in company - section heads rated their working conditions

higher than theirnon-section head counterparts;

• Salary scales - employees earning the lowest wages highly rated their working

conditions;

• Location of Company - employees from companies located in the private zones

rated their Wlrking conditions higherthan those employed in the public zone;

• Unionization·status of a Company - unionized workers rated their working

conditions higherthan their non-unionized colleagues.

The following seven factors were found to have a modest but not significant effect on

employer-employee labour relations in Kenyan garment EPZs.

• Educational qualificafuns - workers with high education qualifications rated their

working conditions higher than their collelgUes with minimaleducation;

• Technical qualifications - employees with no technical qualifications rated their

working conditions higher than their counterparts who had some technical

qualificatiom;

• The length of service ofan employee - employees who had served for between 3

4 years, highly rated their working conditions while those who had served

between 5-6 years lowly rated theirworlcing conditions;

• Age (young versus old) - older (24-29 year olds) workers rated their working

conditions higherthan their young (18-23 year old) colleagues;
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• Investors' factory location - investors located in public zones rated the working

conditions they exposed their wOlkers to, higher than those located in the private

zones;

• Investors' unionization status - non-unionized investors rated the working

conditions they exposed their workers to, higher than unionized investors;

• The length oftime a company had operated as an EPZ - a trend emerged whereby

the longer a company had operated in the zones, the poorer the nature of the

working conditions it exposed its workers to.

It can thus be concluded that the following nine factors significantly affect EPZ

employer-employee labour relations in Kenyan garment EPZs: age, gender, marital

status, employment status, work section, leadership position in company, salary scale, the

location of a an EPZ company in a public or private zone and the unionization status ofa

company.

Having identified that factors that significantly affected EPZ employer-employee labour

relations in the zones, the next section highlights the fmdings derived from examining the

scope ofthe labour relations' gap (problem areas) in Kenyan EPZs.

8.2.2 The scope ofthe employer-employee labour relations' gap in Kenyan garment

EPZs

The second objective of the study was to investigate the scope ofthe employer-employee

labour relations' gap (problem areas) in Kenyan gannent EPZs. This was done by

investigating the perceptions of the three group; (the EPZA, EPZ employers and their

workers) towards the six factors that EPZ labour regulatory bodies (the government,

multinatiorui companies and non-governmental organizations) considered important in

determining the state of a company's working conditions. These factors are:

1. Education and~ facilities;

2. Employment structures (avoid empoyment discrimination);

3. Remuneration structures;
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4. Working facilities;

5. Interpersonal relationships;

6. Working relationships.

This section draws summaries and makes conclusions on the scope of the employer

employee labour relations' gap in Kenyan EPZs based on the perceptions of EPZ

employees and their employers.

8.2.2.1 Importance ofEducation, Training and Work Experience

"The best organizations recognize that providing employees with opportunities to
learn pays dividends for both the organization and the employees. The
organization gets better-skilled workers who are more versatile and flexible in
their assignments, and employees get the opportunity to learn new skills, gain new
ways of viewing the world, and meet and network with co-workers. When
employees are given opportunities to learn and better themselves within the
organization it can electrify an otherwise stagnant group ofindividuals" (Nelson,
1997:58).

8.2.2.1.1 EPZ workers and Investors

Both EPZ employees and employers highly rated the impcrtance of education and

training at the EPZ wmkplace. The findings also indicated that employee on-the-job

training takes place in the zones, the EPZ on-job training and working experieoce was

sufficient enough to prepare employees to be self reliant outside the zones. From the

findings above, it was concluded that skills (technology) transfer takes place in Kenyan

gannent EPZs.

8.2.2.1.2 18-23 & 24-29 year olds

Both age groups viewed education qualificafuns as important during recruitment. The

difference in perceptions between the two age group categories fell in two areas.

Employer training and the relevance of work experience outside the zones. The younger

employees (18-23) felt that the on-the-job training they attained was sufficient while

older employees found it to be insufficient. On the relevance of the acquired wolk:

experience to their lives outside the zones, the 24-29 year old age-group category felt it

was sufficient, while the 18-23 year old age-category felt it was insufficient for them to
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establish private business with outside the zones. From the findings above, it was

concluded that skills transfer takes place more, among older (24-29 year olds) than

among young (18-23) year old EPZ employees.

8.2.2.1.3 EPZ Males and Females

Males highly rated the re1evaoce ofeducation and work experience in establishing private

business outside the zones, while female employees lowly rated the nature of training

offered by employers and the relevance of the acquired work experience in establishing

private business outside the zones. From the findings above, it was concluded that the

training and work experience acquired in the EPZ workplace suited male more than

female EPZ employees in Kenyan garment EPZs.

8.2.2.1.4 Section heads and Non-section heads

Both groups regarded education qualifications as important in securing employment in

the zones. They also stated that the training offered by their employer was sufficient for

their EPZ work, while the EPZ work experience they had acquired, was relevant to them

both within and outside the zones. However, the two groups differed on the nature of the

on-job training offered by their employers. Section heads highly rated the on-job training

their employers offered while non-section heads lowly rated the training offered by their

employers. From the findings above, it was concluded that EPZ training and work

experience suited section heads more than non-section head employees in Kenyan

garment EPZs.

8.2.2.1.5 EPZworkers from companies located in Public and Private EPZ firms

Both sets of employees considered training and education qualifications as important

when applying for employment in the zones. They also indicated that the employer

offered on-the-job training was sufficient and the work experience they had acquired in

the EPZ workplace was relevant to their future outside the zones. The only difference that

emerged was that of the nature of on-the-job training that EPZ employers offered.

Employees in the public zone lowly rated the nature ofthe on-the-job training offered by

their employers, while those working in the public zones highly rated it. From the
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findings above, it was concluded that employers located in the private zones offer their

employees' better training than those located in the public ZOIl:.

8.2.2.1.6 Uniooized and non-unionized EPZ workers

Unionized employees highly rated the importance ofeducation and training as well as the

acquired work experience both for their jobs within and outside the zones. Non-unionized

employees lowly rated the nature of the on-the-job training that they had acquired from

their employers and the relevance of the acquired working experienceoutside the zones.

From the findings above, it was concluded that skills (technology) transfer takes place

more in unionized than in non-unionized garment EPZs in Kenya

8.2.2.2 Employment Discrimination

8.2.2.2.1 EPZ workers and Investors

Both employers and employees concurred that pregnancy and marital status were not

considered to be important factors during recruitment. On the importance ofgender as an

employment-detennining factor, most investors stated that they employed more women

than men as most of their operations suited women. On the issue of age discrimination:

employers stated that their discrimination was legal, as they did not employ anyone

below the legal (official) employment age of 18 years. Employees on their part expressed

the feelings of discrimination in two ways. The younger (18-23 year olds), employees

stated that employers preferred older and mature employees (24-28 year olds) while the

older employees (24-28 year olds) felt that employers preferred young and fresh

employees (18-23 year olds). Thus age and gender employment discrimination was found

to exist in Kenyan garment EPZs.

8.2.2.2.2 18-23 & 24-29 year olds

Gender, pregnancy and marital status, were not important factors according to the 18-23

year old age group category during recruitment in the zones. As for the 24-29 age group

category, pregnancy and marital status did not count as advantages during recruitment in

the zones. What they felt counted was gendtT where men specifically stated that

employers preferred recruiting more women thanmen.
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The two age groups (18-23 & 24-29) held different views on the importance of age in

employment. The YOlmger employees stated that employers preferred recruiting older and

more mature workers, while the older employees argued that employers preferred

recruiting younger employees. On the basis of these findings, it was concluded that age

and gender employment discrimination exists in Kenyan garment EPZs.

8.2.2.2.3 EPZ Males and Females

Both males and females did not regard marital and pregnancy status as important during

recruitment. On the issue of gender, male employees indicated that employers preferred

employing more females than males, while some females stated that they had been

employed on the basis of their gender. On the importance of age during recruitment, the

older male and female employees indicated that employers preferred employing the

young while the young indicated that employers preferred employing older and more

mature employees. From the above findings, it was concluded that age and gender

employment discrimination existed in Kenyan garment EPZs.

8.2.2.2.4 Section heads and Non-section heads

Section heads viewed gender, pregnancy, age and marital status as important during

recruitment. On the other hand, non-section heads lowly rated the importance of

pregnancy and marital status in getting them employed in the zones. Non-section heads

however, considered gender to be important when seeking employment in the zones as

most males felt females had an advantage over them when it came to recruiurent. On

age, the young argued that employers preferred older more mature employees while the

older employees argued that employers preferred employing the young. Thus from the

perspective of section heads there exists gender, pregnancy and marital employment

discrimination in thezones whili from the point ofview ofnon-section heads, gender and

age employment discrimination exists in the zores.

8.2.2.2.5 EPZ workers from companies located in Public and Private EPZs

EPZ workers located in both public and private zones did not consider their pregnancy

and marital status as factors that determined whether they were recruited or not in the
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zones. However, age was considered by both sets of workers to be an important factor

. during recruitment. Employees in companies located in the public zone indicated that

their geooer influenced their recruitment in the zones while those working in companies

situated in private wnes did not consider gender to have played a part in their recruitment

in the zones. From the above findings, it was concluded that age discrimination existed

in EPZ companies located in both public and private zones while gender discrimination

was foun! to 1ake place in companies locat:d in the puHic zone.

8.2.2.2.6 Investors from companies located in Public aDd Private EPZs

Investors located in the public EPZ did not consider age, educational qualifications,

maternity and marital status as important during recruitment but cited gemkr as an

important factor that determined an employee's recruitment in the zones. On the other

band, investors in companies located in private zones did not consider educational

qualifications, gender, maternity and marital status as important but age was the only

item among the five that they considered important while recruiting. From the above

findings, it was concluded that there exits gender and age·employment discrimination in

both public and private garment EPZs in Kenya

8.2.2.2.7 UniOllized and non-unionized EPZ workers

Both the unionized and non-unionized workers did not consider pregnancy and marital

status as having any influence during recruitment in the zones. However both sets of

employees regarded gender and age as important employment determining factors in the

zones. On the basis of these findings, it was concluded that age and gender employment

discrimination eJists in lxJth unionized and non-unionized garment EPZs in Kenya

8.2.2.2.8 UniOllized and non-unionized EPZ investors

Both unionized and non-unionized investors did not consider marital and pregnancy

status to be an important factor during recruitment. However, both sets of investors

considered gender to be important during recruitment where investors stated that they

preferred employing females rather than males. On the basis of these fmdings it was
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concluded that gender employment discrimimtion exists in unionized and non-unionized

garment EPls in Kenya

8.2.2.3 Remuneration structures

8.2.2.3.1 EPZ workers and Investors

The study revealed that EPZ employees received the standard minimum/industrial wage.

Employers' wage scales varied from the minimum wage scale to the industrial average

wage scale while other employers paid above both industrial and minimun wages.

On the state of their employment status: most employees complainw of being employed

on a contract basis, a large number on three-month (long/short) contracts. Those

employed on casual basis complained of retaining this (casual) status for rather a long

time, while a few employees were employed on a permanent basis.

On the number of days they wolked for in a week: both investors and employees

responses indicated that their wolking week runs for either five or six days. On overtime,

employees complained that at times they were forced to work for more than the legally

required hours, more specifically when a shipment was due. The majority of employers

indicated that their overtime shifts lasted between 8-11 hours, which was above the

legally accepted overtime wolking hours. On the nature of their medical facilities, most

employers stated that their medical facilities were good but employees complained that

statul0IY deductions to the National Hospital Insurance Fund (NHIF) were never

remit1ed. On the basis of these findings, it was concluded that Kenyan garment EPZ

wolkers wages are above or within the minimum/industrial average scales. Their wolking

week is within the legally accepted standards btt at times th::y are required to work above

the legally allowed maximum overtime hours and are exposed to inadequate medical

facilities.

8.2.2.3.2 18-23 & 24-29 year olds

Both 18-23 and 24-29 year olds lowly rated the state of their employment status,

overtime and nature of medical facilities. The two age groups highly rated their working

week and their wage scales which indicated that they wolked for either five or six days a

week and received the minimum or industrial average wage. On the basis of these
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findings, it was concluded that the remuneration factors that negatively affect Kenyan

garment EPZ workers between the ages of 18-29, are their employment status, overtime

and medical fucilities.

8.2.2.3.3 EPZ males and Females

Both felIllli:s and males indicated 1hat they receive minimum or industrial standard wages

and wOIk between five or six days a week. Both genders felt uncomfonable with the state

oftheir employment status, overtime and the medical cover provided by their employers.

From these findings, it was concluded that there. were improper employment status,

overtime and the medical structures in Kenyan garment EPZs.

8.2.2.3.4 Section heads and Non-section heads

Both sectionheads and non-section heads lowly rated the stae oftheir employment status

and medical facilities but highly rate their wages, number ofworking days and overtime.

On the basis ofthese findings, it was concluded that the existing employment progression

and medical structures are inadequate in Kenyan garment EPZs.

8.2.2.3.5 Employees from companies located in Public and Private EPZs

Both sets of employees highly rated the state of their salary and working days but lowly

rated the state of their employment status, overtime and nature oftheir medical facilities.

From these findings, it was concluded that the employment progression structures,

overtime and medical facilities were the factors that negatively affect garment EPZ

employees in public and private zones in Kenya.

8.2.2.3.6 IJlVestors from companies located in Public and Private EPZs

Both investors from companies located in the public and private zones wage scales were

within the industrial average and the government set minimum wage scales. Both sets of

investors also had a five to six working day week. Both sets of invest<rs indicated that

their overtime hours were in some cases beyond the legally accepted maximum. On the

basis of these findings, it was concluded that Kenyan garment investors located in the
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public and private zones at times exceeded the legally required maximmn hours of

overtime.

8.2.2.3.7 Unionized and non-unionized EPZ workers

Both unionized and non-unionized workers rated the state of their wages and the length

oftheir working week highly. However, both sets ofworkers lowly rated the state of their

employment status, overtime and the nature of their medical facilities. On the basis of

these findings it was concluded that employment status, overtime and medical facilities

were factors that negatively affect unionized and non-unionized EPZ workers in Kenyan

garment EPZs.

8.2.2.3.8 Unionized and non-unionized EPZ investors

Non-unionized investors remunerated their workers using the minimllIl or industrial

wage scale. They had a five to six day working week and their overtime was within the

legally required maximum. In the course of this they received few complaints from their

workers on the state of their medical facilities. Unionized investors, on the other hand,

also remunerated their workers using the minimmn or industrial wage scale, had a five to

six day working week, where their overtime was within the legally required maximum

bnt they received a large number ofcomplaints on the state oftheir medical facilities. On

the basis of these findings, it was concluded that non-unionized Kenyan garment EPZ

investors provided their workers with better working conditions than urionized investors.

8.2.2.4 Working facilities

"An organization's overall facilities and environment can make a tremendous
difference in the attitude and energy ofits employees. Is the organization set up in
such a way that encourages employees to work together or does it create divisions
that discourage or even undermine cooperation and collaboration? NB. Most
workers spend about a third of their lives at work. The workplace should be a
comfortable and inviting place that employees can look forward to, rather than
dread spending time in. Providing schedule flexibility or the best equipment for
getting the job done right may cost more, but can be money well spent" (Nelson,
1997:185).
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8.2.2.4.1 EPZ workers and Investors

On the state ofEPZ factory temperatures, both employees and their employers stated that

the temperatures in the EPZ workplace were favourable. Over half of the interviewed

workers revealed that 1hey did not have any complaints with their factol)' temperatures.

On the state of EPZ factory lighting conditions, most of the employees stated that they

did not have any complaints regarding the state of their factory lighting while most

employers said they had received few complaints on factory lighting.

On the state of EPZ fire safety measures, as most factories and their equiprrent were

relatively new, employees indicated that they were comfortable with the state of the fire

safety equipment available. ObservatDns from the researcher also crnfirmed this, as most

companies had fire-extinguishing equipment at strategic places around their production

floors. However, although the m.yor employee entrances/exits remained open (not

blocked) one company had used part of the alternative entrance (not used by employees

but by visitors and management stall) (which could also be used as an emergency exit) as

a storage facility for flammable (paper) incoming/outgoing goods). Employers, on the

other hand, said they did not receive any complaints from their employees relating to

their fIre safety. With regard to the state of the injury preventive equipment provided,

most employers stated that they had received few complaints on the injury preventive

equipmeIt they provided their employees with. However, their employees felt that the

provided injury preventive equipment was not protective enough.

Regarding the state of the sanitary facilities: most respondents did not express any

restrictions on the use of sanitary facilities, while most employers stated that they

received few sanitary related the state of their sanitary. On the basis of these [mdings, it

was concluded that Kenyan garment EPZ employees received inadeqwte injury

preventive eqtipment.

8.2.2.4.2 18-29 year olds

Both 18-23 and 24-29 year olds highly rated the state oftheir fire safety, lighting, factory

temperatures and sanitary facilities but both groups lowly rated the state of their injury
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preventive equipment. On the basis of these fmdings, it was' concluded that Kenyan

gannent EPZ employees between the ages of 18-29 received inadequate injmy preventive

equipment.

8.2.2.4.3 EPZ males and Females

Both males and females highly rated the state of the working facilities their employer

provided them. However, females lowly rated the nature of protective equipment their

employer had provided. Thus it was concluded that female employees in Kenyan gannent

EPZs received inadequate injmy preventive equipment.

8.2.2.4.4 Section heads and Non-section heads

Both section heads and non-section heads indicated that they were satisfied with the state

of the working facilities provided by their employer. Both sets ofemployees highly rated

the state of their fire safety measures, lighting conditions, factory temperatures and the

state of their sanitaty facilities. On the state of their injmy protective equipment, a

difference emerged whereby section heads highly rated this equipment but non-section

heads lowly rated it. On the basis of these findings, it was concluded that non-section

heads in Kenyan gannent EPZs received inadequate injmy prevention equipment.

8.2.2.4.5 Employees from companies located in the Public and Private EPZs

Employees from companies located in the private zones rated the state oftheir fIre safety,

lighting, factory temperatures, injmy protective equipment and sanitaty facilities highly.

However, workers from companies located in the public zone highly rated the state of

their fire safety, lighting, and factory temperatures but lowly rated the state of their injmy

protective equipment and sanitaty facilities. On the basis of these fmdings, it was

concluded that Kenyan gannent EPZ companies located in the public zone did not

provide theiremployees with adequate injmy protective equipment and sanitaty facilities.

8.2.2.4.6 Investors from companies located in Public and Private EPZs

Investors located in private zones indicated that they had received few complaints and in

some cases no complaiIts from their workers on the nature of their working facilities.
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Investors located in public zones had received a large number of complaints from their

workers regarding the state of their fire safety, lighting, injury protective equipment and

sanitary facilities but had received few complaints on the state of their factory

temperntures. On the basis of these findings, it was concluded that Kenyan garment EPZ

investors located in the private zones provided their employees with better working

facilities than those located in the public zone.

8.2.2.4.7 Unionized and non-unionized EPZ workers

Unionized EPZ workers highly rated the state of their factory fIre safety, lighting,

temperatures, sanitary facilities and their injury prevention equipment. Non-unionized

workers rated the state of their factory fIre safety; lighting, temperatures and sanitary

facilities highly, but lowly rated the nature oftheir injury protective equipment. Based on

these findings, it was concluded that non-unionized Kenyan garment EPZ workers

received inadB:J.uate injury preventive equpment.

8.2.2.4.8 Unionized and non-unionized EPZ investors

Unionized EPZ investors received few complaints from their employees on the state of

their factory lighting, factory temperatures, fire safety measures, sanitary facilities,

medical facilities and their injury preventing equipment. Non-unionized investors

received few complaints from their employees on the state of their factory lighting,

factory temperatures, fire safety measures, medical facilities and injury preventing

equipment but received a large number of complaints on the state of employee sanitary

facilities. On the basis of these findings, it was concluded that non-unionized Kenyan

garment investors pro\ide their workers with inadequate sanitary facilities.

8.2.2.5 Interpersonal relationships

8.2.2.5.1 EPZ workers and Investors

Most investors indicated that they gave their workers permission to attend to non-work

related personal issues: such as weddings, funerals and other domestic issues, which

affected them. More than half of the employees concurred with their employers on the

issue ofbeinggranted pennission to attend to private issues.
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On the nature of the employee supervisor relationships: a few companies received many

complaints from their workers about their supervisors, but majority of the employers

reported receiving no complaints from their workers about their supervisors. On their part

majority of the workers reported not having any major complaints on their supervisocs.

On the basis of these findings, it was concluded that interpersll1al relationships between

employers and employees in Kenyan garment EPZs are cordial.

8.2.2.5.2 18-23 & 24-29 age groups, males and females, section beads and non

section

All these groups of employees highly rated their interpersonal relationships at the EPZ

workplace. Based on these findings, it was concluded that interpersonal relationships

between employers and 18-23 & 24-29 age groups, males and females, section heads and

non-section heads in Kenyan garment EPZs are cordial.

8.2.2.5.5 Employees from companies located in Public and Private EPZs

Employees from companies located in public and private zones highly rated their

employer-employee interpersonal relationships. However, employees from companies

located in the public zones stated that they experienced problems getting permission to

attend to their own private issues, but those from companies located in private zones did

not experience this problem. On this basis it was concluded that Kenyan garment EPZ

investors located in public zones do not readily grant their workers permission to attend

to their own personal issues.

8.2.2.5.6 Investors from companies located in Public and Private EPZs

Investors located in private zones readily granted their workers permission to attend to

. their own private issues and received few complaints from workers about their

supervisors. Investors located in the public zones did not readily grant their workers

permission to attend to non-work related private issues and did not have many

disagreements between workers and their supervisors. On the basis of these findings it

was concluded that Kenyan garment EPZ investors located in public zones inte1]JO'S0nal

~~onilipsmththeirem~oyeesw~~oc
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8.2.2.5.7 Unionized and non-unionized EPZ workers

Both unionized and non-unionized workers readily received pennission to attend to non-

. work related personal issues. Employer-employee interpersonal relationships were highly

rated by unionized workers but lowly rated by non-unionized workers. On this basis, it

was concluded that non-unionized Kenyan garment workers experience poor

interperslIlal relationships wifu their employers.

8.2.2.5.8 Unionized and non-unionized EPZ investors

Both sets of investors readily granted their employees pennission to attend to their own

private issues. However, non-union investors recorded more complaints and

disagreements between their workers and supervisors than unionized investors. From

these results it was concluded that non-unionized EPZ workers experience poor

interpers<nal relationships wifu their employers.

8.2.2.6 Working relationships

"At the core of an energized worliforce is the quality of the one-to-one
relationships that individual workers have with their employers, and the trust,
respect, and consideration that their employers show toward them on a daily
basis. Getting the best out ofworkers is above all the "softer" side ofemployers
how individuals are treated, inspired, and challenged to do their best work - and
the support, resources, and guidance that is provided by employers to help make
exceptional employee performance a reality" (Nelson, 1997:1).

8.2.2.6.1 EPZ workers and Investors

Employers highly rated the nature of the working relationship between them and their

employees. In contrast the employees revealed that the workiog relationships with their

employers were not as strong as their employers had stated.

On the issue of problem solving between employers and their workers, most employers

said that they took as much time as was required to solve any grievances their workers

had raised hence the feeling from employees that they were not responsive to their

problems. This, they said, should not be interpreted as a lack of concern for workers

problems but should be interpreted as responding to their employees' problems without

rushing into probably ineffective solutions. This delay in response made employees feel
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that their employers were not responding to their grievances. Most employees said they

would like their employer to solve their grievances within the shortest time possible

preferable within a day and at most a week. On whether employers solve workers

problems a large mnnber ofwmkers stated that they did. On the basis of these findings, it

was concluded that employer/employee-working relationships in Kenyan garment EPZs

are poor.

8.2.2.6.2 18-23 & 24-29 age groups, males and females, section heads and non

section heads

Those between 18-23 and 24-29 year old age groups, males and females, section heads

and non-section heads; lowly rated both the nature of their working relationships with

their employers and their employers speed in responding to the problems they raised.

However, these groups of employees indicated that their employers eventually solved

their problems. On the basis of these findings, it was concluded that 18-23 & 24-29 year

old age groups, males and females, section heads and non-section heads working

relationships with theiremployers in Kenyan garment EPZs are poor.

8.2.2.6.3 Employees from companies located in Public and Private EPZs

Employees from companies located in public zones lowly rated the state of their working

relations1:ips with their employers. They also indicated that their employer took

considerably much time to solve their working conditions' problems. However, they

indicated that their problems were not eventually solved. In contrast employees in

companies situated in the private zones highly rated the state of their working

relationships with their employers. They, however, lowly rated their employers' response

to their problems but indicated that their problems were eventually solved. On the basis

of these findings, it was conchrled that the working relationships between employers and

their employees in EPZ companies located in the public zone are inferior to those of

employers and employees from companies situated in private zones.
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8.2.2.6.4 Investors from companies located in Public and Private EPZs

Investors located in both public and private EPZs highly rated the state oftheir employer

employee working relmionships and the length of time they took to respond to their

workers grievances. Based on these fmdings, it was concluded that investcrs from

companies located in public and private zones felt that their working relationships with

their wOlkers were good.

8.2.2.6.5 Unianized and non-unionized EPZ workers

Both unionized and non-unionized workers lowly rated both their employer-employee

working relationships and the length of time it took employers to solve their problems.

Both sets ofemployees also stated that they would prefer to have their problems solved

faster. Unionized workers highly rated their employer on the issue of problem solving,

but non-unionizlli workers lowly rated their employers' ability to solve their problems.

On the basis of these findings, it was concluded that both unionized and non-unionized

garment workers experience poor employer/employee working relationships at the EPZ

worlqllace.

8.2.2.6.6 U niooized and non-unionized EPZ investors

Both unionized and non-unionized investors highly rated the state of their working

relationships with their employees and the length of time it took them to respond to

employee grievances. However, both sets of investcrs were slow in respoming to

workers grievances though most employers said they took, as moch time as they felt was

necessary in order to avoid making quick but poor decisions. On the basis of these

findings, it was concluded that unionized and non-unionized garment investors felt that

their employer/employee working relationslips were good.

After highlighting the scope of the labour relations' gap (problem) in Kenyan EPZs the

next section highlights the findings on the impact of labour law exemptions on Kenyan

EPZ investors.
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8.2.3 The impact oflabour law exemptions to EPZ investors

The third objective of the study assessed the impact of labour law exemptions on

employer-employee labour relations in Kenyan EPZs. The study specifically examined

the impact of the exemption ofinvestors from applying the factories act and from paying

minimun wages in their EPZ operations.

This section provides a Sl.mlIDary and draws conclusions on the impact of labour law

exemptions on EPZ operations in Kenyan EPZs based on the perceptions of EPZ

investors.

8.2.3.1 Investors from unionized and non-unionized EPZs

Unionized and non-unionized EPZ investors lowly rated the significance of being

exempted fr(JIl paying the government stated minimum wages in their operations.

On the exemption from the factories act, non-unionized investors indicated that it had a

positive effect in their operations though investors located in unionized zones lowly rated

the effects of this exemption on their operations. On the basis of these findings, it was

concluded that the exemption of unionized and non-unionized Kenyan garment EPZ

investors from paying the minimum wages had no signifICant effect on their operations.

However, the exemption from applying the factories act had a significant effect only on

the operations ofnon-unionized EPZ investors.

8.2.3.2 Investors from companies located in the Pnblic and Private Zones

Both sets of investors stated that the exemption from applying the factories act had not

contributed significantly to their operations. Some investors did not even know that they

had been exempted from this act. On the exemption from paying the minimum wages

investors located in the public zones stated that this exemption had been helpful to them,

although those located in the private zones stated that this exemption had not affected

their operations in any way. On the basis of these findings, it was concluded that the

exemption from applying the factories act had contributed significantly to the operations

of both sets of investors, but the exemption from paying the minimum wages only

benefited investors located in the ptblic zone.
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8.2.3.3 The EPZA

On its part the EPZA stated that the exemption of EPZ investors from paying the

minimum wages and from the factories act had not been helpful in assisting it (EPZA)

achieve its investment attraction objectives. Based on this finding, it was concluded that

both the exemptions from the factories act and from paying the minimum wages had not

contnbuted in helpiIg the EPZA achieve its investment attJaction objectives.

8.2.4 EPZ stakeholders' perceptions towards the effectiveness oC the existing

problem-solving (regulation) Crameworks

The fourth objective of the study was to assess the perceptions and attitudes oC

employers and their employees towards the effectiveness oC the existing problem

solving (regulation) Crameworks at the EPZ workplace. These frameworks are:

. I. Unions (worker/house committees);

2. The EPZA;

3. Codes ofconduct.

This section draws conclusions on the effectiveness of the existing problem-solving

(regulation) framewOlKs based on the perceptions of Kenyan garment EPZ investors and

their empl~ees.

8.2.4.1 Unions

8.2.4.1.1 EPZ workers and Investors

On whether unions existed in EPZ based companies, 70% of the interviewed investors

indicated that they had a workers body (union), while 54% of interviewed workers

indicated that they had a workers body in their comJXll1Y. However, most employees felt

that their workers body was not as effective as they would have liked it to be. On the

basis of these findings, it was concluded that although most Kenyan gannent EPZ

companies had unions, these uniom had not been as effective as their members would

like them to be in addressing their working conditions' problems.
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On the role of external unions in the EPZ wOIxplace, most employers felt that they had

.no role to play in the EPZ wolkplace. However, they agreed that the existing unions in

their companies were of help to them as their employees used them to air their

grievanoes. They also reluctantly accepted that unions could be the link between

employers and wolkers in the EPZ workplace. One employer whose company did not

have any fonn of wolkers organization said that having a union or not would make no

difference to the wolkers. This is because they (wolkers) required no link to

communicate with their employers, while employers did not require communicating with

their wolkers through a union. A number of employers whose wolkers were unionized

felt that Kenyan unions operated purely for the self-enrichment of their officials and not

for the benefit of their workers. On the basis of these findings, it was concluded that

althoughmost Kenyan gannent EPZ companieshad unions, these unions had not been as

effective as their members would like them to be in addressing their wolking conditions'

problems.

8.2.4.1.2 18-23 & 24-29 year olds, males and females, section heads and non-section

heads, employees from companies situated in public and private zones, unionized

workers

The majority of employees in these groups had organized workers bodies in their

companies, which they lowly rated in tenns of their effectiveness in addressing their

problems. Based on these findings, it was concluded that unions have not been effective

in assisting Kenyan gannent EPZ employees address their wolking conditions' problems.

8.2.4.1.3 Investors from companies located in Public and Private Zones

Investors from companies located in the public zones lowly rated the role ofunions in the

EPZ workplace. They indicated that unions cannot: represent workers grievances to

employers, ensure that workers wolk: under health conditions, ensure that wolk:ers receive

fair wages and be the linkbetween employers and wolk:ers in the FPZ workplace.

Investors from companies located in the private zones lowly rated the role unions can

play in the zones. They, however, highly rated the roles unions can play in: representing

wolk:ers grievances to employers, ensuring that workers wolk: under health conditions,
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ensuring that that workers receive fair wages and acting as the link between employers

and workers in the EPZ workplace. On the basis of this finding. it was concluded that

investors in compmies located in the public zone disregarded the role of unions in the

zones while those situated in the private zones felt that there were a few minor roles

unions could play in the EPZ workplace.

8.2.4.1.4 Unillllized and non-unionized EPZ investors

Unionized investors indicated that, apart from representing workers grievances to

employers, ensuring that workers work under healthy conditions and receive fair wages

as well as being the link between employers and workers, unions have no other roles to

play in the zones. Non-unionized investors on their part lowly rated the roles unions can

play in EPZs. They felt that unions could not: represent workers grievances to employers,

ensure that workers worked under healthy conditions and received fair wages and be the

link between employers and employees in the EPZ workplace. Some investors stated that

they did not require intermediaries to address their workers grievances as their workers

could approach them directly, other than using an intermediary who may in the process,

distort what either group (employers or workers) wanted addressed for their own benefit

On the basis of these findings, it was concluded that unionized investors felt that there

was some room for unions in the EPZ workplace but non-unionized investors felt that

unions had no roles 10 play in the EPZ w<rkplace.

8.2.4.2 The effectiveness of the EPZA

36% ofthe sampled employees indicated that the EPZA had not been helpful in assisting

them solve their working condition grievances, while 7% felt that it (the EPZA) had been

helpful in assisting them solve their working condition grievances. Based on these

findings, it was concluded that the EPZA has not been effective in assisting EPZ workers

fully address their working conditions' problems.

8.2.4.2.1 EPZ employees (public & private)

Employees in companies located in the private zones indicated that EPZA labour

inspectors visited their companies although they rarely consulted workers and rarely dealt
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with their complaints. Employees in EPZs located in the public zone indicated that

despite the fact that the EPZA had an office in the zone; EPZA labour inspectors rarely

visited. rnrely consulted workers and rarely dealt with their compaints.

In total, visits to EPZ based companies by the EPZA were few; EPZA inspectors rarely

consulted WOIXers and rarely dealt with their problems. All the employees also indicated

that an EPZ code of conduct guiding EPZ operations should be put in place. On the basis

of these findings, it was concluded that the EPZA has not been effective in assisting EPZ

WOIXers fully address fueir working conditions' problems.

8.2.4.2.2 EPZ investors

EPZ investocs indicated 1hat EPZA inspectors visited fue zones and consulted workers

and in general and were helpful to them.

8.2.4.2.3 18-29 year olds, Male and Female, Section and Non-section heads,

Unionized and Non-unionized EPZ employees

All fuese groups of employees lowly rated fue roles EPZA inspectors played in

addressing their problems. These groups of employees indicated that EPZA inspectors

rarely visited.consu1ted and dealt with workers problems. On the hasis of these fmdings,

it was concluded that the EPZA has not been effective in helping EPZ worlcers address

their worlcing conditions' problems.

8.2.4.2.4 Unionized and Non-unionized EPZ investors

Non-unionized EPZ investors lowly rated the performance of the EPZA inspectors. They

lowly rated the frequency of their visits to their companies and the consultations they

held with their employees, although they indicated that on other non-labour related issues

the EPZA was helpful. Unionized EPZ investors, on the other band, highly rated the

EPZA in terms of visiting their companies, consulting their workers regarding their

worlcing conditions' grievances and highly rated the general help the EPZA offered them.

On the hasis of these findings, it was concluded that the EPZA has not been effective in

helping non-unionized gannent EPZ investors and their employees address their working
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conditions' problems. However, the EPZA has been effective in helping unionized

investors and theirworkers address their working conditions' problems.

8.2.4.2.5 The EPZAs evaluation onts performance

The EPZAs response portrayed a sense of being in control of all that happens in EPZ

operations in the country despite the ceding oflabour legislation.

On its operatiOIE, the EPZA said that it gets to know of investors' and their employees'

grievances through, meetings am factory visits.

On employee grievances, the EPZA came to know about them through: meetings, sit-ins,

strikes, go-slows and reporting ofdisputes to 1he EPZA by the employees.

The EPZA had no fixed time limits when it came to responding to EPZ workers and

investors' grievances as its response varied from one day, depending on the nature of

grievance, to many days. It concluded by stating that it was able to settle all grievances

EPZ investors andworkers brought before it.

8.2.4.3 Other dispute settlement structures available to EPZ stakeholders

8.2.4.3.1 Codes of conduct as regulation instruments

8.2.4.3.1.1 EPZ employers'

Few companies had their own codes of conduct, although MNEs required their Kenyan

EPZ contractors to abide by their (MNEs) codes of conduct and they usually monitored

for compliance. On the basis of these findings, it was concluded that Kenyan gannent

EPZ stakeholders do not operate with the rue of their own codes ofconduct.

8.2.4.3.1.2 Unionized and Non-nnionized EPZ investors'

Both unionized and non-unionized EPZ investors did not have codes of conduct.

However, both sets of investors indicated that MNEs required them to abide by their

(MNEs) codes of conduct and also monitored for compliance. Both unionized and non

unionized EPZ investors considered theircommunication channels to be effective.
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8.2.4.3.1.3 The EPZA

On the issue ofcodes ofconduct: the EPZA indicated that it had not fonnulated a code of

conduct for use in Kenyan EPZs but agreed that self-regulation with the use of an EPZ

code ofconwct was recessary for Kenyan EPZ operations.

8.2.5 The effectiveness of existing communication structures

"Communication truly is the glue that holds an organization together. In high
performing organizations, employees at all levels are a vital link in the
communication chain, and information is passed up and down the organization
freely and quickly. Well-informed employees are good andproductive employees
because they feel involved At the organization level, much can be done to foster
communication and the spreading of iriformation among employees. Whether
through discussion sessions or other fOrms of communication the goal is to
energize employees by getting them the iriformation they need quickly and
efficiently" (Nelson, 1997:33,141).

The fifth objective of the study was to investigate the perceptions of the EPZA, EPZ

employers and their workers towards:

1. The effi:ctiveness oftheir existing conmunicationstructures;

2. The extent to which these structures may have contributed to the existing labour

-relations' gap (problem) in Kenyan EPZs.

This section draws conclusions on the effectiveness of existing communication structures

based on the pen::eptions of the sampled EPZ employees and their employers.

8.2.5.1 Employee - employer communication _

The m/!iority of EPZ employee-employer communication revolved aroWld wages and

quality concerns, although other issues such as layoffs and quotas were occasionally

addressed. Most employees channelled their working conditions' grievances to their

employers via workers committees, supervisors and open meetings as well as strikes and

go-slows. Investors, on the other hand, used workers committees, open meetings,

suggestion boxes ani notice boa-ds to communicate with their workers.
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Regardless of which communication methods were used, both employers and their

employees indicated that their commmncation channels were effective. However, on the

basis of these findings, it cannot be concluded that employer-employee communications

in the zones is effective as the methods sometimes applied to resolve their working

conditions' problems may not be as efficient as would be expected (e.g. strikes and go

slows). On this basis it cannot be conclusively stated that employer/employee

communication in Kenyan EPZs is effective.

8.3 Snmmary

The study found that the factors that significantly affected Kenyan EPZ employers and

their employees' attitudes towards the state of their working conditions were: age,

gender, marital status, employment status, work section, leadership position in compmy,

salmy scale and the location ofan EPZ compmy in a public or privatezone.

The study also found that employment discrimination and the state of the working

relationsl:ips in Kenyan garment EPZs had big employer-employee labour relations'

gaps. The working facilities in Kenyan EPZs were relatively of high quality, employer

employee training structures, employer-employee remuneration and interpersonal

relationsl:ip gaps were found to be slightly above the acceptable le\els.

The study further revealed that employee strikes and negative publicity from Unions,

politicians and Non-governmental Organizations (NGOs) were the main problems EPZ

investors encountered for being exempted from the minimum wage act and the factories

act. The closer EPZ investors are located to each other, the more they influenced each

other's employer-employee labour relations.

The findings also indicate that EPZ employees found unions, the EPZA and codes of

conduct as ineffective employer-employee regulatory instruments, although, the three

groups also consulted the ministry of labour when they found it difficult to resolve

employer-employee related working conditions' problems amongst themselves in the

zones.
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The study further revealed that the majority of employee and employer communication in

the zones revolves arOlmd wages, the majority of the EPZ employees channelled their

working conditions' grievances to their employers via workers committees and strikes!go

slows, while the majority of employers use workers committees and open meetings to

address their workers. The majority of the sampled employees indicated that their

communication channels were effective.

The study also revealed that better EPZ employment structures; irnpro~ment of

employer-employee communication structures and educating employees about their

labour rights, the roles unions play, along with more EPZA support and better

remuneration structures are required as basic working conditions that would be deemed

satisfactOlY to EPZ employees.

Finally, the three groups (employers their employees and the EPZA) suggested that the

use of general alternative EPZ employer-employee regulatOly instruments (the

goverrunent, NGOs, unions and institutions of higher learning), trade instruments

(preferential trade agreements and codes of conduct) and other instnnnents (existing

laws, arbitration and unions) could ensure that EPZ working conditions irqJroved.

The next chapter draws upon these conclusions to make recommendations on how the

problems identified in this chapter could be resdved.
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CHAPTER NINE

RECOMMENDATIONS TOWARDS BETTER EMPLOYEE-EMPLOYER

LABORRELATIONS IN KENYAN GARMENT EPZS

9.1 Introduction

This chapter makes recommendations from the conclusions drawn in chapter eight to

accomplish two objectives. The chapter presents the study's recommendations then draws

on theses recommendations to develop instruments (models) capable of satisfying the

labour relations needs ofKenyan garment EPZ stakeholders.

Initially the chapter first makes recommendations on how the factors that affect

employer-employee labour relations can be hannonized. It then recommmds measures to

be taken to minimi>e the current labour relations' gap in Kenyan EPZs.

Recommendations on how to reduce the negative impact caused by labour law

exemptions and the ineffective state of the existing problem solving (regulation)

framewOlXs are also provided. Finally, the chapter provides recommemations on how the

existing EPZ commmication structures codd be improved.

Having made recommendations on what has been stated above the chapter then draws

upon these recommendations to propose a model capable of measuring the extent of a

country/company's EPZ employer-employee labour relations' gap (problem area). It then

proposes an employer-employee labour relations' model based on the study's findings.

Finally an EPZ code ofconduct is proposed. These three propositions are interlinked and,

therefcre, are not seen to operate in isolation of each other. This is if there is to be an

impro~mentin the EPZ workplace.

The chapter then provides conclusims and recommemations and makes suggestions for

further research.
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92RECOMMrnNDATIONS

92.1 Factors that affect employer-employee labour relations

This section recommends measures that could be taken to improve employer-employee

labour relations in Kenyan garment EPZs.

• Age - As the trend was observed whereby EPZ employees highly rated the state of

their working conditions, as they grew older, EPZ employers should devise

strategies to enable them retain their young recruits Wltil they become older and

more mature. Offering them permanent or long-term employment terms as well as

taking them through induction and bonding programs on recruitment could help

them hold on to their young employees.

• Sex - as existing working conditions were found to favour males more than

females' strategies could be sought by EPZ employers to minimi2e this gender

discrepmcy.

• Employment status - As employees with stable contracts rated the state of their

working conditions better than those who were employed on either a casuaI or

permanent basis, employers could make effort to employ their workers on

contract and permanent basis. This would enable them avoid negative publicity,

maintain and obtain new contracts and also help them cut down the rates of

employee turnover and the costs involved in recruiting and training replacement

staff.

• Leadership position in company - As section heads rated the state of their

working conditions higher than their non-section head co-workers, employers

need to make effort to redress this gap to avoid rifts between these two groups. It

seems that section heads enjoy some privileges that their non-section heads do not

enjoy or may look down on their non-section head co-workers, which could be a

fertile grounl for future rifts in the EPZ workplace. Employers should consider

according equaI treatment to all employees.

• Salary scales - as employees earning the lowest wages highly rated the state of

their working conditions; employers need to make effort to redress the

discrepmcies in their different wage scales to avoid future rifts between

employees in different wage groups and themselves. Employers need to
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subsequently inform their employees of the procedures that they are supposed to

fulfil to enalie them move from one wage group to another. 1bis would help them

avoid negative publicity, maintain and obtain new contracts and would help

employers cut down the rates of employee turnover and save on the resulting

costs ofrecruiting and training replacement employees.

• Location of Company - As employees woiking for companies located in private

wnes rated the state of their working conditions higher than those working for

companies located in the public zone, the EPZA should try to establish and

document the different facilities and working conditions' programs companies in

different wnes expose their workers to. 1bis information could then be made

available to all investors/employers to enable those with poor working conditions

to impro~ them. 1bis is after learning the type of working conditions' programs

their counterparts in other wnes expose their wolkers to. The EPZA also needs to

enable employers located in the public zone to learn from and implement the

(employee) highly rated working condition practices of EPZ firms located in

private wnes. 1bis would enable them avoid negative publicity, maintain and

acquire new contracts and also help stem out labour turnover from public to

private wnes while helping employers located in the public zone to cut down on

the resultiIg recruitment and training costs of replacement employees.

• Unionization statns ofa Company - As unionized workers rated the state of their

working conditions higher than non-unionized workers, the EPZA and other

interested stakeholders should encourage firms without unions to introdu:e them

into their companies. This would enable the newly unionized fIrmS to improve

their wolking and other relationships with their workers, avoid negative publicity,

maintain and acquire new contracts and this would also help them stem out labour

turnover from non-unionized to unionized firms. In doing this, this would enable

newly unionized employers to cut down on the resulting recruitment and training

costs of repla:ement employees.

Although the results obtained from the factors that follow below had a modest effect on

EPZ employers and their employees' perceptions and attitudes towards the state of their
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working conditions, the following recommendations could be made in order to improve

them:

• Educational qualifications - As employees with higher education qualifications

rated the state of their working conditions higher than their less educated co

workers; EPZ £inns could strive to employ workers with certain educational

qualifications (basic plus above secondary school qualifications) which would

enable them to foster better working and other relationships at the EPZ workplace

at recruitment k:vels.

• The length of service of an employee - As employees who had worked for EPZ

£inns for between (3-4) years rated the state of their working conditions higher

than their colleagues who had worked longer; employers need to establish why

this trend existed and find ways of maintaining their employees initial positive

attitudes throughrut their employment period with their firms. Rewards for long

service should be offered to long serving employees. However, further research

needs to be don: to establish why this employment trend existed.

• Age (young versus old) - As older employees rated the state of their working

conditions higher than younger ones, effort should be made by employers to

induct and help young employees settle down as quickly as possible in EPZ

employment which would enable them start to appreciate the company and its

working conditions both in the short and the long run. Specialized company in

house employee training and bonding programs could be used to enable new

employees to settk: down faster and less stressfully at the EPZ workplace.

• Investors' factory location - Although invest<rs located in the public zone rated

the working conditions they exposed their workers to higher than their

counterparts located in private zones, the position on the ground was different.

This showed that employees working for £inns located in private zones rated the

state of their working conditions higher than those working for firms located in

the public zones. Thus employers located in the public zone need to learn what

working conditions' practices gave £inns located in private zones an edge over

them and try to implement these practices in their firms to foster better working
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relationslIps with their employees. This would enable them avoid negative

publicity; maintain and obtain new contracts and also them help stem out labour

turnover from public to private zones while helping them cut down on the

resultant recruitment and training costs of replacement employees.

• Investors' unionization status - Although non-unionized employers rated the

wmking conditions that they exposed their workers to higher than their unionized

colleagues, the position on the ground was different as employees who worked for

unionized firms rated the state oftheir working conditions higher than their non

unionized colleagues. Thus employers from non-unionized firms need to be

encouraged to allow their employees to unionize to ensure proper working

relationslIps in the zones. This would enable them avoid negative publicity,

maintain and acquire new contracts and also help stem out labour turnover from

non-unionized to unionized firms while helping them cut down on the resultant

recruitment and training costs ofreplacement employees.

• The length of time a company had operated as an EPZ - The trend whereby the

longer the time a firm operated as an EPZ; the poorer the working conditions it

exposed its workers to (probably due to the aging of its facilities) needs to be

broken. EPZ employers should, on a regular basis, try to renew/refurbish their

working facilities and keep in touch with the changing employment trends in the

global environment to ensure that the working conditions they expose their

workers to remain good throughout the lifespan of the company. This can be done

in conjunction with specialist and institutions of research and higher learning.

This would enable them avoid negative publicity, maintain and obtain new

contracts and also help stem out labour turnover from old to new EPZ firms,

while also helping them cut down on the resultant recruitment and training costs

on replacement employees.

9.2.2 Minimizing the labour relatious' gap in Kenyan EPZs

Recommendations in the six subsections below suggest ways in which the current EPZ

employer-employee labour relations gap (rroblem) can be bridged.
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9.2.2.1 Nature ofEPZ Training and Work Experience

9.2.2.1.1 EPZworkers and Investors

Since skills (technology) transfer was found to occur in Kenyan EPZs; EPZ employers

should try to maintain and keep on improving their on-the-job training programs to make

them more relevant to their employees' working lives both within and outside the EPZ

wOIXplace.

9.2.2.1.2 18-23 & 24-29 year olds

As the younger employees (18-23) felt that 1he on-the-job training they had received from

their employers was sufficient for their jobs within the zones, older employees found it to

be insufficient for their jobs within the zones. The relevance of the acquired work

experience in establishing private businesses outside the zones was found to be sufficient

by the 24-29 year olds and insufficient by the 18-23 year olds. This is despite the

disparity in terms ofon-the-job training which may be due to the modern methods being

used to train new employees while older (24-29 year olds) employees who may have

gone through other methodsmay feel that they were inadequately trained. Thus employee

training should be an on-going process whereby all employees undergo refresher-training

programs at least once or twice a year. Inexpensive training programs whereby training

managers attend training courses, whose content they use to train their assistants, who

then train their juniors until all levels ofemployees in the company are trained, could also

be adopted. This could also be done in conjunction with institutions of higher learning

and research. This could immensely help the company maintain a well-trained workforce

and give it an edge over its competitors. On the sufficiency of the acquired work

experience to establishing private business outside the zones, the complaints were mainly

from the 18-23 year old employees and were interpreted to mean that with time, these

young employees would acquire the relevant work experience to survive outside the

zones.
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9.2.2.1.3 EPZ Males and Females

As the training and work experience acquired in the garment EPZs was found to suit

males more than females, EPZ training officers need to try to ensure that their on-job

training programs are gender equitable. This would ensure that all employees, regardless

of their genders are fully trained which would in the long nm ensure higher productivity

from b<th genders.

9.2.2.1.4 Section heads and Non-section heads

As EPZ training and work experience was found to suit section heads more than non

section heads in Kenyan garment EPZs, EPZ employers need to fInd ways of narrowing

down this training gap. Proper training programs that would ensure that both groups

receive adequate training need to be put in place. This can be done in conjunction with

training profussionals and institutions ofresearchand higher learning.

9.2.2.1.5 EPZ workers from companies located in Public and Private EPZs

As employers located in the private zones were found to offer their employees better

training than those located in the public zone, EPZ employers located in the public zone

should learn the kind of on-job training employers located in private zones exposed their

workers to and try to implement these programs into their operations. This would ensure

that they remain as competitive as their coutterparts located in the private zones.

9.2.2.1.6 Unionized and non-unionized EPZ workers

As skills (technology) transfer was found to take place more in unionized than non

unionized garment EPZs in Kenya, non-unionized investors should learn the on-the-job

training methods unionized employers expose their workers to, so as to implement them

in their companies. This would ensure that they remain as competitive as their unionized

counterparts. Non-unionized employers shoold also be encournged to unionize.
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9.2.2.2 Employment Discrimination

9.2.2.2.1 EPZ workers and Investors

As age and gender employment discrimination was fOl.md to exist in Kenyan garment

EPZs, employers need to find ways of redressing this practice in order to improve their

worlcing relationships with their employees. This would be in accordance with what

modem employment productivity research shows, that gender and age do not determine

nor influence the productivity levels ofa male or remale employee.

9.2.2.2.2 Section heads and Non-section heads

Since both sets of employees indicated that there exists gender, pregnancy and marital

employment discrimination in the Kenyan garment EPZs, employers should employ and

appoint employees into leadership positions on the basis of their abilities taking into

account modem employment productivity research, which shows that gender, pregnancy,

age and marital status do not determine the leadership potential, and productivity level of

an employee.

9.2.2.2.3 EPZ workers from companies located in Public and Private Zones

As gender discrimination was found to exist in firms located in the public zone and not in

-those located in the private zones, EPZ employers based in the public zone need to learn

from their counterparts located in the private zones, the employment practices devoid of

age and gender discrimination and implement these conditions in their fIrms, as modem

employment productivity research shows that gender and age do not determine nor

influeoce the productivity levels of a male or female employee.

9.2.2.3 Remnneration structures

9.2.2.3.1 EPZ workers and Investors

EPZ employers need to improve on their remuneration structures by offering their

employees contracts, making overtime voluntary and paying their employees promptly

for it using appropriate rates and by providing their employees with proper medical

facilities specifIcally by paying their statutoIY deductions to the National Hospital

Insurance Fund (NHIF).
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9.2.2.4 Working facilities

9.2.2.4.1 EPZ workers and Investors

As most employees complained of inadequate illlury preventive equipment, EPZ

employers should address this issue to help prevent employee injury at the EPZ

worlq>lace. hYury prevention would help employers minimize costs accruing from

medical and legal bills, the loss ofproductive staffthrough injury and the recruitment and

training of replacement staff. Ibis can be done in conjunction with industrial injury

prevention prcfessionals as wellas institutions ofresearch and higher learning.

9.2.2.4.2 EPZ males and Females

As female employees were found to receive inadequate injury preventive equipment:

EPZ employers should address this issue to help prevent employee injury at the EPZ

worlq>lace. hYury prevention would help employers minimize costs accruing from

medical and legal bills, the loss of productive staff through ~ury and the costs of

recruitment and training replacement staff. Ibis can be done in conjunction with

industrial ~ury prevention professionals as well as institutions of research and higher

learning.

9.2.2.4.3 Section heads and Non-section heads

Since most employees holding no leadership positions ill their companies felt

inadequately protected by the injury preventive equipment provided, EPZ employers

should address this issue to help prevent employee injury at the EPZ workplace. Injury

prevention would help employers minimize costs accruing from medical and legal bills,

the loss ofpromctive staffthrough injury and the recruitment and training ofreplacement

staff. Ibis can be done in conjunction with industrial injury prevention professionals as

well as institutions ofresearchand higher learning.

9.2.2.4.4 Employees from firms located in Public and Private Zones

As most employees complained of inadequate injury preventive equipment employers

should address this issue to help prevent employee injury at the EPZ workplace. Injury
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prevention would help employers minimize costs accruing from medical and legal bills,

the loss ofprornctive staffthrough injury and the recruitment and training ofreplacement

staff. 1bis can be done in conjunction with industrial injury prevention professionals as

well as institutions ofreseardl and higher learning.

9.2.2.4.5 Unionized and non-unionized EPZ investors

As the findings revealed that non-unionized employers provided their employees with

better working facilities than their unionized colleagues, unionized employers should

learn the working conditions' practices that their non-unionized colleagues expose their

wOIkers to. This would help to prevent employee injury at the EPZ workplace. Injury

prevention would help both sets of employers minimize the costs accruing from medical

and legal bills, the loss ofproductive staffthrough injury and the recruitment and training

of replacement staff. This can be done in co~unctionwith industrial injury prevention

professionals as \\ell as institutions ofresearch and higher learning.

9.2.2.5 Interpersonal relationships

9.2.2.5.1 EPZ workers and Investors

As EPZ employee-employer interpersrnal relationships in Kenyan EPZs were found to

. be cordial, the two groups especially employers should strive to maintain this

relationship.

9.2.2.5.2 Employees from firms located in Public and Private Zones

As the findings revealed that EPZ employee-employer interpersonal relationships in

companies located in the public zones were not as cordial as those of companies located

in private zones, employers located in the public zone need to learn the interpersonal

relationships that fInns located in the private zones expose their workers to, so as to

implement them in theiroperations.

9.2.2.5.3 Unionized and non-unionized EPZ workers

Considering the fact that the findings revealed that non-unionized workers experienced

poor interpersonal relationships with their employers than their unionized colleagues,
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non-unionized investors should learn the interpersonal relationship practices of

employers and employees in unionized fInns and implement them in their operations.

Non-unionized fInns should also be en:ouraged to unionize.

9.2.2.6 Working relationships

9.2.2.6.1 EPZ workers and Investors

In the view of the fact that employees lowly rated their employer-employee working

relationships, specifIcally regarding the speed at which employers reacted to their

grievances, effort could be made especially by employers to fInd ways of speedily

redressing workers grievances without offering them poor 'quick fIx' solutions. lbis can

be done by exposing EPZ human resource and administrative personnel to new (the

latest) problem resolving techniques, which can be achieved by collaborating with the

government, institutnns ofresearch and higher learning as well as 1he EPZA.

9.2.2.6.2 Employees from companies' located in Public and Private Zones

Since the fIndings revealed that companies located in the public zone exposed their

workers to inferior working conditions compared to those of companies situated in

private zones, employers located in the public zone could learn the kind of working

. relationships their colleagues in the private zones expose their workers to and implement

them in theiroperations.

9.2.3 The impact of the various labour law exemptions

9.2.3.1 Investors from unionized and non-unionized zones

Since the exemption from paying the minimum wages by EPZ investors both from

unionized and non-unionized zones had no significant effect on their operations, the

relevant labour relations authorities need to re-evaluate the significance of this exemption

as it does not seem to play the role it was initially envisaged to play when it was used as

an investment attraction tool.

Since the exemption from applying the factories act had a signifIcant effect on the

operations of non-unionized EPZ investors, EPZ stakeholders need to fInd ways of

~ the negative effect ofthis exemption on their employees.
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9.2.3.2 Investors from companies located in the Puhlic and Private Zones

In view of the fact that the findings revealed that the exemption from applying the

factories act had contributed significantly to the operations of investors located in public

and private zones, EPZ stakeholders need to devise ways ofminimizing the impact ofthis

concession on their employees.

Given that the findings revealed that the exemption from paying the minimum wages

only benefited investors located in the public zone, EPZ investors located in this zone

should devise ways of minimizing the negative impact of this concession on their

employees.

9.2.3.3 The EPZA

Since the EPZA alleges that both the exemptions from the factories act and from paying

the minimun wages had not contnbuted significantly in helping it (the EPZA) achieve its

investment attraction objectives, other employee friendly ways of attracting foreign

investors should be explored.

9.2.4 The effectiveness ofthe existing problem-solving (regulation) frameworks

9.2.4.1 Unions

9.2.4.1.1 EPZworkers and Investors

As unionized workers and employers were found to enjoy better working conditions than

their non-unionized colleagues, both union members and their officials should fmd ways

of making unions more acceptable at the EPZ workplace. Their role should evolve from

that ofan agitator to that of a partner and a provider of solutions to EPZ employers at the

EPZ workplace. This approach would in the long run foster good relations between

unions and investors, which in turn would help prevent the closure and movement of

investors to countries with nm-unionized zmes.

9.2.4.1.2 Investors from companies located in the Public and Private Zones

Since both employers located in the public and private zone disregarded the role of

unions in the EPZ workplace, this view needs to change as employees working for
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unionized EPZ companies rated the state of their working conditions better than their

non-unionized colleagues. At the same time unionized employers indicated that there was

some room for unions in the EPZ worlcplace. In this regard union members and their

officials need to find ways of making unions more acceptable in the, EPZ workplace.

Their role should evolve from that of an agitator to that of a partner and a provider of

solutions to EPZ employers at the EPZ workplace. This approach would in the long run

foster good relations betweenunions and investors, which in turn would help, prevent the

closure and movement ofinvestocs to comtries with non-unionized zones.

9.2.4.2 The effectiveness of the EPZA

9.2.4.2.1 EPZ employees' (public & private)

In view of the fact that EPZ employees lowly rated the effectiveness of the EPZA in

terms of addressing their worlcing condition problems, the EPZA should establish the

source ofits ineffectiveness which would help it modifY its way of operations to ensure it

plays its rightful role in Kenyan EPZ operations.

9.2.4.3 Codes of conduct as regulation instruments

As all EPZ stakeholders felt that an EPZ stakeholders' code of conduct could help

. improve their working conditions, the EPZA should take the initiative of drafting an

appropriate code of conduct that would be acceptable to all EPZ stakeholders. EPZ

companies should also draft their own codes ofconduct and ensure that they adhere to the

codes of conduct of the MNE companies that they contract from.

9.2.5 The effectiveness of existing communication structures

9.2.5.1 Employee - employer communication

The existing EPZ employer-employee communication was found not to be fully effective

as some of the methods used especially by employees to make it effective have been

inefficient and expensive (e.g. strikes and go slows). EPZ companies thus need to

regularly train and expose their commmicatiOll, administra1ive and human resource

personnel to more effective communication methods. This could be done with the use of

industrial communication professiomls and institutions of research and higher learning.
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This would help them identifY their weak commtmication points and help them improve

on them, which would enable their current employer-employee commtmication

relationslips to become more effective.

The next section draws upon the recommendations presented in the previous section to

develop instruments (models) capable of satisfYing the labour relations needs of Kenyan

garmentEPZ stakeholders.

9.3 Models

Citing Watson & Hill (l996), Ikoja (2002:421) defines a model as a tentative description

of what a social process or system might be like. It is a tool of explanation and analysis

often in diagrammatic form, which attempts to show how the various elements of a

situation being studied relate to each other. Swanepoel (2000) describes a model as a

simple definition of reality. Nanaka (in SwanepoeI2000:178) says that models form the

basis for product development in architecture, science, engineering and industry. In this

study the models involved revolve around the provision of improved and efficient

employee-employer dispute resolution instruments.

9.3.1 Review of existing models

This section briefly refers to chapter six, which reviews conflicts between the state,

existing regulatory frameworks and the demands of international trade. It briefly restates

the shortcomings of both proposed and existing EPZ employer-employee labour

regulatory frameworks. These framewOlks include:

I. Multinational Enterprise (MNE) home comtry laws;

2. The United Nations Industrial Development Organizations (UNlDOs) Lima

Declarntion;

3. International Labour Organization (!LO) conventions and agreements;

4. International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (lCFTU)! International Trade

Secretaries (ITS) Basic Code ofLabour Practice;

5. Organization for Economic Corporation and Development (OECD) Guidelines for

MNEs;
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6. The International Labour Organizations (!LO) Tripartite Declaration of Principles

Concerning Multinational Enterprises ani Social Policy;

7. Corp<Jl1l1e Codes ofconduct/ethics;

8. Preferential Trade Agreements (PTAs);

9. Non-Govermrental Organizations (NGOs).

9.3.1.1 Multi-National Enterprise (MNE) home country laws

The application of MNE home country laws in host country EPZs operations is an option

that many EPZ host countries have rejected Due to the changing global business trends

developing countries have been forced to manipulate their own fiscal, industrial and

labour laws in order to attract MNE investment in their zones. Developing countries such

as Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia, Mauritius and Mexico, among many others,

have successively manipulated sections of their laws and turned them into investment

attraction tools, Had MNE home country labour and other laws been applicable in these

regions this may not have been possible. Thus the proposal to apply MNE home country

laws to fill in the EPZ employer-employee labour relations' gap seems difficult, as it is

likely to encounter a lot of resistance from EPZ host countries. MNEs, on the other hand,

may not support such a proposal as it neutralizes their advantage seeking initiatives as the

relaxed laws in developing countries provide them with opportunities that they can

profitably exploit.

9.3.1.2 The United Nations Industrial Development Organizations (UNIDOs) Lima

Declaration

In chapter six the Lima declaration was found to support the state as the body responsible

for setting up its own investment and economic development agenda It recognizes the

state as the facili1ator of industrial growth a role that suits it most, as it has all the

necessary tools at its disposal to mould an envirolJl1lent conducive for industrial

economic development. This declaration, therefore, empowers the state to use any

instrumerts at its disposal to attract investment. This, therefore, makes the state a weak

EPZ employer-employee labour relations' regulator.
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9.3.1.3 International Labour Organization (lLO) conventions and agreements

Some of the cases previewed in previous chapters indicate an outright violation of ILO

conventions not only by EPZ companies, but also by EPZ host governments, many of

which, have ratified these conventions. Some EPZ host governments have in some cases

been cited assisting EPZ investors violate labour laws including international conventions

that ithas ratiJi:d This also confinns WEPZA views that, most cOlmtries of the world are

opposed to ceding to an international body their sovereign right to set and enforce labour

regulations (WEPZA, 1996, para.7). Thus ILO conventions and resolutions seem not to

be strong enough to help reduce the EPZ employer-employee labour relations gap as part

ofthis employer-employee labour relations gap seems to emanate from the ceding oflLO

conventions and resolutions by their custodians at national levels - EPZ host

governments.

9.3.1.4 International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (lCFTU)/ International

Trade Secretaries (ITS) Basic Code ofLabour Practice

The ICFfU code of labour practice mainly relies on the goodwill of MNEs for

implementation. However, as an interested party and the principle violator of labour

regulations, MNEs seem to be weak EPZ labour law enforcement structures entrusted

With the responsibility of enforcing labour regulations on their partners. This, therefore,

makes the ICFlU basic code of labour practice an ineffective tool in regulating EPZ

employer-employee labour relations.

9.3.1.5 Organization for Economic Corporation and Development (OECD)

Gnidelines Cor MNEs

An OECD study on "Employment and labour standards" cited by Karl in Addo (1999:95)

concluded that the OECD guidelines had a role to play as a volWltaIy instrument in

promoting responsible MNE behaviOlr. This role, the study said, could be enhanced by

MNE home and host countries making it known that they expected their MNEs to follow

the guidelines worldwid:. Critics say that the guidelines do not go far enough in ensuring

MNEs comply with national law and practice, while others say they go beyond national
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standards in some areas (Karl in Addo, 1999:94). This, therefore, makes the OECD

guidelines for MNFs an ineffective employer-employee labour regulation instrument.

9.3.1.6 ILO Tripartite Declaration of Principles Concerning Multinational

Enterprises and Social Policy

Although the ILO Tripartite Declaration of Principles concerning MNEs is a response to

the international cry for a guiding code on labour practices, a more credible follow-up

procedure to the Tripartite Declaration is long overdue, adds Justice (undated, a role for

the ILO section, para.1). This statement sums up the inadequacy of the !LO Tripartite

Declamtion as a regulatory tool that could be ured to reduce the EPZ labour relations gap.

9.3.1.7 Multinational Enterprises (MNE) Codes of conduct/etbics

Many ofthe revie=d authors stated that MNE codes of conduct/ethics fall more into the

public relations realm as most companies and their EPZ based associates constantly

violate them with impunity. Were these codes effective and under constant monitoring

EPZ labour violations may have been considerably reduced or eliminated altogether.

Corporate codes of conduct/ethics, therefcre, are not effective EPZ labour regulatOIy

tools, as they do not sufficiently fill in the existing employer-employee EPZ labour

relations gap.

9.3.1.8 PreferentialTrade Agreements (PTAs)

Most of the reviewed works revealed that the differences in trade, development, labour

and legal standards bet=en developing and developed countries present a dilennna as to

what standards could be agreed upon internationally as fair. At the same time the

strongest opposition to the introduction ofa labour and social clausein international trade

agreements comes flum developing countries who have had their export preferences and

maIkets blocked under the guise of unconvincing health and environmental concerns,

which raises the possibility that developed countries could turn the issue of fair labour

standards into protectirn tools. This, therefore, hinders the effectiveness of trade

agreements as EPZ, labour regulatory frameworks.

9.3.1.9 NoJK;ovemmental Organuations (NGOs)
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Due to their confrontational and emotional way of approaching EPZ employer-employee

labour relation issues, NGOs and consumer groups can, therefore, not be trusted as EPZ

regulators as they put EPZ workers in a tricky situation considering some of the sinister

intentions NGOs might posses. Where their loyalty lies is quite hard to determine, which

casts doubts over their genuineness. They, therefore, cannot be trusted as EPZ labour

regulators.

9.3.2 Variables of a model

9.3.2.1 Primary variables

The aim of this study was to investigate the scope of the employer-employee labour

relations gap in Kenyan gannent EPZs. Seven categories that EPZ labour regulatocy

bodies such as NGOs, MNEs and international labour bodies (e.g. UN, !LO & ICFIU),

human rights organizations and consumer rights groups were considered to be important

in determining the state of a company's working conditions. These bodies required EPZ

employers to adhere to all items that made up each of the seven categories. These

instrumerts required EPZ investors to provide their employees with proper:

• Education and~ facilities;

• Remuneration structures;

• Employment structures (avoid emIioyment discrimination);

• Working facilities;

• Interpersonal relationships;

• Working relationslips and

• Dispute resohtion structures.

These structures, therefore, comprised the primary variables of the new EPZ employer

employee labour relations' model.

9.3.2.2 Secondary variables

The secondary variables ofthe model are meant to resolve problems arising as a result of

employers violating the primary variables. Thus the secondary variables of the model

revolve around EPZ employer-employee dispute resolution structures. Dispute resolution

structures includ::
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• Unions, Codes ofconduct;

• EPZA zone code ofcomuct, arbitration; .

• Ministries, government hws;

• International structures PTAs, ILO and NGOs.

9.3.3 Determining a company's employer-employee labour relations gap

Many organizations get to know of their employees working conditions grievances in

many ways. Most employees complain that they do not have effective avenues to express

their working conditions' grievances to their employers. Traditional methods of

determining working EPZ employee working conditions' problems in many EPZs include

the use of spies, strikes, go-slows and high labour turnover trends. Although these

methods have been effective they have also been found to be quite expensive. A two

week strike late in January and early February 2003 made the EPZs lose Ksh. 800 million

(approx. US$ 10 million or R100 million) while six foreign investors shelved plans to

open industries in the countty (Bosire, 2003, para. 5). This, therefore, calls for a more

efficient way of identifying the state of EPZ employees working conditions. Companies

are increasingly using research to identify and resolve employer-employee working

conditions' problems.

Thus after carrying out a study on employer-employee labour relations in Kenyan EPZs,

two models and a high productivity EPZ code of conduct were formulated. The fIrst

model was meant to establish a company's employer-employee labour relations' gap

(problem area). The second model is a step-by-step approach ofresolving EPZ employee

working conditions' problems in the EPZ workplace.

·9.3.3.1 Measuring a country's or an EPZ company's labour relations gap

The followllg model was formulated, using dita from the surveyed EPZ employees.

The premise oftre model is:

Ideal EPZ working conditions (Y) are a function of: ideal on job training structures (Xl);

ideal remuneration structures (X2); ideal employment/recruitment structures (X3);ideal
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wolking facilities (:}4); ideal interpersonal relationships (Xs); ideal wolking relatiomhips

(X,;) and ideal dispute settlement structures (X7).

Y=f(XI+X2+X3+)4+Xs+X6+X7)

After rating all the items in the seven categories (X1-X7) listed in section (9.3.2.4) above

using the scale stated in chapter sevell,section (7.3), the aggregate totals for each ofthese

seven categories (XI-X7) were then calculated. A Pearson correlation coefficient was then

run pitting the aggregate scores of the perceptions of the EPZ employees and the state of

their working conditions. This was done as existing regulatory structures (international

bodies such as the !LO, ICFTU, the UN, consumer rights and human rights groups)

required EPZ employers to ernure that their employees were comfortable with the items

in these seven categories listed in section (9.4.1) above. The ideal situation was assumed

to be a situation whereby each category had a Pearson correlation coefficient of 1. This

was supposed to be interpreted as a perfect correlation between the items in a certain

category and the total working conditiom (which was ideally supposed to be). Thm when

a certain category fell short of a perfect correlation the difference between the realized

score and a perfect correlation showed that a gap existed between this category and its

perfect correlation with wolking conditions. This was thus interpreted as the employer

employee labour relations' gap between the items in this specific category and the total

wolking conditions.

Each of the seven categories listed in section (9.4.1) above were assumed to be equal in

weight as the punishment meted or recommended for violating one category was the

same for violating all the other categories e.g. Most MNEs and Non-Governmental

(NGOs) had stated that if a contractor violated any items in any of the seven categories,

his punishment was the termination of his contract with the MNE On the other hand,

although each item in the seven categories affected EPZ workers differently, it had a role

to play in ensuring that the EPZ worker remained focused If one of the seven categories

was violated then it affected the entire operations and focus of an employee. This then

was the reason why the weight ofeach of the seven categories ofwolking condition items

carried, was considered tJ be eqml.
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A Pearson correlation total score (Y) of 4.2 (Le.60%) was considered to be an acceptable

labour relation's gap as it was above average. The 60"10 cut off point has been used in

other studies such as those of Coetzee & Nolan (2002) and Agar (1990). The total (Y)

was the sum ofthe Pearson correlation coefficient scores for each of the seven categories

(XI-X7) listed in section (9.4.1) above. An ideal score was considered to be the maximum

score of the Pearson correlation coefficient (of I) for each category. This was then

compared against the realized score from each category (calculated by adding all the

realized Pearson correlation coefficient scores from the seven groups listed in section

(9.4.1) above). If the score was above (4.2) i.e. 60% of (Y) then a particular company's

labour relations gap was considered not to be very big, but any score below 4.2 or 60%

was considered poor and appropriate action was required to reduce this labour relation's

gap.

9.3.3.2 Calculating the employer-employee lahour relations' gap in Kenyan garment

EPZs

y = f(Xl+X2+X3+~+Xs+~X7)

Table 9.1. EPZ employer-employee labour relation gaps

Working <ondition variables Aggregate s<ores' Gap (l-XI-,)

X, State oftraining structures 0.549 0.451

X, Employment discrimination 0224 0.176

X, Remuneration structures 0.639 0.361

X, State ofworking facilities 0.870 0.13

X, State of interpersonal relationships 0.654 0.346

X. State ofworking relationships 0.624 0.376

X, State ofdispute settlement structures 0.478 0.522

State of tabour relations (fotal XI-X,) 4.038

Y Ideal working conditions level 7

Labour relations gap [(Y) less (Total XI-X,)I 2.962 or (42 %
)

Current state oflabour relations 58%

Level ofa«eptan<e 4.2 or(60%)
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Aggregate scores' - ne total perception scores of EPZ employees on the tested items that fall nnder

the seven working (ondition categories listed in section (9.4.1) above after correlating them with tbe

cnrrent state of EPZ working conditions.

Using the model formula [Y = f (Xl+~+X3+]4+Xs+~+X7)] the current state of Kenyan

gannent employer-employee labour relations was found to be 4.038, which was below

the 60"10 level of satisfaction. The labour relations gap was found to be 2.962. Thus much

more needs to be dme to reduce the labour relations gap (problem) in Kenya

9.3.4 The step-by-step EPZ employee protection ladder

The study's three data collection instruments contained a section whose aim was to

establish the effectiveness and to test the applicability of alternative regulatory structures

among EPZ investors (employers), their workers and the EPZA. The same instruments

also contained an open-ended question whose aim was to get the respondents to supply

information on how the EPZ working conditions and relations could be impro~d. The

information obtained from these two sections of the data collection instrumeIt was used

to formulate an EPZ step-by-step employee protection ladder. The data generated from

these three groups suggested that the EPZ employer-employee labour relations problems

listed in the other sections of this paper, could be resolved (how the current employer

employee labour relatious gap in the zones could be reduced) using the following system

and instruments.

9.3.4.1 Modd ladder step nnmber one - EPZ firms' internal structnres

EPZ finns should have structures that guide both employers and their workers on how to

relate. This involves the setting of rules and regulations and the penalties for breaking

them. While setting their working conditions programs and policies EPZ employers

should involve and welcome their workers input (through their representative bodies).

This is because the kind of working conditions EPZ workers are exposed to could

enhance or reduce their productivity. As the study revealed that EPZ companies that had

an organized workers body (union) experienced better \Wrking conditions than those who

did not have them, EPZ companies with no organized workers bodies (unions) should be

encouraged to establish them. The government should issue guidelines on how EPZ
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investors and their workers should relate at the EPZ workplace in the absence of legally

binding regulatory structures. MNEs should ensure that they seriously supervise EPZ

contractors for compliance with their corporate codes of conduct. Universities and

research institutions should also be incorporated into the EPZ framework at this level, as

they can continually update EPZ stakeholders (employers/employees) on how to improve

the state oftheir working conditions and their labour relations.

9.3.4.2 Modd ladder step number two - EPZ level structures

If employers and their employees disagree on issues arising from the state of their

working conditions, even after using their internal dispute settlement structures. The

second level of protection, therefore, calls for external involvement. At this level the

EPZA should try to mediate between the affected employers and employees. An EPZA

drafted stakeholdcr's code of conduct could act as a reference point/guide during

negotiafuns betweenthe three negotiating parties. There is a possibili1y that a union-wide

EPZ code of conduct would be hard to enforce due to the unbalanced and competitive

nature ofEPZ operations. Ifthe three parties are unable to resolve the conflict the EPZA

can identifY and appoint a suitable arbitrator. Ifno consensus is reached at this stage/level

the three parties could move to the next level ofprotection.

9.3.4.3 Modd ladder step number three - National level structures

The third level ofprotection provides for high-level external arbitration. Here the EPZA

refers EPZ employers and lheir employees to specialist government structures resp<nsible

for employer-employee conflict resolution. The ministries of labour, health and industry

as well as the industrial court could be involved at this stage. Different laws should also

be set for EPZ enterprises to speed up the dispute resolution process and provide clear

guidelines that legal practitioners can use to resolve EPZ labour conflicts. This is justified

since separate laws were initially formulated for the establishrnezt ofEPZs, thus separate

laws should also be formulated to clear the employer-employee labour relations conflict

the first set of laws created. If, however, EPZ workers complaints are genuine and a

decision that oppresses them is made by these specialist employer-employee conflict
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resolution structures at this level, as is often the case in most of the reviewed EPZ

countries, EPZ labour should then move 10 the next level ofprotection.

9.3.4.4 Modd ladder step number four - International structures

The fourth level of protection calls for the use of Preferential Trade Agreements (PTAs)

and international specialist bodies such as the ILO. As all the reviewed EPZ companies'

trade/export their products using the African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA)

preferential trade agreement, which contains a labour clause, at this stage this clause

should be invoked. However, as EPZ labour may not be in a position of accessing the

AGOA dispute settlement mechanism, at this stage, NGOs should offer them the

assistance that they require (as at lower levels ofprotection NGOs have been found to be

destructive). Invoking the AGOA and the ILO dispute settlemeIi: system at this level is

certain to help EPZ workers resolve their working condition problems as their employers

and country's maIkets at this level become threatened.

Thus diagrammatically the step-by-step EPZ employee protection ladder is presented in

figure 9.1 that folbws:
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Figure 9.1: Step by step employee protection ladder
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9.3.5 An EPZ higher productivity code ofconduct

After anaIyzing the data on the perceptions of EPZ employers, their employees and the

EPZA, the following EPZ employer-employee higher productivity code of conduct was
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fonnulated. This code of conduct was found fitting for the EPZ workplace as its focus is

regulating EPZ workers mainly by adopting methods aimed at increasing their

productivi1y. This was assumed to be a strong motivation for EPZ contractors, MNEs and

the EPZAto adopt.

• Age - As a trend was observed whereby older EPZ employees highly rated the

state offueir woIking conditions,

o Employers should employ workers on the basis of their ability to do

the work rather than on the basis of age.

• Gender - as existing working conditions were foood to favour males more than

females;

o Employers should employ workers on the basis of their ability to do

the work rather than on the basis of gender.

• Marital status - As EPZ employees in unstable marital relationships viewed the

state of their working conditions more favourably than employees in more stable

marital re1ationslips,

o EPZ employers should employ workers on the basis of their ability to

do the work rather than on the basis of their marital status.

• Employment status - As employees with stable contracts rated the state of their

woIking conditions better than those who were employed on other terms,

o EPZ employers should offer aD their employees contracts.

• Work section (department) - as employees in the merchandizing sections lowly

rated the state cf their working conditions, .

o EPZ employers should standardize their working condition standards

throughout the company, rather than expose their workers to proper

working conditions in one section of the company and poor ones in

another.

• Leadership position in compaoy - As section heads rated the state of their

working conditions higher than their nOl~sectionheal co-wozkers,

o All EPZ employees should be exposed to equal treatment at the EPZ

workpIace regardless oftheir leadership status.
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• Salary scales - as employees earning the lowest wages highly rated the state of

their wOIking conditions,

o EPZ employers should inform their employees of the procedures that

they are supposed to fuliLl to enable them move from one wage group

to another. They should also pay their employees promptly. Overtime

should be made voluntary where this is not possible; employees

should work for agreed hours and be paid promptly for it using

appropriate rates.

• .Unionization status of a Company - As unionized workers rated the state of their

working conditions higher than nm-unionized workers,

o EPZ employers should provide unions or other avenues for worker

representation in the EPZ workplace and involve them in formulating

their working conditions' policies.

• Educational qualifications - As employees with higher education qualifications

rated the state of their working conditions higher than their less educated

colleagues,

o EPZ employers should offer their employees some (technical or other)

training.

• The length of time a company had operated as an EPZ - In view of the trend

whereby the longer the time a frrm operated as an EPZ, the poorer the state of

working conditions that it exposed its workers towas observed,

o EPZ employers should constantly refurbish and update the working

facilities that they expose their workers to.

• Working facilities - As most employees complained of inadequate injury

preventive equpment at the EPZ workplace,

o EPZ employers should provide their employees with proper injury

preventive equipment and proper medical facilities specifically by

paying their statutory deductions to the National Hospital Insurance

Fund (1''HIF).

• Interpersonal relationships - As EPZ employee-employer interpersonal

relationslips in the Kenyan garment EPZs were found to be cordial,
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o EPZ employers should strive to maintain proper interpersonal

relationships with their employees.

• Working relationships - As employees lowly rated the state of their employer

employee working relationships at the EPZ worlcplace, specifically regarding the

speed at which employers reacted to their grievances,

o EPZ employers should speedily redress their workers grievances

without offering them poor 'quick {"IX' solutions.

• Codes ofconduct - As all EPZ stakeholders felt that an EPZ stakeholders' code of

conduct could help improve the state of theirworking conditions,

o EPZ employers should formulate their own codes of conduct and

adhere to those of their MNE partners and those of local regulatory

bodies.

• Employee-employer communication - As existing EPZ employer~mployee

communication was found not to be fully effective as some of the methods used

especially by EPZ employees to make it effective, were found to have been

inefficient andexpensive (e.g. strikes and go slows),

o EPZ employers should put up proper and efficient communication

structnres.

9.6 Conclusion

In view ofthe recommendations made in this section and the models proposed here on

the basis ofthis study, it is recorrurended that EPZ stakeholders shmld, on a continwus

basis, evalwte their level of compliance \\ith their and MNE codes ofconduct. Where

gaps are established the !tep by step model should be used to help mininize them, while

the higher productivity code ofconduct shmld act as a guide on labour relations in the

zones.

Thus ifthese instruments are applied in IPZ operations there isa high possibility that the

labour relations gap in Kenyan garment EPZ could, hop:fully, be reduced.
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9.7 Suggestions for further research

In view ofdIe findings given in this study earlier on, it is suggested below 1hat future

studies pertaining to this area ofstudy need to be carried ott. 11Iis would be with a view

to enhancing subsequent performance ofEPZ operations in Kenya, whe!C one would

hope that 1his would immensely contribute towards enhancing the quality and output of

Kenyan EPZ operations.

It is thus suggested that:

• Furtherresearch be conducted to establish wly employees with no technical

qualifications rated their working conditions higher than their counterparts with

technical qualifications.

• ResearCh could also be carried out to estaHish why employees in the

merchandizing sections lowly rated their working conditions.

• More research could be done to establish why EPZ employees in unstable marital

relationships viewed their working conditions more favourably than employees in

more stable marital relatioruhips.

• Continued research be done to establish why EPZ wolking conditions favour

males more than females.
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Appendix B

THE :MAP OF KEl\'YA SHOWING THE TOWNS 'WHERE EPZs ARE LOCATED

Source: Historical maps ofKenya (http://www.lib.u.texas.edulmaoslafricalkenva po188. Wo)

EPZs in Kenva are: located in the five to\.vns listed below
l'iairobi - ha""uses four zones Rafiki (8), Sameer(5). Unique sun apparels (5), Miritinj EPl (s), De La Rue Security Print (s)
Athi River - One zone Athi River - has a total of 16 firms plus the EPZA offices
Voi-houses one ~ne- Wildlife works EPZ(s)
Kilifi· bouses one zone - Equitea EPZ (s)
!\'Iombasa - seven zones - Twin leaves EPZ (5), KingorarU EPl (3), Kapric, Emirates (s), East .-\frican Molasses EPZ (3), Coast
industrial park (s), Birch Investments (s)

:-.-n. The numben in br.lckets indicate the numbCr of enterprise in the zones while (s) indicates a single 7.on~ enterprise.
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Appendix C

Map showing South East Asian trading towns between 14 and 1600

Source: Townson (1977: 95)
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AppendixD

Map showing Portuguese involvement in Atlantic trade in the 1500s

Source: Lang (1979:98)
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AppendixE

Map showing the French, Belgian and Portuguese presence in Africa in the 1930s
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Source Hall (1981:352)
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AppendixF

EPZ EMPLOYEE OUESTIONNAIRE ON THE CURRENT STATE OF

EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE LABOUR RELATIONS IN KENYAN GARMENT

EPZs

This questionmire is designed to gather general information on the current state of

employer-employee labour relations. The questionnaire has six sections namely A, B, C,

D, E, and F. Kindly supplyinfonnation to all items in all parts of the questionnaire. It is

important that you answer each question as thoughtfully and as frankly as possible. For

complete confidertiality please do not write your name in this questionnaire.

Please TICK the choice that best describes your level of agreement with each

statement

Section A

I. Age 0 Under 180 18-23024-29030-35036-410 Over 41

2. Sex 0 Male 0 Female

3. Status 0 Married 0 Single

4. What is the highest qualification you hdd?

o University 0 College 0 SeoondaIy 0 Primary

5. What IS the highest technical qualification you hold?

6. Which section of the company are you currently working in?

7. For how long have you been worlcing for this company?

o 1-2years 0 3-4years 0 5-6years 0 over 7 years

8. I am currently employed on a?

o Contract basis 0 Permanent basis 0 Casual basis

9. Ina month I earn a salary of (Ksh)?

o Less tbm 100001001-2000 0 2001-3000 0 3001-4000 0 Over 4000

10. In a week I work for?

o 5 days 0 6 days 0 7 days
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11. When seeking employment in the zones my gender is important?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

12. When seeking employment in the zones my age is important?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

13. When seeking employment in the zones my maternity status is important?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

14. When seeking employment in the zones my marital status is important?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

Section B

I. My employer always requires Ire to work overtime?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

, 2. My employer gives me permission to attend to non-work related personal issues?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

3. Upon employment my employer offers me skills training?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

4. The skills I have acquired from my employer can help me sM my own business?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

5. The skills I have acquired from my employer can help me get a better paying job?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

6. The lighting conditions in the factory are adequate?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

7. The tem~turesin the fuctory are comfc:rtable?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

8. The fire safety measures taken by my employer are adequate?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

9. The protective equipment provided by my employer is adequate?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree
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10. The conlitions of1he sanitary facilities provided by my employer are adequate?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

11. My relationship with my supervisors is good?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

12. Our employer provides us with adequate medical facilities.

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

Section C .

1. Is 1here an organized wOIx:ers' body (union) in your company? 0 Yes 0 No

2. (If you have a workers' body) its performance in handling issues affecting us is very

effective.

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

3. I feel that our grievances would be better addressed if our organization was affiliated

to an external body e.g. C01U?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

4. EPZAlabour inspectors' visit our factoJy?

o Weekly 0 Monthly 0 After very four months 0 One time an year 0 When 1here

is a crisis 0 Never

5. EPZA inspectors' alWlyS consult us or our representatives onlabour related issues?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

6. When addressing our grievances EPZA inspectors take?

o One day D. One week 0 One morth 0 Over one month 0 They never settle them

7. I am aware ofthe codes ofconduct of the international companies we sell our goods

to?

o Strongly airee 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

Section D

I. Our wOlking relationship with the management of our company is good?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree
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2. In responding to our grievances the management ofour ccmpany takes?

o One day 0 One week 0 One mOlth 0 Over one month 0 They never settle them

·3. The management ofour company always settles our grievances?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

Section E

1. When we have grievances we use the following methods to air them to our

management? (You can tick more than ore)

o House unions 0 Workers' committees 0 Open meetings 0 Suggestion boxes 0

Other (please speciJY) .

2. The avenue(s) we use to air our grievances to our employer is (are) effective?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

3. Before making decisions the management consults us on issues such as? (You can

tick more tban one)

o Quotas 0 Wages 0 Layoffs 0 Quality 0 It does not consult us 0 Other (please

specifY).•.....•.....•....................................................................................

4. When we find it difficult to resolve work related issues with the management we

consult?

oEPZA inspectors' 0 Ministry ofLabour officials 0 Union office 0 Other (please

specifY) .
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Section F

1. The reforms I would propose that would improve labour relations between EPZ

workers, employers and the government include? (please tick all that you feel are

appropriate)

More:

Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree

Government involvement

NGD involvement

Consumer groups' involvement

Trade agreements involvement

Multinational companies

involvement

Investor involvement

Workers' involvement

Educational institutions'

involvement

An EPZ code ofconduct

2. Other TfCommendaions.

0." ..

THANK YOU VERYMUCH FOR PARnCIPATlNG IN THIS STUDY
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AppendixG

EPZ INVESTOR QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE CURRENT STATE OF

EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE LABQR RELATIONS IN KENYAN GARMENT EPZs

}bis questionmire is designed to gather general information on the current state of

employer-employee labour relations. The questionmire has six sections namely A, B, C,

D, E, and F. Kindly supply infonnation to all items in all parts of the questionmire. It is

important that you answer each question as thoughtfully and as frankly as possible. For

complete confideniality please do not write your name in this questionnaire.

Please TICK tbe choice tbat best describes your level of agreement witb eacb
statement

Section A

L For how long has your company been operating as an Export Processing Zone (EPZ)?

o 1-2years 0 3-4years 0 5-6years 0 over 7 years

. 2. The total number of Non-Management Employees' in the company are (please give

figures)

......... Male Female Total

3. The distribution of Non-Management employment status in our company in terms

percentages is as folhws; (please give figures)

......... % Casual % Permanent % Contract

4. On average we pay each Non-Management worker the following wages (in Ksh) per

month. (please give figures)

......... Casual Permanent Contract

5. The nationality (e.g. British) of the company owners is?

6. The major markets we save inclure? (TIck all that apply)

o AGQAD ACP 0 Other GSP's 0 Others (please specifY) .

7. Other EPZ investors always influence the way we relate with labour?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

8. The con:eding oflabour and related legislation sud! as the factory's act has been very

helpful to our operations.
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o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

Section B

I. When recruiting we consider an employee's gender 10 be important.

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

2. When recruiting we consider an employee's age to be imp<rtant.

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

3. When recruiting we consider an employee's maternity status to be important.

oStrongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

4. When recruiting we consider an employee's marital status 10 be important.

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

5. When recruiting we consider an employee's qualifications to be important.

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

6. Afterrecruitrnent we ah\aYs take our employees' through training programs?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

7. The company's working week runs for?

o5 days 0 6 days 0 7 days

8. We always require our employees' to wOIk overtime.

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

9. We always give our employees' permission to attend to non-work related personal

issues?

oStrongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

10. How often do you receive complaints on factol)' lighting?

o Always 0 Often 0 Sometimes 0 Never

11. How often doyou receive complaints on factol)' temperature?

o Always 0 Often 0 Sometimes 0 Never

12. How often doyou receive complaints on firesafety measures?

o Always 0 Often 0 Sometimes 0 Never

13. We provide our workers' with prdective equipment?

oStrongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree
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14. We provide adequate medical fucilities for our employees'?

oStrongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

15. The condition of our fuctory sanitary facilities is good?

oStrongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

16. How often do you receive complaints fiun the workers' about their supervisors'?

o Always 0 Often 0 Sometimes 0 Never

11. We do not allowour workers to fonn and join trad: unions?

oStrongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

18. EPZA labour inspectors' visit our factoJY?

o Weekly 0 Monthly 0 Once in four months 0 Once a year 0 When there is a

crisis 0 Other (please specify) .

Section C

1. The employee - management relationship in our canpany is?

o Very good 0 Good 0 Fair 0 Poor

2. The problems we have encoWltered with workers' due to the use of labour

concessions include? (You can tick more than one).

o Strikes 0 Negative publicity 0 External consumer threats 0 Reprimands from

the EPZAD Other (please specifY) .

3. We have faced problems for using or requesting for labour concessions from? (You

can tick more than one).

o NGO's 0 Unions 0 Politicians 0 Consumer groups 0 the general public 0 the

press 0 Other (please specify) .

4. We respond to our workers' grievances in?

o One day 0 One week 0 A month 0 Over one month 0 Other (please specify).

........................... 0 0 0 0 ..

5. We settle our w<rkers' grievances?

oAlways 0 Often 0 Sometimes 0 Never
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6. EPZA inspectors comult our workers' or their leaders on labour issues?

o Weekly 0 Monthly 0 Once in four months 0 Once a year 0 When there is a

crisis 0 Never 0 Other · _.

7. The way I would prefer to approach issues such as EPZ working conditions, unions,

women issues arising from labour related law concessions is through? (You can tick

more than one).

o Existing laws 0 NGO's 0 Arbitraoon 0 Self regulation 0 Unions 0 Codes of

conduct 0 Other (please specifY) _.

8. Our company has a corporate code of conduct? 0 Yes 0 No

9. International companies we trade with require us to abide by their corporate codes of

conduct?

o Always 0 Often 0 Sometimes 0 Never

10. To monitor our compliance with their codes of conduct international companies send

their labour inspectors' and monitors'?

o Once a year 0 2 times a year 0 3 times in a year 0 4 times in a year 0 Never 0

Other (please specifY) _.

11. The assistance given to us by the EPZA in solving labour related issues in the zones

is?

o Very Helpful 0 Often Helpful 0 Sometimes Helpful 0 Never Helpful

1. What is the

SectionD

name of your employers' organization?

2. We interact with our wOIkers using? (You can tick more than one).

o House unions 0 Workers' committees 0 Open meetings 0 Suggestion boxes 0

Other (please specifY) .

3. The avenues we use to interact \\ith our workers are?

oVery effective 0 Often Effective 0 Sometimes Effective 0 Never effective

4. Before making decisions we coosult our wOlkers' on? (You can tick more than one)
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o Quotas 0 Wages 0 Layoffs 0 Quality 0 Other (please specify).

5. Ifwe find it difficultto resolve wOIk related issues wifu our workers' we consult?

o The EPZA 0 Fellow FPZ operators' 0 Ministry of indmtry 0 Ministry oflabour

o Other (please specifY) .

Section E

1. The reforms I would propose that would improve labour relations between EPZ

wOlkers', employers' and the government include? (please tick all that you feel are

appropriate)

More:

Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree

Government involvement

NGO involvement

Consumer groups' involvement

Trade agreements involvement

Multinational companies

involvement

.Investor involvement

Workers' involvement

Educational institutions~

involvement

An EPZ code ofconduct

2. Other recommendltions.

................ 00 • •• 0 0 ..

......................... 0 0 0 0 0 0 ..

.......... • 0 h O ..

........ 0 0 .

THANK YOU VERYMUCH FOR PAR17CIPATINGIN THIS STUDY
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AppendixH

EPZA STAFF QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE CURRENT STATE OF EMPLOYER
EMPLOYEE LABOUR RELATIONS IN KENYAN GARMENT EPZs

This questionnaire is designed to gather general information on the current state of

. employer-employee labour relations; The questionnaire has six sections namely A, B, C,

D, E, and F. Kindly supply information to all items in all parts ofthe questionnaire. It is

important that you answer each question as thoughtfully and as frankly as possible. For

complete confidertiality please do not write your name in this qrestionnaire.

Please TICK Dthe choice that best describes your level of agreement with each
statement

Section A

1. How mmy employees do you have in your

department?., " : .

2. In fue last five years my department operated on a budget ofapIYoximate1y?

2002 (Ksh) 200l(Ksh) 2000 (Ksh) 1999 (Ksh) .

1998 (Ksh) .

3. What policy document does your department refer to while resolving labour related

issues between EPZ wolkers and investors?

........ _0 0 0 "0 0 ..

5. Do you have an EPZ code ofconduct? DYes 0 No

6. In relping the EPZArealize its investment attmction objectives the cedng of

legislation such as 1he factory's act has been?

oVery helpful 0 Helpful 0 Somewhat relpful 0 Not helpful
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Section B

1. In the last 12 months approximately how many cases did you (the EPZA), EPZ

workers and investors resolve on?

1-3 4-7 8-11 Other

Employment status and contracts ofEPZ workers

Gender, marital and maternity discrimination in the EPZ work place

The wages EPZ workers eam

The nature of overtime wages in the EPZ work place

Forced overtime in the EPZ work place

.Number ofdays worked in a week

Issues concerning annual leave in the EPZ work place

The lack ofpay slips in the EPZ work place

Denial ofpermission to attend non work related issues

Employee pWlishment in the EPZ workplace

Factory lighting conditions in the EPZ work place

Factory temperatures and ventilation in the EPZ work place

Fire safety equipment provided in the EPZ work place

Machine safety and protection devices in the EPZ work place

First aid facilities in the EPZ work place

Denial ofpermission to seek medical advice in the EPZ work place

The condition ofthe sanitary facilities in the EPZ work place

Permission to use the sanitary facilities in the EPZ work place

Training and development in the EPZ work place

Harsh supervisors in the EPZ work place

Permission to form and join trade wtions in the EPZ work place

Interference by EPZ employers in trade wtion affairs
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Section C

1. Do EPZ investors abide with the labour relations guidelinesyou give them?

o Always 0 Sometimes 0 Never 0 Other (please specifY).

2. How doyou handle those investors that violatethe labour relation's guidelines you

give them and other labour related hws that apply in the zones? (please explainyour

answer)

o Train them 0 Reprimand them 0 Sanction them 0 Do nothing 0 Other (Please

specifY) .

3. While solving labour relations issues betweenEPZ investors and employees how

would you rate your intervention mtcomes?

o Very effective 0 Effective 0 Sometimes effective 0 Not veI)' effective

4. Considtring that EPZ investors ha\\: been offered various labour law related

exemptions how wouldyou rate the available EPZ investor - worker dispute

intervention measures at your dispooal?

o Adequate 0 Enough to do the job 0 Inadequate 0 Other (please specifY).

5. There are situations where we have felt helpless while resolving labour issues between

investors and employees?

o Strongly agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree

6. After our interventions labour law violations in the zores?

o Always recur 0 Often recur 0 Sometimes recur 0 Never recur

7. When repimanding EPZ investors \Wo violate labour rights do they invoked the threat

to mow?

oAlways 0 Often 0 Sometimes 0 Never

8. Our \\IJrking relationslip with investas is?

o Very good 0 Good 0 Fair 0 Poor 0 Other (please specifY) ......................•

9. We visitlinspect EPZ enterprises?

o Weekly 0 Monthly 0 Once in fourmonths 0 Once a year 0 When there is a

crisis 0 Other (please specifY) _.
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10. We getto know ofemployers' grievances through?

o Meetings wi1h them 0 Their leaders 0 Them forwarding them to our off£es 0

Other (please explain your answer) .

11. We getto know ofemployees' grievances 1hrough?

o Meetings wi1h them 0 Their leaders 0 Them forwarding them to our off£es 0

Other (please explain your answer) '" •....•.............................

12. What channels are available in the zones for employer - employee communication

and problem solving?

o Trade unions 0 House committees0 House councils 0 Other (please specifY).

13. Before making major decisions that llllf affect their workers EPZ investors are

supposed to consdt employees on issues such as?

oLayoffs 0 Closing doW} 0 Wages 0 Other (please specifY).

SectionD

1. From whom hau: you experienced negative reactions for running an EPZ program that

exemIts EPZ investors from the factories act and from paying the minimum wage?

o NGO's 0 Unions 0 Politicians 0 Consumer groups 0 The general public 0 The

press 0 Other (please specifY) ..

2. What do you feel is the general employee - management wOlking relationship in the

zones?

o Very good 0 Good 0 Fair 0 Poor 0 Other (please specify) .

3. Inwhat time frame do you respond to the grievances EPZ wOlkers bring before you?

o One day 0 One week 0 A monthD Over one month 0 Other (Please specifY).

4. In what time frame do you respond to the grievances investor's bring before you?

o One day 0 One week 0 A month 0 Over one month 0 Other (please specifY).

S. How often !re you able to settle the grievances investor's bri~ before you?

o In all cases 0 In most cases 0 In some cases 0 In very few cases
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6. How often a-e you able to settle the grievances EPZ worlcers bring before you?

o Invery few cases 0 In some cases 0 In most cases 0 In all cases

7. We would prefer to approach issues such as EPZ working conditions, unions, and

women issues arising from labour related law concessions su:h as the factories act

through?

Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly
agree disagree

Stronger government regulation and
restrictions on EPZ workers activities e.g.
strikes
More NOO involvement in mediating between
EPZ investors and workers when disoutes arise
More consumer groups' involvement through
lobbying for the boycotting ofproducts from
labour riehts violating companies
More Preferential trade agreements
involvement through strong regulation and
recOlmition ofEPZ workers ricltts
More Multinational companies involvement by
ensuring that their codes ofconduct are
followed bv EPZ contractors
More EPZ investor involvement by taking
responsibility for the EPZ investment freedom
theY have been !!iven
More EPZ workers' involvement in decision
making on work nlace issues that affect them
More Higher educational institutions'
involvement in research and innovation on
better EPZ ntana!!ement techniques
An EPZ code ofconduct
The reduction ofconcessions on labour laws or
laws that can affect labour negatively in EPZ's
More external union involvement in ensuring
that EPZ workers work in a proper
environment
The application ofexisting laws ofthe land on
all areas ofEPZ ooerations
External arbitration between the affected

lnarties
Selfregulation in the zones given the essential
role EPZ industries plaY in develoDIllent
Stronger government regulation and
restrictions on EPZ inYestors who are found to
mistreat their workers
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8. Is there an organization in the zones that briq;s together EPZ employers, employees

and the EPZA? 0 Yes 0 No

Section E

1. What avenues have been left open for labour to address issues on areas that labour

laws have been ceded such as the factories act? (You can tick more than one).

oThe EPZA 0 House unions 0 Trade unions 0 Other (please specifjr).

2. When we find it difficult to resolve wo1king condition issues between labour and

employers we consult?

oThe ministry oftrade 0 The ministry ofhealth 0 The ministry oflabour 0 Other

(please specifY) .

Section F

1. What refomis would you propose to the existiIg labour regulatory framework?

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS STUDY
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